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Foreword
The present text arises from an extensive revision of our previous book {Advanced
Methods of Data Exploration and Modelling}. Since so much new material is included,
particularly in those sections dealing with linear models and latent variable models, we
thought it appropriate to regard the work as new rather than simply a second edition.
Consequently we have taken the opportunity to give the book a more appropriate title.

Preface
The Fortran 90 standard represents the first significant change in Fortran in over 20 years,
and brings it into line with most modern structured programming languages. This book is
one of a handful on Fortran 90, and one of even fewer in which every program (unless
otherwise clearly stated) has been tested on a working compiler: the FTN90 compiler for
PCs.
If you are a newcomer to Fortran, you should read the book in the conventional way, from
the beginning.
However, if you are a Fortran 77 user you may like to dip immediately into later chapters to
see some of the new features of the language. Probably the two most important advances
are the new array facilities (Chapters 9 and 15) and the impressively enlarged collection of
intrinsic procedures (Appendix C), including the so-called elemental functions which
operate on all or selected elements of array arguments. You may now define your own
types, or structures (Chapter 12) and even construct linked lists with them using pointers
(Chapter 13). Modules (Chapter 8) may be independently compiled, and may contain type
definitions and variable declarations, as well as procedures. The use of interface blocks
(Chapter 8) makes it possible to overload specific procedure names with generic names,
and also to overload operators. Conditional loops are possible now with DO WHILE
(Chapter 6), and there is a new CASE statement (Chapter 6). However, you should
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probably first have a look at Sections 2.2--2.5 (program layout, variable declarations, etc.)
and Section 3.5(kind) to see some important changes in the basics of Fortran.
In keeping with the spirit of the earlier edition, this book is a problem-solving exposition of
Fortran 90, and not a technical reference manual. You will therefore not necessarily find all
the references to a particular topic in one place in the text (e.g.\ arrays are covered in
Chapters 9 and 15) as this would interfere with the informal style of the book. There are,
however, appendices with summaries of all the statements and the intrinsic procedures,
and a comprehensive index.
I should like to thank the following in particular: David Mackin of Edward Arnold for his
helpful editorial suggestions, and for arranging the loan of an FTN90 compiler; Peter
Anderton of The Numerical Algorithms Group for the loan of the compiler; the University of
Cape Town for leave in order to write this book, and for financial support for the project; my
long-suffering colleagues for leaving me alone while I was writing; and my wife, Cleone,
who patiently reminds me when programs won't work, that computers are like that, aren't
they?
Brian D. Hahn
Department of Applied Mathematics
University of Cape Town
Rondebosch
South Africa
June 1993

Preface to Problem Solving with FORTRAN 77
So many books on FORTRAN have been written that the appearance of yet another one
seems to require some justification. There are three particular areas where this book can
claim to make a distinctive contribution.
Firstly, the approach taken is a problem-solving one, developed over many years of
teaching programming to first-year university students with no computing experience. The
computer is presented as a tool (probably the most exciting one of the 20th century) for
solving interesting, real world problems, and examples from many areas, particularly
science and engineering, are discussed. The technicalities of each new FORTRAN
construction are therefore generally presented only after motivation by the posing of a
suitable problem. Since the objective of this book is to enable you to solve problems using
a computer, the first 12 chapters are in a sense a preparation for the final three. In these
later chapters you will be introduced to some modern computer applications such as
simulation, modelling and numerical methods. There are also a large number of exercises,
involving a variety of applications. Most of these have solutions provided. Those that do
not have solutions may be suitable for use as class projects in a teaching situation.
Secondly, structured problems are developed throughout. The beginner is shielded from
the devastating effect of the GOTO statement until well into the text. When it is introduced,
the use of GOTO is encouraged in one well-defined situation only: this feature appears to
be unique in all the vast literature on FORTRAN.
Thirdly, emphasis is laid throughout the book on what has come to be called programming
style, and guidelines for writing clear, readable programs are presented.
This book has developed out of notes originally written as a supplement to lectures for
students taking courses in applied mathematics at the University of Cape Town, with no
prior experience of computing. It can therefore be used as a ``teach yourself" guide by
anyone who wants to learn FORTRAN 77 (officially known as FORTRAN ANSI X3-9 1978),
the current international standard, which is the version used here.
Although this is primarily a text for beginners, the more experienced programmer should be
able to find plenty of interest, particularly in the applications. He may even learn something!
The appendices contain summaries of all the FORTRAN 77 intrinsic functions and
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statements (including those which are not recommended for stylistic reasons), with
examples of their general usage.
No specialized mathematical background is needed to follow most of the examples. There
are occasional forays into first-year university mathematics, but these are self-contained
and may be glossed over without loss of continuity (you may even find them instructive!).
Thanks are due to John Newmarch of the University of Cape Town Information Technology
Services for his critical reading of the original manuscript on which this book is based, and
for his invaluable suggestions regarding programming style. Thanks are also due to the
generations of students who have patiently endured my efforts to improve my methods of
teaching computing. I also wish to thank my colleague, Ruth Smart, who collaborated with
me on an earlier version of this book, for her helpful advice and painstaking reading of the
manuscript. Finally, I should like to acknowledge a deep debt of gratitude to my wife,
Cleone, for her continual support and encouragement during the preparation of this book.
It is hoped this book will give some insight into the ways that computers may be used to
solve real problems, and that after working through it you will be better able to find out
more about this fascinating subject for yourself.

Epilogue Programming Style
Throughoutthis bookthe emphasis has been on writing clear,coherent programsto solve interesting
problems. A program whichis written any old how, although it may do whatisrequired,is goingto
be difficultto understand when you go through it again after a month or two. Serious programmers
therefore pay a fair amount of attention to whatis called programming style,in orderto make their
programs clearer and more readable both to themselves, and to other potential users. You may find
this irritating, if you are starting to program for the first time, because you will naturally be
impatient to get on with the job. But a little extra attention to your program layout will pay
enormous dividends inthe long run, especially when it comes to debugging.
Some hints on how to improve your program ming style are given below.
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•

You should make liberal use of com m ents, both at the beginning of a program unit or
subprogram,to describe briefly whatit does and any special methodsthat may have been used,
and also throughout the coding to introduce differentlogical sections. Any restrictions on the
size and type of datathat may be used as input should be stated clearly in the com m ents (e.g.
maximum sizes of arrays).

•

The meaning ofeach variableshould be described brieflyin a com ment atits declaration. You
should declare variables systematically, e.g.in alphabeticalorder by type.

•

Subprograms should be arranged in alphabetical order with at least one blank line between
them.

•

Blank lines should be freely used to separate sections of coding (e.g. before and after loop
structures).

•

Codinginside structures(loops, decisions,etc)should beindented a few columnsto makethem
stand out.

•

Blanks should be used in statements to make them more readable, e.g. on either side of
operators and equal signs; after commas

•

However,blanks may be omittedin placesin complicated expressions, wherethis may makethe
structure clearer.

•

FORMAT statements should be grouped together.

•

The GOTO statement should never be used, under any circumstances.

•

You should try to avoid breaking out of structuresinthe middle, e.g. with CYCLE or EXIT.

•

Statements which generate an obsolescence warning should be avoided —they could well
disappear during revision forthe next standard.

Chapter 1 Getting Going
1.1. Introduction
1.2. Fortran
1.3. Running Fortran Programs
•

Greetings

•

AIDS cases

•

Compound interest

Chapter 1 Summary
Chapter 1 Exercises

1.1. Introduction
In the period since I first became an undergraduate student, some 25 years ago, I have
been fortunate enough to witness the remarkable revolution in computer technology which
future historians will surely regard as one of the outstanding features of the twentieth
century. The first computer I programmed occupied a large room. Only one person could
use it at a time, by pressing an impressive array of switches, and programs had to be
punched on cards. Its "fast" memory could store about 240 numbers. Its slow memory
could hold a few thousand numbers, and was located on a rotating drum which you could
hear ticking as it spun.
As technology advanced, and computers became more powerful, they also became much
smaller. From occupying a whole room, they now only require part of a desk, a lap, or even
a palm. They have banded together to form networks, and during an average working day,
it is not uncommon to send electronic mail messages around the world, and to connect
directly to a computer on the other side of the world.
You may not have used a computer before (except possibly to play games) but you are
probably familiar with using a calculator. The simplest sort can only do arithmetic and
display an answer. Smarter ones have memory locations—where intermediate results may
be stored—and function keys such as sin, log, etc. The most sophisticated calculators
allow you to store the sequence of operations (instructions) needed to calculate the
solution of the problem. This sequence of instructions is called a program. To carry out the
entire set of calculations you only need to load the program into the calculator, press the
run key, supply the necessary data, and sit back while the calculator churns out the
answer. A computer, whether it is a small personal one like the IBM PC, or a large
impersonal mainframe, is in principle only an advanced programmable calculator, capable
of storing and executing sets of instructions, called programs, in order to solve specific
problems.
You may have used a computer before, but only to run software packages that have been
written by someone else. Spreadsheets, databases and word processors fall into this
category. If you have taken the trouble to start reading this book, you probably have an
interest in science or engineering, and are curious enough about programming to want to
write your own programs to solve your particular problems, instead of relying on someone
else's more general package.

1.2. Fortran
The particular set of rules for coding the instructions to a computer is called a programming
language. There are many such languages, for example Fortran, BASIC, Pascal and C++. Fortran,
which standsfor FOR mula TRA Nslation, wasthe first"high level" programming language.It made
it possible to use symbolic names to represent mathematical quantities,and to write mathematical
formulae in a reasonably comprehensible form, such as X = B/(2*A). The idea of Fortran was
proposedinlate 1953 by John Backus,in New York,and the first Fortran program was run in April
1957.
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The use of Fortran spread so rapidly that it soon became necessary to standardize it, so that a
program written in the standard would be guaranteed to run at any installation which claimed to
support the standard. In 1966 the first ever standard for a programming language was published.
This version became known as Fortran 66 (more correctly FORTRA N 66, but the practice of
capitalizing acronyms is becoming unfashionable). A new standard, Fortran 77, was published in
1978. In spite of competition from newer languages such as Pascal and C, Fortran continued to
flourish, so much so that the latest standard, Fortran 90, came out in August 1991. This is the
version used in this book. Connoisseurs of Fortran will be interested in the history of the language
sketched by Michael Metcalf and John ReidMetcalf and Reid in Fortran 90 Explained, Oxford
University Press (Oxford, 1990).
If you are already experienced in Fortran, you might like to consultthe Preface, which indicates
wherethe new features may be found. You willalso need to know thatsome old features have been
declared obsolescent. These (which may include some of your old favourites) have been made
redundant by the new standard, and are recommended for deletion in the next standard, i.e. the
recommendation is not binding. Appendix B contains a sum mary of all Fortran 90 statements,and
indicates which are obsolete and/or notrecom mended.

1.3. Running Fortran Programs
If you are new to Fortran, you should run the sample programs in this section as soon as
possible, without trying to understand in detail how they work. Explanations will follow in
due course. You will need to find out, from a manual or from someone else, how to enter
and run Fortran programs on your computer system.

Greetings
This program will greet you if you give it your name:
! My first Fortran 90 program!
! Greetings!
CHARACTER NAME*20
PRINT*, 'What is your name?'
READ*, NAME
PRINT*, 'Hi there, ', NAME
END
You should getthe following output (your response isinitalics):
W hat is your name?
Garfield
Hi there, Garfield

AIDS cases
The following program computesthe number of accumulated AIDS cases A(t)inthe United States
in year t according to the formula

A(t ) = 174.6(t − 19812
. )3
PROGRAM AIDS
! Calculates number of accumulated AIDS cases in USA
INTEGER T
! year
REAL A
! number of cases
READ*, T
A = 174.6 * (T - 1981.2) ** 3
PRINT*, 'Accumulated AIDS cases in US by year', T, ':', A
END PROGRAM AIDS
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If you supply the value 2000 forthe year you should getthe output
Accumulated AIDS cases in US by year 2000 :

1.1601688E+06
6

The answeris given in scientific notation. E+06 means multiplythe preceding number by 10 ,so
the number of casesis about 1.16 million. Using trial and errorrun the program repeatedly to find
out when there will be about10 million accumulated cases.
Try typing a mistake inthe value of t (2,000 for example)to see how Fortran responds.

Compound interest
Suppose you have $1000 saved in the bank, which compounds interest atthe rate of 9% per year.
W hat will your bank balance be after one year? You must obviously be able to do the problem in
principle yourself,ifyou wantto program the computerto doit. Thelogicalbreakdown, or structure
plan, ofthe problem is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Get the data (initial balance and interestrate)into the computer
Calculatethe interest(9% of $1000,i.e. $90)
Add the interesttothe balance ($90 + $1000, i.e. $1090)
Print(display) the new balance.

Thisis how the program looks:
PROGRAM MONEY
! Calculates balance after interest compounded
REAL BALANCE, INTEREST, RATE
BALANCE = 1000
RATE = 0.09
INTEREST = RATE * BALANCE
BALANCE = BALANCE + INTEREST
PRINT*, 'New balance:', BALANCE
END PROGRAM MONEY
Run the program and notethatnoinput(from the keyboard)isrequired now (why not?). The output
should be 1.0900000E+03 (1090).

Summary
•

A computer program is a setof coded instructions for solving a particularproblem.

•

The Fortran statement READ* isfor getting datainto the computer.

•

The Fortran statement PRINT* isfor printing (displaying) results.

Chapter 1 Exercises
1.1 Writea program to computeand printthesum, difference,productand quotientoftwo numbers
A and B (supplied from the keyboard). The symbols for subtraction and division are - and /
respectively. Use the program to discover how Fortran reactsto an attempted division by zero.
2

1.2 The energy stored on a condenseris, CV / 2 w here C isthe capacitance and V isthe potential
difference. Write a program to compute the energy for some sample values of C and V.
Solutions to most exercises are in Appendix E.
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Chapter 2 Introduction
In this chapter and the next one we willlook in detail at how to write Fortran programs to solve
simple problems. There aretwo essentialrequirements forsuccessfully mastering this art:
•

The exactrules for coding instructions mustbe learnt;

•

A logical plan for solving the problem mustbe developed.

These two chapters are devoted mainly to the firstrequirement:learning some basic coding rules.
Once you have mastered these, we can go on to more substantial problems.
All Fortran 90 statementsintroduced in thisand subsequent chapters(and some which are not) are
summarized in Appendix B.

2.1. Compound Interest Again
In Chapter 1 you ran the program MONEY to compute compound interest:
PROGRAM MONEY
! Calculates balance after interest compounded
REAL BALANCE, INTEREST, RATE
BALANCE = 1000
RATE = 0.09
INTEREST = RATE * BALANCE
BALANCE = BALANCE + INTEREST
PRINT*, 'New balance:', BALANCE
END PROGRAM MONEY
We will now discuss in detail how the program works. W hen you run a Fortran 90 program two
separate processes take place. Firstly the program is compiled. This means that each statement is
translatedinto some sortof machine code thatthe computercan understand. Secondly,the compiled
program is executed.Inthisstep eachtranslatedinstructionis carried out.The software packagethat
carries out both these processes is generally called a compiler.
During compilation, space in the computer's random access memory (RA M) is allocated for any
numbers(data) which willbe generated by the program. This partofthe memory may bethought of
as a bank of boxes, or memory locations, each of which can hold only one number at atime. These
memory locations are referred to by symbolic names inthe program. So the statement
BALANCE = 1000
allocates the number 1000 to the memory location named BALANCE. Since the contents of
BALANCE may change during the program itis called a variable.
The translated (compiled) form of our program looks roughly as follows:
1. Putthe number 1000 into memory location BALANCE
2. Putthe number 0.09 into memory location RATE
3. Multiply the contents of RATE by the contents of BALANCE and putthe answer in INTEREST
4. Add the contents of BALANCE to the contents of INTEREST and putthe answer in BALANCE
5. Print(display) a message followed by the contents of BALANCE
6. Stop.
During execution, these translated statements are carried out in order from the top down. After
execution,the memory locations used will have the following values:
BALANCE : 1090
INTEREST : 90
RATE
: 0.09
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Note thatthe original contents of BALANCE islost.
The PROGRAM statement in the first line introduces the program. It is optional, and may be
followed by an optional name.The secondline,starting with an exclamation mark,isa com mentfor
the benefit of the reader, and has no effect on the compilation. Variables in a program can be of
different type; the REAL statement declarestheirtypeinthisexample. Thefirstthree non-blanklines
ofthis program are non-executable,i.e.no actionis carried out bythem (they have no counterpartin
the translated form ofthe program above).
Try the following exercises:
1. Run the program.
2. Change
the
first
executable
statement
to
read
BALANCE
=
2000
and make sure that you understand what happens when you run the program again.
3. Leave
out
the
line
BALANCE
=
BALANCE
+
INTEREST
and re-run. Can you explain what happens?
4. Try to rewritethe program so thatthe originalcontents of BALANCE is not lost.
A number of questions have probably occurred to you by now, such as
•

W hat names may be used formemory locations?

•

How can numbers be represented?

•

W hat happens if a statement won'tfit on one line?

•

How can we organize the output more neatly?

These questions, and hopefully many more,will be answered in the following sections.

2.2. Program Layout
The general structure of a simple Fortran program is as follows (items in square brackets are
optional):
[PROGRAM program name]
[declaration statements]
[executable statements]
END [PROGRAM [program name]]
As you can see,the only compulsory statementin a Fortran program is END. Thisstatementinforms
the compilerthatthere are no further Fortran statementsto compile.
The notation
END [PROGRAM [program name]]
meansthatthe program name may be omitted from the END statement,butthatifthere isa program
name,the keyword PROGRAM may not be omitted.

Statements
Statements form the basis of any Fortran program, and may contain from 0 to 132 characters (a
statement may be blank; blank statements are encouraged to make a program more readable by
separatinglogicalsections). Earlier versions of Fortraninsistedthatcertain parts of a statementstart
in certain columns; Fortran 90 has no such restriction.
All statements,except the assignment statement (e.g. BALANCE = 1000), start with a keyword.
Some keywords encountered so far are END, PRINT, PROGRAM, and REAL.
Generally,there willbe one statement perline. However, multiplestatements may appearon alineif
they are separated by semi-colons. Forthe sake of clarity,thisisrecom m ended only with very short
assignments,such as
A = 1; B = 1; C = 1
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Long statements may continue over severallines as discussed below.

Significance of blanks
Blanks are generally not significant, i.e. you can use them to improve readability by indenting
statements (adding blanks on the left) or padding within statements. However, there are places
where blanks are not allowed. To be specific itis necessary to define atechnicalterm: the token.
A token in Fortran 90 is a basic significantsequence of characters, e.g.labels, keywords, names,
constants, operators and separators (these items are all discussed later). Blanks may not appear
within atoken.So INTE GER, BAL ANCE and < = are notallowed (<= is an operator), while A *
B is allowed and isthe same as A*B.
A name, constant orlabel must,however,beseparatedfrom an adjacent keyword, name,constant or
label by at least one blank. So REALX and 30CONTINUE are not allowed (30 is the labelin the
second case).

Comments
Any charactersfollowing an exclamation mark (!) (exceptin a character string) are com mentary,
and areignored by the compiler. An entire line may be a com ment. A blank lineis also interpreted
as comment. Com ments should be used liberally toimprove readability.

Continuation lines
If a statement istoo long to fiton a line,it will be continued on the nextline ifthe last non-blank
characterinitis an ampersand (&):
A = 174.6 *
(T - 1981.2) ** 3

&

Continuation is normally to the first characterin the next non-com mentline. However,ifthe first
non-blank character ofthe continuationline is &, continuationistothefirstcharacterafterthe &. In
this way a token may be splitovertwo lines,although thisis notrecommended, since it makes the
code less easy to read.
An & atthe end of a com mentline will not continue the com ment,sincethe & is construed as part
of the comment.

2.3. Data Types
The concept of a data type is fundamental in Fortran 90. A data type consists of a set of
data values (e.g. the whole numbers), a means of denoting those values (e.g. -2, 0, 999),
and a set of operations (e.g. arithmetic) that are allowed on them.
The Fortran 90 standard requires five intrinsic (i.e. built-in) data types, which are divided
into two classes. The numeric types are integer, real and complex. The non-numeric types
are character and logical.
Associated with each data type are various kinds. This is a basically the number of bits
available for storage, so that, for example, there might be two kinds of integer: short and
long. There is a full discussion of kind in Chapter 3.
In addition to the intrinsic data types, you may define your own derived data types, each
with their own set of values and operations. This is discussed in Chapter 12.
Integer and real intrinsic types are discussed below. Character and complex intrinsic types
are discussed in Chapter 3; the remaining intrinsic type, logical, is dealt with in Chapter 5.

2.4. Literal Constants
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Literal constants (often simply called constants) are the tokens used to denote the values
of a particular type, i.e. the actual characters that may be used. Before we consider
constants in detail we need to look briefly at how information is represented in a computer.

Bits 'n bytes
The basic unit of information in a computer is a bit: something which has only two possible
states, usually described as on and off. The binary digits 0 and 1 can therefore be used to
represent these two states mathematically (hence the term digital computer). The word "bit"
in a contraction of "binary digit".
Numbers in a computer's memory must therefore be represented in binary code, where
each bit in a sequence stands for a successively higher power of 2. The decimal numbers 0
to 15, for example, are coded in binary as follows:

A byte is the amount of computer memory required for one character, and is eight bits long.
Since each bit in a byte can be in two possible states, this gives 2 8, i.e. 256, different
combinations.
Hexadecimal code (see table) is often used because it is more economical than binary.
Each hexadecimal digit stands for a power of 16. E.g.

f ( x) = x 3 + x − 3
One byte can be represented by two hex digits.
Microcomputer memory size (and disk capacity) is measured in bytes, so 64K for example
means slightly more than 64,000 bytes (since 1K actually means 1024). Microcomputers
are sometimes referred to as 8-, 16- or 32-bit machines. This describes the length of the
units of information handled by their microprocessors (chips). The longer these units, the
faster the computer.

Integer literal constants
Integer literal constants are usedto denotethe values oftheintegerintrinsictype. The simplestand
most obvious representation is an unsigned or signed integer (whole number), e.g.
1000

0

+753

-999999

2501

In the case of a positive integer constant,the sign is optional.
The range of the integers is not specified in the standard, but on a 16-bit computer,for example,
could be from -32768 to +32767 (i.e.

f ′( x ) = 3x 2 + 1 10 −6
to
).

The range may be specified on a particularcomputer by using a kind parameter. Thisis discussedin
Chapter 3.
Positive whole numbers may also be represented in binary,octal(base 8) or hexadecimal form, e.g.
binary:
B'1011'
octal:
O'0767'
hexadecimal:
Z'12EF'
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Lower case may be used. Quotation marks(") may be used instead of apostrophes(') as delimiters.
These forms are restrictedto use withthe DATA statement,andininternaland externalfiles as digit
strings, withoutthe leading letters and the delimiters.

Real literal constants
These are used to denote values of realintrinsictype, and take two forms.
The firstform isthe obvious one and is called positional form or fixed point and consists of a string
of digits with a decimal point.It may be signed or unsigned. Examples:
0.09

37.

37.0

.0

-.6829135

There may be no digitstotheleftofthe decimal point,or no digitstotheright ofthe decimal point,
but a decimal point by itselfis not allowed.
The second form is called exponential form or floating point It basically consistsof eitheraninteger
(signed or unsigned) or a fixed pointreal(signed or unsigned)followed in both cases by theletter E
followed by an integer (signed or unsigned). The number following the E is the exponent and
indicatesthe power of 10 by which the number preceding the E must be multiplied. E.g.
2.0E2
(= 200.0)
2E2
(= 200.0)
4.12E+2
(= 412.0)
-7.321E-4
(= -0.0007321)
Realconstants arestoredin exponentialform in memory, no matter how they are actually written.If
areal has a fractional partitmay therefore be represented approximately (thisissometimes referred
to as finite machine precision). Even ifthereis no fractional partthe realis stored differently from
an integer of the same value. E.g. 43 is an integer, while 43.0 is a real. They will be represented
differently in memory.
The range and precision of real constants are not specified by the standard. Typically,reals will
f ( x + h) − f ( x )
n
!
=
n
*
n
−
1
!
(
)
h
range between
and
, with a precision of about seven decimal
digits. The range and precision may be specified with a kind parameter.

2.5. Names and Variables
We have already seen that memory locations can be given symbolic names, such as BALANCE and
RATE. In Fortran 90, names can be given to otherthings apartfrom memory locations, such as the
program itself. A name must consist of between 1 and 31 alphanumeric characters, and must start
with a letter. The alphanumeric charactersare the 26 letters,the 10 digits, and the underscore (_).
(Fortran 77 users will notethat names may now be longerthan six characters.)
Exceptin the case of character strings, Fortran 90 is case insensitive, i.e.the names MYNAME and
MyName representthe same thing. Perhapsitshould be notedthat Fortran programmers have a long
tradition of writing programs in uppercase only. This goes back to the days (which I remember
well!) when card punch machines had to be used —these can represent only uppercase letters. A
mixture of upper-andlowercaseis,however, much easiertoread (itcontains moreinformationthan
pure uppercase). So it might be better to use NoOfStudents than NOOFSTUDENTS. It is also
generally better to use meaningful names (which are not too long however), such as
NoOfStudents, instead ofsimply N.
There are no reserved words in Fortran; you may therefore use the name END for a memory
location, although thisis certainly notrecom mended!
The following table shows some valid and invalid names.
Valid names
X
R2D2

Invalid names (why?)

X+Y
SHADOW FAX
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Pay_Day
2A
ENDOFTHEMONTH
OBI-WAN
A variable is a memory location whose value may be changed during execution of a program. A
variable's nameis constructed accordingto the above rules. A variable has a type which determines
the type of constantit may hold. Itis given a type in a type declaration, e.g.
INTEGER X
REAL INTEREST
CHARACTER LETTER
REAL :: A = 1
Note that a variable may be initialized in its declaration. In this case a double colon (::) must be
used. The value of a variable initializedinthis way may be changed laterinthe program. Although
more complicated expressions are allowed when initializing,itisrecommended for stylisticreasons
thatinitialization be restricted to simple assignments as shown above.
Although the variables X, INTEREST and LETTER have been declared in the program fragment
above,they are as yet undefined, asthey have no value. You should avoid referencing an undefined
variable. A variable may be defined in a number of ways, e.g. by initializing it (A above) or
assigning a value to it,asin other examples we have seen.
A variable may also be given an initial value in a DATA statement, afterbeing declared, e.g.
REAL A, B
INTEGER I, J
DATA A, B / 1, 2 / I, J / 0, -1/
A name in a program must be unique. For example,if a program is named MONEY, an attempt to
declare a variable ofthe same name will cause an error.
The variables described here are scalar because they can hold only a single value.

Implicit type rule
Earlier versions of Fortran had what was called an implicit type rule. Variables starting with the
lettersIto N inclusive were automatically specified with integertype, while variables starting with
any otherletter were automatically specified real. This (unhelpful) rule still applies in Fortran 90
by default, to ensure compatibility of code written under earlier versions.
The implicittype rule can lead to serious programming errors. A real value might unwittingly be
assignedto a variable whichisinteger by default;thefractional partisthen truncated (chopped off).
For example,the statement
Interest_rate = 0.12
in a program where Interest_rateis not declared explicitly will assign the value 0 tothe variable.
To guard against such errorsitis strongly recommended thatthe statement
IMPLICIT NONE
be used atthe start of all programs. This statement switches offtheimplicittype rule; consequently
all variables used in the program must be declared. This incidentally promotes good programming
style; having to declare a variable means that you have been forced to think about whatitrepresents.

2.6. Vertical Motion under Gravity
Ifa stoneisthrown vertically upward with aninitialspeed u,its verticaldisplacement s afteratime t

f ( x) = x 3

has elapsed is given by the formula
,where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Air
resistance has been ignored. We would liketo computethe value of s, given u and t. Note that we
are not concerned here with how to derive the formula, but how to compute its value. The logical
preparation ofthis program is as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Get values of g, u and t into the computer
Compute the value of s according to the formula
Printthe value of s
Stop

This plan may seem trivialto you, and a waste of time writing down. Yet you would be surprised
how many beginners,preferringtorush straighttothe computer,tryto program step 2 before step 1.
Itis well worth developing the mental discipline of planning your program first—if pen and paper
turns you off why not use your word processor? You can ever enterthe plan as com mentlinesinthe
program.
The program is as follows:
PROGRAM Vertical
! Vertical motion under gravity
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, PARAMETER :: G = 9.8 ! acceleration due to gravity
REAL S
! displacement (metres)
REAL T
! time
REAL U
! initial speed (metres/sec)
PRINT*, ' Time
Displacement'
PRINT*
U = 60
T = 6
S = U * T - G / 2 * T ** 2
PRINT*, T, S
END PROGRAM Vertical
The strange way of declaring G makes it a named constant , since its value should definitely not
change inthe program. Named constants are discussed further below.
Table 2.1 Numeric intrinsic operators
Operator

Precedence

Meaning

Example

**
*
/

1
2
3

Exponentiation 2 ** 4 (=24)
Multiplication 2 * A
DivisionB / DELTA

+
––

3
–

Addition or unary plus
–

A + 6.9

2.7. Programming Style
Programsthatare written any old how, whilethey may do whatisrequired,can be difficulttofollow
when read a few months later, in order to correct or update them (and programs that are worth
writing willneedto be maintainedinthis way).Itistherefore extremelyimportantto developthe art
of writing programs which are welllaid out, with allthe logic clearly described. This is known as
programming style, and should be manifest in most ofthe programs in this book (occasionallapses
are in orderto save space ...).Guidelines forgood style arelaid outinthe Epilogue.
The program in the previous section has been written with thisin mind:
•

There is a comment atthe beginning describing whatthe program does.

•

Allthe variables have been declared and described on separatelines,in alphabetical order. You
may like toinclude initialization with the declaration and description, e.g.
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REAL :: T = 6

! time

•

Blanks have been used on either side of the equal signs and the operators (e.g. **), and after
com mas.

•

Blank lines have been used to separate distinct parts ofthe program.

You may like to develop your own style;the pointisthat you must pay attention to readability.

2.8. Numeric Expressions
The program Vertical in Section 2.6 makes use ofthe following code:
U * T - G / 2 * T ** 2
This is an example of a numeric expression —a formula combining constants, variables (and
functions like square root) using numeric intrinsic operators. It specifies a rule for computing a
value. Sinceitonly computes asingle valueitisa scalar numericexpression. There arefive numeric
intrinsic operators, shown in Table 2.1. Typing blanks on either side of operators will make
expressions more readable.
These operators are called intrinsic because they are built-in. We will seelater how to define new
operators, and how to overload an intrinsic operator,i.e. give it a differentmeaning.
An operator with two operands, as in A + B, is called a binary or dyadic operator. When an
operator appears with only one operand, asin -Z,itis called unary or monadic.
The orderin which operations in an expression are carried outis determined by the precedence of
the operators, according to the table above, except that parentheses () always have the highest
precedence. Since multiplication has a higher precedence than addition, this means, for example,
that 1 + 2 * 3 is evaluated as 7, while (1 + 2) * 3 is evaluated as 9. Note alsothat -3 **
2 evaluatesto –9, not 9.
W hen operators withthe same precedence occurinthe same expression,they are with one exception
always evaluated from lefttoright,so 1 / 2 * A is evaluated as (1 / 2) * A and not 1 /
(2 * A).
The exception tothe precedence rulesisthatin an expression ofthe form
A ** B ** C
the right-hand operation B ** C is evaluated first.

Integer division
This causesso much heartache amongst unsuspecting beginnersthatitdeserves a section ofits own.
W hen aninteger quantity(constant,variableor expression)is divided by anotherinteger quantitythe
resultis also of integertype, so itis truncated towards zero, i.e.the fractional partislost. E.g.
10 / 3
19 / 4
4 / 5
by zero)
- 8 / 3
3 * 10 / 3
10 / 3 * 3

evaluates to 3
evaluates to 4
evaluates to 0 (which could cause an unwanted division
evaluates to -2
evaluates to 10
evaluates to 9

Mixed-mode expressions
Fortran 90 allows operands in an expression to be of different type. The general rule is that the
weaker or simpler type is converted, or coerced, into the stronger type. Since integertype is the
simplest, this means that operations involving real and integer operands will be done in real
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arithmetic. This appliesto each operation separately, not necessarily to the expression as a whole.
So, for example,
10 / 3.0
4. / 5
2 ** (- 2)

evaluates to 3.33333
evaluates to 0.8
evaluates to 0 (?)

However, note that
3 / 2 / 3.0
evaluatesto 0.333333 because 3 / 2 is evaluated first, giving integer 1.

2.9. Numeric Assignment
The purpose ofthe numericassignmentisto computethe value of a numeric expression and assignit
to a variable.Its generalform is
variable = expr
The equalsign does not have thesame meaning asthe equalsignin mathematics,and should be read
as "becomes".So the assignment
X = A + B
should be read as "(the contents of) X becomes (the contents of) A plus (the contents of)B".
In this way the assignment
N = N + 1
is meaningful,and means "increase the value of N by 1", whereas the mathematical equation
n = n+1
is not generally meaningful.
If expr is not ofthe same type as var,itis convertedtothattype before assignment. This meansthat
there might be loss of precision. For example,assuming N isinteger, and X and Y are real:
N = 10. / 3
X = 10 / 3
Y = 10 / 3.

(value of N is 3)
(value of X is 3.0)
(value of Y is 3.33333)

The danger of performinginteger divisions inadvertently cannot be stressedtoo much. For example,
you might want to average two marks which happen to be integers M1 and M2. The most natural
statementto writeis
FINAL = (M1 + M2) / 2
butthisloses the decimal part of the average.Itis always safestto write constants as realsif real
arithmeticis what you want:
FINAL = (M1 + M2) / 2.0

Examples
The formulae

10 −1
may be translated into the following Fortran assignments:
F = G * M * E / R ** 2
C = (A ** 2 + B ** 2) ** 0.5 / (2 * A)
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A = P * (1 + R / 100) ** N
The second can also be written with the SQRT intrinsic function as
C = SQRT ( A ** 2 + B ** 2 ) / (2 * A)
but never as
C = (A ** 2 + B ** 2) ** (1/2) / (2 * A)
(1/2 in the exponent evaluates to zero because ofinteger division).

2.10. Simple Input and Output
In this section we willlook at the READ* and PRINT* statements more closely. The process of
getting information into and out of the computer is an aspect of what is called data transfer. The
simplestform of datatransferin Fortran 90 is with READ* and PRINT* and is called list-directed.
More advanced forms of data transfer are discussed in Chapter 10.

Input
So farin this chapter variables have been given values by using numeric assignment statements, as
inthe program MONEY:
BALANCE = 1000
RATE = 0.09
This is an inflexible way of supplying data, since to run the program for different balances or
interest rates you would have to find and change these statements. There may be many such
assignmentsin a more complicated program,and itis a waste oftime to recompilethem everytime
you wantto change the data. The READ* statement, however, which we saw in Chapter 1, allows
you to supplythe data while the program is running. Replacethesetwo assignmentstatements with
the single statement
READ*, BALANCE, RATE
W hen you run the program,the compiler will waitfor you totypethe values ofthetwo variables at
the keyboard, if you are using a PC (an IBM compatible personal computer). They may be on the
same line,separated by blanks,a com ma, ora slash, or on differentlines.You can correct a number
with the backspace key while entering it.Ifyou are using some other system, you may need some
advice on how to supply data for READ*.
The generalform ofthe READ* statementis
READ*, list
where list is alist of variables separated by com mas.
Note the following generalrules:
•

A singleline ofinput or outputiscalled a record (e.g.inthe case of a PC,from the keyboard or
on the screen).

•

Each READ statement requires a new input record. E.g.the statement
READ*, A, B, C
will be satisfied with one record containing three values:
3 4 5
whereas the statements
READ*, A
READ*, B
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READ*, C
requirethree input records, each with one value in it:
3
4
5
•

W hen the compilerencounters a new READ, unread data on the currentrecordis discarded, and
the compilerlooks for a new record to supply the data.

•

Data for a READ may run over onto subsequent records. Basically the compiler searches all
input records for data untilthe I/O (Input/Output)list has been satisfied.

•

Ifthere are not enough datato satisfy a READ the program will crash with an error message.

Example
The statements
READ*, A
READ*, B, C
READ*, D
with the input records
1 2 3
4
7 8
9 10
have the same effect asthe assignments
A
B
C
D

=
=
=
=

1
4
7
9

Reading data from text files
Itoften happensthatyou needtotesta program by reading alotof data. Suppose you were writing a
program to find the average of,say, 10 numbers.It becomes a great nuisanceto have totype in the
10 numbers each time you run the program (since programs seldom work correctlythe firsttime).
The following trick is very useful.
The ideaisto putthe datain a separate(external)file whichisstored on your computersystem, e.g.
on its hard disk if you are using a PC. The program then readsthe datafrom the file each time itis
run, instead of from the PC keyboard. As an example, use your word processor to store the
following line inthe ASCII (text)file called D ATA:
3 4 5
Now use this program to read these three numbers from the file and display them on the screen:
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'DATA' )
READ(1, *) A, B, C
PRINT*, A, B, C
END
The OPEN statement connectsthe unit number (1)tothe external file DATA. The form ofthe READ
statementshown herethen directsthe compilertolookinthe fileconnectedto unit1 forits data(the
unit number may typically be from 1 to 99).

Output
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The PRINT* statement is very useful for output of small amounts of data, usually while you are
developing a program,since you don'tneedto be concerned withthe exact detailsofthe form ofthe
output.
The generalform is
PRINT*, list
where list may be a list of constants, variables, expressions, and character strings, separated by
com mas. A character string is a sequence of characters delimited by quotes(") or apostrophes (').
E.g.
PRINT*, "The square root of", 2, 'is', SQRT( 2.0 )
Here are some generalrules:
•

Each PRINT* statement generates a new output record.

•

The way realsare printed depends on your particularsystem. The FTN90 compiler on a 386,for
example, displays reals between –99.999 and +99.999 in fixed point form, and all others in
exponentialform. If you wantto be fussy,you have to use format specifications (Chapter 10).
E.g. the following statements will print the number 123.4567 in fixed point form over 8
columns correcttotwo decimal places:
X = 123.4567
PRINT 10, X
10 FORMAT( F8.2 )

•

Ifa characterstringin PRINT* istoolong tofiton onelineit willbe displayed withouta break
if & also appearsinthe continuation line:
PRINT*, 'Now is the time for all go&
&od men to come to the aid of the party'

Sending output to the printer
This may be done as follows (on a PC):
OPEN( 2, FILE = 'prn' )
WRITE(2, *) 'This is on the printer'
PRINT*, 'This is on the screen'
Notethat WRITE must be used in conjunction with a unitnumber. Thisis a more generalstatement
than PRINT.

Summary
•

Successful problem solving with a computer requires knowledge of the coding rules and a
sound logical plan.

•

The compilertranslatesthe program statementsinto machine code.

•

Fortran statements may be up to 132 characterslong and may start anywhere on the line.

•

All statements, except assignments,start with a keyword.

•

A Fortrantoken is a sequence of charactersforming a label,keyword, name, constant,operator
or separator.

•

Blanks should be used to improve readability, exceptinside keywords and names.

•

Com ments may be typed after the exclamation! They should be used liberally to describe
variables and to explain how a program works.

•

A statement with & asitslastnon-blank character will be continued onto the nextline.

•

There are five intrinsic datatypes:integer,real, complex,logical and character.
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•

Values of each datatype are represented by literal constants.

•

Integer constants may also be represented in binary, octal and hexadecimal.

•

Real constantsare represented in fixed pointor floating point (exponential)form.

•

Alphanumeric characters arethe letters, digits and the underscore.

•

Names may contain up to 31 alphanumeric characters,starting with aletter.

•

A variableisthe symbolic name of a memory location.

•

The IMPLICIT NONE statement should be used to avoid variables being given a type
implicitly.

•

A numeric variable should be declared integer orrealin atype declaration statement.

•

Numeric expressions may be formed from constants and variables with the five numeric
intrinsic operators, which operate according to strictrules of precedence.

•

Decimal partsare truncated when integers are divided, orwhen integers are assigned to reals.

•

Numeric assignment computes the value of a numeric expression and assigns it to a real or
integer variable.

•

Groups of variables may be given initial values in a DATA statement.

•

PRINT* is used to print(display) output.

•

READ* is used toinput data from the keyboard while a program isrunning.

•

Data may also be read from an externalfile(e.g. a disk file).

Chapter 2 Exercises
2.1 Evaluatethe following numeric expressions,giventhat A = 2, B = 3, C = 5 (reals);and I
= 2, J = 3 (integers). Answers are given in parentheses.
A
A
B
B
A
I
A
C
A
J

* B + C
(11.0)
* (B + C)
(16.0)
/ C * A
(1.2)
/ (C * A)
(0.3)
/ I / J
(0.333333)
/ J / A
(0.0)
* B ** I / A ** J * 2
(4.5)
+ (B / A) ** 3 / B * 2.
(7.25)
** B ** I
(512.0)
B ** A ** C
(-45.0)
/ (I / J)
(division by zero)
2.2 Decide which ofthe following constants are not written in standard Fortran, and state why not:

(a) 9,87
(b) .0
(c) 25.82
(d)–356231
(e) 3.57*E2 (f) 3.57E2.1
(g) 3.57E+2 (h) 3,57E–2
2.3 State, giving reasons, which ofthe following are not Fortran variable names:
(a) A2

(b) A.2

(c) 2A

(d) 'A'ONE

(e) AONE

(f) X_1

(g) MiXedUp (h) Pay Day

(i) U.S.S.R.
(j) Pay_Day (k) min*2
(l) PRINT
2.4 Find the values of the following expressions by writing short programs to evaluate them
(answersin parentheses):

10 −2
the sum of 5 and 3 divided by their product(0.53333)
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the cube root ofthe product of 2.3 and 4.5 (2.17928)
the square of 2π (39.4784 —take π = 3.1415927

ex = 1+ x +

x2 x3
+
+
2! 3!

10 −6 (2107.18 —the balance when $1000 is deposited for 5 years at 15% p.a. compounded
monthly)
2.5 Translate the following expressions into Fortran:
(a) ax + bx + c = 0
2

(e)

Φ( x )

(f)

(b) ≠

(c) ≠

(

(d) 0 ≤ X ≤ x

Φ( x ) = 0.5 − r at + bt 2 + ct 3

t = 1 (1 + 0.3326 x )

)

(g)

(

r = exp −0.5x 2

)

2π

(h)

2.6 Suppose thatthe largestinteger on your system is ≤ .Write a Fortran statement which will
compute this number, bearing in mind that an attempt to compute ≤ will cause an overflow error.
2.7

Write a program to calculate x, where

F0
and a = 2, b = -10, c = 12 (use Read* to inputthe data).(Answer 3.0)
2.8 There are eight pintsin a gallon, and 1.76 pintsin a litre. The volume of a tank is given as 2
gallons and 4 pints. Write a program whichreadsthis volume in gallonsand pints and convertsitto
litres.(Answer: 11.36 litres)
2.9 Write a program to calculate petrol(gas) consumption.Itshould assign the distance travelled
(in kilometres)and the amount of petrol used (inlitres)and computethe consumption in km/litre as
wellasinthe more usualform oflitres per 100 km. Write some helpfulheadings,sothatyour output
looks something(?)like this:
Distance

Litres used

Km/L L/100Km

528
46.23 11.42 8.76
2.10 Writesome lines of Fortran which willexchangethe contents oftwo variables A and B, using
only one additional variable T.
2.11 Try the previous problem without using any additional variables!
2.12 Try to spotthe syntax errors(i.e. mistakesin coding rules)in this program before running it
on the computerto check your answers with the error messages generated by your compiler:
PROGRAM Dread-ful
REAL: A, B, X
X:= 5
Y = 6,67
B = X \ Y
PRINT* 'The answer is", B
END.
2.13 A mortgage bond (loan) of amount L is obtained to buy a house. The interestrate r is 15%
(0.15) p.a. The fixed monthly payment P which will pay offthe bond exactly over N yearsis given
by the formula

F20
Write a program to compute and print P if N=20 years,and the bond isfor $50,000. You should get
$658.39.
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It'sinteresting to see how the payment P changes with the period N over which you pay the loan.
Run the program for differentvalues of N (use READ*). Seeif you can find a value of N for which
the paymentislessthan $625.
Now go back to having N fixed at 20 years,and examine the effect of differentinterestrates. You
should see that raising the interestrate by 1% (0.01)increases the monthly payment by about $37.
2.14 It'susefulto be ableto work out how the period of a bond repayment changesif you increase
or decrease your monthly payment P. The formula for the number of years N to repay the loan is

given by Fn = Fn −1 + Fn − 2 Write a new program to compute this formula. Use the intrinsic
function LOG for the logarithm. How long willittake to pay off the loan of $50,000 at $800 a
month if the interest remains at 15%? (Answer: 10.2 years—nearly twice as fast as when paying
$658 a month!)
Use your program to find out by trial-and-errorthe smallest monthly paymentthat can be made to
paytheloan off—ever. Hint: recallthatitis not possibleto findthelogarithm of a negative number,
so P must notbe lessthan F0 = F1 = 1 .

2.15 The steady-statecurrentI flowingin a circuitthatcontains a resistance R = 5, capacitance C =
10, and inductance L = 4 in seriesis given by

P0 ( x ) = 1 where E = 2 and P1 ( x ) = x are the input voltage and angularfrequency respectively.
Compute the value of I.(Answer: 0.0396)
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Chapter 3 Introduction
So far we have seen how to read datainto a Fortran program, how to do some arithmetic withthem,
and how to output answers.In this chapter we look attwo powerful constructions which featurein
most real programs: DO and IF. We also look attwo moreintrinsictypes, character and complex,
and discussthe concept of kind. The chapterends with a briefintroduction tointrinsic functions.
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3.1. DO Loops
Run the following program:
INTEGER I
REAL R
DO I = 1, 10
PRINT*, I
END DO
END
To get some random numbers instead, replace the PRINT statement with the following two
statements:
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
PRINT*, R
Every time you run the new program you will getthe same 10 "random" numbers, which is rather
boring. To see how to get a different set each time you willhave to wait until Chapter 14.
For a change,try the following:
DO I = 97, 122
WRITE( *, 10, ADVANCE = 'NO' )ACHAR( I )
10
FORMAT( A1 )
END DO
The form of the WRITE statement above introduces a new feature which old hands will welcome
with rejoicing:non-advancing I/O.
To getthe alphabet backwards,replace the DO with
DO I = 122, 97, -1
The DO loop (or its equivalent) is one of the most powerful statements in any programming
language. One of its simplestforms is
DO I = J, K
block
END DO
where I is an integer variable, J and K areinteger expressions, and block stands for any number of
statements. The blockis executedrepeatedly;the values of J and K determine how many repeats are
made. On the firstloop, I takes the value of J, and is then increased by 1 atthe end of each loop
(including the last). Looping stops once I has reached the value of K, and execution proceeds with
the statement after END DO. I will have the value K+1 after completion ofthe loop (normal exit).
You can probably guess how DO works in reverse.

Square rooting with Newton
The square root x of any positive number a may be found using only the arithmetic operations of
addition,subtraction and division, with Newton's method. Thisis an iterative (repetitive) procedure
thatrefines an initial guess;there are more general examplesin Chapter 16.
The structure plan ofthe algorithm tofindthe squareroot,andthe program with sample outputfor a
= 2 is as follows:
1. Input a
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2. Initialize x to 1
3. Repeat
Replace
Print x
4. Stop.

6
x

by

times
(x

+

(say)
a/x)/2

PROGRAM Newton
! Square rooting with Newton
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL
A
INTEGER I
REAL
X

! number to be square rooted
! iteration counter
! approximate square root of A

WRITE( *, 10, ADVANCE = 'NO' ) 'Enter number to be square rooted: '
10 FORMAT( A )
READ*, A
PRINT*
X = 1
! initial guess (why not?)
DO I = 1, 6
X = (X + A / X) / 2
PRINT*, X
ENDDO
PRINT*
PRINT*, 'Fortran 90''s value:', SQRT( A )
END
Output:
Enter number to be square rooted: 2
1.5000000
1.4166666
1.4142157
1.4142135
1.4142135
1.4142135
Fortran 90's value:

1.4142135

The value of X convergesto a limit, which is a . Notethatitisidenticaltothe value returned by
Fortran 90'sintrinsic SQRT function. Mostcomputersand calculators use asimilar methodinternally
to compute square roots and other standard mathematicalfunctions.
Note:
•

the use of a "prompt"in a WRITE statementto elicitinput from the user— old hands note again
that non-advancing I/O allowsthe input on the same line as the prompt;

•

thatto print an apostrophe (')in a string the apostrophe must be repeated ('');

•

that some pairs of keywords, such as ENDDO, do not have to be separated.
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Money again
The next program computes compound interest on an initialbalance over a number of years. Run it
for a period of about 10 years and see if you can follow how it works. Save itfor use in Exercise
3.14 atthe end of the chapter.
PROGRAM Invest
! compound growth of an investment
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL
Bal
INTEGER
Period
REAL
Rate
INTEGER
Year

!
!
!
!

balance
period of investment
interest rate
year counter

PRINT*, 'Initial balance:'
READ*, Bal
PRINT*, 'Period of investment (years):'
READ*, Period
PRINT*, 'Interest rate (per annum, as a decimal fraction):'
READ*, Rate
PRINT*
PRINT*, 'Year
Balance'
PRINT*
DO Year = 1, Period
Bal = Bal + Rate * Bal
PRINT*, Year, Bal
END DO
END
If you feel up to ittry to implement non-advancing I/O to get each input on the same line as its
prompt.
The next program is a variation on the last one. Suppose we have to service four different savings
accounts, with balances of $1000,$500, $750,and $12050. We wantto computethe new balancefor
each ofthem after 9% interest has been compounded. Try it out.
PROGRAM Accounts
! processes customers accounts
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
Acct
REAL
NewBal
REAL
OldBal
REAL
Rate

!
!
!
!

Rate = 0.09

! 9% pa

counter
new balance after interest
original balance
interest rate

DO Acct = 1, 4
WRITE( *, '(A)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) 'Old balance: '
READ*, OldBal
NewBal = OldBal + Rate * OldBal
PRINT*, 'New balance: ', NewBal
END DO
END
Notethe effects ofindenting the statements insidetheDO loop.It makesiteasierfor you to spotthe
block when you read the program.
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Differential interest rates
Most banks offer differentialinterest rates— more for the rich, less for the poor. Suppose in the
above examplethatthe rateis 9% for balanceslessthan $5000, but 12% otherwise. W e can easily
amend the program to allow forthis by deletingthe statement Rate = 0.09 and inserting a new
block of statements afterthe READ* as follows:
IF (OldBal < 5000) THEN
Rate = 0.09
ELSE
Rate = 0.12
ENDIF
Try this out with sensibly chosen data to verify that it works. For example, $4000 will grow to
$4360, whereas $5000 will grow to $5600.

3.2. Deciding with IF-THEN-ELSE
We will discussthe IF-THEN-ELSE statement justintroduced more fullyinthis section.
As an example, suppose that the final course mark of students attending a university course is
calculated asfollows. Two examination papersare written atthe end of the course. Thefinal markis
eitherthe average ofthetwo papers,orthe average ofthe two papers andthe classrecord mark (all
weighted equally), whichever is the higher. The following program computes and prints each
student's mark, with the comment PASS or FAIL (50% being the pass mark).
PROGRAM Final_Mark
! Final mark for course based on class record and exams
IMPLICIT
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
INTEGER

NONE
CRM
ExmAvg
Final
P1
P2
Stu

!
!
!
!
!
!

Class record mark
average of two exam papers
final mark
mark for first paper
mark for second paper
student counter

OPEN( 1, FILE = 'MARKS' )
PRINT*, ' CRM
Exam Avg
PRINT*

Final Mark'

DO Stu = 1, 3
READ( 1, * ) CRM, P1, P2
ExmAvg = (P1 + P2) / 2.0
IF (ExmAvg > CRM) THEN
Final = ExmAvg
ELSE
Final = (P1 + P2 + CRM) / 3.0
END IF
IF (Final >= 50) THEN
PRINT*, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, 'PASS'
ELSE
PRINT*, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, 'FAIL'
END IF
END DO
END
As explained above,the data arestoredin an externalfile(MARKS)to make reading more efficient.
For example,for a sample class ofthree students,the data could be:
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40 60 43
60 45 43
13 98 47
i.e.thefirststudent has a classrecord of 40 with exam marks of 60 and 43. Herfinal markshould be
51.5 (classrecord not used), whereasthe second student's mark should be 49.3 (classrecord used).
Run the program as itstands.

The IF construct
Inthe above example we see a situation wherethe computer must make decisions: whether or notto
include the classrecord, and whetherto pass or failthe student. The programmer cannot anticipate
which ofthese possibilities willoccur when writingthe program, soit mustbe designed to allow for
all ofthem. W e need a conditional branch, which is another ofthe most powerfulfacilitiesin any
programming language. A com mon form of the IF construct, asitis called in Fortran 90,is
IF condition THEN
block1
[ELSE
blockE]
END IF
where condition is a logical expression having a "truth" value of eithertrue orfalse,and block1 and
blockE are blocks of statements. If the condition is true, block1 is executed (and not blockE),
otherwise blockE is executed (and not block1). The ELSE part is optional and may be left out.
Execution continues inthe normal sequential way with the next statement after END IF.
The condition may be formed from numeric expressions with the relational operators,such as <,
<=, == (equals)and /= (not equals),and from otherlogicalexpressions withthe logical operators ,
such as .NOT., .AND. and .OR.. These are all discussed fully withthe most generalform of IF
in Chapter 5.

The IF statement
A shorterform ofthe IF constructisthe IF statement:
IF (condition) statement
In this case only a single statement is executed ifthe condition istrue. Nothing happens ifitisfalse.
The word "construct"implies a construction with morethan one statement (and hence morethan one
keyword).

3.3. Characters
A glaring shortcoming ofthe above program isthatthe students' names are neitherread nor printed.
To remedy this we make use of character variables. Make the following changes to Final_Mark:
Insertthe statement
CHARACTER (Len = 15) Name

! Name

into the declaration section.Change the statementthat printsthe heading:
PRINT*, 'Name

CRM

Exam Avg

Final Mark'

Change the READ statement:
READ( 1, * ) Name, CRM, P1, P2
Change the two statementsthat printthe marks:
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PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, 'PASS'
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, 'FAIL'
Finally, change the data fileM A R KS by inserting some names (don'tforgetthe apostrophes):
'Able, RJ'
'Nkosi, NX'
'October, FW'

40 60 43
60 45 43
13 98 47

If you run the amended program you should get outputlike this:
Name

CRM

Exam Avg

Able, RJ
40.0000000
Nkosi, NX
60.0000000
October, FW 13.0000000

Final Mark
51.5000000
44.0000000
72.5000000

51.5000000
49.3333321
72.5000000

PASS
FAIL
PASS

Character constants
So far we have dealt mainly withtwo of Fortran 90'sintrinsictypes:integer and real.We now come
tothe intrinsic type character.
The basic character literal constant is a string of characters enclosedin a pair of either apostrophes
(') or quotes("). Most characterssupported by your computer are permitted, withthe exception of
the "control characters" (e.g. escape). The apostrophes and quotes serve as delimiters and are not
part ofthe constant.
A blank in a character constantis significant,so that
"B Shakespeare"
is notthe same as
"BShakespeare"
Fortran 90 is "case sensitive" only inthe case of character constants,so
Charlie Brown
is notthe same as
CHARLIE BROWN
There are two ways of representing the delimiter characters themselves in a character constant.
Either sort of delimiter may be embedded in a string delimited by the other sort,asin
'Jesus said, "Follow me"'
Alternatively,the delimiter should be repeated, asin
'Pilate said, ''What is truth?'''
A character string may be empty, i.e.'' or “ “. The number of characters in a string is called its
length. An empty string has a length of zero.

Character variables
The statement
CHARACTER LETTER
declares LETTER to be a character variable of length 1,i.e.it can hold a single character. Longer
characters may be declared, asinthe program Final_Mark:
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CHARACTER (Len = 15) Name
This means thatthe charactervariable Name can hold a string of up 15 characters.
An alternative form ofthe declaration is
CHARACTER Name*15
Character constants may be assigned to variablesinthe obvious way:
Name = 'J. Soap'
On an inputrecord,the quote or apostrophe delimiters are not needed fora character constantifthe
constant does not contain a blank, com ma or slash. Sincethe names in the example above contain
com mas and blanks, delimiters are needed in the input file.

3.4. Named Constants
In the program Vertical in Chapter 2,the declaration statement
REAL, PARAMETER :: G = 9.8
was used to declare G as a named constant, or parameter. The effect ofthisis that G may not be
changed laterin the program— any attempt to do so will generate an error message.
The PARAMETER attribute is one of many that may be specified in a type declaration statement.
Further attributes will be introduced later.
Named constants may themselves be used when initializing. The expression thus formed is an
initialization expression (initialization expressions arein fact special cases of constant expressions,
which may appearin other contexts). E.g.
REAL, PARAMETER ::
INTEGER, PARAMETER
REAL, PARAMETER ::
REAL, PARAMETER ::

Pi = 3.141593
:: Two = 2
OneOver2Pi = 1 / (2 * Pi)
PiSquared = Pi ** Two

Since initialization expressions are evaluated at compiletime, there are certain restrictions on their
form. Atthis stage,the relevant ones are:
•

they may only involve intrinsic operators;

•

the exponentiation operator must have an integer power;

•

intrinsic functions must have integer or character arguments and results.

The following istherefore not allowed, given the definition of Pi above:
REAL, PARAMETER :: OneOverRoot2Pi = 1 / SQRT(2 * Pi)
In general, a double colon must appear wherever an attribute is specified or an initialization
expressionis used; otherwise itis optional.Ifthe PARAMETER attributeisspecified,an initialization
expression must appear.
Ifthe named constantis of charactertype, itslength may be declared with an asterisk. The actual
length isthen determined by the compiler,saving you the bother of counting allthe characters. E.g.
CHARACTER (LEN = *), PARAMETER &
:: Message = 'Press ENTER to continue'
LEN = *, character constantcharacter constant: LEN = *
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3.5. Kind
The concept of kind is a new feature of Fortran 90 with which experienced Fortran
programmers will need to get to grips.
Each of the five intrinsic types has a default kind—this is required by the standard. There
may be a number of other kinds—these will be system-dependent and are not specified by
the standard. Associated with each kind is a non-negative integer called the kind type
parameter. The value of the kind parameter enables you to identify the various kinds
available.

Integer kinds
For example,the FTN90 compilersupportsthreeinteger kinds on a PC. The default kind has a kind
31
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parameter value of 3, and representsintegers inthe range −2 to 2 − 1 .
There are a number ofintrinsicfunctions which enable you to establish kind related properties,and,
more importantly,to specify a kind which willsuit your precision requirements.
Integer constants automatically have default kind (that is what the word default means). The
function KIND( I )
KIND returnsthe value ofthe kind parameterofitsargument(real orinteger),so KIND( 0 ) will
return the defaultinteger kind. The simple declaration
INTEGER I
specifies I with defaultinteger kind default.
The function HUGE( I ) returnsthelargestvaluerepresented by itsargument(real orinteger). To
find the smallest value, simply add 1 and print the result. The values of an integer kind cycle
between their lower and upper bounds (under the FTN90 compiler). The following fragment will
establish defaultinteger kind and upper and lower bounds:
INTEGER
BIG = HUGE(I)
SMALL = BIG + 1
PRINT*, 'Default kind: ', KIND(I)
PRINT*, 'Largest:
'
PRINT*, 'Smallest:
', SMALL
Note thatthe arguments of KIND and HUGE need not be defined.
Having established the defaultkind parameter value, you can experiment a bitto establishthe other
kinds available on your compiler. E.g.the statement
INTEGER ([KIND =] 2) I
specifies I with a kind parameter of 2 — m ore precisely, a kind type parameter (contents of square
bracketsis optional).
The function SELECTED_INT_KIND( N ) returnsthe kind parameter valueforthe kindthat will
N
N
be able to represent all integer values in the range −10 to 10 . This function can be used to
establish whatkinds are available:
INTEGER K, N
N = 0
DO
N = N + 1
K = SELECTED_INT_KIND( N )
IF( K == -1 ) EXIT
PRINT*, N, K
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END DO
END
The numerical value of the kind parameters is system-dependent. Thatis, while the integer kinds
available under FTN90 are 1, 2 and 3, under a different compilertheir values may be 2, 4 and 8,
although the kinds may have identical properties. This raises the question of portability —can we
write a program which specifiesa certain kind,and which willrun on any compilerthatsupportsthe
standard? The answeristhatwe can, usingthe SELECTED_INT_KIND functionto name a constant
which isinturn used in the type declaration statement:
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: K6 = SELECTED_INT_KIND( 6 )
INTEGER (K6) I
The right-hand side of the first statement is an example of a constant expression. This guarantees
that kind K6 will be able to represent allintegers in the range –999999 to 999999 (and possibly
more).
Although literal constants have default kind, a different kind may be specified by following the
constant with an underscore and an unsigned integer constant or named integer constant,e.g.
123_2

123456_K6

specifies 123 with kind 2 (which is system-dependent), while 123456 is specified with the kind
K6 selected by the declaration above (which is portable). Clearlythe portable form is saferto use,
and istherefore recommended.
Inthe evaluation of expressions where operands have different kind parameter values,the result has
the kind parameter ofthe operand with the greater precision.

Real kinds
The functions KIND and HUGE described above alsotake realarguments. Withrealtype,an attempt
to go beyond HUGE causes an overflow error.
The function SELECTED_REAL_KIND( P, R ) returnsthe kind parameter ofthe realtype with
−R
R
precision at P (number of significant decimals) and an exponentrange of atleast 10 to 10 (if
available). P and R must be integers.
The kind of a real constant may be specified inthe same way as an integer constant.
The standardrequiresthatin additionto a defaultreal kind,there must be atleast one real kind with
a greater precision than the default(this corresponds to the now obsolete DOUBLE PRECISION
type of earlier versions). If this more accurate representation has, for example, a kind parameter
value of 2,the AIDS program of Chapter 1 may be amended by replacing the REAL statement with
REAL (KIND=2)

A

! number of cases

and the numeric assignment with
A = 174.6 * (T - 1981.2_2) ** 3
Note that to get a significantly different answer the expression must be coerced into the stronger
type. Run thisto see how the answer differs.
Further functions relating to real kind are described in the appendices.

Character kinds
The default kind of character constantincludes all characters supported by your computer system
with the exception of the control characters. The standard requiresthatthe default kind satisfies a
certain collating sequence. Thisisto enable sorting of characters, which isdiscussed in Chapter 11.
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Other charactersets(e.g. Greek) may be supported by your system, and these would have different
kind parameters.Inthe case ofcharacterconstants,the kind parameter,ifany, precedes the constant.
So if the named constants ASCII and GREEK had the values of the default and Greek kind,
constants ofthose kinds could be written as
ASCII_”abcde”
GREEK_”αβγδε“
We saw inthe case ofintegers and realsabovethatthe kind parameter may be specified with a type
parameter. Sincethelength ofa character variable may also be specified on declaration,characteris
the only type to have two type parameters: one forlength, and one for kind. Examples:
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER

(LEN = 10, KIND = GREEK) Greek_Word
(LEN = 10) English_Word
! default kind
(KIND = GREEK) Greek_Letter
! default length of 1
(10, GREEK ) Greek_Word

Note that the specifiers "LEN =" and "KIND =" are optional. However, if only one unnamed
parameteris given,itistaken to be the length, notthe kind.
The function KIND alsotakesa characterargument.(You may be wondering how the same function
can take arguments of so many different types. If so, you will have to wait for the discussion of
overloading to see how this may be done.)

3.6. Complex Type
Complex numbers and complex arithmetic are supported by Fortran 90. E.g.
COMPLEX, PARAMETER :: i = (0, 1)
COMPLEX X, Y
X = (1, 1)
Y = (1, -1)
PRINT*, CONJG(X), i * X * Y

! sqrt(-1)

Output:
(

1.0000000, -1.0000000) (

0.0000000E+00,

2.0000000)

W hen a complex constantisinput with READ* it must be enclosed in parentheses.
Many ofthe intrinsic functions can take complex arguments.

3.7. Introduction to Intrinsic Functions
So far you should be able to write a program which gets data into the computer, performs
simple arithmetic operations on the data, and outputs the results of the computation in a
comprehensible form. However, more interesting problems are likely to involve special
mathematical functions like sines, cosines, logarithms, etc. Just as most calculators have
keys for these functions, Fortran allows you to compute many functions directly. These
functions are called intrinsic (or built-in) functions.

Projectile motion
We want to write a program to compute the position (x and y co-ordinates) and the velocity
(magnitude and direction) of a projectile,given t,thetime sincelaunch, u,thelaunch velocity, a,the
initial angle oflaunch (in degrees), and g,the acceleration due to gravity.
The horizontaland vertical displacements are given by the formulae
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x = ut cos a, y = ut sin a − gt 2 / 2

The velocity has magnitude V such that
V
components,Vx and y ,are given by

V 2 = Vx2 + Vy2

, where its horizontal and vertical

V x = u cos a, Vy = u sin a − gt

and V makes an angle θ

with the ground such that

tan θ = Vx / Vy

. The program is:

PROGRAM Projectile
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, PARAMETER :: g = 9.8
REAL, PARAMETER :: Pi = 3.1415927
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

A
T
Theta
U
V
Vx
Vy
X
Y

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

! acceleration due to gravity
! a well-known constant

launch angle in degrees
time of flight
direction at time T in degrees
launch velocity
resultant velocity
horizontal velocity
vertical velocity
horizontal displacement
vertical displacement

READ*, A, T, U
A = A * Pi / 180
! convert angle to radians
X = U * COS( A ) * T
Y = U * SIN( A ) * T - g * T * T / 2.
Vx = U * COS( A )
Vy = U * SIN( A ) - g * T
V = SQRT( Vx * Vx + Vy * Vy )
Theta = ATAN( Vy / Vx ) * 180 / Pi
PRINT*, 'x: ', X, 'y: ', Y
PRINT*, 'V: ', V, 'Theta: ', Theta
END
If you run thisprogram with the data
45

6

60

you will see from the negative value of θ thatthe projectileis coming down. The argument of a
function may be any valid Fortran expression of appropriatetype,including anotherfunction. So V
could have been computed directly as follows:
V = SQRT( (U * COS( A )) ** 2 + (U * SIN( A ) - g * T) ** 2 )
(The argument of SQRT is always positive here (why?) so no problems can arise.)
Angles for the trigonometric functions must be expressed in radians, and are returned in radians
where appropriate. To convertdegreestoradians, multiplythe anglein degrees by π/180, where π is
the well-known transcendental number 3.1415926....If you wantto impress your friends, however,
you can cunningly exploitthe mathematicalfactthatthe arc tangent (inverse tangent) of 1 is π/4,
and use the ATAN function (try it).

Some useful intrinsic functions
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Descriptions ofalltheintrinsic procedures supported by Fortran 90 appearin Appendix C. A list of
some of the more com mon ones follows. X stands for a real expression unless otherwise stated.
Optional arguments areindicated in square brackets.
•

ABS(X): ABS absolute value ofinteger,real or complex X.

•

ACOS(X): ACOS arc cosine (inverse cosine) of X.

•

ASIN(X): ASIN arc sine ofX.

•

ATAN(X): ATA N arc tangent of X inthe range -π/2 to π/2.

•

ATAN2(Y, X): ATAN2 arc tangent of y/x inthe range -π to π.

•

COS(X): COS cosine of realor complex X.

•

COSH(X): COSH hyperbolic cosine of X.

•

COT(X): COT cotangent ofX.

•

EXP(X): EXP value ofthe exponentialfunction ex, where X may be realor complex.

•

INT(X [,KIND]): INT convertsinteger,realor complex X tointegertype truncating toward
zero, e.g. INT(3.9) returns 3, INT( - 3.9) returns–3. Ifthe optional argument KIND is
present,itspecifiesthe value ofthe kind parameter oftheresult. Otherwisetheresulthasdefault
integer kind.

•

LOG(X): LOG naturallogarithm ofrealor complex X. Notethatanintegerargument willcause
an error.

•

LOG10(X): LO G10 base 10 logarithm of X.

•

MAX(X1, X2[, X3, ...]): MA X maximum oftwo or more integer or real arguments.

•

MIN(X1, X2[, X3, ...]): MIN minimu m of two or more integer orreal arguments.

•

MOD(K, L): M O D remainder when K is divided by L. Arguments must be both integer or
both real.

•

NINT(X [,KIND]): NINT nearest integerto X, e.g. NINT(3.9) returns 4, while NINT(3.9) returns -4.

•

REAL(X [,KIND]): REAL function convertsinteger,real or complex X to realtype, e.g.
REAL(2)/4 returns 0.5, whereas REAL(2/4) returns 0.0.

•

SIN(X): SIN sine of real orcomplex X.

•

SINH(X): SIN H hyperbolic sine of X.

•

SQRT(X): SQRT square root ofreal or complex X.

•

TAN(X): TAN tangent of X.

•

TANH(X): TAN H hyperbolic tangent of X.

Intrinsic subroutines
Fortran 90 also has a number ofintrinsic subroutines. Subroutines differslightly from functions in
thatthey areinvoked with a CALL statement,and results are returned through arguments. They are
also described in Appendix C. The example below shows how you can displaythe date and time.It
also illustrates the use of character substrings and concatenation.
DATE_AND_TIMECHARACTER*10 DATE, TIME, PRETTY_TIME
CALL DATE_AND_TIME( DATE, TIME )
PRINT*, DATE
PRETTY_TIME = TIME(1:2) // ':' // TIME(3:4) // ':' // TIME(5:10)
PRINT*, PRETTY_TIME
END
Output:
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19930201
15:47:23.0

Chapter 3 Summary
•

A DO loop is used to repeat ablock (set) of statements.

•

The IF-THEN-ELSE construct enables a program to decide between alternatives.

•

The IF statementis a shorterform ofthe IF construct.

•

Character constants are strings of charactersenclosed in apostrophes (') or quotes (").

•

Named constants (parameters) may not be changed in a program.

•

Variables may be initialized in a type declaration.

•

Each of the intrinsic data types has a default kind, and a system-dependent number of other
kinds.

•

The kindtype parameterassociated with a datatypeis aninteger which evaluatestothe kind of
that datatype.

•

The value of kind type parametersis system-dependent.

•

Characters may havetwo type parametersin theirtype declarations: oneforlength,and one for
kind.

•

Complex numbers and arithmetic are supported by the COMPLEX intrinsictype.

•

Complex constants must be enclosed in parentheses forinput with READ*.

•

Intrinsic (built-in) functions may be used to compute a variety of mathematical,trigonometric
and other functions directly.

Exercises
3.1

Translate the following into Fortran statements:

(a) Add 1 tothe value of I and store the resultin I.
(b) Cube I, add J to this, and storethe resultin I.
(c) Set G equaltothe larger ofthe two variables E and F.
(d) If D is greaterthan zero, set X equalto minus B.
(e) Divide the sum of A and B by the product of C and D,and store the resultin X.
3.2
If C and F are Celsius and Fahrenheittemperaturesrespectively, theformula for conversion
from Celsiusto Fahrenheitis F = 9C/5 + 32.
(a) Write a program which will ask you for the Celsius temperature and display the equivalent
Fahrenheit one with some sort of comment, e.g.
The Fahrenheit temperature is: ...
Try it out on the following Celsiustemperatures (answersin parentheses):0 (32), 100 (212),-40 (40!), 37 (normal human temperature: 98.6).
(b) Change the program to use a DO loop to compute and write the Fahrenheit equivalent of
Celsiustemperatures ranging from 20° to 30° in steps of 1°.
3.3
Write a program that displays a listofintegersfrom 10 to 20 inclusive,each withitssquare
root nexttoit.
3.4
Writea program tofind and displaythe sum ofthe successiveintegers 1, 2,...,100.(Answer:
5050)
3.5
Write a program to find and display the sum of the successive even integers 2, 4,..., 200.
(Answer: 10100)
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3.6
Ten studentsin a class write a test.The marks are out of 10. Allthe marks are entered in an
external file M A R KS. Write a program which will read allten marks from the file and find and
display the average mark. Try it on the following marks (each on a separateline inthe file):
5

8

0

10

3

8

5

7

9

4

(Answer: 5.9)

3.7
The pass mark forthe testinthe previous problem is 5 out of 10. Change your program so it
uses an IF-THEN to find out how many students passed the test.
3.8

Write aprogram which generates some random numbers R with

CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )/
and counts how many ofthem are greaterthan 0.5, and how many arelessthan 0.5. Tryincreasing
the number ofrandom numbers generated.W hat do you expect?
3.9
What are the values of X and A (both real) after the following program section has been
executed?
A
I
X
A
X
A
X
A
X
A
X

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
0
A
X
A
X
A
X
A
X

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

/ A
/ A
/ A
/ A

3.10

Rewrite the program in the previous exercise more economically by using a DO loop.

3.11

Work out by hand the output ofthe following program:

PROGRAM Mystery
REAL S, X
INTEGER N, K
N = 4
S = 0
DO K = 1, N
X = K
S = S + 1 / (X * X)
END DO

! faster than X ** 2

PRINT 10, Sqrt( 6 * S )
10 FORMAT( F10.6 )
END
If you run this program forlarger and larger values of N you willfind thatthe output approaches a
well-known limit.
3.12
The electricity accounts of residents in a very small town are calculated as
follows:endexercises
•

if 500 units orless are used the costis 2 cents (100 cents = $1) per unit;

•

if more than 500, but not morethan 1000 units are used,the costis $10 forthe first 500 units,
and then 5 cents for every unitin excess of 500;
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•

if morethan 1000 units are used,the costis$35 forthe first 1000 units plus 10 centsforevery
unitin excess of 1000;

•

in addition, a basic service fee of $5 is charged, no matter how much electricityis used.

Write a program which readsthe names and consumptions ofthe following users from an external
file and displays the name, consumption and total charge for each user:
Ahmed, A B
Baker, C D
Essop, S A
Jansen, G M
Smith, Q G

200
500
700
1000
1500

(Answers: $9,$15, $25, $40,$90)
3.13
Suppose you deposit$50 per month ina bank accountevery month for a year. Every month,
afterthe deposit has been made,interest at the rate of 1% is added to the balance. E.g. after one
month,the balance is $50.50, and aftertwo months itis $101.51.
Write a program to compute and printthe balance each monthfor a year. Arrangethe outputtolook
something like this:
MONTH

MONTH-END BALANCE

1
2
3
...
12

50.50
101.51
153.02
640.47

3.14
If youinvest $1000 for one year at aninterestrateof 12%,thereturnis $1120 atthe end of
the year. Butifinterestis compounded atthe rate of 1% monthly (i.e. 1/12 ofthe annualrate), you
getslightly moreinterestinthelong run. Adaptthe program Invest in Section 3.1to computethe
balance after a year of compounding interestinthis way. The answer should be $1126.83. Evaluate
the formula for thisresultseparately as a check: 1000 times 1.01 12.
3.15
A plumber opens a savings account with $100,000 at the beginning of January. He then
makes a deposit of $1000 at the end of each month for the next 12 months (starting atthe end of
January).Interestis calculated and added to his account atthe end of each month (beforethe $1000
depositis made). The monthlyinterestrate depends ontheamount A in hisaccountatthetime when
interestis calculated,inthe following way:
A ≤ 110,000 : 1%
110 ,000 < A ≤ 125 ,000 : 15
. %
A > 125,000 : 2%

Write a program which displays,for each ofthe 12 months,undersuitable headings,the situation at
the end of the month as follows: the number ofthe month,the interestrate,the amount ofinterest
and the new balance. (Answer: values in the last row of output should be 12, 0.02, 2534.58,
130263.78)
3.16
It has been suggested that the population of the United States may be modelled by the
formula
P( t ) =

197273000
1 + e −0 .03134( t −1913 .25 )

where t isthe datein years.Write a program to compute and displaythe population every ten years
from 1790 to 2000. Use the intrinsic function EXP(X) to compute the exponential ex.
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Use your program to find outifthe population ever reaches a "steady state",i.e. whether it stops
changing.
3.17
A fruit packaging company wants a program thatreads the number of applesthat can be
packed into one box (BOX) and the total number of applesto be packed (APPLES), and prints out
the number ofboxes needed (FULL) and the number of applesleft over (LEFT).
(a) Write a structure plan forthe problem.
(b) Writethe Fortran program.
3.18
There are 39.37 inches in a metre, 12 inches in a foot, and three feetin a yard. Write a
program to read alengthin metres(which may have a decimal part)and convertitto yards,feetand
inches.(Check: 3.51 metres convertsto 3 yds 2 ft 6.19 in.)
3.19

Write some Fortran statements which will:

(a) findthelength C ofthe hypotenuse of aright-angletriangleinterms ofthelengths A and B of
the othertwo sides;
(b) findthelength C of a side of a triangle given thelengths A and B ofthe othertwo sides and
the size in degrees ofthe included angle θ, using the cosine rule:
C 2 = A 2 + B 2 − 2 AB cos θ

3.20

Translatethe following formulae into Fortran expressions:

2
2
(a) log( x + x + a )

(b) ( e

3t

+ t 2 sin 4t ) cos 2 3t

(c) 4 arctan 1
2
(d) sec x + cot y
−1
(e) cot [ x / a ]

3.21
A sphere of mass m1 impinges obliquely on a stationary sphere of mass m2,the direction of
the blow making an angle α with the line of motion of the impinging sphere.Ifthe coefficient of
restitution is e itcan be shown thattheimpinging sphereis
deflected through an angle β such that
m 2 ( 1 + e ) tan α
tan β =
m1 − em 2 + ( m1 + m 2 ) tan 2 α

Write a program to read values of m1, m2, e, and α (in degrees) and to compute the angle β in
degrees.
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Chapter 4 Introduction
Our examples so far have been very simple logically, since we have been concentrating on
the technical aspects of writing Fortran statements correctly. However, real problems are
far more complex, and to program successfully we need to understand a problem
thoroughly, and to break it down into its most fundamental logical stages. In other words,
we have to develop a systematic procedure or algorithm, for solving the problem. There are
a number of methods which assist in this process of algorithm development. In this chapter
we outline two: flow-charts, and structure plans, which have already been mentioned
briefly.
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4.1. Flowcharts
This approach is rather old-fashioned, and tends to be frowned upon in certain computing circles.
However, engineers often prefer this visual method, so forthat reason, and for historical interest,
some examples are given here.
Suppose we wantto write a program to convertatemperature on the Fahrenheitscale (where water
freezes and boils at 32° and 212° respectively) to the more familiar Celsius centigrade scale. The
flowchartforthe problem isin Figure 4.1
The main symbols used in flowcharts are explained in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.1 Fahrenheit to Celsius conversion

Quadratic equation
When you were at school you probably solved hundreds of quadratic equations of the form
ax 2 + bx + c = 0

The complete algorithm for finding the solution(s) x, given any values of a, b and c, is
flowcharted in Figure 4.3.

Newton's method for square rooting
In Chapter 3 we wrote a program Newton to find square roots, which used a DO loop. Thereis no
universally accepted way offlowcharting a DO loop, but one way isto usethe elongated diamond to
give the conditions under which the block of statements in the loop (the body of the loop) is
executed, with a small circleto mark the end of the loop, as shown in Figure 4.4. Note that the
contents ofthe boxes can be either Fortran statements or more general mathematical expressions.

4.2. Structure Plans
This is an alternative method of program preparation, which has advantages when the
equivalent flowchart gets rather big. It is an example of what is called pseudo-code. The
plan may be written at a number of levels, each of increasing complexity, as the logical
structure of the program is developed. For example, a first level plan of the temperature
conversion problem in Figure 4.1 above might be a simple statement of the problem:

Figure 4.2 Flowcharting symbols
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1. Read Fahrenheit temperature
2. Calculate and write Celsius temperature
3. Stop.
Step 1 is pretty straightforward, but step 2 needs elaborating, so the second level plan
could be something like this:
1. Input Fahrenheit temperature (F)
2. Calculate
Celsius
2.1
Subtract 32 from F and multiply by 5/9
3. Output the value of C
4. Stop.
Figure 4.3 Quadratic equation flowchart

temperature

(C):

There are no hard and fast rules about how to write flowcharts and structure plans; you
should use whichever method you prefer (or even a mixture). The essential point is to
cultivate the mental discipline of getting the logic of a program clear before attempting to
write the program. The "top down" approach of flowcharts or structure plans means that the
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overall structure of a program is clearly thought out before you have to worry about the
details of syntax (coding), and this reduces the number of errors enormously.

Quadratic equation
The equivalent structure plan for the solution of the quadratic equation flowcharted in
Figure 4.3 is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.4 Newton’s method for square rooting

4.3. Structured Programming with Procedures
Many examples later in this book will get rather involved. More advanced programs like these
should be structured by means of procedures (subprograms), which are dealt with in detail in
Chapter 8. A procedure is a self-contained section of code which can com municate with the main
part ofthe program in specific ways, and which may be invoked or "called" by the main program.
The main program willthen look very much like a first level structure plan of the problem. For
example,the quadratic equation problem may be structure planned atthe firstlevel as follows:
1. Read the data
2. Find and printthe solution(s)
3. Stop.
Using a procedure (actually a subroutine in this example) this may be translated directly into a
Fortran main program:
READ*, A, B, C
CALL SOLVE_QUADRATIC( A, B, C )
END
The details ofhow to code this problem are left as an exercisein Chapter8.

Figure 4.5 Quadratic equation struction plan
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Chapter 4 Summary
•

An algorithm is a systematiclogical method for solving a problem.

•

An algorithm must be developed for a problem before itcan be coded.

•

A flowchartisa diagrammatic representation of an algorithm.

•

A structure plan is a representation of an algorithm in pseudo-code.

•

A procedure(orsubprogram) isa separate collection of Fortran statements designed to handle a
particulartask, and which may be activated (invoked) whenever needed.

Chapter 4 Exercises
The problems inthese exercises should all be structure planned or flowcharted before being coded
into Fortran.
4.1
This structure plan defines a geometric construction. Carry out the plan by sketching the
construction:
1. Draw two perpendicular x- and y-axes
2. Draw the points A (10, 0) and B (0, 1)
3. W hile
A
does
not
coincide
with
the
origin
repeat:
Draw
a
straight
line
joining
A
and
B
Move
A
one
unit
to
the
left
along
the
x-axis
Move B one unit up on the y-axis
4. Stop.
4.2

Considerthe following structure plan, where M and N represent Fortran integer variables:

1. Set M = 44 and N = 28
2. W hile
M
not
W hile
M
Replace
M
W hile
N
Replace N by N - M
3. Write M
4. Stop.

equal

N

to
>
by
>

N
M

M

repeat:
repeat:
N
repeat:

(a) W ork through the structure plan, sketching the contents of M and N during execution. Give
the output.
(b)

Repeat (a)forM = 14 and N = 24.
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(c) W hat general arithmetic procedure doesthe algorithm carry out(try more values of M and N
if necessary)?
4.3
Write a program to converta Fahrenheittemperatureto a Celsius one. Testit on the datain
Exercise 3.2.
4.4
A builder is given the measurements of five planksin feet(‘) and inches (“). He wants to
convert the lengths to metres. One foot is 0.3048 metres, and one inch is 0.0254 metres. The
measurements ofthe planks are: 4’ 6”, 8’ 9”,9’ 11”, 6’ 3” and 12’ 0” (i.e.thefirst plank is 4 feet 6
inches long). Storethe datain afile.
Write a program to display(undersuitable headings)thelength of each plankinfeetandinches,and
in metres,and tofind and displaythetotallength of planking in metres.(Answer:thetotallengthis
12.624 metres)
4.5
Write a program to read any two real numbers (which you may assume are not equal),and
write outthe larger ofthe two with a suitable message.
4.6
Write a program to read a set of 10 numbers(from afile)and write outthe largest numberin
the set.
Now adjustthe program to write outthe position ofthelargest number inthe set as well,e.g.ifthe
data is
–
–
(on separatelines in the file)the output should be 9 (largest number) and 4 (fourth number in the
set).
4.7

Write aprogram to compute the sum of the series

1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + ... + 1/100
The program should writethe currentsum afterevery 10 terms (i.e.the sum after 10 terms, after 20
terms,...,after100 terms).
Hint:theintrinsicfunction MOD(N, 10) will be zero only when N is a multiple of 10. Use thisin
an IF statementto writethe sum after every 10th term. (Answer: 5.18738 after 10 terms)
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Chapter 5 Introduction
Apartfrom its abilityto add numbers extremely quickly, a computer's other major propertyisto be
ableto make decisions,as we saw brieflyin Chapter 3.Itisthisfacility,together withits abilityto
repeat statements endlessly without getting bored, which gives the computer its great problemsolving power. The fundamental decision-making constructin Fortranisthe IF construct,of which
the CASE constructis another form.
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5.1. The IF Construct
We have seen some examples of the simple IF statement and the construct already. Further
examples, which become moreinvolved, are given inthissection.

Bending moment in a beam
A lightuniform beam 0 < x < L isclamped withitsends atthesame level,and carriesa concentrated
load W at x = a. The bending moment M atany point x along the beam is given by two different
formulae, depending on the value of x relative to a, viz.
M = W ( L − a ) 2 [ aL − x( L + 2a )] / L3 (0 ≤ x ≤ a),
M = Wa 2 [ aL − 2L2 + x( 3L − 2a )] / L3 ( a ≤ x ≤ L ).

The following program extract computesthe bending moment every metre along a 10 metre beam,
with aload of100 Newtons ata point 8 metres from the end x = 0:
INTEGER X
REAL A, L, M, W
L = 10
W = 100
A = 8
DO X = 0, L
IF( X <= A )THEN
M = W * (L - A) ** 2 * (A * L - X * (L + 2 * A)) / L ** 3
ELSE
M = W * A * A * (A * L - 2 * L * L + X * (3 * L - 2 * A)) /
L ** 3
END IF
PRINT*, X, M
END DO
Note that X isan integer for use inthe DO loop.

Top of the class
A class of students write a test, and each student's name (maximum of 15 characters) and mark is
enteredin a datafile. Assume there are no negative marks.We wantto writea program which prints
outthe name ofthe student withthe highestmark,together with his/her mark. We are assuming that
thereis only one highest mark. The problem of whatto do when two or more studentssharethetop
mark is discussed in Chapter 9. A firstlevel structure plan for this problem could be:
1. Start
2. Find top student and top mark
3. Printtop student and top mark
Step 2 needs elaborating, so a more detailed plan might be:
1. Start
2. Initialize TopMark (to get process going)
3. Repeat

for
Read
If

Mark
>
Replace
TopMark
Replace TopName with Name

4. Print TopName and TopMark
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all
Name

and
TopMark
with

students
Mark
then
Mark

5. Stop
The program (for a sample class of 3 students)is:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
I
! student counter
REAL
Mark
! general mark
CHARACTER*15 Name
! general name
REAL :: TopMark = 0 ! top mark; can't be less than zero
CHARACTER*15 TopName
! top student
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'MARKS' )
DO I = 1,
READ( 1,
IF (Mark
TopMark
TopName
END IF
END DO

3
*
>
=
=

) Name, Mark
TopMark) THEN
Mark
Name

PRINT*, 'Top student: ', TopName
PRINT*, 'Top mark: ', TopMark
W ork through the program by hand for a few turnsto convince yourself thatit works. Try it out on
the following sample data (remember the apostrophes, because the names contain commas):
"Able, RJ" 40
"Nkosi, NX" 60
"October, FW" 13

ELSE IF
Recall the program /Final_Mark/ in Chapter 3. To output the grade (1, 2+, 2--, 3 or F) of each
student'sfinalmark we might be tempted to replace the segment
IF (Final >= 50) THEN
...
END IF
with a set of simple IF statements as follows:
IF (Final >= 75) PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '1'
IF (Final >= 70 .AND. Final < 75)
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '2+'
IF (Final >= 60 .AND. Final < 70)
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '2-'
IF (Final >= 50 .AND. Final < 60)
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '3'
IF (Final < 50) PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, 'F'
(the logical operator .AND. is explained fully below). W hilethis works,itis inefficient and may
waste preciouscomputingtime. There arefive separate IF statements. Thelogicalexpressionsin all
five (e.g. Fin >= 75) haveto be evaluated for each student,although we know that only one can
betrue;a studentcannot get afirstclass pass and alsofail! The following is a more efficient way of
coding the problem. For good measure, we willalso counthow many passed in the firstclass, how
many in the second class,and so on. The integer variables Firsts, UpSeconds, LowSeconds,
Thirds and Fails representthe number of studentsin each ofthese respective classes.
IF (Final >= 75) THEN
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '1'
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Firsts = Firsts + 1
ELSE IF (Final >= 70) THEN
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final,
UpSeconds = UpSeconds + 1
ELSE IF (Final >= 60) THEN
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final,
LowSeconds = LowSeconds + 1
ELSE IF (Final >= 50) THEN
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final,
Thirds = Thirds + 1
ELSE
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final,
Fails = Fails + 1
END IF

'2+'
'2-'
'3'
'F'

This saves time because Fortran stops checking as soon asitfinds a true logical expression. So if
Final >= 75 istrue,it won'tbotherto check further. The onusrests on you therefore to codethe
construct correctly,so that only one ofthe logical expressions istrue.
Note also how indentation makes the structure easierto follow.

The IF construct in general
A more generalform ofthe IF constructis:
IF (logical-expr1) THEN
block1
ELSE IF (logical-expr2) THEN
block2
ELSE IF (logical-expr3) THEN
block3
...
ELSE
blockE
END IF
If logical-expr1 is true the statements in block1 are executed, and control passes to the next
statement after END IF. If logical-expr1 is false, logical-expr2 is evaluated. If it is true the
statements in block2 are executed, followed by the next statement after END IF. If none of the
logical expressions is true,the statements in blockE are executed. Clearly,the logical expressions
should be arranged so that only one ofthem can be true at atime.
There may be any number ofELSE IFs (or none at all), butthere may be no more than one ELSE.
An IF construct may be optionally named as an aid to the reader (usually to clarify complicated
nesting), e.g.
[GRADE:] IF (Final >= 50) THEN
PRINT*, 'Pass'
ELSE [GRADE]
PRINT*, 'Fail'
END IF [GRADE]
An ELSE or ELSE IF block may only be named ifthe corresponding IF and END IF blocks are
named, and must be given the same name. The name must be a valid and unique Fortran name.
Note that nothing may follow the keyword THEN on the firstline ofthe construct.
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Nested IFs
W hen IF constructs are nested,the positioning of the END IFs is crucial, as this determines to
which IFs the ELSE IFs belong. An ELSE IF or ELSE belongsto the mostrecently opened IF
which has not yet been closed. To illustrate,consider once again program ming the solution of the
ubiquitous quadratic equation, ax 2 + bx + c = 0. It is necessary to check if a = 0, to prevent a
division by zero:
Disc = B * B - 4 * A * C
Outer: IF (A /= 0) THEN
Inner: IF (Disc < 0)
PRINT*, 'Complex
ELSE Inner
X1 = (-B + SQRT(
X2 = (-B - SQRT(
END IF Inner
END IF Outer

THEN
roots'
Disc )) / (2 * A)
Disc )) / (2 * A)

W hat will happen ifthe END IF Inner is moved up 3 lines as shown below?
Outer: IF (A /= 0) THEN
Inner: IF (Disc < 0) THEN
PRINT*, 'Complex roots'
END IF Inner ! Wrong place now!
ELSE Inner
X1 = (-B + SQRT( Disc )) / (2 * A)
X2 = (-B - SQRT( Disc )) / (2 * A)
END IF Outer
Well,the compiler willobjectbecause of a clash of names: ELSE Inner cannot appear after END
IF Inner closes the Inner IF. However, if all the names are omitted, the segment will
compile, but will make a division by zero certain if a = 0, since the ELSE will now belong to the
first IF---try it.
Nesting may extend to any depth;indentation and/or naming should be carefully used in such cases
to make the logic clearer.

DOs and IFs
A DO loop may contain an IF construct,and vice versa. The basicrule isthatif a construct begins
inside anotherconstruct,it must also end inside that construct. The following istherefore illegal:
DO I = 1, 10
IF (I > 5) THEN
...
END DO
! Illegal: IF must end before DO
END IF
and so is this:
IF ( ... ) THEN
DO I = 1, 10
...
END IF
! Illegal: DO must end before IF
END DO

5.2. Logical Type
So far four of the five intrinsic data types have been discussed: integer, real, character and
complex. The time has come to discuss the fourth type: logical.
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Logical constants
The default kind of logical type has two literal constants: .TRUE. and .FALSE. (upper- or
lowercase). The value of the default kind parameter is returned in the usual way, by KIND(
.TRUE. )
Your compiler may have non-default logical kinds; these may be used, for example, for storing
logical arrays more compactly.

Logical expressions
We have seen logical expressions briefly in Chapter 3. They can be formed in two ways: from
numeric expressions in combination with the six relational operators, or from other logical
expressions in combination withlogical variables and the five logical operators.
The relational operators and their meanings,with some examples, are as follows:
Relational Operator
.LT. or <
.LE. or <=
.EQ. or ==
.NE. or /=
.GT. or >
.GE. or >=

Meaning

Example

lessthanA < 1e-5
lessthan or equalB ** 2 .LE. 4 * A * C
equal B ** 2 == 4 * A * C
not equal
A /= 0
greaterthan
B ** 2 - 4 * A * C > 0
greaterthan orequal
X >= 0

Logical operators
Fortran 90 has five logical operators, which operate on logical expressions:
Logical Operator

Precedence

Meaning

.NOT. 1
logical negation
.AND. 2
logicalintersection
.OR. 3
logical union
.EQV. and .NEQV.
4
logical equivalence and non-equivalence
The following "truthtable" shows the effects ofthese operators on the logical expressions lex1 and
lex2 (T = true;F = false):
lex1
lex2
T
T
F
F

lex2

.NOT. lex1

lex1 .AND. lex2 lex1 .OR. lex2

lex1 .EQV. lex2 lex1

.NEQV.

T
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
F
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
F
T
F
The order of precedence,shown above, may be superseded with parentheses, which always havethe
highest precedence.
Examples:
(B * B == 4 * A * C) .AND. (A /= 0)
(Final >= 60) .AND. (Final < 70)
(A /= 0) .or. (B /= 0) .or. (C /= 0)
.not. ((A /= 0) .and. (B == 0) .and. (C == 0))
Incidentally,the lasttwo expressions are equivalent, and are false only when A = B = C = 0---it
makes you think, doesn'tit?
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Logical variables
A variable may be declared with logical type in a LOGICAL statement. Logical constants or
expressions may be assigned to logical variables:

Figure 5.1 Switching circuits

LOGICAL L1, L2, L3, L4, L5
REAL A, B, C
...
L1 = .TRUE.
L2 = B * B - 4 * A * C >= 0
L3 = A == 0
L4 = L1 .and. .not. L2 .or. L3
L5 = (L1 .and. (.not. L2)) .or. L3
(The precedence rules make L4 and L5 logically equivalent.)
The truth values oflogical variables are represented by T and F in list-directed I/O.

Simulation of a switching circuit
In the following program segment the logical variables S1 and S2 represent the state of two
switches (ON = true; OFF = false) and L representsthe state of a light.The program simulatesthe
circuitsin Figure 5.1 where the switches are arranged either in series or parallel.
LOGICAL L, S1, S2
READ*, S1, S2
L = S1 .and. S2
!L = S1 .or. S2
PRINT*, L

! series
! parallel

W hen the switches are in series,the light will be on only if both switches are on. This situation is
represented by S1.and.S2
W hen the switches are in parallel,the light will be on if one or both of the switches is on. This is
represented by S1.or.S2

Bit manipulation functions
Some programming languages, such as Pascal and C, have operators, called bitwise
operators, which operate directly on the bits of their operands. These are usually discussed
in the context of logical (or Boolean) variables. In Fortran 90 their counterparts are the bit
manipulation intrinsic functions which operate on the bits of their integer arguments. These
are described in Appendix C.

5.3. The CASE Construct
The CASE constructis similarto IF. It allows selection between a number of situations or cases,
based on a selector.In such cases itis more convenientthan IF. Consider the following program
segment:
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CHARACTER CH
DO
READ*, CH
PRINT*, ICHAR( CH )
IF (CH == '@') EXIT
IF (CH >= 'A' .and. CH <= 'Z'.or. CH >= 'a' .and. CH <= 'z') THEN
SELECT CASE (CH)
CASE ('A', 'E', 'I', 'O', 'U', 'a', 'e', 'i', 'o', 'u')
PRINT*, 'Vowel'
CASE DEFAULT
PRINT*, 'Consonant'
END SELECT
ELSE
PRINT*, 'Something else'
END IF
END DO
Itdecides whether a characteris a vowel,consonant,orsomething else.Itstops when the symbol @/
is read. This could be programmed entirely with IF, but would produce a lot more code which
would be harderto read (try it).
The generalform of CASE is
SELECT CASE (expr)
CASE (selector1)
block1
CASE (selector2)
block2
[CASE DEFAULT
blockD]
END SELECT
where expr must be integer,character orlogical.Ifitevaluatesto a particular selector,that block is
executed, otherwise CASE DEFAULT is selected. CASE DEFAULT is optional, but there may be
only one.It does not necessarily have to be the last clause ofthe CASE construct.
The generalform ofthe selectoris a list of non-overlapping values and ranges, ofthe same type as
expr, enclosed in parentheses, e.g.
CASE( 'a':'h', 'i':'n', 'o':'z', '_')
Notethatthe colon may be usedto specify a range of values.Ifthe upper bound of a rangeisabsent,
the CASE isselectedif expr evaluatesto a valuethatis greaterthan or equaltothelowerbound,and
vice versa.
Parts ofthe CASE constructmay be named inthe same way asthe IF construct.
The selection of grades in the amended Final_Mark program of Section 5.1 can also be
programmed with CASE ifthe mark Final is converted tointegertype:
SELECT CASE ( INT(Final) )
CASE (75:)
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '1'
Firsts = Firsts + 1
CASE (70:74)
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '2+'
UpSeconds = UpSeconds + 1
CASE (60:69)
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PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '2-'
LowSeconds = LowSeconds + 1
CASE (50:59)
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, '3'
Thirds = Thirds + 1
CASE DEFAULT
PRINT*, Name, CRM, ExmAvg, Final, 'F'
Fails = Fails + 1
END SELECT
There are times when CASE is more efficientthan IF, since only one expression expr needs to be
evaluated.

5.4. The GO TO Statement
It would be difficultto overestimate the damage done to languages like Fortran and Basic by the
indiscriminate and thoughtless use of the GOTO statement. Proponents of the classically more
structuredlanguages,like Pascaland C,regarditasthe programmer'sfour-letter word.(Ionce heard
a particularly caustic critic ask why Fortran didn't have a COME FROM statement!)
GO TO is an unconditional branch, and has the form
GO TO label
where label is a statementlabel:a numberin the range 1–99999 preceding a statement on the same
line. Control passes unconditionally tothe labelled statement. E.g.
GO TO 99
X = 67.8
99 Y = -1
The statement X = 67.8 is never executed,perhaps causing a shipto sink,an airplaneto crash, or
a shuttlelaunch to abort.
Novices may ask why GO TO is ever needed. Its use goes back to the bad old days when older
versions of Fortranlackedthe block IF construct,and hadto make do withthe simple IF statement.
Considerthe following (clear) segment of code (L1 and L2 are two defined logical variables):
IF (L1) THEN
I = 1
J = 2
ELSE IF (L2) THEN
I = 2
J = 3
ELSE
I = 3
J = 4
END IF
In the absence of the IF constructthis mustbe coded asthe following tangle of "spaghetti":
IF (.NOT.L1) GOTO 10
I = 1
J = 2
GOTO 30
10 IF (.NOT.L2) GOTO 20
I = 2
J = 3
GOTO 30
20 I = 3
J = 4
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30 CONTINUE

! Dummy statement - does nothing

Need we say more? exceptthat GOTO should never be used —it willnot befoundin any examplesin
this book. Itismentioned here purely for historical and pedagogicalreasons.

Chapter 5 Summary
•

The IF construct allows forthe conditionalexecution of blocks of statements.

•

The IF statement allows forthe conditionalexecution of asingle statement.

•

The IF construct may have any number of ELSE IF clauses, but no more than one ELSE
clause.

•

The IF construct may be named.

•

IF constructsmay be nested.

•

Logical constants, variables and expressions can only have one of two values: .TRUE. or
.FALSE.

•

Logical expressions may be formed from numeric expressions with relational operators <, <=,
etc.

•

The logical operators (.NOT., .AND., etc.) may be used to form more complex logical
expressions from otherlogical expressions and variables.

•

Fortran has bitmanipulation functions which operate directly on the bitsrepresenting integers.

•

The CASE construct may be used to select aparticular action.

•

The GOTO statement branches unconditionally, and should be avoided at allcosts.

Chapter 5 Exercises
5.1
Write a program which reads two numbers (which may be equal) and writes outthe larger
one with a suitable message,or ifthey are equal, writes outa message to that effect.
5.2
Write a structure plan and program forthefollowing problem:read 10 integers and write out
how many ofthem are positive, negative orzero. Writethe program with an IF construct,and then
rewriteit using a CASE construct.
5.3
Design an algorithm (draw theflowchartorstructure plan)fora machine which must givethe
correct amount of change from a $10 note for any purchase costing lessthan $10. The plan must
specifythe number andtype of allnotes and coinsinthe change,and shouldin allcases give asfew
notes and coins as possible.(Define your own denominations if necessary.)
5.4

Write aprogram forthe general solution ofthe quadratic equation ax 2 + bx + c = 0.

Use the structure plan developed in Chapter 4. Your program should be ableto handle all possible
values ofthe data a, b, and c.Try it out on the following values of a, b and c:
(a)

1, 1, 1 (complex roots);

(b)

2, 4, 2 (equalroots of –1.0);

(c)

2, 2, –12 (roots of 2.0 and –3.0).

Rewrite your program with complex types so that it can handle complex roots, as well as allthe
other special cases.
5.5
Develop a structure plan for the solution of two simultaneous linear equations (i.e. two
straight lines). Your algorithm must be able to handle all possible situations, viz.lines which are
intersecting, parallel, or co-incident. Write a program to implement your algorithm, and testit on
some equations for which you know the solutions, e.g.
x
2x–y = 3

+

y=

(x = 2, y = 1).Hint: begin by deriving an algebraic formula forthe solution ofthe system
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3

ax + by = c
dx + ey = f
The program should read the coefficients a,b, c, d, e and f.
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Chapter 6 Summary
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Chapter 6 Introduction
In Chapter 3 weintroducedthe powerful DO constructto execute a block ofstatementsrepeatedly. A
situation where the number of repetitions may be determined in advance is sometimes called
deterministic repetition. However,it often happens thatthe condition to end a repeatstructure (or
loop) is only satisfied during the execution loop of the loop itself. This type of repeat structure is
called non-deterministic. Both ofthese(logically quite different)situationsare programmed withthe
DO constructin Fortran 90.
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6.1. Deterministic Repetition
In this section we will see how to generalize the DO construct after first considering some more
examples.

Factorials!
The variablein a DO loop may be usedin any expressioninsidetheloop,althoughits value may not
be changed explicitly,(e.g. by an assignment statement as a quick and dirty way ofterminating the
loop early). The following program prints alist of n and n! where
n! = 1 x 2 x 3 x ... x (n-1) x n.
Do you trustthe real orinteger output, and why?
INTEGER ::
INTEGER N
REAL
::
DO N = 1,
NFACT =
XFACT =
PRINT*,
END DO

NFACT = 1
XFACT = 1

20
NFACT * N
XFACT * N
N, NFACT, XFACT

Binomial coefficient
Thisis widely usedin statistics. The numberof ways of choosing r objects out of n withoutregardto
orderis given by

 n
n!
n(n − 1)(n − 2) (n − r + 1)
=
,
 =
r!
 r  r !(n − r )!

 10
10!
10x9 x8
e.g.   =
=
.
 3  3! x7! 1x2 x3 Iftheform involving factorialsis used,the numbers can get
very big, causing the cycling problem shown in the previous example. But using the right-most
expression above is much more efficient:
INTEGER :: BIN = 1
INTEGER K, N, R
PRINT*, 'Give values for N and R'
READ*, N, R
DO K = 1, R
BIN = BIN * (N - K + 1) / K
END DO
PRINT*, N, 'c', R, '=', BIN

Limit of a sequence
DO loops areidealfor computing successive members of a sequence. Thisexample also highlights a
problem that sometimes occurs when computing alimit. Considerthe sequence

x n = a n / n !, n = 1,2,3,…
where a is any constant,and n! isthe factorialfunction defined above. The question is: whatisthe
limitofthissequence as n getsindefinitelylarge? Let'stakethe case a = 10.If we trytocompute x n
directly we could getintotrouble, because n! getslarge very rapidly as n increases, and cycling or
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overflow could occur. However,the situation is neatlytransformed if we spotthat x n is related to

x n−1 asfollows:
x n = ax n −1 / n .

There are no numerical problems now. The following program computes x n for a = 10, and
increasing values of n, and printsitfor every tenth value ofn:
REAL :: X = 1
REAL :: A = 10
INTEGER N
DO N = 1, 100
X = A * X / N
IF (MOD( N, 10 ) == 0) PRINT*, N, X
END DO

Complex transfer function
The response(output) of alinearsystem, which may bethought of as a "black box",is characterized
in electrical engineering by itstransferfunction. An input signal with a given angularfrequency (ω
radians/s)is applied at one end ofthe box. The outputfrom the other end isthen given by theinput
multiplied by the absolute value ofthetransferfunction, withits phase shifted by the phase angle of
the transferfunction.
Suppose a servomechanism is characterized by the transferfunction

T ( iω ) =

K (1 + 0.4iω )(1 + 0.2iω )
iω (1 + 2.5iω )(1 + 143
. iω )(1 + 0.02iω ) 2

where i is the unitimaginary number

−1 (j in electrical engineering) and K is an amplification

factor. T(iω )is a complex number.Ifitsreal and imaginary parts(returned by REAL and AIMAG)

are a and b respectivelythen itsabsolute valueis a + b and its phase angle φ is given by arctan
b/a.Ifthe ATAN2 intrinsic function is used,the angle returned will be inthe range–π to π, so that
the correct quadrantis given (which is notthe case for ATAN).
2

2

The program below shows how the servomechanism respondsto differentinputfrequencies ω. This
informationis necessaryinthe design ofstablefeedback controldevices.Theinitialinputfrequency
is 0.02 radians/sec. Thisis multiplied by a factor (Fact) of 1.25 each time for a given number of
steps. The amplification factor K is 900. The phase shift φ ofthe outputisgiven in degrees.
Notethata named complex constant(i)is usedfor −1 .The complex variable iom isformed from
i and Omega purely for notational convenience.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL, PARAMETER
COMPLEX, PARAMETER
COMPLEX
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N
:: Steps
A, B
:: Fact
:: K
:: Omega
Phase
:: Pi
:: i
iom

= 1.25
= 900
= 0.02

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

counter
iteration count
Re(T), Im(T)
scaling factor
amplification
angular frequency
phase angle

= 3.1415927
= (0, 1)
! sqrt(-1)
! sqrt(-1) * omega

COMPLEX

T

! complex transfer function

READ*, Steps
PRINT 20
20 FORMAT( ' Omega', T12, 'Real T', T27, 'Im T', T42, 'Abs T', &
T62, 'Phase' )
PRINT*
DO N = 0, Steps
iom = i * Omega
T = (K*(1 + 0.4*iom)*(1 + 0.2*iom)) /
&
(iom*(1 + 2.5*iom)*(1 + 1.43*iom)*(1 + 0.02*iom)**2)
A = REAL( T )
B = AIMAG( T )
Phase = ATAN2( B, A ) * 180 / Pi
! phase degrees
PRINT 10, Omega, A, B, ABS( T ), Phase
10 FORMAT( F7.3, T10, E11.4, T25, E11.4, T40, E11.4, T60, F7.2)
Omega = Omega * Fact
END DO
Sample output:
Omega
Real T
Im T
Abs T
Phase
0.020
0.025
...

-0.3024E+04
-0.3018E+04

-0.4483E+05
-0.3578E+05

0.4493E+05
0.3591E+05

-93.86
-94.82

120.371
150.463

-0.1651E-01
-0.7512E-02

0.1830E-01
0.1100E-01

0.2465E-01
0.1332E-01

132.07
124.33

If you run the program you willsee how theinputsignalis amplified atfirst,butisthen attenuated.
The phase shift starts at about –90° and moves gradually to about –180°, after which it swings
backwards and forwards acrossthe real axisas the input frequency getslarger.

6.2. The DO in General
Try the following program segments (output isshown aftereach one):
DO I = 2, 7, 2
WRITE( *, '(I3)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) I
END DO
Output: 2 4 6
DO I = 5, 4
WRITE( *, '(I3)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) I
END DO
Output:(nothing)
DO I = 5, 1, -1
WRITE( *, '(I3)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) I
END DO
Output: 5 4 3 2 1
DO I = 6, 1, -2
WRITE( *, '(I3)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) I
END DO
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Output: 6 4 2
The generalform ofthe DO constructthat we shall use is
[name:]

DO
block
END DO [name]

variable

=

expr1,

expr2

[,

expr3]

where variable (the DO variable) is an integer variable, expr1, expr2, and expr3 are any valid
integer expressions,and name isthe optionalconstruct name. expr3 is optional, with a default value
of 1. The expressions expr1, expr2, and expr3 are called the DO parameters.
The DO variableisinitialized to expr1 beforea decisionis made whether or nottoloop, accordingto
the formula below. On completion of each loop, expr3 is added to the DO variable, again before
deciding whether or nottoloop.Itfollowsthataftercompletion ofthe DO construct,the DO variable
will not havethe valueit had duringthelastexecution ofthe block. E.g. inthe firstsegment above,
the final value of I is 8.
The number of iterations of aDO constructis given by the formula
M A X ((expr2–expr1+expr3) / expr3, 0)
where MAX is the intrinsic function returning the maximum of its arguments. Since MAX returns a
value which hasthe same type asits arguments,the value returned in this case willbe the value of
the expression (truncated if necessary), or zero, whicheverislarger.
Thisformulaiscalledthe iteration count or the trip count ofthe DO loop. You should verifythatthe
iteration counts forthe four segments above are 3, 0, 5 and 3 respectively.
Notethatitis possibleforthe DO block notto be executed at all. Thisis called a zero-trip loop, and
will occur wheneverthe firstargument of MAX in the formula evaluatesto a non-positive quantity.
DO I = J, K, L
•

If L is positive,the block is executed with I starting at J and increased by L every time untilit
has been executed forthe greatest value of I not exceeding K.

•

If L > 0 and J > K the block is not executed at all(zero-trip count).

•

If L is negative,the blockis executed with I starting at J and decreased by|L|everytime untilit
has been executed forthe smallest value of I notlessthan K.

• If L < 0 and J < K the block is not executed at all(zero-trip-count).
Fig. 6.1 DO Parameters

The formula fortheiteration countis evaluated beforethe block is executed forthe firsttime. Even
ifthe values ofthe DO parameters are subsequently changed insidethe block,this willnot affectthe
iteration count.
These rules are summarized in Figure 6.1.
The DO variable and parameters may be real. Thisfeature,however, has been declared obsolescent
(i.e. may beremoved entirelyfrom the nextstandard),so you shouldtry very hard notto useitifyou
are an old Fortran addict.It gives riseto allsorts of nasty rounding errors.

6.3. DO with Non-integer Increments
There are many situations in scientific and engineering computing when one wants to make noninteger increments in a loop. Consider again the stone thrown vertically upwards in Chapter 2.
Suppose itis launched at time t = 0 seconds, and we want to compute its position s(t) between
times t = t 0 and t + t1 every dt seconds.These times are most unlikely to be integers.
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One way to solvethis problem isto calculate our own iteration countforthe problem. The number
ofintervalsinvolved is

(t1 − t 0 )

dt

.Since we wantthe resultat each end ofthe interval between

t 0 and t1 , we need to add 1 tothis. The obvious value for ouriteration countistherefore
( t 1 − t 0 ) / dt + 1.

Now, since this must be an integer, do we truncateit with INT or round it with NINT? To answer

this we must first decide what must happen if t 1 − t 0 is not an exact multiple of dt. Let's say we

don't want calculations made outside our specified range. That rules out NINT. Suppose t 0 = 0 ,

t 1 = 5 and dt = 0.4. Our iteration countis 12.5 exactly. Rounding up with NINT would give 13,

with an unwanted calculation beyond t1. So INT must be used.
However, this also has its problems. Because of rounding error the number of intervals

(t1 − t 0 )

dt could easily just fall short of a whole number (like 10/0.1 coming out as 99.9999

instead of 100),so truncating would lose one loop. Fortran 90 has a neatsolution to this problem.
The new intrinsic function SPACING(X) returns the absolute spacing between SPACING values
near X. So the most satisfactory answer is to add SPACING(dt) to the iteration count before
truncating.
The following program reads values for t 0 (TStart), t1 (TEnd) and dt, and printsthe iteration
count(TRIPS)before computing and printingthe stone'sposition every dt seconds. Notethat t must
be explicitly updated in the DO block now, since I is used purely as a counter.
REAL, PARAMETER :: G = 9.8
REAL
dT, S, T, TStart, TEnd
REAL
:: U = 60
INTEGER
I, TRIPS
READ*, TStart, TEnd, dT
TRIPS = INT( (TEnd - TStart) / dT + SPACING(dT) ) + 1
PRINT*, TRIPS
T = TStart
DO I = 1,
S = U *
PRINT*,
T = T +
END DO

TRIPS
T - G / 2 * T * T
I, T, S
dT

A further interesting problem arises. Suppose we still want to compute s(t) every dt seconds, but
only wantto printit every h seconds —this is a com mon problem in numerical analysis, where the
step-length dt might be very small. Given that we want output on the firstiteration, we therefore
have to skipthe next h/dt iterations before printing again. Becausethe DO variable I starts at 1 this
means that we want output whenever (I-1)is an exact multiple of h/dt. This can be achieved by
replacing the PRINT above with
IF (MOD(I-1, INT( H / dT + SPACING(dT) )) == 0) PRINT*, I, T, S
where the same allowance has been made forrounding error,and the value of h must be input.
Note thatthe loop in this problem is indeed deterministic— we could determine our own iteration
countin advance. Although thisisthe recom mended way of handling non-integerincrements,there
is another solution which is mentioned laterwhen we look at non-deterministic
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6.4. Nested DOs: Loan Repayments
Ifa regularfixed payment P is made n times a yearto repay a loan of amount A over a period of k
years, where the nominal annualinterestrate is r, P is given by

rA(1 + r / n ) nk
P=
n[(1 + r / n ) nk − 1]
The next program uses nested DOs to printa table oftherepayments on a loan of $1000 over 15, 20
or 25 years,atinterestratesthat varyfrom 10% to 20% perannum. P is directly proportionalto A in
Equation 6.1. Therefore the repayments on a loan of any amount may be found from the table
generated by the program, by simple proportion. The WRITE statements used to make the output
look neater are explained in Chapter 10. You can probably figure out how they work.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

I
:: N = 12
K
TRIPS

!
!
!
!

counter
number of payments per year
repayment period (yrs)
iteration count

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

:: A = 1000
P
R
R0, R1, RINC

!
!
!
!

principal
payment
interest rate
lowest, highest interest and increment

READ*, R0, R1, RINC
TRIPS = INT( (R1 - R0) / RINC + RINC/2 ) + 1
R = R0
PRINT*, "Rate
PRINT*

15 yrs

20 yrs

25 yrs"

DO I = 1, TRIPS
WRITE( *, '(F5.2, "%")', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) 100 * R
DO K = 15, 25, 5
P = R/N * A * (1 + R/N) ** (N * K) / ((1 + R/N) ** (N * K) - 1)
WRITE( *, '(F10.2)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) P
END DO
PRINT*
R = R + RINC
END DO

! get a new line

Some sample output (with input 0.1, 0.2, 0.01):
Rate

15 yrs

20 yrs

25 yrs

10.00%
11.00%
...

10.75
11.37

9.65
10.32

9.09
9.80

20.00%

17.56

16.99

16.78

Clearly, you should not use the same DO variablesin nested loops (the compiler fortunately won't
allow this).Ifthe level of nesting is deeperit will probably help to name the Dos.
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You can see why real DO variables and parametersshould be avoided by running this program with
the outer DO statement replaced by
DO R = R0, R1, RINC
and the statement R = R + RINC omitted. Rounding error makes the iteration counttoo small.

6.5. Non-deterministic Loops
Deterministic loops all rely on the fact that you can work out exactly what the iteration count is
before the loop starts. But in the next example, there is no way in principle of working out the
iteration count,so a differentform ofthe DO constructis needed.

A guessing game
The problem is easy to state. The program "thinks" of an integer between 1 and 10 (i.e. generates
one atrandom). You haveto guessit.If yourguessistoo high ortoolow,the program must say so.
If your guessis correct, a message of congratulations must be displayed.
A little more thoughtisrequired here, so a structure plan might be helpful:
1. Generate random integer
2. Ask user (assumed male) forguess
3. Repeat
until
If
guess
Tell
him
Otherwise
Tell
him
Ask him for another guess
4. Polite congratulations
5. Stop.

guess
is

is
too

it

is

low
too

it

is

too

correct:
then
low
high

Before we look atthe whole program let'ssee how the random integerisgenerated. The statement
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
firstgenerates a random real R inthe range 0 ≤ R < 1 ,i.e.[0, 1). 10 * R willbein the range [0,
10),and 10 * R + 1 willbeintherange[1, 11),i.e.between 1.000000 and 10.999999 inclusive.
Using INT on this willthen give an integerin the range 1 to 10, as required.
Ifyou wantto play morethan once, with differentrandom numbers eachtime, you willneedto "reseed"the random number generatorin a specific way each time you runthe program. The firsttime
you run the program, supply any integer you like for the seed. But on subsequent occasions you
should usethe new seed printed atthe end ofthe previous game. Detailed discussion ofthis process
isleftto Chapter 14.
INTEGER
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) ::
REAL

FtnNum, MyGuess
Seed
R

WRITE( *, '("Seed: ")', ADVANCE = 'NO' )
READ*, Seed(1)
! user supplies seed
CALL RANDOM_SEED( PUT=Seed)
! seeds the random number generator
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
FtnNum = INT( 10 * R + 1)
WRITE( *, '("Your guess: ")', ADVANCE = 'NO' )
READ*, MyGuess
DO
IF (MyGuess == FtnNum) EXIT
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IF (MyGuess > FtnNum) THEN
PRINT*, 'Too high. Try again'
ELSE
PRINT*, 'Too low. Try again'
END IF
WRITE( *, '("Your guess: ")', ADVANCE = 'NO' )
READ*, MyGuess
END DO
PRINT*, 'BINGO! Well done!'
CALL RANDOM_SEED( GET=Seed)
! get the new seed for another game
PRINT*
PRINT*, 'New seed: ', Seed(1)
Try it out a few times. Note thatthe DO loop (which now has no variables or parameters)repeats as
long as MyGuess is not equal to FtnNum. There is no way of knowing in principle how many
loops will be needed before they are equal,and so this new form of the DO constructis essential
here. In this case looping terminates when the statement EXIT is executed. The problem is truly
non-deterministic.
On reflection,you might feelthe coding is alittle wasteful.The section
WRITE( *, '("Your guess: ")', ADVANCE = 'NO' )
READ*, MyGuess
hasto appeartwice. Once,tostarttheloop going (or MyGuess would be undefined),and a second
time in the loop itself. Change the program asindicated below and try running it(only the section
with changes is reproduced):
FtnNum = INT( 10 * R + 1)
! remove two lines
DO

WRITE( *, '("Your guess: ")', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) ! move up
READ*, MyGuess
! move up
IF (MyGuess > FtnNum) THEN
PRINT*, 'Too high. Try again'
ELSE IF (MyGuess < FtnNum) THEN
! ELSE IF now
PRINT*, 'Too low. Try again'
ELSE
PRINT*, 'Well done!'
! congrats here now
END IF
IF (MyGuess == FtnNum) EXIT
! move down
END DO
! remove congrats
CALL RANDOM_SEED( GET=Seed)

! get the new seed for another game

The equivalent structure plan forthe new version is:
1. Generate random integer
2. Repeat:
Ask
If
Otherwise

user
guess
Tell
if
Tell

for
is
him
guess
him

too
it

is
is

it

is

too
too
too

guess
low
low
high
high

Otherwise
Polite
Until guessis correct
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congratulations

3. Stop.
The essentialdifferenceisthatthe EXIT occurs atthe top ofthe DO block inthefirstversion, but at
the end of the block in the second version. There is a more subtle difference, however:in the first
case the condition for exiting istested atthe top;inthe second case itis onlytested atthe end.

DO: conditional EXIT
We have seen two further versions ofthe DO construct:
DO

IF (logical-expr) EXIT
block
END DO
and
DO

block
IF (logical-expr) EXIT
END DO
(both versions may be named).
The EXIT statement provides a means to exit from an otherwise endless loop. It may in fact go
anywhereintheloop. However,itis bestforitto go eitheratthetop or atthe end;the reader does
notthen have to search through the loop to find the exit condition.
Some purists might argue that the EXIT should always be at the top of such a non-deterministic
loop,sothatitisclearto a reader how a loop willend when she firstencountersit. The while-do
constructoflanguageslike Pascallendsitself morereadilytothisconvention. The way Fortran 90 is
designed makesit more naturalto putthe EXIT atthe end. However,I am sure you are old enough
to decide for yourself!
Thereis one situationin which the EXIT must be atthetop oftheloop, and thisis when a zerotrip
countislogically possible. An exampleisthe originalform of the guessing game above:ifthe user
guesses the number correctly firsttime,there should be no executions ofthe DO block.

DO WHILE
A DO construct may be headed with a DO WHILE statement:
DO

WHILE (logical-expr)
block
END DO

Thisislogically equivalentto
DO
END DO

IF (.NOT.logical-expr) EXIT
block

The DO WHILE is a very compelling construction sincethe condition to repeatis stated clearly at
the top of the loop. It may however involve optimization penalties under certain circumstances.
There are many examples ofits usage later.
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DO: variations which are not recommended
The EXIT statement may also be used in a DO construct with a DO variable and parameters:
DO I = 1, N
...
IF (I == J) EXIT
...
END DO
Thisform is moststrongly notrecom mended! If you aretempted to trythisin orderto get out of a
tricky situationit probably means you have notthoughtthrough thelogic clearly enough. You must
be ableto stateallthe possible conditionsforan exit unambiguously either atthetop orthe bottom
of the loop. Some examples where this situation arises are given below.
The statement
CYCLE [name]
transferscontroltothe END DO statement ofthe corresponding construct,so iffurtheriterations are
stillto be carried outthe nextone isinitiated.Its useis notrecommended —it makesthelogic more
difficultto see.
The DO construct may make use of a statementlabel, as follows:
DO 100 I = 1, N
...
100 CONTINUE
The CONTINUE is a dum m y statement which does nothing. The construct may also end with a
labelled END DO. This form is not recommended —the labels are not necessary and obscure the
logic with redundantinformation.

Doubling time of an investment
Suppose we haveinvested some money which draws 10% interestper year,compounded. We would
liketo know how long ittakesfortheinvestmentto double. More specifically, we want a statement
ofthe account each year, until the balance has doubled. The English statement ofthe problem hints
heavilythat we should use a non-deterministic DO with the EXIT condition atthe end of the loop.
The structure plan and program forthe problem are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start
Initialize balance, year,rate,interest
Write headings
Repeat
Update
balance
according
Write
year,
until balance exceeds twice original balance
5. Stop.

to
interest,

interest

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER Year
REAL
Interest, New, Old, Rate
PRINT*, 'Original balance:'
READ*, Old
Rate = 0.1
New = Old
! keep a copy of the original balance
Year = 0
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rate
balance

PRINT*, 'Year
PRINT*

Interest

Balance'

DO

Interest = Rate * New
New = New + Interest
Year = Year + 1
PRINT*, Year, Interest, New
IF (New > 2 * Old) EXIT
END DO
The condition New > 2 * Old is checked each time before anotheriteration. Repetition occurs
only ifthe condition is true. The DO block must be executed at least once, since you must invest
your money foratleasta yearfor anythingto happen. Consequently,the EXIT must be atthe end of
the DO. The outputlooks like this(for an opening balance of $1000):
Year

Interest

Balance

1
1.0000000E+02
1.1000000E+03
2
1.1000000E+02
1.2100000E+03
...
7
1.7715611E+02
1.9487172E+03
8
1.9487172E+02
2.1435889E+03
Notethat when thelastiteration has been completed,the conditionto EXIT istrueforthefirsttime,
sincethe new balance ($2143.59)is morethan $2000. Note alsothat a deterministic DO cannot be
used here because we don'tknow how manyiterations aregoingto be needed untilafterthe program
has run (although in this example perhaps you could work outin advance how many iterations are
needed?).
If you wantto writethe new balance only whileitis less than $2000, allthat has to be done is to
move
PRINT*, Year, Interest, New
untilitisthe firststatementin the DO loop (tryit). Notethatthe starting balance of zero is written
now.
The EXIT condition can be placed atthe top ofthe original DO block ifitis rephrased as follows:
IF (New < 2 * Old) EXIT
Note that > has been replaced by <. Try this also. Either form is acceptable, although the purists
might prefer the version with EXIT at the top. This condition is immediately apparent to anyone
reading the program; you do not have to search forthe end of the loop to find the condition to exit.

Prime numbers
Many people are obsessed with prime numbers,and most books on programming have toinclude a
program to testif a given numberis prime. So here's mine.
A numberis prime ifitis not an exact multiple of any other number exceptitselfand 1, i.e.ifit has
no factors exceptitselfand 1. The easiestplan of attackthen is asfollows.Suppose P isthe number
to be tested. See if any numbers N can be found that divide into P without remainder.If there are
none, P is prime. Which numbers N should we try? Well, we can speedthings up by restricting P to
odd numbers,so we only havetotry odd divisors N. When do we stoptesting? When N = P? No, we
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can stop alotsooner.Infact,we can stop once N reaches

P there must be a corresponding onelessthan

P ,sinceifthereisa factor greaterthan

P , which we would have found. And where do

we start? Well,since N = 1 willbe a factor of any P, we should startat N = 3. The structure plan is
as follows:
1. Read P
2. Initialize N to 3
3. Find remainder R when P is divided by N
4. Repeat

until
R
=
Increase
N
Find R when P is divided by N

0

≥

N

or
by

2

R≠0

5. If
P
Else
P is not prime
6. Stop.

P:

then
prime

is

Note thatthe exit condition istested atthe top of the loop because R might be zero the firsttime.
Note also thatthere are two conditions under which the loop will stop. Consequently, an IF is
required after completion ofthe loop to determine which condition stopped it. Here'sthe program:
PROGRAM Prime
! Tests if an odd integer > 3 is prime
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: N = 3
INTEGER
P, Rem
PRINT*, 'Gimme an odd integer:'
READ*, P
Rem = MOD( P, N )
DO
IF (Rem == 0 .OR. N >= SQRT( REAL(P) )) EXIT
N = N + 2
Rem = MOD( P, N )
END DO
IF (Rem /= 0) THEN
PRINT*, P, ' is prime'
ELSE
PRINT*, P, ' is not prime'
END IF
END
Try it out on the following: 4,058,879 (notprime), 193,707,721 (prime)and 2,147,483,647 (prime).

− 1 .It has
If such things interest you,the largest prime number at the time of writing is 2
227,832 digits and takes up about 7 pages of newsprint. Obviouslythis program cannottest such a
large number, since it's greater than the largest integer which can be represented by a Fortran
intrinsictype.Ways oftesting such huge numbersfor primality are describedin D.E. Knuth, The Art
of Computer Programming. Volume 2: Seminumerical Algorithms (Addison-Wesley, 1981) Knuth.
The DO WHILE form of the DO construct would be very convenient to use here. Step 4 of the
structure plan needs to be changed to
756,839

4. While R ≠ 0 and N <
and the DO must be rephrased as
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P repeat:

DO WHILE (Rem /= 0 .AND. N < SQRT( REAL(P) ))
N = N + 2
Rem = MOD( P, N )
END DO
Note thatthe condition isthe logical negation ofthe condition to exit as given originally.

Reading an unknown amount of data
The next program uses DO WHILE with a specialfeature ofthe general READ statementto read an
unknown amount of data from a file DATA and to find their mean:
REAL :: A, SUM
INTEGER :: N = 0
INTEGER :: IO = 0
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'DATA' )
SUM = 0
DO WHILE (IO == 0)
READ (1, *, IOSTAT = IO) A
IF (IO == 0) THEN
SUM = SUM + A
N = N + 1
PRINT*, A
END IF
END DO
PRINT*, "Mean:", SUM / N
Thisisthe crudestsolution to the problem:the data must be supplied one value perline in the file.
More elegant solutions will be given later. IOSTAT is a specifier which is setto zero ifthe READ
succeeds or to a negative value if an end-of-file condition occurs during the READ. Itis discussed
more fullylater.

Taylor series for sine
You may have wondered how a computer calculates functions such as sine and cosine. Really
ancient computers actually used to look up tables entered in memory, but young and upwardly
mobile ones are more cunning. Mathematically,itcan be shown that sin x, for example,isthe sum
of an infinite series (called a Taylor series),as follows:

x3 x5 x7
sin x = x −
+
−
+
3! 5! 7 !
We obviously can'tcomputethe sum of aninfiniteseries,but we can atleastarrangeto stop afterthe
terms in the series are allless than some prescribed value,say 10 -6. It can be shown that we can
always get a term lessthan some arbitrarily small number by going far enough inthe Taylorseries.
As an exercise you should try to draw a flowchart or structure plan before studying the program
below. The mainidea isto construct each term in the seriesfrom the previous one, as described in
thelimit problem in Section 6.1.In constructing the denominator each time, use has been made of
the factthatif k is any integer, 2k is even and 2k+1 is odd. So if k = 0 labelsthe firstterm (x),the
second term (labelled by k = 1) can be obtained from the firstterm by multiplying it by
−x 2
.
2k( 2k + 1)

W ork outthe firstfew terms by hand as a check. The program is as follows:
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PROGRAM Taylor
! Computes sine(x) from Taylor series
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Pi = 3.14159278
INTEGER
INTEGER

:: K
= 1
:: MaxTerms = 10

! term counter
! max number of terms

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

:: Err
Sine
Term
X

!
!
!
!

= 1e-6

PRINT*, 'Angle in degrees?'
READ*, X
X = X * Pi / 180
Term = X
Sine = Term

max error allowed
sum of series
general term in series
angle in radians

! convert to radians
! first term in series

DO WHILE ((ABS( Term ) > Err) .and. (K <= MaxTerms))
Term = - Term * X * X / (2 * K * (2 * K + 1))
K = K + 1
Sine = Sine + Term
END DO
IF (ABS( Term ) > Err) THEN
! why did DO end?
PRINT*, 'Series did not converge'
ELSE
PRINT*, 'After', K, 'terms Taylor series gives', Sine
PRINT*, 'Fortran 90 intrinsic function: ', SIN( X )
END IF
END
The DO WHILE may be replaced by
DO
IF ((ABS( Term ) <=
...
END DO

Err) .or. (K > MaxTerms)) EXIT

Note how the logical condition must be negated —itis now the condition to exit.
DO WHILE or EXIT atthetop oftheloop isappropriate here sincethe initialterm might be small
enough,in which case k willstill be 1.
Note also thatthere are two conditions forterminating the loop. Consequently, an IF is required
afterthe DO to establish which condition was satisfied.
You may be tempted to use a DO with parameters and an EXIT to escape if Term gets small
enough:
DO I = 1, MaxTerms
IF (ABS( Term ) <=
...
END DO

Err) EXIT

Although this works perfectly well, it is definitely not recommended (some program mers will
definitely disagree!). The reasons are as follows. My objectionisthat allconditions for exit are not
clear atthe verytop of the loop —after a cursory glance you mightthink itis a deterministicloop.
But, you may argue,I am splitting hairs; after all,the second condition for exitisin the very next
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line. But after afew months you mightintroduce further conditionslater inthe block. Thetroubleis
that this innocent looking structure allows for ad-hoc amendments later—at which stage the
programmer might easilylose track of whatallthe conditions for exit are.
The principleis: all conditions for exit should be stated clearly in one place —at the top or the end of
the loop.

6.6. Taking Stock: Modelling a Population of Gnus
Once you have mastered loops a great vista of interesting and solvable problems begins to unfold.
One such problem is presented in this section.
The wildebeest(gnu) population in the Kruger National Park, South Africa, declined from about
14,000 in 1969 to 6,700 in 1975, giving riseto considerable concern (see Table 6.1).Mathematical
modellingtechniques were appliedtothis problem, as describedin A.M. Starfield and A.L. Bleloch,
Building Models for Conservation and Wildlife Management (MacMillan, 1986).
The populationin year k may be divided into four biologically distinct age groups: ck ,the number
of new-born calves; y k ,the number of yearlings;tk,the number oftwo-year-olds; wk ,the number
of adults(older than two years).
We can think of the population as a vector with four components, each measured annually (in
January, when the females calve). The essence of the problem is to predictthe next year's vector,
given an initialpopulation at some time. At thisstage we turn to the game rangers, who tell usthat
yearlings do not produce young —this is the prerogative of the two-year-olds and adults. We thus
have the equation modelling the dynamics of calves:
ck +1 = aw k +1 + a ′t k +1

where a and a'are the birth-rates (number of expected offspring perindividual per year)for adults
andtwo-year-oldsrespectively.Itturns outthatthe best way to model yearling population dynamics
is simply
y k +1 = bck

where b isthe overallsurvival-rate for calves. Obviously this year's yearlings can only come from
last year's calves, so b < 1.
Forthe othertwo age groupslifeisfairly uncomplicated.Their members die of practically only one
cause —lion attack. Thisis modelled asfollows.Itseems thatlion areindiscriminateintheir attacks
on all groups except the calves. Therefore the number of yearlings taken by lion is in direct
proportion to the fraction of yearlings in the total non-calf population, and so on. Of course the
number taken in year k is also in proportion to the number of hunting lion in year k —call this
number lk . So we can modelthe number oftwo-year-olds and adults with
t k +1 = y k −

gl k y k
y k + tk + wk

and
w k +1 = w k + t k −

gl k ( t k + w k )
y k + tk + wk

where g isthe lion kill-rate (number of gnu taken perlion per year).
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The order in which these equations are computed is important. w k + 1 and t k + 1 must be
computed before c k + 1 .

After consultation with game rangers,a is estimated as 0.45, and a' as 0.15 (Starfield and Bleloch).
The lion kill-rateis between 2.5and 4 (lion have other choices on their menu),and calfsurvival b is
between 0.5 and 0.7.
More precise values of g and b for each year were found "experimentally" by seeing which values
gave a total populationthat agreed more or less withthe annual censusfigures. Fittingthe modelto
the census data was further complicated by the culling (killing by rangers) of wildebeest between
1969 and 1972, to relieve pressure on the vegetation. However, since culling is indiscriminate
amongthe non-calfpopulationitiseasyto arguethattheterm gl k in equations(6.4)and (6.5) must

( glk + d k ) , where d k

be replaced by
accurately known.

is the total number culled in year k. This number is

The modelrun startsin 1969 (k = 1), with c1 = 3660, y1 = 2240, t1 = 1680 and w1 = 6440. These
figures are from the census. Table 6.1 shows the total population predicted by the model compared
with the census data. The column headed Model 1 shows projectionstaking the annual culling into

account, whereas Model 2 assumes no culling (by setting d k = 0 when running the model). Note

alsothata particular projectionis based on theinputinthe previousrow, e.g.if l1 = 500, d 1 = 572,
b = 0.5 and g = 4,the model predicts
c 2 + y 2 + t 2 + w 2 = 12617

Table 6.1 Wildebeest model data and output
Year
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
The parameters g and b arerealistic.19701972 were dry yearsinthe Park, whenlion killed regularly
at waterholes.Thisjustifiesthe higher g and lower b values.In subsequent yearsthelion did not kill
so freely, since the improved vegetation and declining wildebeest population made the prey more
difficultto find. The same factorslead to a higher calf survival-rate.
The program below implementsthis model. Notethattwo sets of variables are used to representthe
age groups. C, Y, T and W represent values in year k, while NC, NY, NT and NW represent values in
year k+1. One might have been tempted to code the update equations as follows:
Y = B * C
T = Y - (G * L + D) * Y / (Y + T + W)
...
This, however, would mean that we would be using next year's Y, obtained from equation (6.3), on
therighthand side of equation(6.4),instead of this year's.Usingtwo setsof variables meansthatthe
setrepresenting the current year's values must be updated at the end of each year in readiness for
next year's update. Try the program out with different parameter values,to see what happens. Also
try running itfor longer.
IMPLICIT NONE
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INTEGER

Year

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

A =
Ad =
C =
T =
Tot
W =
Y =

::
::
::
::
::
::

0.45
0.15
3660
1680
6440
2240

REAL NC, NT, NW, NY
REAL L, D, B, G

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

adult birth-rate
a-dash: 2-yr-old birth-rate
calves
2-yr-olds
total population
adults
yearlings

! next year's population
! other model parameters

DO Year = 1969, 1974
WRITE( *, '(I4, " data: ")', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) Year
READ*, L, D, B, G
NY = B * C
NT = Y - (G * L + D) * Y / (Y + T + W)
NW = W + T - (G * L + D) * (T + W) / (Y + T + W)
NC = A * NW + Ad * NT
C = NC
Y = NY
T = NT
W = NW
Tot = C + Y + T + W
WRITE( *, '(I4, " projection: ", F6.0)' ) Year+1, Tot
PRINT*
END DO
END

Chapter 6 Summary
•

•

•

A DO construct with parameters should be used to program a deterministic loop, where the
number of iterations (the iteration count) is known to the program (i.e. in principle to the
programmer) before the loop is encountered. This situation is characterized by the general
structure plan:
Repeat N times:
Block ofstatementsto be repeated
where N is known or computed before the loop is encountered for the firsttime, and is not
changed by the block. The syntax for DO in this case is
[name:] DO variable = first, last, step
block
END DO [name]
All forms ofthe construct may be optionally named.
If step is omitted,itdefaultsto 1.If step is negative, variable willbe decreased aslong as first is
greaterthan orequalto last.
DO with EXIT may be used to program a non-deterministicloop, where the iteration count is
not known in advance,i.e. wheneverthe truth value of the condition for exiting is changed in
the DO block.This situation is characterized by the following two structure plans:
Repeat until condition is true:
Block to be repeated (resettruth value of condition).
or
Repeat:
Block to be repeated (resettruth value of condition)
until condition istrue.
Note that condition isthe condition to exitfrom the loop.
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The syntax ofthese forms is
DO
IF (condition) EXIT
block
END DO
and
DO
block
IF(condition) EXIT
END DO
•

A non-deterministic loop may also be programmed with a DO WHILE construct. Here the
general structure plan is
W hile condition is true repeat:
Block of statementsto be repeated.
Note that condition is now the condition to make anotheriteration, not to exit.
The syntax forthis structure is
D O W HILE (condition)
block
END DO

This constructmay incur optimization penalties.
•

The DO variable and parameters should be integers.

•

The DO variable should not be explicitly changed in the DO block.

•

The iteration count (which may be zero)is calculated from the initial values ofthe parameters.

•

DO constructsmay be nested to any depth.

•

Good programming stylerequiresthat an EXIT from a DO occurs as nearto the top orthe end
of the loop as possible.

•

The IOSTAT specifier may be used with READ to detect an end-of-file condition.

Chapter 6 Exercises
6.1
Write a program to find the sum of the successive even integers 2, 4, ..., 200. (Answer:
10100)
6.2
Writea program which produces atable ofsin x and cos x for angles x from 0° to 90° in steps
of 15°.
6.3
A person deposits $1000 in a bank.Interestis compounded monthly atthe rate of 1% per
month. Write a program which willcomputethe monthly balance, but writeit only annually for 10
years(use nested DO loops, withthe outerloop for 10 years,andtheinner loop for 12 months). Note
thatafter10 years,the balanceis $3300.39,whereasifinteresthad been compounded annually atthe
rate of 12% per yearthe balance would only have been $3105.85.
6.4
There are many formulae for computing π (the ratio of a circle's circumference to its
diameter). The simplestis

π

= 1 − 1 / 3 + 1 / 5 − 1 / 7 + 1 / 9−

4

which comes from the series

arctan x = x −
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x3 x5 x7 x9
+
−
+
−
3
5
7
9

when x = 1.
(a) Write a program to compute π using series (E6.1). Use as many terms in the series as your
computer willreasonably allow (start modestly, with 100 terms,say, and re-run your program with
more and moreeachtime). You shouldfind thattheseries converges veryslowly,i.e.ittakes alot of
terms to getfairly close to π.
(b)

π
8

Rearranging the series speeds up the convergence:

1
1
1
+
+
1 x 3 5 x 7 9 x 11

=

Write a program to compute π using thisseriesinstead. You should findthat you need fewerterms
to reach the same level of accuracy that you gotin (a).
(c)

π
4

One ofthe fastest series for π is

= 6 arctan

1
1
1
+ 2 arctan
+ arctan
57
239
8

Use this formulato compute π. Don't use the standard function ATAN to compute the arctangents,
since that would be cheating.Rather use the series (E6.2).
6.5

The following method of computing π is due to Archimedes:

1. Let A = 1 and N = 6
2. Repeat 10 times,say:

Replace N by 2 N
Replace A by

2 − (4 − A 2 )

Let L = NA / 2
Let U = L / 1 − A 2 / 2
Let P = (U + L ) / 2 (estimate of π )
Let E = (U − L ) / 2 (estimate of error)
Print N , P , E

3. Stop
Write a program to implementthe algorithm.
6.6

Write aprogram to compute atable ofthe function

 π ( 1 + 20 x ) 
f ( x ) = x sin 

2


overthe(closed)interval[-1,1] usingincrementsin x of(a) 0.2(b) 0.1 and (c) 0.01. Use a DO with
integer variable and parameters; compute the iteration count explicitly as in Section 6.3 Use your
tablesto plota graph of f(x) forthethree cases,and observe thatthetables for(a)and (b) givetotally
the wrong picture of f(x).
6.7

The transcendental number e (2.718281828 ...) can be shown to

be the limit of

1

(1 − x ) 1/ x
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as x tendsto zero(from above). Writea program which shows how thisexpression convergesto e as
x gets closer and closer to zero (use the real kind with the greatest precision available on your
system).
6.8

A square wave of period T may be defined by the function

 1 (0 < t <T )
f(t ) = 
−1 ( −T < t < 0 )

The Fourier series for f(t) is given by
∞

4

 ( 2k + 1)πt 

T



1

∑ 2k + 1 sin 
π
k =0

Itis ofinterestto know how many terms are needed for a good approximation to this infinite sum.
Taking T = 1, writea program to compute and displaythesum to n terms oftheseriesfor t from 0 to
1 in steps of 0.1, say. Run the program for different values of n, e.g. 1, 3,6, etc.
6.9 If an amount of money A isinvested for k years ata nominalannualinterestrate r (expressed
as a decimal fraction),the value V ofthe investment after k yearsis given by
V = A( 1 + r / n ) nk

where n is the number of compounding periods per year. Write a program to compute V as n gets
larger and larger,i.e. as the compounding periods become more and more frequent,like monthly,
daily, hourly, etc. Take A = 1000, r = 4% and k = 10 years. You should observe that your output
gradually approaches alimit.Hint: use a DO loop which doubles n each time, starting with n = 1.
rk

Also compute the value of the formula Ae forthe same values of A, r and k (use the intrinsic
function EXP), and compare this value with the values of V computed above. W hat do you
conclude?
6.10
Write a program to computethe sum ofthe series 1 + 2 + 3...suchthatthesum isaslarge as
possible without exceeding 100. The program should write out how many terms are used inthe sum.
6.11
One of the programsin Section 6.5 shows that an amount of $1000 will double in about
seven years with an interestrate of 10%. Using the same interestrate,run the program with initial
balances of $500, $2000 and $10,000 (say)to see how longthey alltaketo double. The results may
surprise you.
6.12

Write a program to implementthe structure plan of Exercise 4.2.

6.13

Use the Taylor series

cos x = 1 −

x2 x4 x6
+
−
+
2 ! 4 ! 6!

to write a program to compute cos x correctto four decimal places(x is inradians). See how many
terms are needed to get 4-figure agreement with the intrinsicfunction COS.
6.14
A man borrows $10,000 to buy a used car.Intereston hisloaniscompounded atthe rate of
2% per month whilethe outstanding balance of the loan is more than $5000, and at 1% per month
otherwise. He pays back $300 every month,exceptforthelast month, when the repayment must be
less than $300. He pays at the end of the month, after the interest on the balance has been
compounded. The first repayment is made one month after the loan is paid out to him. Write a
program which writes out a monthly statement ofthe balance (afterthe monthly payment has been
made),the final payment, and the month ofthe final payment.
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6.15
A projectile,the equations of motion of which are given in Chapter 3,islaunched from the
point O with aninitialvelocity of 60 m/s atan angle of 50° tothe horizontal. Write a program which
computes and writes outthetime inthe air,and horizontal and vertical displacementfrom the point
O every 0.5 seconds, aslong as the projectile remains above a horizontalplane through O.
6.16
When aresistor(R),capacitor(C) and battery(V) are connectedin series,a charge Q builds
up on the capacitor according tothe formula
Q( t ) = CV ( 1 − e −1/ RC )

ifthere is no charge on the capacitor at time t = 0. The problem is to monitor the charge on the
capacitorevery 0.1secondsin orderto detect whenitreachesalevelof 8 unites ofcharge,giventhat
V = 9, R = 4 and C = 1. Write a program which writesthetime and charge every 0.1 seconds until
the chargefirstexceeds 8 units(i.e.thelastcharge written must exceed 8). Once you have donethis,
rewritethe program to outputthe charge only whileitisstrictlylessthan 8 units.
6.17
If a population grows according to thelogistic model,itssize X(t)attime t is given by the
formula
X(t ) =

KX 0
( K − X 0 )e − rt + X 0

where X 0 istheinitialsize attime t = 0, r isthe growth-rateand K isthe carrying capacity of the
environment. Write a program which will compute and print values of X(t) over a period of 200
years. Take X 0 = 2, r = 0.1 and K = 1000. Experiment with differentvalues of K, and seeifyou can
interpret K biologically.
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Chapter 7 Summary
Chapter 7 Exercises

Chapter 7 Introduction
Programs seldom run correctly the first time, even for experienced programmers. In computer
jargon,an errorin a program iscalled a bug. The storyisthata moth short-circuitedtwo thermionic
valves in one of the earliest computers. This primeval (charcoaled) "bug" took days to find. The
process of detecting and correcting such errorsis called debugging. There are fourtypes of errors:
•

compilation errors

•

run-time errors

•

errors of logic

•

rounding error.

Inthis chapter we deal withthe sort of errorsthat can arise withthe programming we have done so
far.
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7.1. Compilation Errors
Compilation errors are errors in syntax and construction,like spelling mistakes,that are picked up
by the compiler during compilation,the process whereby your program is translated into machine
code. They arethe mostfrequenttype of error. The compiler prints messages, which may or may not
be helpful, when it encounters such an error.
Generally,there arethree sorts of compiler errors:
•

rdinary errors—the compiler will attempt to continue compilation after one or more of these
errors has occurred, e.g.
missing ENDIF statements

•

fatal errors—the compiler will not attempt further compilation after detecting a fatal error,e.g.
Program too complicated–too many strings

•

warnings —these are not strictly errors, but are intended to inform you that you have done
something unusual which might cause problems later, e.g.
Expression in IF construct is constant

or that you have used an obsolescent feature,e.g.
Non-integer DO control variables are obsolescent

(these messages are generated by the FTN90 compiler; your compiler might have slightly different
messages).
There are a large number of compiler error messages, which will be listed in the user's manualthat
comes with your particular compiler. Since the compiler is not as intelligent as you are,the error
messages can sometimes be rather unhelpful—even misleading. Some com mon examples are given
below.
Inappropriate use of symbol X at line N
The name X has been usedto represent morethan one object, most probablythe program name as
well as a variable. The duplicated occurrence will be atline N.
Implicit type for X at line N
The variable X has not been declared explicitly, following an IMPLICIT NONE statement.
Spelling mistakes in declared variables willbe spotted inthis way.
Syntax error at line N
Thisis one ofthe mostinfuriating messages,and covers a multitude of errors, e.g.
G = 9,8

!comma instead of decimal point

IF (A = 0) X = 1

!= instead of == in a logical expression

IF (A == 0) THEN X = 1 !incorrect use of THEN in a simple IF ..
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!.. or incorrect placement of a statement after THEN
X = 1 + (2 * 3

!unpaired parentheses

One wonders why the compiler could not be alittle more specific.
Symbol X referenced but not set at line N
Thisis a helpful message which warns you that no value has been assigned by the program to X.
However,the line number given seems to refertothe last line in the program.
Curiously, however,the following coding runs without error (under FTN90):
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL X

X = X + 1

The resultis garbage (1.4209760E+14 with the FTN90 compiler on one occasion) because of
course X is undefined.Itseems asifthe compilerthinksthat because X appears onthe left-hand side
of an assignmentit must be defined!
There are many, many more compilererrors—you willprobably have discovered a good number on
your own by now. With experience you will gradually become more adept atspotting your mistakes.

7.2. Run-time Errors
If a program compiles successfully,it willrun. Errors occurring at this stage are called run-time
errors, and are invariably fatal,i.e.the program "crashes". An error message, such as
Floating point division by zero
or
Floating point arithmetic overflow
is generated. The latter is quite com mon. It occurs, for example, when an attempt is made to
compute a realexpression whichistoo large,or when SQRT has a negative argument, or when the
argument of LOG is non-positive.
Some compilers have interactive debugging facilities, where you can, for example, step through a
program line byline untilyoufindtheline wheretherun-time error occurs,or where you can mark a
lineinthe code and runtothat point. Thesefacilitiesare extremely helpful,especiallyfor debugging
large programs;you should make a pointoffinding outand making use of what your compiler offers
inthisline.

Error interception
Fortran 90 has facilities for intercepting and handling certain run-time errors, such as
input/output errors (e.g. attempting to read past the end-of-file, or from a non-existent file).
These are discussed later, when we deal with advanced I/O and file handling.
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7.3. Errors in Logic
These are errorsinthe actualalgorithm you are using to solve a problem,and arethe most difficult
to find; the program runs, but gives the wrong answers! It's even worse if you don't realize the
answers are wrong. The following tips might help you to check outthe logic.
•

Try to run the program for some special cases where you know the answers.

•

If you don'tknow any exact answers,tryto use yourinsightintothe problem to check whether
the answers seem to be ofthe right order ofmagnitude.

•

Try working through the program by hand (or use the debugging facilities) to see if you can
spot where things start going wrong.

7.4. Rounding Error
At times a program will give numerical answers to a problem which appearinexplicably different
from what we know to be the correct mathematical solution. This can be due to rounding error,
which resultsfrom thefinite precision available onthe computer,e.g.two orfour bytesper variable,
instead of an infinite number.
Run the following program extract:
X = 0.1
DO
X = X + 0.001
PRINT*, X
IF (X == 0.2) EXIT
END DO
You willfindthat you needto crashthe program to stop,e.g. with ctrl-break on a PC. X never has
the value 0.2 exactly, because of rounding error.In fact, X missesthe value of 0.2 by about 10 -9, as
can be seen by printing X - 0.2 as well each time.It would be better toreplacethe EXIT clause
with
IF (X > 0.2) EXIT
or
IF (ABS(X - 0.2) < 1E-6) EXIT
In general,itis always betterto testfor "equality" oftwo realexpressions in this way, e.g.
IF (ABS(A - B) < 1E-6) PRINT*, 'A practically equal to B'
Rounding error may be reduced (although never completely eliminated) by using the real kind with
higher precision than the default,e.g.
REAL(KIND = 2) A, B
Rounding error may also be reduced by a mathematicalre-arrangement ofthe problem.Ifthe wellknown quadratic equation iswritten inthe less familiarform
x 2 − 2ax + e = 0

the two solutions may be expressed as
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x1 = a + a 2 − e
x2 = a − a2 − e

If e is very smallcompared with a,thesecond rootisexpressed asthe difference betweentwo nearly
equal numbers,and considerable significance islost. E.g. taking a = 5 x 10 6 and e = 1 gives x2 =–
9.42 x 10 -9 with FTN90. However,the second root may also be expressed mathematically as
x2 =

e
a+ a −e
2

≈

e
2a

Using this form with FTN90 gives x2 = 10 -7, which is more accurate. Rounding error is also
discussed in Chapter 16.

Chapter 7 Summary
•

Compilation errors are mistakes inthe syntax (coding).

•

Execution (run-time) errors occur whilethe program is running

•

Input/output errors may be intercepted atrun-time.

•

Debugging facilities may be used to work through a program, statement by statement.

•

Logical errorsare errorsinthe algorithm used to solve the problem.

•

Rounding error occurs because the computer can store numbers only to a finite accuracy. Itis
reduced but not necessarily eliminated by using reals with higher precision than the default.

Chapter 7 Exercises
7.1

The Newton quotient

f( x + h) − f( x)
h

may be usedtoestimatethefirstderivative f’(x) of afunction f(x),if h is"small". Write a program to
compute the Newton quotient forthe function
f( x) = x2

atthe point x = 2 (the exactansweris 4)for values of h starting at 1,and decreasing by a factor of 10
each time. The effect of rounding error becomes apparent when h gets "too small",i.e. less than
about 10 -6.
7.2

The solution ofthe set of simultaneous equations

ax
dx + ey = f

by

+

=

c

(Exercise 5.5)is given by
x
y = (af–cd)/(ae–bd).

=

(ce–bf)/(ae–bd),

If(ae–bd) is small,rounding error may cause quitelarge inaccuraciesin the solution. Considerthe
system
0.2038x
+
0.4071x + 0.2436y = 0.4038.
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0.1218y

=

0.2014,

Show that with four-figure floating point arithmeticthe solution obtained is x =–1.714, y = 4.286.
Thislevel of accuracy may be simulated inthe solution ofEx. 5.5 with some statements like
AE = NINT( A * E * 1E5 ) / 1E5
and appropriate changes in the coding. The exact solution, however, which can be obtained with
default precision, is x =–2, y = 5. If the coefficients in the equations are themselves subject to
experimental error,the "solution" ofthis system using limited accuracy istotally meaningless.
7.3
This problem, suggested by R.V. Andree,demonstrates another numerical problem called illconditioning, where a small change in the coefficients causes a large change in the solution. Show
thatthe solution ofthe system
x
+
1.5x + 7.501y = 25.503

5.000y

=

17.0

is x = 2, y = 3,using the program for Ex. 5.5 with defaultprecision. Now change the term on the
right-hand side ofthe second equationto 25.501, a change of about one partin 12,000, and observe
that a totally different solution results. Also try changing this term to 25.502, 25.504, etc. If the
coefficients are subject to experimental errors, the solution is again meaningless. One way to
anticipatethis sortof erroris to perform a sensitivity analysis on the coefficients:change them allin
turn by the same percentage, and observe what effectthishas on the solution.
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Chapter 8 Introduction
We saw in Chapter 4 that the logic of a non-trivial problem could be broken down into
separate subprograms (or procedures), each carrying out a particular, well-defined task. It
often happens that such subprograms can be used by many different “main” programs, and
in fact by different users of the same computer system. Fortran 90 enables you to
implement these subprograms as functions and subroutines which are independent of the
main program. Examples are procedures to perform statistical operations, or to sort items,
or to find the best straight line through a set of points, or to solve a system of differential
equations.
Subprograms may be internal or external. Useful procedures may be collected together as
libraries. Such collections are called modules. Main programs (i.e. everything we have
seen so far), external subprograms, and modules are referred to as program units.
Basically, an internal subprogram is contained within another program unit—and therefore
compiled with it, whereas an external subprogram is not—it is in fact compiled separately.
An important difference between the two types of subprogram is that an internal
subprogram may use names of entities declared by the program unit that contains it,
whereas an external subprogram is not contained within another program unit.
We deal first with internal subprograms.

8.1. Internal Subprograms
There aretwo types of subprograms: functions and subroutines. We willfirstlook atfunctions.
We have already seen how to use some of the intrinsic functions supplied by Fortran 90, such as
SIN, COS, LOG, etc. You can write your own functions,to be used in the same way in a program.
Before we discuss the rulesin detail, we willlook at some examples.

Newton's method again
Newton's method (see also Chapter16) may be usedto solve a generalequation f(x) = 0 by repeating
the assignment
x becomes x −

f( x)
f ′( x ) ′

where f'(x)isthe first derivative of f(x), until f(x) has come close enough to zero.

f ( x) = x 3 + x − 3

f ′( x ) = 3 x 2 + 1

Suppose that
.Then
.The program below uses Newton's
methodto solvethisequation starting with x = 2, and stopping either whenthe absolute value of f(x)
−6

isless than 10 , or after 20 iterations, say. It uses two functions: F(X) for f(x) and DF(X) for
f'(x).
PROGRAM Newton
! Solves f(x) = 0 by Newton's method
IMPLICIT
INTEGER
INTEGER
LOGICAL
REAL
REAL

NONE
:: Its
:: MaxIts
:: Converged
:: Eps
:: X

=
=
=
=
=

0
20
.false.
1e-6
2

!
!
!
!
!

iteration counter
maximum iterations
convergence flag
maximum error
starting guess

DO WHILE (.NOT. Converged .AND. Its < MaxIts)
X = X–F(X) / DF(X)
PRINT*, X, F(X)
Its = Its + 1
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Converged = ABS( F(X) ) <= Eps
END DO
IF (Converged) THEN
PRINT*, 'Newton converged'
ELSE
PRINT*, 'Newton diverged'
END IF
CONTAINS
FUNCTION F(X)
! problem is to solve f(x) = 0
REAL F, X
F = X ** 3 + X–3
END FUNCTION F
FUNCTION DF(X)
! first derivative of f(x)
REAL DF, X
DF = 3 * X ** 2 + 1
END FUNCTION DF
END PROGRAM Newton
Notethatthere aretwo conditionsthat willstopthe DO loop: either convergence, orthe completion
of 20 iterations. Otherwise the program could run indefinitely.

Rotation of co-ordinate axes
Functions are particularly useful when arithmetic expressions, which can become long and
cumbersome, need to be evaluated repeatedly. A good example is the rotation of a Cartesian coordinatesystem. Ifsuch a system isrotated counter-clockwisethrough an angle of a radians,the new
co-ordinates (x', y') of a pointreferred to the rotated axes are given by
x'
=
x
y' = –x sin a + y cos a

cos

a

+

y

sin

a

where(x, y) areitsco-ordinates beforerotation ofthe axes.The following functions could be usedto
define the new co-ordinates:
FUNCTION Xnew( X, Y, A )
REAL XNew, X, Y, A
Xnew = X * COS( A ) + Y * SIN( A )
END FUNCTION Xnew
FUNCTION YNew( X, Y, A )
REAL YNew, X, Y, A
YNew =–X * SIN( A ) + Y * COS( A )
END FUNCTION Ynew

Internal functions
Since functions and subroutines are very similar, com mon features are described by referring to
them collectively as subprograms. Most of the following rules apply alsoto external subprograms,
except where otherwise stated.
Allinternalsubprograms are placed between a CONTAINS statement and the END statement ofthe
main program. Subprograms look almost like a main program, except for their headers and END
statements.Internal subprograms may not contain other subprograms, and so may notthemselves
have a CONTAINS statement.
The general syntax of an internal function is
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FUNCTION Name( [argument list] )
[declaration statements]
[executable statements]
END FUNCTION [Name]
The statement
FUNCTION Name( argument

list )

is called the function statement, or header, or declaration. Note that if the main program has an
IMPLICIT NONE statement (and sound programming style insists that it should have one) the
function name and arguments must be declared with a type. Although this may be done in the main
program,itisrecom mended that you declarethe function name and argumentsinthe function body
itself.
Since a valueis associated withthefunction name,this value must be assignedtothe function name
in the function body. Note that when the function name appears on the left-hand side of an
assignment statement, its arguments must be omitted, e.g.
YNew =–X * SIN( A ) + Y * COS( A )
inthefunction YNew above.The functionissaidto return thisvaluetothe calling,or host,program.
A function value may also be returned by means of a RESULT clause (see below).
An internal subprogram automatically has accessto allits host's entities. Variables declared in the
host program are therefore global, in the sense thatthey are available throughoutthe scope of the
host program. This scope includes all internal subprograms. This can sometimes lead to serious
bugs, whichis why internalsubprograms should only be used forfairly smalltasks peculiartotheir
particular host. More generalprocedures should be written as external subprograms.
Since an internal subprogram is in a sense declared in its host,this scoping rule also implies that
internal subprograms are known to each other,i.e.they may call each other.
However,if a variableis redeclared in a subprogram, thatsubprogram no longer has access to the
original variable ofthe same name declared in the host.

Arguments
The arguments in a subprogram statement, e.g. X, Y and A in
FUNCTION YNew( X, Y, A )
are dummy arguments. That is, they exist only for the purpose of defining the function. They
represent general variables ofthe same type. Consequently,the same names do not have to be used
when calling or invoking the subprogram. E.g. YNew may be invoked in the host program with the
statement
YNew( U, V, Pi/2 )
You can think of the values ofthe actual arguments U, V and Pi/2 being copied intothe dum my
arguments X, Y and A respectively. The actual arguments are said to be passed to the subprogram.
An actual argument which is a variable name must have the same type and kind type parameters as
its corresponding dum my argument. The exact way in which arguments are passed is discussed
below.
You should be aware that if the value of a dum my argument is changed inside a function, that
change is "copied back" into the corresponding actual argument in the host program, if it is a
variable. This is an undesirable side effect in a function, and should be avoided in the interests of
sound programming. If you want to change an actual argument,the correct vehicleis a subroutine.
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Local and global variables
The next program contains an internal function Fact(N) which computes n! There is something
wrong with it. See if you can work out by hand what the firstfew lines of output will be, before
running it.
PROGRAM Factorial
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I
DO I = 1, 10
PRINT*, I, Fact(I)
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Fact( N )
INTEGER Fact, N, Temp
Temp = 1
DO I = 2, N
Temp = I * Temp
END DO
Fact = Temp
END FUNCTION
END
The problem isthat I is a global variable, i.e.the name I representsthe same variable inside and
outsidethe function. Fact isfirstcalled when I = 1, which isthe first value written. This value is
passed tothe function's dummy argument N. The same I is now given the initial value 2 by the DO
loopinside Fact, butsinceitis greaterthan N,the DO loopis notexecuted,so I stillhasthe value 2
when Fact returnsto be printed in the main program. However, I is now incremented to 3 in the
DO loopinthe main program, whichisthe valueithas when the second callto Fact takes place.In
this way, Fact is nevercomputedforan even value of I. Allthisisa consequence ofthe variable I
being global.
The problem issolved by redeclaring I inthefunctionto makeitlocal. You should makeita ruleto
declare all variables used in subprograms. That way you can never inadvertently make use of a
global variable inthe wrong context.
Ifyou needto getinformation into a subprogram from its host,the safest way to do itisthrough the
dum my arguments. When there is a large amount of such information to be shared by many
subprograms, the best solution is to declare global variables in a module, and for subprograms
needing access tothose variablesto use the module (see Section 8.5)
The use of IMPLICIT NONE in a main program is particularlyimportant when there are internal
subprograms. Itforces you to declare alllocal variables and dum my arguments, which makes for
good programming style.

The RETURN statement
Normal exitfrom a subprogram occurs atits END statement. However,itissometimes convenientto
exitfrom other points. This may be done with the statement RETURN. Excessive use of RETURN
should be avoided since it very easilyleads to spaghetti (unstructured code).

Statement functions
In older versions of Fortran a function could be defined in a singleline, e.g.
F(X) = X ** 3 + X - 3
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Thisform is supported by Fortran 90, butis notrecom mended sinceit does notfollow many ofthe
generalrules for subprograms.

Internal subroutines
Subroutines are very similarto functions. The differences are:
•

No value is associated with the name of a subroutine, hence it must not be declared.

•

A subroutine isinvoked with a CALL statement.

•

The keyword SUBROUTINE is used inthe definition and the END statement.

•

A subroutine need not have any arguments, in which case the name is written without
parentheses, e.g.
CALL PLONK

A function without arguments must have empty parentheses, e.g. Fung().
The following program prints a line with the subroutine PrettyLine, which has two dum my
arguments. Num is the number of characters to be printed; Symbol is the ASCII code of the
charactersto be printed.
IMPLICIT NONE
CALL PrettyLine( 5, 2 )
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE PrettyLine( Num, Symbol )
INTEGER I, Num, Symbol
CHARACTER*80 Line
DO I = 1, Num
Line(I:I) = ACHAR( Symbol )
END DO
PRINT*, Line
END SUBROUTINE
END
Character substrings, such as Line(I:I), are discussed in Chapter 11.
The nextexampleshows how dum my arguments may be usedtotakeinformation backtothe calling
program —in this case their values are exchanged:
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL A, B
READ*, A, B
CALL SWOP( A, B )
PRINT*, A, B
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE SWOP( X, Y )
REAL Temp, X, Y
Temp = X
X = Y
Y = Temp
END SUBROUTINE
END
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W hat actually happens is thatthe actual arguments A and B are passed by reference (see Section
8.7). The effectisthatthe values of the actual arguments are given to the dum my arguments, and
any changes made to the dum my arguments are copied back to the actual arguments.In this way
information can be returned from the subroutine. This can have unpleasant side effects. You might
inadvertently change a dum m y argumentinside a subprogram —after return to the calling program
the corresponding actual argument willalso be changed, perhaps with disastrous effects.Fortran 90
has a way of preventing this, called argument intent, which is discussed in Section 8.7.
Since Temp inthe example above is declared inthe subroutineitislocal toitand not accessibleto
the main program.
The general syntax of an internal subroutine istherefore
SUBROUTINE Name[( argument list )]
[declaration statements]
[executable statements]
END SUBROUTINE [Name]

8.2. The Main Program
Every complete program must have one and only one main program, which has the form
PROGRAM name
[declaration statements]
[executable statements]
[CONTAINS
internal subprograms]
END [PROGRAM [name]]
Ifthe last statement ahead ofthe CONTAINS statement does not resultin a branch (and it should
not),control passes over the internal subprograms to the END statement, and the program stops.In
other words,theinternalsubprograms are onlyexecutedifproperlyinvoked by a CALL statementin
the case of a subroutine, or by referencing its name,inthe case of a function.

8.3. External Subprograms
An external subprogram residesin a separatefilefrom the main program.It willgenerally perform a
specifictask,andisexternalin orderto be accessibleto many differentcalling programs. Apartfrom
the header and END statement, a subprogram isidenticalin appearance to a main program:
SUBROUTINE name[( arguments )]
[declaration statements]
[executable statements]
[CONTAINS
internal subprograms]
END [SUBROUTINE [name]]
or
FUNCTION name([ arguments ])
[declaration statements]
[executable statements]
[CONTAINS
internal subprograms]
END [FUNCTION [name]]
Note the smallbut significantdifferences between externaland internal subprograms:
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•

external subprograms may themselves contain internal subprograms (which will only be
accessible to the host external subprogram); internal subprograms may not contain further
internal subprograms

•

the keyword FUNCTION or SUBROUTINE is optional in the external subprogram END
statement but obligatory inthe internal subprogram END statement.

Note also that,since an external subprogram resides in a separate file from the main program, it
must be compiled separately. Under FTN90 an intermediate type of machine code, called
relocatable binary is producedin a file with the.OBJ extension. Thisinturn must belinked withthe
calling program by means ofa specialprogram called a linker,finallyresultingin a.EXE version of
the main program. Your compiler manual willhave the details of how to do this. Once itisfinally
debugged, an external subprogram need never be recompiled, only linked. This prevents you from
wasting time in compiling it over and over, which would be the case if it was an internal
subprogram.
As an example,let'srewritethe internal subroutine SWOP of Section 8.1 as an external subroutine.
The main program (in one file) becomes
IMPLICIT NONE
EXTERNAL SWOP
REAL A, B
READ*, A, B
CALL SWOP( A, B )
PRINT*, A, B
END
and the externalsubroutine (in a separate file)isthen
SUBROUTINE SWOP( X, Y )
REAL Temp, X, Y
Temp = X
X = Y
Y = Temp
END SUBROUTINE
The EXTERNAL statementis discussed below. You should now try compiling,linking and running
this example.
If you want morethan one externalsubprogram in the same file, you should use a module (Section
8.5).

The EXTERNAL statement
If you accidentally used the name of an intrinsic subprogram for an external subprogram, the
compiler would by default assume you were referring to the intrinsic subprogram, so your external
subprogram would be inaccessible. You might think you know the names of all intrinsic
subprograms,andthatthis problem willnot presentitself. However,you could have a problem when
transporting your code to another installation, because the standard allows compilers to provide
additionalintrinsic subprograms.
To avoidthis problem,the names of allexternalsubprograms should be specifiedin an EXTERNAL
statement, which should come after any USE (Section 8.5) or IMPLICIT statements. Naming an
external subprogram like this ensures that itis linked as an external subprogram, and makes any
intrinsic subprogram with the same name unavailable. Thispractice is strongly recommended.

8.4. Interface Blocks
Ifthe compileris to generate callsto subprograms correctly,it needs to know certain things about
the subprogram: name, number and type of arguments, etc. This collection of information is called
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the subprogram's interface. In the case of intrinsic subprograms,internal subprograms and module
subprograms the interface isalways known tothe compiler,and is said to be explicit.
However, when the compiler generates a call to an external subprogram this information is not
available, and the subprogram interface is said to be implicit.
We have seen that the EXTERNAL statement in the calling program is sufficient to supply the
compiler with the name of the external subprogram, and this enables it to be found and linked.
However, the interface is stillimplicit, and in more complicated cases (such as with optional or
keyword arguments,as discussed below) furtherinformationisrequiredfor a satisfactory interface.
Fortran 90 has a mechanism, called an interface block, which enables an explicitinterface to be
made.
The generalform of an interface block, which must be placed in the scope ofthe calling program, is
INTERFACE
interface body
END INTERFACE
where the interface body could be an exact copy of the subprogram header, declarations of its
arguments and results, and its END statement. However, the names of the arguments may be
changed, and otherspecifications may be included (e.g.fora local variable),although not DATA or
FORMAT statements orinternal subprograms.
The calling program for the external subroutine SWOP above could be rewritten with an interface
block as follows:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE SWOP( X, Y )
REAL X, Y
END SUBROUTINE
END INTERFACE
REAL A, B
READ*, A, B
CALL SWOP( A, B )
...
More general accesstointerface blocks may be provided by means of modules.
Interface blocks are also used for overloading a number of subprogram names with a single
"generic" name.

When to use interface blocks
It is never wrong to use an interface block for an external procedure. However, there are
situations when one must be used. These are summarized in Figure 8.1. We will encounter
most of these situations later; they are collected here for ease of reference.

Figure 8.1 When to use an interface block
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8.5. Modules
Recallthatthere are three types of program unit: a main program, an external subprogram, and a
module.
A module differsfrom a subprogram in two important ways:
•

a module may contain more than one subprogram (called module subprograms);

•

a module may contain declaration and specification statements which are accessible to all
program unitswhich use the module.

Modules are also compiled separately.
In the following example,the subroutine SWOP is placed in a module MyUtils. For the sake of
illustration,the module also declares a real parameter Pi. The main program now has a statement
USE MyUtils which rendersthe module accessibletoit. The name Pi istherefore known to the
main program. The amended main program is:
USE MyUtils
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL A, B
READ*, A
B = Pi
CALL SWOP( A, B )
PRINT*, A, B
END
whilethe module (again saved in a separate file)is
MODULE MyUtils
REAL, PARAMETER :: Pi = 3.1415927
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE SWOP( X, Y )
REAL Temp, X, Y
Temp = X
X = Y
Y = Temp
END SUBROUTINE SWOP
END MODULE MyUtils
Notethatthe EXTERNAL statementis now neither necesssary norin fact correct,since SWOP is no
longer an external subprogram —it is now technically a module subprogram.
The generalform of a module is
MODULE name
[declaration statements]
[CONTAINS
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module subprograms]
END [MODULE [name]]
Itis accessed by means of a USE statementin the host program unit, which must precede all other
statements:
USE module-name
A module subprogram has exactly the same form as an external subprogram, except that the
FUNCTION or SUBROUTINE keyword must be presentin the END statement.It has access to all
other entitiesin the module, including all variables declared in it. Note that a module subprogram
may contain its own internal subprograms.
We have now encountered all three types of program unit. The nesting of internal, external and
module subprograms relative tothese program unitsisillustrated in Figure 8.2.
A module may USE other modules, although it may not access itselfindirectly through a chain of
USE statements in different modules. No ordering of modules is required by the standard. In
developing libraries of modules, however, you should tryto design a hierarchy to ensure thatlater
modules only use earlier ones.
Since a module may contain declaration statements which are accessibleto all host program units,
global variables may be declaredinthis way for use by allhosts accessing the module.Thisfeature
is particularly useful for making more complicated declarations, such as those for derived types,
globally available.
In particular,interface blocks may be groupedtogetherinto modules. As an example,consider again
the external subroutine SWOP of Section 8.3.Itsinterface could be in a module MyMod,

Figure 8.2
Subprograms and program units (Mod-sub: module subprogram; Int-subs:
internal subprogram; Ext-sub: external subprogram)

MODULE MyMod
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE SWOP( U, V )
REAL U, V
END SUBROUTINE
END INTERFACE
END MODULE
which may be accessed with the statement USE MyMod in the calling program.

The USE statement
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We have seen thatthe USE statement allows access to entitiesin a module. There are two special
forms ofthe USE statement which affectthe mode of access.
It may be inconvenient (or impossible) to use the name of a particular entity in a module. For
example,two independently written modules may each have a subprogram withthe same name. Or a
module entity may have a long and unwieldy name. Module entities may be renamed for usein the
host program under the new name. E.g. ifthe module YourMod has a subprogram or variable
named YourPlonk, it may be renamed for use underthe name MyPlonk as follows:
USE YourMod, MyPlonk => YourPlonk
The generalform is
USE module-name, rename-list
where each item in rename-list is ofthe form
new-name /=>/ original-name
Any number ofrenames may appearinthelist. This useis notreallyrecom mended,and should only
be used as alastresort.It would be betterto use atext editor to change the original names.
The other way in which access to a module may be affected is by the ONLY clause in the USE
statement. E.g.the statement
USE YourMod, ONLY : X, Y
allows accessto onlythe entities X and Y of the module. Theitems following the colon may also be
renames.
Each module accessed must appearin a separate USE statement.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE attributes
As we have seen allentitiesin a module are accessible by defaultto any program unitthat usesthe
module. However,access may be restricted by specifying a variable withthe PRIVATE attributein
its declaration:
REAL, PRIVATE :: X
Alternatively,a variable or subprogram may be specified withthis attribute in a separate statement:
PRIVATE X, SWOP
This means that the entities X and SWOP are not available outside the module. They are still
accessibleinside the module, however.
The PUBLIC attribute (the default) may be similarly specified.
The statement PUBLIC or PRIVATE with no entity list confirms or resets the default. So the
statements
PRIVATE
PUBLIC SWOP
make all entities inthe module PRIVATE by default,except for SWOP.
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8.6. Scope
The scope of a label or name is the set of lines where that name or label may be used
unambiguously. Scoping rules for labels and names are different.

Scope of labels
The only approved use oflabelsinthis book isin FORMAT statements, which we willonly discussin
detail in Chapter 10. However, labels can also be used in conjunction with the notorious GOTO
statement, and to end a DO loop, although such practices are notrecommended.

Figure 8.3 A scoping unit

Each subprogram, internal or external, has its own independent set of labels. So, for example,the
same label may be used in a main program and several of its internal subprograms without
ambiguity. The scope of a label, therefore,is a main program or a subprogram, excluding any
internal subprograms thatitcontains.

Scope of names
The scope of a name declared in a program extends from the PROGRAM statement to the END
statement, and does not extend to any external subprograms that may be invoked.
A name declared in a subprogram has scope from the subprogram's headerto its END statement.It
followsthata name declared ina main or externalsubprogram has scopein allsubprograms whichit
contains.
The scope of a name declared in an internal subprogram extends throughout that internal
subprogram only, and does not extend to otherinternal subprograms.Itfollows thatthe scope of a
name declared in a program orsubprogram does notinclude any internalsubprograms in whichitis
redeclared.
The scope of the name of an internal subprogram, as well as its number and type of arguments,
extends throughout the containing program or subprogram (and therefore throughout all other
internal subprograms).
The scope of a name declared (where the name is that of a variable or a subprogram now) in a
module extends to any program units that use the module, but obviously excludes any internal
subprograms in which the name (in the case of a variable)is redeclared.
Having described the basic elements of scope, itis helpful to make the concept more precise by
defining a scoping unit (Figure 8.3).
Some implications follow from this definition:
•

Entities declared in different scoping units are always different, even if they have the same
names and properties.

•

Within a scoping unit,each named data object,subprogram, derived type, named construct and
namelist group must have a distinct name, withthe exception of generic names of subprograms.

•

The names of program unitsare global,so program unitsinthe same program may nothavethe
same name, neither may they have the names of any entities declared inthe program unit.

Thereis a separatescoping ruleforthe DO variable of an implied DO (Chapters 9 and 10);itextends
only tothe implied DO.
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8.7. Arguments
There are a number of important properties of subprogram arguments which are
summarized in this section for ease of reference.
We first look at precisely how actual arguments are passed to subprograms. This happens
in two fundamentally different ways: by reference, or by value. It is necessary to
understand clearly the difference between these two mechanisms.

Reference arguments
If the actual argument is a variable it is passed by reference. The term "variable" includes
an array name, an array element, an array substring, a structure component, or a
substring; all these concepts are discussed later.
What actually happens in this case is that the address in memory of the actual argument is
passed to the subprogram, and the corresponding dummy argument is made to reside at
the same memory address. In other words, the actual argument and dummy argument both
refer to the same memory location. As a result, any changes made to the dummy argument
are reflected in the actual argument on return to the calling program.
You can therefore think of the value of the actual argument being copied to the dummy
argument on call, and the value of the dummy argument, which may have been changed,
being copied back again on return.
It is bad programming style for dummy arguments of function subprograms to be changed
in this way; if you need more than one value back from a function rewrite it as a subroutine.

Value arguments
If an actual argumentis a constant or an expression more complex than a variable,itis passed by
value.
This meansthatthe value ofthe actualargumentisliterally copiedtothe dum my argument. Changes
made to the dum my argument are consequently not reflected in the actualargument on return.
It should be noted that enclosing a variable in parentheses makes it an expression. So the first
argument of
CALL Plonk( (X), Y )
is passed by value.Ifthisis not what wasintended,itcan be very difficultto spot. This very subtle
error can be prevented by giving dummy arguments an intent; thisis discussed next.

Argument intent
Dum my arguments may be specified with an intentI attribute,i.e.whether youintendthem to be used
as input, or output, or both, e.g.
SUBROUTINE PLUNK( X, Y, Z )
REAL, INTENT(IN)
:: X
REAL, INTENT(OUT)
:: Y
REAL, INTENT(INOUT) :: Z
...
Ifintentis IN, the dummy argument may not have its value changed inside the subprogram.
If the intent is OUT, the corresponding actual argument must be a variable. Such a specification
would preventthe last error mentioned above,since a callsuch as
CALL PLUNK( A, (B), C )
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would generate a compiler error —(B) is an expression, not a variable.
Ifthe intentisINOUT, the corresponding actual argument must again be a variable.
Ifthe dummy argument has no intent,the actual argument may be a variable or an expression.
It is recom mended that all dum my arguments be given an intent. In particular, all function
arguments should have intent IN.
Intent may also be specified in a separate statement, e.g.
INTENT(INOUT) X, Y, Z

Matching type
The type of an actual argument must match thetype ofthe corresponding dum my argument. E.g.if
PLONK is defined with one real argumentthe statement
CALL PLONK( 0 )
will cause an error, because the constant 0is an integer.

Optional and keyword arguments
Argumentlistscan get verylong; sometimes not all ofthem are needed. Some or all ofthe dum my
arguments may be specified withthe OPTIONAL attribute(which may also be used as a statement).
Ifthe wanted arguments happento be consecutive,startingfrom the firstdum my argument,they are
listed normallyin the CALL statement. However,the wanted arguments may be scattered,in which
case a keyword argument list must be provided, after an ordinary (positional) argumentlist(which
may be empty). Perhaps an example will clarifythe situation.
The externalsubroutine Plonk hassix arguments,thelastfour of which are optional. The following
main program shows the interface block required for Plonk, together with some sample calls:
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE Plonk( DumU, DumV, DumW, DumX, DumY, DumZ )
OPTIONAL DumW, DumX, DumY, DumZ
END SUBROUTINE
END INTERFACE
...
CALL Plonk( A, B )
CALL Plonk( A, B, C, D)
CALL Plonk( A, B, DumX = D, DumY = E, DumZ = F )

! 1
! 2
! 3

Inthefirstcall,onlythe non-optionalargumentsare passed.Inthe second call,thefirsttwo optional
arguments are required,so the listsimply containsthe firstfour arguments. However,the third call
requiresthelastthree optional arguments,so they must be supplied as a keyword argumentlist,the
keyword in each case being the dum my argument name. There may be no further positional
arguments afterthe first keyword argument,so the call
CALL Plonk( A, B, DumX = D, E, F )
would be invalid.
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! wrong

Note that an explicitinterface in the form of an interface body must be supplied when an external
subprogram has optional arguments. However,since modules provide explicitinterfaces,thisis not
necessary inthe case of module subprograms with optionalarguments.

Arrays as arguments
This is more appropriate to discuss in Chapters 9 and 15, where we deal with arrays and
matrices in some depth.

The SAVE attribute
Local variablesin a subprogram do not normally retaintheir values between calls, unlessthey have
the SAVE attribute, e.g.
REAL, SAVE :: Temp
Local variables which are initialized automatically have the SAVE attribute.
A dum my variable may not be specified with SAVE.

Subprograms as arguments
We have seen that actual arguments of a subprogram may be variables or expressions. A
subprogram name may also be passed as an argument. This is discussed in Chapter 16,
where there is an appropriate example.

8.8. Generic Subprogram Names: Overloading
You may have wondered,having seen how actualand dummy arguments must match exactlyintype
and number,how some oftheintrinsicfunctions manageto acceptarguments of morethan onetype.
For example,the argument of ABS may beinteger,realor even complex! The answeris to use a neat
trick provided by Fortran 90:overloading.
Overloadingisa generalfacility provided by many modern programming languages.Inthiscontext,
itisthe abilityto calla number of differentsubprograms withthe same generic name. In principle,
subprograms, with different specific names, are written for different types of arguments; their
specific names are then overloaded by a single generic name for all of them. The generic name is
called;the compiler decides which specific name to invoke behind the scenes according to the type
of the actual arguments.
Consider again the external subroutine SWOP( X, Y ) of Section 8.3. It accepts only real
arguments. We can make it acceptinteger arguments as well,in a number of ways.
One isto writetwo separateexternalsubroutines, SwopReals and SwopIntegers, withrealand
integer arguments respectively, e.g.
SUBROUTINE SwopReals( X, Y )
REAL X, Y, Temp
Temp = X
X = Y
Y = Temp
END SUBROUTINE SwopReals
and
SUBROUTINE SwopIntegers( X, Y )
INTEGER X, Y, Temp
Temp = X
X = Y
Y = Temp
END SUBROUTINE SwopIntegers
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Since these are to be external subprograms, each must reside in a separate file and be compiled
separately. The overloading can then be done in the main program, by means of an INTERFACE
statement, which specifies the generic name (SWOP), and interface bodies for the two overloaded
subroutines:
PROGRAM Main
INTERFACE SWOP
SUBROUTINE SwopReals( X, Y )
REAL X, Y, Temp
END SUBROUTINE SwopReals
SUBROUTINE SwopIntegers( X, Y )
INTEGER X, Y, Temp
END SUBROUTINE SwopIntegers
END INTERFACE
REAL A, B
INTEGER I, J
...
CALL SWOP( A, B )
CALL SWOP( I, J )
...
A specific name may be the same asthe generic name ifthisis more convenient.
A generic name may bethe same as anotheraccessible generic name,in which case allsubprograms
withthisgenericname areinvokedthroughit.Inthis way,theintrinsicfunctions may be extendedto
accept arguments of a derived type.
If you wantto overload a module subprogram, the interface is already explicit,so itisincorrectto
specify an interface body.Instead, you mustinclude the statement
MODULE PROCEDURE procedure-names
inthe interface block, where procedure-names are the procedures (subprograms)to be overloaded.
So if the subroutines SwopReals and SwopIntegers were defined in a module,the interface
block would be
INTERFACE SWOP
MODULE PROCEDURE SwopReals, SwopIntegers
END INTERFACE
Thisinterface block could be placed inthe module itself. Try it.
We will see later how to overload intrinsic operators and the assignmentin order to extend these
operations to derived types.

8.9. Stubs
A large program willhave many subprograms. To plan and codethem allbefore compilingis asking
fortrouble. A usefultrick is to use stubs, which define the subprogram names, but do nothing (at
first). Then fillthe stubsin one at a time, compiling after each fillin. That way,it's much easierto
catch all the compiler errors. You can initially define the subprograms as internal, with all local
variables declared, moving them out to modules as they are completed. This obviates having to
recompile everything as more and more stubs are filled in.E.g.
PROGRAM BigOne
IMPLICIT NONE
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CALL FIRST
CALL LAST
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE FIRST
PRINT*, 'First here'
END SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE LAST
PRINT*, 'Last here'
END SUBROUTINE
END PROGRAM BigOne
It may not do much atthis stage, but atleastitcompiles!

8.10. Recursion
Many mathematical functions (and more general procedures) may be defined recursively, i.e. in
terms ofsimplercases ofthemselves. For example,thefactorialfunction may be defined recursively
as

n! = n * ( n − 1)!
given that 1!is defined as 1.
To implement this definition as a function,itis necessary forthe functionto callitself.Normallyin
Fortran 90 thisis not possible. However,ifthe RECURSIVE keyword is prefixed to the function
header,the function may callitself.Ifthe callis direct(i.e.the function name occursin the body of
the function definition) a RESULT clause must be added to the function header,in order to use a
different(local) name forthe function. This isillustrated below, wherethe function Factorial is
defined recursively:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I
I = 10
PRINT*, I, Factorial(I)
CONTAINS
RECURSIVE FUNCTION Factorial( N ) RESULT (Fact)
INTEGER Fact, N
IF( N == 1 ) THEN
Fact = 1
ELSE
Fact = N * Factorial( N-1 )
END IF
END FUNCTION
END
The RESULT clauseis needed becausethe name Factorial may not appear on theleft-hand side
of an assignment. Notethatthe name Factorial must not be declaredin the INTEGER statement:
the declaration of Fact is sufficient.
Recursion is an advanced topic, although itappears deceptively simple. You may wonder how the
recursive Factorial function really works. It is important to distinguish between the function
being called and executed. W hen theinitial calltakes place N hasthe value 10,so the ELSE clause
in Factorial is evaluated. However,the value of Factorial(9) is not known atthisstage,so
a copy is made of allthe statementsinthefunction which willneedto be executed oncethe value of
Factorial(9) is known. The referenceto Factorial(9) makes Factorial callitself,this
time with a value of 9 for N. Againthe ELSE clauseisevaluated,and again Fortran 90 discoversthat
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it doesn't know the value of Factorial(8). So another (different) copy is made of all the
statementsthat willneedto be executed oncethe value of Factorial(8) is known. And so each
time Factorial is called, separate copies are made of all the statements yet to be executed.
Finally,the compilerfinds a value of N (1)for whichitknows the value of Factorial,so atlastit
can beginto execute(inreverse order)the pile ofstatements which have been dam med up insidethe
memory.
This discussion illustratesthe pointthatrecursion should be used carefully. Whileitis perfectlyin
orderto use itin a case like this,itcan chew up huge amounts of computer memory and time.
Itshould be mentionedthata RESULT clause may be used optionally when a functionis not defined
recursively —in other words,itis never wrong to have a RESULT clause. Here itis shown with a
non-recursive version of Factorial:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I
DO I = 1, 10
PRINT*, I, Factorial( I )
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Factorial( N ) RESULT (Fact)
INTEGER Fact, I, N
Fact = 1
DO I = 2, N
Fact = I * Fact
END DO
END FUNCTION
END
W hen a subroutine callsitselfdirectly,the keyword RECURSIVE mustalso be used.In the example
below, Factorial isrewritten as a recursive subroutine.Thisis alittlemore subtle.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER F, I
DO I = 1, 10
CALL Factorial( F, I )
PRINT*, I, F
END DO
CONTAINS
RECURSIVE SUBROUTINE Factorial( F, N )
INTEGER F, N
IF (N == 1) THEN
F = 1
ELSE
CALL Factorial( F, N-1 )
F = N * F
END IF
END SUBROUTINE
END
W hen I first wrotethis program,I put N instead of N-1 by mistake asthe argumentinthe recursive
call. Consequently,the program could not end,since Factorial was always called with N having
the value of 10. The "escape statement", F = 1 could never be executed. Be warned!
The subtletyinthis exampleis working out whetherto placethe statement F = N * F before or
afterthe recursive callto Factorial. Try running the program with F = N * F before the call
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to Factorial. The differenceisthat now F = N * F is executed on each call,instead of a copy
being made. As a result,the last execution sets F to 1, and thisisits value on return.
There are more examples of recursive functions in the exercises. A recursive subroutine is used to
implementthe Quick Sort algorithm in Chapter 9.

Chapter 8 Summary
•

Large programs should be broken down into subprograms (procedures) to perform simpler
tasks.

•

Subprograms may be internal or external.

•

External subprograms are compiled separately from the main program.

•

Module subprograms are subprograms which have been collected into separately compiled
modules (libraries).

•

A program unitis a main program, externalsubprogram, or module.

•

Internal subprograms are contained within program units.

•

Subprograms consist offunctions or subroutines.

•

A function returns a value, which has atype.

•

A function isinvoked by referencing its name.

•

No value is attached to the name of a subroutine.

•

A subroutine isinvoked with a CALL statement.

•

Dum my arguments are used in a subprogram's declaration,actual argumentsinitsinvocation.

•

The compiler provides explicitinterfaces tointrinsic,internal and module subprograms.

•

An EXTERNAL statementin the calling program is sufficienttolink to an externalsubprogram
in normal circumstances.

•

An interface block may always be used to provide an explicit interface to an external
subprogram; there are situations when one must be used (Figure 8.1).

•

A module may contain declarations, specification statements and subprograms.

•

Entities in a module specified with the PRIVATE attribute may only be accessed within the
module. Entities are public by default.

•

The scope of a name orlabelisthe set oflines whereit may be used unambiguously. Scoping
rules forlabels and names are different.

•

Actualarguments may be passedto subprograms by reference or by value. An argumentpassed
by reference may be changed on return. Constants or expressions are passed by value.
Parentheses around a variable name make it an expression.

•

Dum my arguments may be specified withthe INTENT attribute: IN (may not be changed inthe
subprogram), OUT (actual argument must be a variable so thatit can be changed), or INOUT
(actual argument must be a variable). All dum my arguments should be given an intent.

•

Function dummy arguments should have intent IN.

•

Dum my arguments may be specified OPTIONAL. Wanted arguments may be provided in a
keyword argument list. External subprograms with optional arguments must have an explicit
interface provided by an interface body.

•

An interface may be used to overload specific subprogram names with a generic name.

•

Stubs (empty subprograms) should be used when developing large programs.

•

Subprograms may call themselves directly if they are declared as RECURSIVE. A recursive
function musthave a RESULT clause initsheaderto return its value.

Chapter 8 Exercises
8.1

Write aprogram which usesthe Newton quotient
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f ( x + h) − f ( x )
h

to estimate the first derivative of

f ( x) = x 3

at x = 1, using successively smaller values of h: 1,

10 −1 ,10 −2 ,etc. Use a function subprogram for f(x).
8.2
Write your own Fortran function to compute the exponential function directly from the
Taylor series:

ex = 1+ x +

x2 x3
+
+
2 ! 3!
−6

The series should end when the lastterm is lessthan 10 . Testyour function againstthe intrinsic
function EXP.
8.3
Write afunction Bin( N, R ) which returnsthe binomialcoefficient,break n!/r!(n-r)!,as
defined in Chapter 6.
8.4

Write asubroutine

QUAD( X1, X2, A, B, C, J
REAL INTENT(OUT)
::
REAL INTENT(IN)
::
INTEGER INTENT(OUT) ::

)
X1, X2
A, B, C
J

which computesthe roots of the quadratic equation ax + bx + c = 0 . The arguments A, B and C
(which may take any values)are the coefficients ofthe quadratic,and X1, X2 are thetwo roots (if
they exist), which may be equal.See Figure 4.5forthestructure plan. J isa "flag" which must be set
by the procedure as follows:
2

–1:

complex roots(discriminant< 0);

0:

no solution (a = b = 0, c ≠ 0);

1:

one root(a = 0, b ≠ 0, so the rootis–c/b);

2:

two roots (which could be equal);

99: any x is a solution (a = b = c = 0).
8.5

Ifarandom variable X is distributed normally with zero mean and unitstandard deviation,the

probabilitythat 0 ≤ X ≤ x is given bythe standard normalfunction
up in tables, butit may be approximated as follows:

(

Φ( x ) = 0.5 − r at + bt 2 + ct 3

Φ( x ) .Thisis usuallylooked

)

where a = 0.4361836, b =–0.1201676, c = 0.937298,

t = 1 (1 + 0.3326 x ) .

(

r = exp −0.5x 2

)

2π

, and

Write a function to compute φ(x), and use itin a program to write outits values for 0 ≤ x ≤ 4 in
steps of 0.1. Check: φ(1) = 0.3413.
8.6

The Fibonacci numbers are generated by the sequence

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,13,...
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Can you work out whatthe nextterm is? W ritea recursivefunction F(N) to computethe Fibonacci
numbers F0 to F20 ,using the relationship

Fn = Fn −1 + Fn − 2
given that F0 = F1 = 1 .
8.7

(

The first three Legendre polynomials are

)

P2 ( x ) = 3x 2 − 1 2

P0 ( x ) = 1 , P1 ( x ) = x , and

.Thereis a general recurrence formulafor Legendre polynomials,by which
they are defined recursively:

(n + 1) Pn +1 ( x ) − (2n + 1) xPn ( x ) + NPn −1 ( x) = 0
Define a recursive Fortran function P(N, X) to generate Legendre polynomials,giventhe form of

P0 and P1 . Use your function to compute P(2, X) for a few values of X, and compare your
P2 ( x )

results with those using the analytic form of

given above.
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Chapter 9 Arrays
Chapter 9 Introduction
9.1. Mean and Standard Deviation
9.2. Basic Rules and Notation
•

Reading an unknown amount of data

9.3. Arrays as Subprogram Arguments
9.4. Allocatable (Dynamic) Arrays
9.5. Top of the Class
9.6. Sorting a List: the Bubble Sort
9.7. Sorting a List: Quick Sort
9.8. More Array Features
•

Array constructors

•

Array sections

•

Initializing arrays with DATA

•

Array expressions

•

Array assignment

•

The WHERE construct

•

Array-valued functions

•

Array handling intrinsic functions

Chapter 9 Summary
Chapter 9 Exercises

Chapter 9 Introduction
In real programs we often need to handle a large amount of data in the same way, e.g.to find the
mean of a set of numbers, orto sort a list of numbers or names, orto analyse a set of students'test
results, or to solve a system of linear equations. To avoid an enormously clumsy program, where
perhaps hundreds of variable names are needed, we can use subscripted variables, or arrays. These
may be regarded as variables with components,ratherlike vectors or matrices. They are written in
the normal way, exceptthatthe subscripts are enclosed in parentheses afterthe variable name, e.g.
X(3), Y(I + 2 * N)
Fortran 90 has an extremely powerful set of array features, which Fortran 77 users will be both
surprised and delighted to discover.
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9.1. Mean and Standard Deviation
To illustratethe basic principles,let'scomputethe sample mean and standard deviation of a set of N
observations.The mean is defined as
X=

1 N
∑ Xi
N i =1

where Xi isthe ith observation. The standard deviation s is defined as
s2 =

(

1 N
∑ Xi − X
N − 1 i =1

)

2

The next program computesthesetwo quantitiesfrom dataread from the disk file DATA. The first
item of datain thefileisthe value of N. Thisisfollowed by exactly N observations —allon separate
lines.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
REAL
REAL, DIMENSION(100)
REAL

::
::
::
::

I, N
Std = 0
X
XBar = 0

OPEN (1, FILE = 'DATA')
READ (1, *) N
DO I = 1, N
READ (1, *) X(I)
XBar = Xbar + X(I)
END DO
XBar = XBar / N
DO I = 1, N
Std = Std + (X(I) - XBar) ** 2
END DO
Std = SQRT( Std / (N - 1) )
PRINT*, 'Mean: ', XBar
PRINT*, 'Std deviation: ', Std
Try this with some sample data(each number on a separate line):
10 5.1 6.2 5.7 3.5 9.9 1.2 7.6 5.3 8.7 4.4
You should get a mean of 5.76 and a standard deviation of2.53 (totwo decimal places).
The DIMENSION(100) attribute in the type declaration statement for the array X sets aside 100
memorylocations, with names X(1), X(2),...,X(100). However,the sample data above consists
of only 10 numbers,so onlythe first 10 locations are used. Note thatthe value of N must be read
first(and mustbe correct), before the N values may be read.
Afterthe READ is complete,the memory area where the array is stored looks like this:
X(1)
X(2)
X(3)
...
X(10)
5.1
6.2
5.7
...
4.4
Now thatthe data are safely stored in the array,they may be used again,simply by referencing the
array name X with an element number, e.g. X(3). So the sum of the firsttwo elements may be
computed as
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SUM = X(1) + X(2)
Thisfacilityis necessaryfor computing s accordingtotheformula above—the data mustallbe read
to compute the mean, and the mean must be computed before allthe datais re-used to compute s.
(To be fair,thereis another way of calculating the standard deviation, which doesn'trequirethe use
of an array:
s2 =

2
1 N 2
Xi − NX
∑
N − 1 i =1

As an exercise,rewritethe program without an array,reading allthe datainto a single variable X.)
Having each data value on a separateline in the fileisrather cumbersome —thisis required by the
separate execution of each READ (1, *) X(I) in the DO loop. Fortran allows the use of an
implied DO to read or print all or part of an array. Simply replace the entire DO construct in the
program with
READ (1, *) ( X(I), I = 1, N )
Note thatthe syntax requires parentheses around the implied DO.

9.2. Basic Rules and Notation
The array is our first example in Fortran 90 of a compound object, i.e. an object which can have
more than one value. Arrays can be fairly complicated creatures. Only the basics are mentioned
here; more advanced features will be introduced later.
The statement
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: X
declares X to be an array (or list) with 10 real elements, denoted by X(1), X(2),..., X(10). The
number of elementsin an arrayiscalleditssize (10inthiscase). Each element of an arrayis a scalar
(single-valued).
Array elements are referenced by means of a subscript, indicated in parentheses after the array
name. The subscript must be an integer expression —its value mustfall withinthe range defined in
the array declaration. So
X(I+1)
isa validreferencefor an element of X as declared above,aslong as (I+1) isinthe range 1–10. A
compiler erroroccursifthe subscriptis out ofrange.
By defaultarrays have a lower bound of 1 (thelowest value a subscriptcantake). However,you can
have any lower bound you like:
REAL, DIMENSION(0:100) :: A
declares A to have 101 elements,from A(0) to A(100). The upper bound must be specified;ifthe
lower bound is missing it defaultsto 1.
An array may have more than one dimension. The bounds of each dimension must be specified:
REAL, DIMENSION(2,3) :: A
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A is a two-dimensional array. The number ofelements along a dimension is calledthe extent in that
dimension. A has an extent of 2 in the first dimension, and an extent of 3 in the second dimension
(and a size of 6).Fortran allows up to seven dimensions. The number of dimensions of an arrayisits
rank, andthe sequence of extentsisits shape. The shape of A is(2,3),or (2x3)in matrix notation. A
scalarisregarded as having a rank of zero.We willconcentrate mainly on one-dimensionalarraysin
this chapter—itis more appropriate to discuss two-dimensional arrays in the context of matrices
(Chapter 14).
The DIMENSION attribute is optional. It provides a default DIMENSION optionalshape for
variables whose names are notfollowed by a shape:
REAL, DIMENSION(5) :: A, B(2,3), C(10)
INTEGER I(10), K(4,4), L(5)

! only A is (1:5)
! all different

An array subscriptcan be used asthe controlvariablein a DO loop to generate array elements. The
following code assigns the first five even integers to the ten elements of X (assumed correctly
declared):
DO I = 1, 5
X(I) = 2 * I
END DO
The same effectcan be achieved in a number of different ways with an array constructor:
X = (/ 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 /)
or
X = (/ (I, I = 2, 10, 2) /)
A constant array may be declared inthis way, with the PARAMETER attribute.
An entire array may be read:
READ*, X
Of course,the exact number of data values must be supplied. An entire array may be assigned a
scalar value:
X = 1
Thisis a specialcase of array assignment, which we will encounter again later.

Reading an unknown amount of data
The implied DO together with the IOSTAT specifier in READ provides a neat way of reading an
unknown amount of datainto an array, where only the maximum size ofthe array is given:
INTEGER, PARAMETER
:: MAX = 100
REAL, DIMENSION(MAX) :: X
OPEN (1, FILE = 'DATA')
READ( 1, *, IOSTAT = IO ) ( X(I), I = 1, MAX )
IF (IO < 0) THEN
N = I - 1
ELSE
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N = MAX
END IF
PRINT*, ( X(I), I = 1, N )
...
The data may be arrangedin any formatintheinputfile.Notethat I is one greaterthan the number
of values read: it is incremented in the implied DO before the end-of-fileend-of-filecondition is
detected. Note also that on normal exitfrom the implied DO its value would be MAX+1.

9.3. Arrays as Subprogram Arguments
An array may be passed as an argumentto a subprogram in a number of ways. The neatest way is
shown inthe next program, wherethe calculation ofthe mean and standard deviation isrelegatedto
the subroutine Stats:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
REAL, DIMENSION(100)
REAL
REAL

::
::
::
::

OPEN (1, FILE = 'DATA')
READ (1, *) N, (X(I), I
CALL Stats( X, N, XBar,
PRINT*, 'Mean:
PRINT*, 'Std deviation:

I, N
X
Std = 0
XBar = 0
= 1, N)
Std )
', XBar
', Std

CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Stats( Y, N, YBar, S )
REAL, DIMENSION(:), INTENT(IN) :: Y
REAL, INTENT(INOUT)
:: S, YBar
INTEGER, INTENT(IN)
:: N
INTEGER

I

YBar = 0; S = 0
DO I = 1, N
YBar = Ybar + Y(I)
END DO
YBar = YBar / N
DO I = 1, N
S = S + (Y(I) - YBar) ** 2
END DO
S = SQRT( S / (N - 1) )
END SUBROUTINE
END
The compilerrequiresthatthe shape of actualand dummy arguments agree. The declaration
REAL, DIMENSION(:), INTENT(IN) :: Y
ofthe dum my argument makesit an assumed-shape, i.e.ittakes on whatever shape is imposed by
the actual argument. The complete syntax forthe dimension in this case is
[lower bound]:
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The lower bound defaultsto 1 if omitted. Take careful notethatthe shapeis passed, notbounds. So
inthis example,
REAL, DIMENSION(0:), INTENT(IN) :: Y
would resultin X(I) corresponding to Y(I-1).
If the lower bounds are the same in the declaration of the actual and dum my arguments, the
correspondence will be exact.
Notethatif Stats is compiled separately asan externalsubprogram, an explicitinterface willhave
to be provided inthe calling program, e.g.
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE Stats( Y, N, YBar, S )
INTEGER, INTENT(IN)
:: N
REAL, DIMENSION(:), INTENT(IN) :: Y
REAL, INTENT(INOUT)
:: S, YBar
END SUBROUTINE
END INTERFACE

9.4. Allocatable (Dynamic) Arrays
The program in Section 9.2reads an unknown amount of datainto an array. However,the maximum
size ofthe array must be declared.In programs which have a large demand on memorythis could be
wasteful.
A more memory efficient solution, not possible in earlier versions of Fortran, is to use dynamic
memory. The types of variables we have seen so far have allbeen static variable,although this was
never mentioned. This meansthat when the variableis declared,the compiler assignsitto a certain
addressin memory (with a fixed amount of storage space),and thereitstays aslong as the program
is running. By contrast, chunks of dynamic memory are used only when needed, while the
programming is running, and then discarded. Thisis often a more efficientway of using memory.
A variable is specified as dynamic with the ALLOCATABLE attribute. In particular, a onedimensional array may be specified thus:
REAL, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: X
Although itsrank is specified,it has no size untilitappears in an ALLOCATE statement,such as
ALLOCATE( X(N) )
W hen itis no longer needed,it may be deallocated:
DEALLOCATE( X )
thus freeing up the memory used.
The following program extract shows how to use allocatable arrays, as these beasts are called,to
read an unknown amount of data, which unfortunately mustbe supplied oneitem perline because of
the way READ works.
REAL, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: X, OldX
REAL
A
INTEGER
IO, N
ALLOCATE( X(0) )

! size zero to start with?
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N = 0
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'DATA' )
DO
READ(1, *, IOSTAT = IO) A
IF (IO < 0 ) EXIT
N = N + 1
ALLOCATE( OldX( SIZE(X) ) )
OldX = X
DEALLOCATE( X )
ALLOCATE( X(N) )
X = OldX
X(N) = A
DEALLOCATE( OldX )
END DO

! entire array can be assigned

PRINT*, ( X(I), I = 1, N )
...
We would liketo be able to increase the size of X for each value read. However, before X can be
allocated with a larger size, it must be deallocated —losing allthe previous data read. So another
dynamic array, OldX must be used totake care ofthis.
Note the following important features:
•

an array may have zero size—thisis often convenient;

•

entire arrays may be assigned;

•

an array which is currently allocated may not be allocated again;

•

an array which is deallocated must be currently allocated.

You may be temptedto writethis as a subroutine. However,dum my not ALLOC ATABLE may not
have the ALLOCATABLE attribute.

9.5. Top of the Class
The program in Chapter 5 to find the student withthe highest mark in a class assumes thatthereis
only onetop student.Ifthere could be more than one name atthetop, you can use an array to make
a list ofthe top names.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER, PARAMETER
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
CHARACTER*15
CHARACTER*15, DIMENSION(MAX)

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

I
IO
MAX = 100
NumTop = 1
Mark
TopMark = 0
Name
TopName

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

student counter
value of IOSTAT
maximum class size
must be at least 1
general mark
can't be less than 0
general name
top student

OPEN( 1, FILE = 'MARKS' )
DO
READ( 1, * , IOSTAT = IO) Name, Mark
IF (IO < 0) EXIT
IF (Mark > TopMark) THEN
! new top mark here
TopMark = Mark
! reset the top mark
NumTop = 1
! only one at the top now
TopName(1) = Name
! here she is
ELSE IF (Mark == TopMark) THEN ! tie for top mark here
NumTop = NumTop + 1
! advance top counter
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TopName(NumTop) = Name
END IF
END DO

! add his name to the list

DO I = 1, NumTop
PRINT*, TopName(I), TopMark
END DO
END
To understand whatthe program doesrunthrough it by hand (make a listofthe variables,and enter
their values) withthe following data:
Botha
Essop
Jones
Murray
Rogers
Tutu

58
72
72
72
90
90

Then run it on the computer as a check. Notethat atthe end the name Murray will still be in the
array,in TopName(3), but his name will not be printed because NumTop has been resetto 2.
You could try to rewritethis program with TopName as an allocatable array to save memory space.

9.6. Sorting a List: The Bubble Sort
One of the standard applications of arrays is sorting a list of numbers into, let us say, ascending
order. The basicideaisthatthe unsortedlistisreadinto an array. The numbers arethen ordered by a
process which essentially passes through the list many times, swopping consecutive elements that
areinthe wrong order,untilallthe elements areintherightorder. Such a processiscalled a Bubble
Sort,becausethe smaller numbersrisetothe top ofthelist,like bubbles of airin water.(In fact,in
the version shown below,the largest number will"sink"to the bottom ofthe listafterthefirst pass,
which really makesit a "Lead Ball" sort.) There are many other methods of sorting, which may be
found in mosttextbooks on computer science (one of them, the Quick Sort,is given in the next
section). Theseare generally more efficientthanthe Bubble Sort,butitsadvantageisthatitis by far
the easiest method to program. A structure plan forthe bubble sortis as follows:
1. Initialize N (length oflist)
2. Read the list X
3. Repeat N - 1 times with counter K:
Repeat N-K times with counter J:
If Xj > Xj+1 then
Swop the contents of Xj and Xj+1
4. Printthe list X, which is now sorted.
As an example,consider a list of five numbers: 27, 13, 9, 5 and 3. They are initially read into the
array X. Partofthe computer memory forthis problem issketchedin Table 9.1. Each column shows
thelistduring each pass. A strokein a row indicates a changeinthat variable duringthe pass asthe
program works down the list.The number oftests(Xj > Xj+1?) made on each passis also shown in
the table. Work through the table by hand with the structure plan until you understand how the
algorithm works.

Figure 9.1: Memory during a Bubble Sort
1st pass 2nd pass
X(1): 27/13
X(2): 13/27/9
X(3): 9/27/5
X(4): 5/27/3

13/9
9/13/5
5/13/3
3/13

9/5
5/9/3
3/9
13

3rd pass

4th pass

5/3
3/5
9
13
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X(5): 3/27
27
27
27
4 tests 3 tests 2 tests 1 test
Sorting algorithms are compared by calculating the number ofteststhey carry out,since thistakes
up most ofthe execution time during the sort. On the Kth pass ofthe Bubble Sortthere are exactly
N-K tests,sothetotal number oftestsis[1 + 2 + 3 + dots + (N-1) = N(N-1)/2](approximately N 2/2
forlarge N). For a list offive numbersthere aretherefore 10 tests, butfor 10 numbersthere are 45
tests. The computertime needed goes up as the square ofthe length ofthe list.
The program below uses the subroutine Bubble_Sort to sort 100 random numbers. It departs
slightly from the structure plan above, which will make N-1 passes, even if the list is sorted before
the last pass. Since mostreal listsare partiallysorted,it makes senseto check after each passif any
swops were made.If none were,thelist mustbe sorted,so unnecessary(andthereforetime-wasting)
testscan be eliminated.Inthesubroutine,thelogicalvariable Sorted isusedto detectwhenthelist
is sorted, and the outerloop is coded instead as a non-deterministic DO WHILE loop.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER
REAL, DIMENSION(N)
INTEGER I
REAL R

:: N = 100
:: List

!
!
!
!

DO I = 1, N
CALL Random_Number( R )
List(I) = INT( N * R + 1 )
END DO

! random integers in range 1-N

PRINT 10, List
10 FORMAT( 13F6.0 )
CALL Bubble_Sort( List )

size of list
list to be sorted
counter
random number

! print unsorted list
! sort

PRINT 10, List

! print sorted list

CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Bubble_Sort( X )
REAL, DIMENSION(:), INTENT(INOUT) :: X
INTEGER :: Num
REAL Temp
INTEGER J, K
LOGICAL Sorted
! flag to detect
Num = SIZE(X)
Sorted = .FALSE.
K = 0

! initially unsorted
! count the passes

DO WHILE (.NOT. Sorted)
Sorted = .TRUE.
K = K + 1
DO J = 1, Num-K
IF (X(J) > X(J+1)) THEN
Temp = X(J)
X(J) = X(J+1)
X(J+1) = Temp
Sorted = .FALSE.
END IF
END DO
END DO
END SUBROUTINE
END
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! list
! size of list
! temp for swop
! counters
when sorted

!
!
!
!
!

they could be sorted
another pass
fewer tests on each pass
are they in order?
no ...

! a swop was made

Bubble_Sort is written here as an internal subroutine, but will run as it stands as an external
subroutine orin a module.eject

9.7. Sorting a List: Quick Sort
Try sorting 1000 numbers withthe Bubble Sort.Ittakes quite a while. Sorting 10,000 numbers (a
notinconceivable problem) would take about 100 times longer.
The famous Quick Sort algorithm,invented by C.A.R. Hoarein 1960,is much faster.Itis based on
the "divide and conquer" approach:to solve a big problem, breakit down into smallersubproblems,
and break eachsubproblem down inthesame way, untilthey aresmallenoughto solve.As someone
has remarked,"Every problem has a smaller problem inside, waiting to get out."
How do we break oursorting problem down into manageablesubproblems? Well,have alook atthe
following list:
Number:
19
30
14
28
8
32
72
41
87
33
Postion: 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
The value 32 in position 6 has a special property. Allthe values to the left of it are less than 32,
while allthe valuestothe right ofitare greaterthan 32. The value 32 is saidto partition the sorting
problem intotwo subproblems: aleftsubproblem, and a rightsubproblem. These may each be sorted
separately, because no valuein theleftsubproblem can ever getintothe rightsubproblem, and vice
versa. Furthermore,the value 32 isinthe correct position intherightsubproblem —itis the smallest
value there.
You mightthink it was a lucky shotthat 32 neatly partitioned thelistto start with. The brilliance of
the algorithm isthatgiven anylist, we can always createa partition withtheleft-most value, without
too much difficulty.
Have alook now at a rearrangement ofthe list:
32
19
41
14
28
8
72
30
87
33
L
L1
R1
R
The extreme ends arelabelled L and R. We are goingto partitionthelistwiththe value 32, currently
at position L.We define counters L1 and R1 with initial values as shown.
The idea now isto move L1 to the right, while making sure that
•

every value to the left of position L1 leq partition value

•

and then to move R1 to the left, while making sure that

•

every value to the right of position R1 > partition value.

Doing this gets ustothis situation:
32
19
41
14
28
8
72
30
87
33
L
L1
R1
R
W hat now? There seems to be a deadlock. But no,justswop the value in position L1 (41) with the
value in position R1 (30):
32
19
30
14
28
8
72
41
87
33
L
L1
R1
R
We can now carry on moving L1 and R1, subjecttothe rules stated above, until we gettothis scene:
32
19
30
14
28
8
72
41
87
33
L
R1
L1
R
However,the situation now isdifferent. L1 and R1 have crossed,so we musthavefound the partition
point:itis at position R1. All thatremainsto be done now isto swop the values at L (32) and R1 (8),
giving us a partitioned array,with 32 asthe partition:
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8
L

32
72
41
87
33
R1
L1
R
We can now partition any problem with its left-most value. So the resulting subproblems can be
partitioned in the same way. We simply continue partitioning subproblems, untilthe subproblems
have only 1 member, which must be sorted!
19

30

14

28

Thistype of "divide and conquer" algorithm is whatrecursion was made for. The following program
implementsitrecursively.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER
REAL, DIMENSION(N)
INTEGER I
REAL R

:: N = 100
:: List

DO I = 1, N
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
List(I) = INT( N * R + 1 )
END DO

!
!
!
!

size of list
list to be sorted
counter
random number

! random integers in range 1-N

PRINT 10, List
10 FORMAT( 13F6.0 )

! print unsorted list

CALL Quick_Sort( List, 1, N )

! quick sort now

PRINT 10, List

! print sorted list

CONTAINS
RECURSIVE SUBROUTINE Quick_Sort( X, L, R )
REAL, DIMENSION(:), INTENT(INOUT) :: X
! list
INTEGER, INTENT(IN)
:: L, R ! left, right bounds
INTEGER L1, R1
! etc
IF (L < R)THEN
L1 = L
R1 = R
DO
DO WHILE (L1 < R .and. X(L1) <= X(L))
L1 = L1 + 1
END DO
DO WHILE (L < R1 .and. X(R1) >= X(L))
R1 = R1 - 1
END DO

! shift L1 right

! shift R1 left

IF (L1 < R1) CALL Swop( X(L1), X(R1) ) ! swop
IF (L1 >= R1) EXIT
! crossover ! partition
END DO
CALL Swop( X(L), X(R1) )
! partition with X(L) at R1
CALL Quick_Sort( X, L, R1-1 ) ! now attack left subproblem
CALL Quick_Sort( X, R1+1, R ) ! don't forget right subproblem
END IF
END SUBROUTINE Quick_Sort
SUBROUTINE Swop( A, B )
REAL, INTENT(INOUT) :: A, B
REAL
:: Temp
Temp = A
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A = B
B = Temp
END SUBROUTINE Swop
END
Note that the swopping is implemented as a subroutine.If you rewrite Quick_Sort as an external
subroutine, Swop could beinternaltoit. You shouldtry workingthroughthe program by hand with
the sample array in the figures.
Try the Quick Sort out on 1000 numbers. You should be impressed!It has been proved that Quick
Sort needs approximately Nlog2N comparisons as opposed to the Bubble Sort's N 2/2.
You may beinterestedtolearn that Quick Sortslows down tremendously ifthelistis already nearly
sorted (try it on a sorted list). However,it will work just as fastin this case if you choose a value
near the middle of the subproblem for the partition value,instead of the left-most value. Happy
sorting!

9.8. More Array Features
Fortran 90 has some powerful new array features, which are ideally suited to numerical
analysis applications. They are summarized in this section.

Array constructors
A one-dimensional constant array may be constructed from a list of element values enclosed
between the separators (/ and /). E.g.
(/ 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 /)
is an array of rank one with five elements.
The generalform of an array constructor is
(/ array constructor value list /)
where each value is either an expression, oran implied DO of the form
( value list, variable = expr1, expr2 [, expr3] )
The parameters ofthe implied DO operatein the same way asthose ofthe DO. E.g.
(/ 2, 4, (I, I = 4, 10, 2) /)
isthe same as
(/ 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 /)
The optional parameter expr3 is sometimes called the stride in the context of an implied DO. An
implied DO may be nested inside another, making
(/ ((I, I = 1, 2), J = 1, 3) /)
the same as
(/ 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2 /)
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If the list is empty, a zero-sized array is constructed. The scope of the implied DO variable is
restricted to the implied DO—it will not affect the value of another variable of the same name
elsewhere inthe scoping unitof the constructor.
A constant array of rank greater than one can be constructed from an array constructor using the
RESHAPE intrinsic function.E.g.
RESHAPE( SOURCE = (/ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 /), SHAPE = (/ 2, 3 /) )
forms the (2 times 3) matrix
 1 3 5
2 4 6 



Array sections
A subarray, called a section may be referenced by specifying a range of subscripts, e.g.
X(I:J)
Y(I, 1:J)

!
!
!
X(2:5, 8:9) !

rank one array
rank one array
.. matrix with
rank one array

of size J-I+1
of size J (e.g. the Ith row of a ..
J columns)
of size 4+2

An array sectionistechnically an array,and may appearinstatements where an arrayis appropriate,
although its individual elements may not be referenced directly. So we can't write/X(I:J)(2)/ to
referencethe second element ofthe section X(I:J). Rather write X(I+1) (sincethefirstelement
is naturally X(I)).
One or both ofthe bounds in a section may be omitted, and a stride otherthan 1 may be used:
A(J, :)
! the whole of row J
A(J, 1:K:3 ) ! elements 1, 4, 7, ... of row J
A section subscript may even be a one-dimensional array,of integertype. E.g.,the coding
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: A = (/ (I, I = 2, 20, 2) /)
INTEGER, DIMENSION(5) :: B = (/ 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 /)
PRINT*, A(B)
produces the output
10.00 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
A subscript of this natureis called a vector subscript. The elements of a vector subscript may be in
any order. E.g.
A( (/ 3, 5, 1, 2 /) )
isa section of A with elements A(3), A(5),A(1), and A(2),inthat order. Some ofthe valuesin
the vectorsubscript may be repeated. Thisis called a many-one section,since morethan one element
of the section is mapped onto a single array element. E.g.
A( (/ 3, 5, 1, 5 /) )
is a section with both elements 2 and 4 referencing A(5).
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A many-one section may not appear ontheleftofan assignmentstatement.Ifan array section with a
vector subscriptis an actual argument of a subprogram, itis regarded as an expression,and it may
not be changed by the subprogram. It may therefore not have intent OUT or INOUT.

Initializing arrays with DATA
All or part of an array may be initialized in a DATA statement. There are a number of possibilities,
e.g.
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: A, B, C(3,3)
DATA A / 5*0, 5*1 /
! first 5 zero, last 5 one
DATA B(1:5) / 4, 0, 5, 2, -1 /
! section 1:5 only
DATA ((C(I,J), J= 1,3), I=1,3) / 3*0, 3*1, 3*2 / ! by rows

Array expressions
An intrinsic operator may operate on an array as well as a scalar,to produce an array expression.
W hen a unary intrinsic operator acts on an array,itacts on each element ofthe array. E.g.-X reverses
the sign of each element ofthe array X.
W hen a binaryintrinsic operationis applied to a pair of arrays ofthe same shape (identicalrank and
extents),the operation is applied to the corresponding elements of the operands. The result of the
operationisan array ofthesame shape. One ofthe operands may be a scalar,in which caseitis used
in the operation on each element of the array operand (the scalar is considered to have been
"broadcast"to an array ofthe same shape as the array operand). E.g., given the declaration
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: X, Y
the following are examples ofarray expressions:
X
X
X
X
X

+ Y
!
* Y
!
* 3
!
* SQRT( Y ) !
== Y
!
!

result
result
result
result
result
.. and

has elements X(I) +
has elements X(I) *
has elements X(I) *
has elements X(I) *
has elements .TRUE.
.FALSE. otherwise

Y(I)
Y(I)
3
SQRT( Y(I) )
if X(I) == Y(I),

Note that when an array is the argument of an elemental function, the function operates on each
element ofthe array.
Two arrays ofthe same shape are conformable. A scalaris conformable with any array.
Note that binary operations apply to corresponding positions in the extent, not to corresponding
subscripts. E.g.
X(2:5) + Y(4:7)
has element values
X(I) + Y(I+2), I = 2, 3, 4, 5.

Array assignment
An array expression (thisincludes a scalarexpression) may be assigned to an array variable of the
same shape. Each element ofthe expression is assigned to the corresponding element of the target
array. Again, correspondence is by position within the extent,ratherthan by subscript value. E.g.
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: X, Y
REAL, DIMENSION(5,5) :: A, C
X = Y
! both rank one with same size
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Y = 0
X = 1 / X

!
!
!
X = COS( X )
!
X(1:5) = Y(4:8)
!
A(I, 1:J) = C(K, 1:J) !
!

Y full of zeroes
replace each element of X
with its reciprocal
replace each element of X with its cosine
both rank one with size 5
row K of matrix C assigned to row I of
matrix A

These facilities are extremely usefulin numerical procedures such as Gauss reduction.
If the expression on the right of an array assignment refers to part of the array on the left, the
expression isfully evaluated before the assignment begins. E.g.
X(1:3) = X(2:4)
results in each element of X(I), I = 1, 2, 3 having the value that X(I+1) had before the
assignment began.

The WHERE construct
W H EREconstruct may be used to perform an operation on only certain elements of an array, e.g.
WHERE (A > 0)
A = LOG( A )
ELSEWHERE
A = 0
END WHERE

! log of all positive elements
! all non-positive elements set to zero

The ELSEWHERE clause is optional. The constructis analogous to IF-THEN-ELSE.
The expression in parentheses after the keyword WHERE is a logical array expression, and may
simply be alogical array.Itissometimes called a mask.
There is a corresponding WHERE statement:
WHERE (A /= 0) A = 1 / A !
replace non-zero elements by reciprocals

Array-valued functions
A function may be array-valued. If it is an external function, it needs an interface block.

Array handling intrinsic functions
There are a number ofintrinsicfunctions which relate specificallyto arrays. The completelistisin
Appendix C. A sample is given here.
ALL(X) returns the value .TRUE. only ifallthe elements ofthe logical array X aretrue.
ANY(X) returnsthe value .TRUE. ifany element ofthe logicalarray X istrue. Otherwiseitreturns
.FALSE.
SUM(X) and PRODUCT(X) return the sum and product of the elements of the integer, real or
complex array X respectively.
In allthese cases X can be an array expression, e.g.
INTEGER, DIMENSION(5,5) :: A
REAL X(3), Y(3)
...
IF (ANY(A > 0)) A = 1
! if any element > 0 replace all by 1
IF (ALL(A == 0)) A = -1 ! if all elements = 0, replace all by -1
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Dot = SUM( X * Y )

! scalar product of X and Y

Chapter 9 Summary
•

Arrays are useful for representing and processing large amounts of data.

•

An array is a collection of subscripted variables with the same name.

•

Me mbers of an array are called elements.

•

The number of elementsin an array isits size. The size may be zero.

•

Upper and lower bounds of array subscriptsare specified withthe DIMENSION attributeinthe
array type specification statement.

•

An array subscript may not fall outside the bounds specified by DIMENSION.

•

An array subscript may be any valid numeric expression (rounded if necessary).

•

The number ofdimensions ofan arrayisitsrank. An array may have up to seven dimensions. A
scalar has a rank of zero.

•

The number of elements along a dimension of an array isthe extent ofthe dimension.

•

The sequence of the extents of an array isits shape.

•

An array may be passed as an actual argument to a subprogram. The dum my argument must
have the same shape.Ifthe corresponding dum my argumentis an assumed-shape array it will
take on the shape ofthe actual argument.

•

A dynamic variable(which may be an array)isspecified withthe ALLOCATABLE attribute and
may be allocated memory while a program is running. The memory may be deallocated later.

•

A dum my argument may notbe allocatable.

•

A rank-one array constant may be formed with an array constructor.

•

An implied DO may be used in an array constructor.

•

An array section is a subarray.

•

A section subscript given by a rank-one integer expression is a vector subscript.

•

Arrays with the same shape are conformable.

•

A section is conformable with any array ofthe same shape.

•

A scalaris conformable with any array.

•

Array expressions may be formed from conformable arrays.

•

Array expressions may be assigned to conformable arrays.

•

W hen an elementalintrinsic function takes an array argument,the function is applied to each
element ofthe array.

•

The WHERE construct controls operations on array elements according to a logical mask.

Exercises
If Num is an integer array with the attribute DIMENSION( 100 ) writethelines of coding which
will put the first 100 positive integers (1, 2,..., 100) into the elements Num(1), ..., Num(100);
putthe first 50 positive even integers (2,...,100) into the elements Num(1),..., Num(50);
Assign the integersin reverse order,i.e. assign 100 to Num(1), 99 to Num(2), etc. endalphalist
Writesome statementsto put thefirst100 Fibonacci numbers(1,1, 2, 3, 5,break 8,...)into an array
F(1),..., F(100).
Salarylevels atan educationalinstitution are(inthousands of dollars):9, 10, 12, 15, 20,35 and 50.
The number of employees at each level are, respectively, 3000, 2500, 1500, 1000, 400, 100, 25.
Write a program which finds and writes:the average salary level;
The number of employees above and below the average level;
The average salary earned by an individualin the institution.
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Write a program which reads 10 numbersinto an array, and printsthe mean, and the numberin the
array furthestin absolute value from the mean.
Develop a structure plan for the problem of writing allthe primes less than 1000 (1 and 2 are
generally regarded as primes, prime number generationand will probably have to be dealt with
separately). Writethe program. Hint: use an array to store the primes asthey are found.
In an experiment N pairs of observations (Xi, Yi) are made. The best straight lineleast squares that
may be drawn throughthese points(usingthe method of Least Squares) hasintercept A on the x-axis
and slope B, where
B = ( S1 − S2S3 / N ) / S4 − S22 / N

(

)

A = S 3 / N − S2 B / N

and
S1 =

∑ X iYi , S2 = ∑ X i , S3 = ∑ Yi , S4 = ∑ X i2

The correlation coefficient R is given by
NS1 − S2S3
R=
NS4 − S22 NS5 − S32
where S5 = sum Yi 2. (R = 1 implies a perfectlinearrelationship between Xi and Y.
i Thisfact can be
used to test your program.) All the sum m ations are over the range 1 to N. The observations are
stored in a textfile.Itis not known how many observations there are. Write a program to read the
data and compute A, B and R. Hint: you don'tneed arrays!
Ifa set of points(X,
i Yi) arejoined by straightlines,the value of Y correspondingto a value X which
lies on a straightline between Xi and Xi+1 is given by
Y = Yi + ( X − X i )

(Yi +1 − Yi )

( X i +1 − X i )

This process is called linear interpolation. Suppose nolinear interpolationinterpolation more than
100 sets of data pairs are stored,in ascending order of X,
i in a textfile.Write a program which will
compute an interpolated value of Y given an arbitrary value of X keyed in at the keyboard. It is
assumed that X isinthe range covered by the data. Notethatthe data mustbe sortedinto ascending
order with respecttothe Xi values.Ifthis were not so,it would be necessary to sortthem first.
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Chapter 10 Introduction
So far we have concentrated on writing programs to solve various problems without paying too
much attention to how the output looks. In this chapter we will see how to use FORMAT
specifications to produce neater output. We will also look at datatransferinvolving files.
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10.1. Rabbit Breeding the Fibonacci Way
To make the exercise more interesting, we will write a program to model a rabbit population using
the following assumptions:
1. We start with one new-born male/female pair.
2. A new-born pair produce a male/female pair aftertwo months.
3. Male/female pairs of age two months and older produce a male/female pair every month.
If we representthe number of male/female pairs after n months by the variable Fn, some scratching
around with a pencil and paper soon reveals that Fn takes the following values:
Month n 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Population Fn 1
1
2
3
5
8
13
?
The sequence {Fn} is calledthe Fibonacci sequence. We wantto write a program that computesthe
total population for up to, say, 12 months. Note that this model does not allow for deaths; this
possibilityis discussed in Chapter 15.It can be shown that each term inthe sequence isthe sum of
the previous two, i.e.
We therefore need to have three variables inthe program, Fn, Fn_1 and Fn_2, which need to be
updated each month (assuming that we are not going to use an array). An interesting feature ofthe
Fibonacci sequence isthat
We will also computethisratio,to verifythatit has a limit (in fact,the limitisthe same whatever
the firsttwo valuesinthe sequence are).
The program below uses FORMAT statementsto controlthelayout ofthe output,to give you an idea
of what can be done. The details arethen discussed.
! Rabbit breeding the Fibonacci way
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER Month
REAL Fn, Fn_1, Fn_2
! Format specifications
10 FORMAT( 'Month', T12, 'Population', T27, 'Ratio' /
5('-'), T12, 10('-'), T27, 5('-') / )
20 FORMAT( I3, T12, F7.1, T27, F6.4 )
! Now the executables
Fn_1 = 1
Fn_2 = 1
PRINT 10

&

! heading

DO Month = 3, 12
Fn = Fn_1 + Fn_2
PRINT 20, Month, Fn, Fn / Fn_1
Fn_2 = Fn_1
Fn_1 = Fn
END DO
END
Output:
Month
----3
4
...

Population
----------

Ratio
-----

2.0
3.0

2.0000
1.5000
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12

144.0

1.6180

Briefly, we have replaced PRINT* with PRINT n, where n isthe label (inthe range 1–99999) of a
FORMAT statement, which specifies how the outputislaid out.
The first FORMAT statement prints the headings.T12 tabulates to column 12, before printing any
further output. The slash (/) starts a new record (line feed). The 5 (as in 5('-')) repeats what
followsimmediately.Incidentally,the best wayto get your headingsrightisto putthem in after you
have gotthe rest ofthe output looking as you wantit.
The second FORMAT statement controls the output of the variables. I3 prints an integer over 3
columns. F7.1 prints a real over 7 columns with one decimal place. F6.4 prints a real over 6
columns with 4 decimal places.
FORMAT statements, which are non-executable in the sense that they don't actually initiate any
action, are usually grouped together for ease of reference, e.g. atthe beginning of a program.

10.2. The PRINT Statement
The generalform ofthe PRINT statementis
PRINT fmt [,list]
where fmt may be one ofthe following:
•

a statementlabelreferringto a FORMAT statement withtheformatspecificationsin parentheses,
e.g.
PRINT 10, X
10 FORMAT( 'The answer is: ', F6.2 )

•

an asterisk asin the list-directed I/O we have been using up to now, e.g.
PRINT*, 'The answer is: ', X

•

a character expression or constant which evaluatesto a format specification in parentheses,e.g.
PRINT "( 'The answer is: ', F6.2 )", X

The quantitiesin list may be constants, expressions, variables, orimplied DO lists ofthe form
do-list, variable = expr1, expr2 [,expr3])
where items in do-list may themselves be implied DO lists.
READ can be used inthe same way as PRINT, exceptthatthe quantitiesin the list must be variables.

10.3. Formatting Features
In this section we discuss the details of format control for input and output.

Edit descriptors
Edit descriptors, such as F7.1 in the program above,specify exactly how a quantity should appear
on output, or in preparation for input. More technically, they specify how a value represented
internally bythe computershould be convertedinto a (readable)characterstring on an output device
or file, or converted from a character string on an input device or file.
There arethree categories of edit descriptors: data, character string, and control.

Data edit descriptors
In the descriptions below, the symbols w, m, d and e all represent integer constants, while b
represents a blank.
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In all cases involving numeric output, if the specified field width is too narrow it is filled with
asterisks.
Integer values are converted by the I edit descriptor. The usualform is Iw, where w specifiesthe
field width. The value isrightjustified inthis field, which must allow room for aleading minus sign.
An alternative form for outputis Iw.m, which ensuresthata minimum of m digitsis printed, with
leading zeros if necessary. E.g. I6.3 prints -99 as bb-099.
Binary, octal and hexadecimal values are also converted by binary the Bw, Ow and Zw edit
descriptors respectively. The minimum number of digits m may also be specified. For input, the
leading letter(B, O or Z) and the delimitersmust be omitted. E.g.
READ '(B4)', I
will convertthe input string 1111 into the decimal value 15.
Real values are converted by the F, E, EN or ES edit descriptors.
The F (fixed point) descriptor hasthe form Fw.d, where w definesthetotalfield width (including a
possible sign and the decimal point), and d defines the number of digits after the decimal point
(rounded if necessary). E.g. –12.345 is printed under F8.2 as bb-12.35.
On input,ifthe input string has a decimal point,the value of d isignored. E.g. b1.2345b is read
underthe descriptor F8.2 as 1.2345.
Iftheinputstring has no decimal point,the rightmost d digitsaretaken asthe decimal part. E.g. b12344 isread under F7.2 as -123.45.
There are two other forms of input possible under the F descriptor. If the input is in standard
scientific notation, or ifthe E is omitted from the standard form and the exponentis signed,the d
specifieris againignored. E.g. 12.345E-2 (or 12.345-2b) isread under F9.1 as 0.12345.
The E edit descriptor hastwo forms. For both ofthem,therulesforinputarethe same asthose for
the F descriptor. On output, Ew.d produces a mantissamantissa (significand) of d digits with an
absolute value lessthan 1 overa field of w. This mustinclude room for a possiblesign, the decimal
point,and an exponent offourcharacters,consisting eitherof E followed by a sign andtwo digits,or
of a sign and three digits. The form with E is not used ifthe magnitude of the exponentis greater
than 99. E.g. 1.234 times 10^23 is written under E10.4 as b.1234E+24 or b.1234+024.
The otherform of the E descriptoris Ew.dEe, where e determinesthe number of digitsto appearin
the exponent field. This form is mandatory for exponents with a magnitude greaterthan 999. E.g.
1.234 times 101234 is written under E12.4E4 as b.1234E+1235.
The EN (engineering) edit descriptor is the same as the E descriptor except that on output the
exponentis divisible by three,the mantissais greaterthan or equalto 1 and lessthan 1000, and the
scale factor (see below) is ignored. E.g. 0.00217 is written under EN9.3 as 2.170E-03 or
2.170-003.
The ES (scientific) edit descriptoristhe same as the EN descriptor exceptthatthe mantissa isless
than 10.
Complex values may be controlled by pairs of F, E, EN, or ES edit descriptors. The real and
imaginary parts may have different descriptors, which may be separated by character string and
control edit descriptors.
Logical valuesare controlled by the L editdescriptorinthe form Lw. On output T or F willappear
in the right-most position of the field w. On input, optional blanks are optionally followed by a
decimal point,followed by T or F (upper- or lowercase),optionally followed by additionalletters.
This curious arrangementis simply to allow the strings .TRUE. or .FALSE. to be input.
Character values are controlled by the A editdescriptorin one oftwo forms — A or Aw. Inthe form
A,the width ofthe I/O fieldsis determined by the length ofthe character variable or expression in
the I/O list. E.g.if NAME is declared
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CHARACTER NAME*7
then 7 characters are output, and 7 characters areinput.
Inthe second form (Aw),the w left-most characters are printed, on output.If necessary,the output
field is blank-filled from the left.
The rules for input under the second form are a little strange. Suppose len is the length of the
variable being read.If w islessthan len,theleft-most w characters areread, padded with blanks on
the right. E.g. under A5, the input string NAPOLEON is read into NAME (as declared above) as
NAPOLbbb.
However, and thisisthe strange bit,if w is greaterthan len,the right-most len characters are read.
So under A8,for example,the string NAPOLEON isread into NAME as APOLEON. One would have
expected the left-most charactersto be read.
outindent Finally,there are the general Gw.d and Gw.dEe edit descriptors, which may be used for
any oftheintrinsic datatypes.These descriptorsare usefulfor printing values whose magnitudes are
not well-known in advance. W here possible values are output under the equivalent F descriptor;
otherwise the equivalentform with E is used.

The character string edit descriptor
A character constant (a string of characters enclosed in apostrophes or quotes) may be output by
embedding itin a format specification, as we have already seen, e.g.
10

PRINT 10
FORMAT( 'Fortran 90 is the language for me' )

For completeness, we should mention the obsolescent H edit descriptor.It was named in honour of
Hollerith, who invented punch cardsto process a censusinthe United States duringthelastcentury.
An output character string (without delimiters) may be preceded by an nH descriptor, where the
integer constant n isthe number of charactersinthe string,e.g.
10

FORMAT( 24HWe must count carefully! )

The drawback isthatyou mustcountthe number of charactersinthe string;itis very easy to make a
mistake.

Control edit descriptors
These edit descriptors enable you to position output precisely,start a new record, skip columns on
input, etc.
Embedded blanks in inputfields aretreated either as zeros, or as nulls (the default). The defaultis
overridden by the BN (blanks null) and BZ (blanks zero) edit descriptors. The new mode holds for
therest ofthe format specification, or untilexplicitly changed. E.g.theinputstring 1b31b3 isread
under (BN, I3, BZ, I3) asthe two values 13 and 103.
There arethree descriptors which controlthe leading signleading sign on output. A leading minusis
printed by default. The SP (sign print) edit descriptor causes leading positive signs to be printed.
The SS (sign suppress) descriptor suppresses leading plus signs while SP is in effect, and the S
descriptorrestoresthe defaultoption. E.g.the value 99 writtenthreetimes under (SP, I3, SS,
I3, S, I3) appears as +99b99b99. A sign descriptor holds for the rest of the format
specification, unless changed by another sign descriptor.
Scale factors oftheform kP may be applied toinput ofreal quantities underthe E, F, EN, ES and G
edit descriptors. k is an integer constant specifying the scale factor. Any quantity without an
exponent field is reduced by a factor 10 k. E.g. 1.0 isread under (2P, F3.0) as 0.01. Quantities
with an exponent are not affected.
A scale factor also affects output under E, F or G editing. Under F, a scale factor kP multiplies the
output by a factor 10 k. Under E editing,and under G when the E optionistaken,the exponent ofthe
outputisreduced by k, whilethe mantissa ismultiplied by 10 k.
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A scale factor holds for the rest of the format specification, or until another scale factor is
encountered.
Tabulation ininput or outputfieldsis possiblein four ways. Tn causestabulation to position n of
the currentI/O record. TRn (or nX)tabulates n positionstotheright ofthe current position, and TLn
tabulates n positionstotheleftofthe currentposition (wherein allcasestabulation can never go to
the left of position 1).
On input,tabulation can be used to skip pastdata, orto re-read data. E.g.under (I1, 2X, I1)
the input string 1234 isread as the two values 1 and 4.
On output,tabulation can be used in the conventional way, or for (partial)replacement. E.g. under
(I3, TL2, I3) the values 911 and 999 are output as 9999.
A new record may be started at any point in a format specification by the slash (/) editdescriptor.
It may have a repeat count, so /// is the same as 3/. It only needs to be separated by a com ma
from a preceding descriptorifit has a repeatcount.
Colon editing stopsformat controlifthere are no moreitems in an I/O list.In particular,itis useful
in preventing unwanted character strings from being printed. E.g.the statements
PRINT 10, (X(I), I = 1, N )
10 FORMAT( 'X1:', I2 : ' X2:', I2 : ' X3:', I3 )
produce the output
X1: 1
when N has the value 1. Withoutthe colons,the output would have been
X1: 1 X2:
Note thatthe colons do not need to be separated from neighbours by commas.

Repeat counts
The data edit descriptors described above, as well as the new record (slash) descriptor, may all be
preceded by a repeat count in the form of an integer constant. A repeatcount may be applied to a
group of edit descriptors enclosed in parentheses, and may be nested, e.g.
3(2F6.2, 2(I2, 3I3))
If a format specification without any items in parentheses is completed before the I/O list is
exhausted,a new record begins,andtheformatspecificationisrepeated.Furtherrecordsbegininthe
same way untilthe I/O listis exhausted. E.g.thefollowing code printsan array of 100 elements, 20
elements perline:
PRINT 10, (X(I), I = 1, 100)
10 FORMAT( 20I3 )
Similarly, on input,a new recordistaken from theinputfileeachtime the specification isrepeated.
Any excess input data on the record is ignored. E.g.the code
READ 10, I, J
10 FORMAT( I1 )
reads two values, 1 and 3,from the input records
12
34
A format specification without parentheses may therefore be thought of as a template of how the
compiler seesthe entire I/O record.
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However,if a format specification contains items in parentheses, when the format is exhausted a
new record is taken and format control revertsto the left parenthesis corresponding to the second
last right parenthesis—including a possible repeat count outside the parentheses. This is called
reversion. E.g.in
10

FORMAT( F5.0, 2(F6.1, 3(F7.2) ), F8.3 )

new records start at 2(F6.1, ....

Carriage control
Fortran'sformatted output statements were originally designed forline printers. For outputto such
devices,the first character of each record is used for carriage control (an old-fashioned word from
the days of mechanicaltypewriters). There are four options:
b (blank)
start a new line
+
remain on same line (overprint)
0
skip aline
1
advance tothe beginning of anew page
A blankinthe firstcolumn effectively means no actionistaken,soitis good practiceto make sure a
blankissentasthefirstcharacter,e.g.by starting allformatspecifications with T2 (begin writingin
position 2). Otherwise,for example, printing an integer under FORMAT( I3 ) will cause a page
throw every time the integer isinthe range 100–199!
These conventions will not necessarily work on a dot-matrix printer connectedto a PC. However,a
combination of OPEN and WRITE with the CHAR() intrinsic function can be used to send any
special controlcharacterstothe printer. The following code sends a form feed character(new page):
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'prn' )
WRITE( 1, 10 ) CHAR( 12 )
10 FORMAT( A1 )
The controlcharacteris notrestrictedtothefirstpositioninthe outputrecord;itcan be anywhere.In
this way you can send any ofyour printer's special printing codes.

10.4. Formatted READ
The form ofthe READ statement we have used so faris
READ fmt [,list]
where fmt is alabel, asterisk or character string, asin PRINT.
Thereisa more generalform, which allowsinputfrom files,and which canintercepterrorsand endof-file conditions gracefully,without causing the program to crash.Itis
READ ([UNIT=]u,[FMT=]fmt [,IOSTAT=ios] [,ERR=errorlabel] [,END=endlabel]) [list]
The only obligatory items are the format specifier fmt, as described above,and the unit specifier u.
A unit is an I/O device, such as a printer,terminal, or disk drive, for example, which may be
connected by the compiler to your program. Such a unit may have a unit number attached to it,
which is usually in the range 1–99, forthe duration of a program.
We have seen the only two situations where a unit number is not required. The PRINT normally
expectsto outputto the terminal,and the firstform of READ above normally expects to read from
theterminal.In such cases,the terminalis calledthe standard I/O unit.Your system may allow you
to change the standard unit.
The unit specifier u, when itis required, may be of three forms: an integer expression,an asterisk
(which impliesthe standard input unit), or a character variable in the case of an internal file (see
below).
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The remaining specifiersare optional,and may be in any order.If IOSTAT is specified,ios must be
an integer variable. After execution of READ ios has different (system-dependent) negative values
depending on whetheran end-of-record or end-of-filecondition occurred,a positive valueifan error
was detected, or the value of zero otherwise. The presence of IOSTAT prevents a crash if an
exception occurs.
Further detailsare given in Appendix B.

10.5. Formatted WRITE
The generalform ofthe WRITE statement for formatted outputis
WRITE ([UNIT=]u,[FMT=]fmt [,IOSTAT=ios] [,ERR=errorlabel]) [list]
The specifiershave the same meanings asin the READ statement.
The output device may be selected during program execution. You may be developing a large
program which will eventually spew vast amounts of data out on the printer. To save time (and
paper) while writingthe program, you may wantto be ableto specify whilethe program is running
where the output should go. The following code should help (PRN and CO N are the names of the
PC printer and terminalrespectively):
CHARACTER OutputDevice*3
PRINT*, 'Where do you want the output ("prn" or "con")?'
READ*, OutPutDevice
OPEN( 1, FILE = OutputDevice )
WRITE( 1, * ) 'Output on designated device'

10.6. Internal Files
It was mentioned above thatthe unitspecifierin READ or WRITE could be an internal file. Thisis
basically a character variable (or array) which may be written to or read from. E.g.
CHARACTER(50) CAPTION
...
WRITE( CAPTION, 10 ) YEAR
10 FORMAT( 'Sales figures for the financial year: ', I4 )
CAPTION couldthen be used as a caption in a graphical display.
Internalfiles provide a general means of converting numeric datato strings, and vice versa. READ
may be used to reversethe above process.In the code below,the string "1984" is convertedto an
integer with the value 1984.
CHARACTER (30) STRING
STRING = "1984"
READ( STRING, 10 ) NYEAR
10 FORMAT( I4 )

10.7. External Files
Output from a program may be sent to an external file (e.g.residing permanently on a disk), and
input may also be fetched by a program from such a file.This powerful facility provides a means of
keeping records which may need to be updated, examined and analysed.
Thereis a certain amount of jargon that needsto be overcome before we can proceed.In Fortran, a
fileis said to exist if a program is able to access it. Existence istherefore a relative term, defined
from the pointof view ofthe program attempting access. A file which existsfor a program may or
may not be empty, and it may or may not be connected to that program. A file is connected by
association with a unit number known tothe program. Thisconnectionis usually made by an OPEN
statement, butcertain files may be automatically pre-connected.
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A file may be thought of as a stream of data, arranged into records. The records are all either
formatted, or unformatted. Files may be accessed sequentially, or directly; normally a particularfile
isrestrictedto one mode of access.If accessis direct,allrecords must have the same length;thisis
not necessary under sequential access.
Inthe rest ofthis chapter we outlinethe main file handlingfacilities of Fortran 90. More substantial
examples follow in later chapters.

File positioning
A file has a current position which may be
•

within a record;

•

between records;

•

ahead ofthe firstrecord (the initial point);

•

afterthe lastrecord (the terminal point).

Sequential files
A sequential file may be thought of as a continuous tape, where records are located sequentially
along the tape.Ifthe fileis formatted,the records may be of varying length,i.e.the record length
does not need to be specified.
A sequentialfile may be read onlyfrom the beginning. This makesthe accesstime slowerthan for a
direct access file,since to find something nearthe end of a sequentialfile, you have to read every
record from the beginning. You also cannot replace or remove a record directly, as you can with
directaccessfiles. However,sequentialfilesare helpfulin situations where you might needto access
thefile with a word processor—inthiscontextthefile would be atext(or ASCII)file.We have seen
sequentialfiles in action in reading data from disk files.
The following example shows how to update a sequential file.Itreads a line of textfrom the file,
and asks you if you want to delete the line.If you don't want to deletethe line,itis written to a
temporary (SCRATCH) file.The originalfileisthen deleted, a new emptyfile ofthe same name is
created,and finallythe contents ofthetemporaryfileiscopied back.Itsounds cumbersome, because
itiscumbersome. Manipulation of sequentialfiles usuallyis. Trythe program out on a textfile with
a few names in it, which you can set up with yourtext editor.
CHARACTER(80) Name, FileName, Ans
WRITE( *, '(A)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) "Name of file to be updated: "
READ*, FileName
OPEN( 1, FILE = FileName )
OPEN( 2, STATUS = 'SCRATCH' )
IO = 0
DO WHILE (IO == 0)
READ( 1, *, IOSTAT = IO ) Name
IF (IO == 0) THEN
PRINT*, Name
WRITE( *, '(A)', ADVANCE = 'NO' ) "Delete (Y/N)? "
READ*, Ans
! could be upper or lowercase
IF (Ans /= 'Y' .AND. Ans /= 'y') WRITE( 2, * ) Name
END IF
END DO
REWIND( 2 )
CLOSE( 1, STATUS = 'DELETE' )
OPEN( 1, FILE = FileName )

! back to the beginning of SCRATCH
! delete original
! recreate original

IO = 0
DO WHILE (IO == 0)
READ( 2, *, IOSTAT = IO ) Name
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IF (IO == 0) WRITE( 1, * ) Name
END DO
CLOSE( 1 )
CLOSE( 2 )
END

! keep
! delete

Notethatthetwo DO WHILE loops make use ofthe IOSTAT specifierto avoid an attempted READ
pastthe end ofthe file.
The OPEN statement has the form
OPEN( [UNIT = ]u, speclist )
where u isthe file unit number,and speclist is a list of specifiers, many of which are optional,and
may be in any order. The unit number must appear first, unless itis specified with UNIT=. The
specifiers are character expressions or constants.If character expressions are used, trailing blanks
are ignored. Except forthe FILE specifier,lowercase letters are converted to uppercase.
You also need to know thatthe OPEN statement can be executed on a unit number whichis already
connected to a file. This is to enable the properties of a connection to be changed, and is only
allowed with certain specifiers, for example, the BLANK specifier which sets the default for the
interpretation of blanks to nulls or zeros.
Some of the more com mon specifiers are described below; you should consult Appendix B for all
the gory details.
The FILE specifieris a character expression which givesthe name of the file.Ifthis specifieris
omitted (and the unitis not already connected) the STATUS specifier must appear with the value
SCRATCH.
If SCRATCH isspecified forthe STATUS specifier(as above on unit 2),atemporary fileis created.
It ceasesto exist when the unitis closed, or when the program terminates.If NEW is specified,the
file mustnotalready exist.IfOLD isspecifiedit mustalready exist.If REPLACE isspecified,thefile
is created ifit does not exist;ifit does exist,itis deleted,and a new file is created withthe same
name.
The simple form of the OPEN statement used in the program above connects a file for sequential
access(the default mode of access), withformattedrecords(the defaultforsequentialaccess). These
properties may be changed by the ACCESS and FORM specifiers, as we shallsee below.
New data may be written at the end of a sequential file by setting the POSITION specifier to
APPEND.
Errors (e.g. attempting to open a non-existent file with status OLD) may be intercepted with the
IOSTAT and ERR specifiers. This avoids a crash; you can program a more gracefulresponse.
A sequentialfile may be repositioned to itsinitial point with the statement
REWIND u
The statement
BACKSPACE u
positions a sequentialfile beforethe currentrecord ifitis positioned within a record, or beforethe
preceding recordifitis positioned between records. This statementis costlyin computer overheads
and should be avoided.
The end of a sequentialfileis marked by a specialrecord called the endfile record. Most computer
systems will automatically writethis record at the end of a sequentialfile. However,if you are in
doubt, you can write an endfile record explicitly with
ENDFILE u
A fileis disconnected with a CLOSE statement.Itcan take the form
CLOSE( [UNIT = ]u [, STATUS = st] )
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wherethe STATUS specifier may be specified as KEEP or DELETE. A file may therefore be erased
on disconnection, as in the example above. The default value is KEEP, unless the file has status
SCRATCH, in which case the default (and only) value is DELETE. All connected units are
automatically closed when a program terminates normally(even ifthere are no CLOSE statements),
and a CLOSE on an unconnected unitdoes not cause an error. However,you should make a point of
closing all yourfiles (and no others!),since itshows that you know whatyou are doing.

Unformatted I/O
A file'srecords may be unformatted. The advantage of thisisthatthey take up much less storage
than formattedrecords. E.g.thelargestinteger available underthe FTN90 compiler(2,147,483,647)
takes up only 4 bytes on an unformatted record (since it can be represented with 32 bits), but 10
bytes on a formatted record (the number ofcharacters required to representit).
A sequential file is formatted by default, so the FORM specifier must be used if it is to be
unformatted, asinthe next example, which writes an integer array and reads it back.
INTEGER, DIMENSION(10) :: A = (/ (I, I = 1,10) /)
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'TEST', FORM = 'UNFORMATTED' )
WRITE (1) A
REWIND (1)
A = 0
! just to be sure !
READ (1) A
PRINT*, A
CLOSE (1)
END
Note thatto read the fileit must be rewound,since itissequential(by default).
Each READ and WRITE transfers exactly one record. The file created in this exampletherefore has
one record, containing an array of 10 integers.
W hen outputisto a sequentialfile a record of sufficientlength is created. On input,the number of
items in the inputlist must not exceed the number of valuesinthe record.

Direct access files
Inthe case of direct or random accessfiles,a particularrecord may be read and/orrewritten, unlike
the case with sequential access files, where records may not in general be replaced. Records may
also be added atthe end of a direct access file withoutrewriting the whole file. Directaccess files
are unformatted by default,and alltheirrecords must bethe same length.Thisrecordlength must be
specified with the RECL specifierinthe OPEN statement.Record length is generallythe number of
bytes occupied by the item written to the file, but may be system dependent. The INQUIRE
statement may be used to find the record length (see below). The following example reads a list of
names from the keyboard, writesthem to a direct access file,readsthem back, and finally replaces
the third record.
CHARACTER (20) NAME
INTEGER I
INQUIRE (IOLENGTH = LEN) NAME
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'LIST', STATUS = 'REPLACE', ACCESS = 'DIRECT', &
RECL = LEN )
DO I = 1, 6
READ*, NAME
WRITE (1, REC = I) NAME
END DO
DO I = 1, 6
READ( 1, REC = I ) NAME
PRINT*, NAME
END DO
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! write to the file

! read them back

WRITE (1, REC = 3) 'JOKER'
DO I = 1, 6
READ( 1, REC = I ) NAME
PRINT*, NAME
END DO

! change the third record
! read them back again

CLOSE (1)
END
Note that a direct access file behaves like an array.In fact,if memory isin short supply, data can
easily be handled with a direct access file, rather than in an array. If the file is stored on a RA M
(virtual) disk there is practically no difference in accesstime.
The record number is given by the REC specifier in the READ and WRITE statements, which
otherwise have the same forms as for sequentialfiles.

The INQUIRE statement
This statement may be used to ascertain the status and attributes of connected files, and unit
numbers, and the record length of an output list. It has three forms:INQUIRE by output list (as
above), INQUIRE by unit,and INQUIRE by file.
Inquiry by outputlist hasthe form
INQUIRE (IOLENGTH = length) output list
This form may be used to establish the length ofthe unformatted record of an outputlist.
An example of inquiry by unit number is
INQUIRE ([UNIT = ]u, EXIST = allowed)
The logical variable allowed willbe assigned the value .TRUE. if unitnumber u is an allowed unit
number for your system, and .FALSE. otherwise.
The existence of a file may be established similarly:
INQUIRE (FILE = filename, EXIST = allowed)
You can use the EXIST specifierto avoid accidentally overwriting or deleting an existing file.
The number of the record mostrecently read or written isreturned with the NEXTREC specifier.
Further detailsare in Appendix B.

10.8. Non-advancing I/O
Normally READ and WRITE transfer complete records. This can be a nuisance. A new feature of
Fortran 90 is non-advancing I/O, whereby a fileisleft positioned within the currentrecord.
We have seen the use of non-advancing WRITE in giving screen prompts:
WRITE (*, '(A)', ADVANCE = 'NO') 'Enter a number: '
READ*, Number
Non-advancing READ can also be useful,for example,inreading individual charactersfrom a text
file. The following program countsthe number of charactersin atextfile:
CHARACTER (1) ch
INTEGER IO, Num
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'TEXT' )
IO = 0
Num = 0
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DO WHILE (IO /= -1)
! EOF
READ (1, '(A1)', IOSTAT = IO, ADVANCE = 'NO') ch
IF (IO == 0) Num = Num + 1
! genuine character read
END DO
PRINT*, Num
CLOSE (1)
END
Under FTN90 the IOSTAT specifierreturns-1 whenthe end-of-fileisencountered,as opposedto-2
for end-of-record.
Non-advancing I/O is not available with list-directed I/O.

10.9. Miscellaneous
For completeness,two furthertopics need to be mentioned here:list-directed I/O, and NAMELIST.

List-directed I/O
As we have seen,thistakes the form
READ*, list
PRINT* [, list]
Data in the inputlist may be separated by com mas, slashes or atleast one blank (separators). The
real and imaginary parts of complex constants must be enclosed in parentheses.
Characterconstants enclosed in delimiters('apostrophes'or"quotes") may be spread over morethan
one record. Delimiters may be omittedifthe characterconstant does not contain a blank, com ma, or
slash;ifitis contained within one record;ifthe firstcharacteris not a delimiter;and ifthe leading
characters are not numeric followed by an asterisk.
The reason forthe last proviso isthat a data value which isto be repeated n times may be given a
repeat count n*. E.g. 6*0 means the value zero isto be read six times.
If there is no data value between successive separators, the corresponding input item is left
undefined (under the FTN90 compiler—although the standard requires that itis left unchanged).
E.g.the code
CHARACTER (20) Name
A = 3; B = 3; C = 3; D = 3;
READ*, Name, A, B, C, D
PRINT '(A, 4F6.2)', Name, A, B, C, D
underthe FTN90 compiler, withinput
"fortran 90", 2*, 2*7
gives the output
fortran 90

2.20

2.20

7.00

7.00

(2.2 is a garbage undefined value).

NAMELIST
Thisis a curiousfacility which can be usedto name a group ofitems forI/O purposes.Itallows you
to omit input data for some items in the group. The group of items is named in a NAMELIST
statement (MYOUT in the example below). The group name may either be specified with the NML
specifier in READ or WRITE, or it may replace the format specifier. An input record must be
prefaced by /&/followed by the group name. Data values may be omitted (in which casethe record
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must end with a slash), and do not have to be in the order specified in the NAMELIST statement.
Items not specified inthe inputrecord areleft unchanged. E.g.
INTEGER, DIMENSION(4) :: A = 7
NAMELIST/MYOUT/A, X, Y
X = 1
Y = 1
READ( *, MYOUT )
WRITE( *, NML = MYOUT )
Input:
&MYOUT A(1:2) = 2*1 Y = 3
Output:
&MYOUT A = 1 1 7 7, X =

1.0000000, Y =

3.0000000

The array section A(3:4) and the variable X are left unchanged.

Chapter 10 Summary
•

A record can be thought of as aline ofinput/output.

•

Format specifies the layout of arecord.

•

Format may be specified by alabelled FORMAT statement,by an asterisk (list-directedI/O), or
by a characterstring.

•

The PRINT statement generally only handles outputtothe screen.

•

Implied DO lists may appearin I/O lists.

•

The WRITE statement can handle outputto a file or printer.

•

The READ statement handles input from a file orthe keyboard.

•

/O may be list-directed,formatted or unformatted.

•

Formatis controlled by edit descriptors.

•

The OPEN statement connects a fileto a unit number,to enable transfer of data.

•

The INQUIRE statement obtains information about files, unit numbers and record lengths of
outputlists.

•

Various specifiers,such as IOSTAT, END, and ERR may be used in I/O statementsto intercept
and handle end-of-file conditions and possible errors.

•

Data may be transferred directlyto or from a character array,inthe form of an internalfile.

•

Disk files are examples of externalfiles.

•

Files consist of records, which may be formatted or unformatted.

•

Files are accessed sequentially (the default)or directly (random access).

•

Under sequential access,records are formatted by default,and theirlength may vary.

•

New records may be appended to a sequentialfile (added on atthe end), but existing records
may not be rewritten.

•

Under direct access,records are unformatted by default,must all be the same length,and this
record length must be specified in the OPEN statement.

•

Under direct access, existing records may be rewritten, and new records may be appended.

•

Direct accessis generally more efficientthan sequential access.

•

If non-advancing I/O is specified,incomplete records may be transferred by READ or WRITE.

Chapter 10 Exercises
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10.1 Give the output of the following two program segments (indicate blanks and new lines
carefully):
(a) 10

FORMAT (1X, 'M=', I3, 'N=', I4, 3X, 'X=', F6.1 / T3, E11.4)
M = 117
N = -27
X = -0.1235E2
Y = 1234.567
PRINT 10, M, N, X, Y

(b) 10
20

FORMAT (I3, 1X, F6.2, F5.3, I2)
FORMAT (T2, I2, F8.2 / T3. F3.1, I4 )
READ 10, N, X, Y, J
PRINT 20, J, X, Y, N
Data: /0146729.123.61035/
10.2 Show how each of the following values will be printed with the edit descriptors shown
(assume that carriage controlhas been taken care of):
(a)-738 (I4)
(b) +738 (I3)
(c) 38.136 (F7.2)
(d) -100.64 (F6.1)
(e) 9876.545 (E10.4) (f)-0.000044009 (E9.2)
10.3 Write aprogram which will count allthe non-blank charactersin atext file of any size.
10.4 a) Writea program which sets up a directaccessfile where each unformatted record contains
a one-dimensionalinteger array of size 10,say. Write some test datatothe file,and read it back to
make sure it gotthere.
(b) Write a separate program which will add one extra record of the same length to the end of the
file created in part(a).
10.5 Writea program which willread a positiveinteger(ofany size),finditsbinary code,and print
the binary code on one line with no blanks between the digits. Hint: afterfinding each binary digit,
store itin a different element of an allocatable array.
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Chapter 11 Introduction
We have seen some simple examples of the use of the intrinsic character type. Armed with
the further weapons of arrays and more advanced I/O facilities we can now tackle more
interesting problems involving characters, or strings as they are often called.
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11.1. Characters
To recap, a character constant is a string of characters enclosed in delimiters, which are either
'apostrophes' or "quotes". The delimiters are not part ofthe string.
Character variables may be declared inthe following ways:
CHARACTER ALPHA
CHARACTER (15) Name
CHARACTER Word*5

! length of 1
! length of 15
! length of 5

Assignmentisdone as follows:
Name = "Bonaparte, N"

11.2. Bar Charts and Frequency Distributions
The first example utilizes an array and the A edit descriptor for printing characters.
Suppose we want to analyse the results of a test written by a class of students. We would like to
know how many students obtained percentage marks in the range 0-9, 10-19, ..., 90-99. Each of
these ranges is called a decile, numbered from zero for convenience. We also need to caterforthe
bright sparks who get 100 (the eleventh "decile"). Suppose the numbers of students who get marks
inthese ranges are as follows:
1 0 12 9 31 26 49 26 24 6 1
i.e.12 obtained marksinthe range 2029. W e need an array F(0:10),say, with 11 elements, where
each element stores the number of students with marks in that particularrange, e.g. F(2) should
have the value 12. The following program prints a bar chart ofthe frequency distribution F, where
each asterisk represents one studentinthatrange:
INTEGER, DIMENSION(0:10) :: F = (/ 1, 0, 12, 9, 31, 26, 49, 26, &
24, 6, 1 /)
10
20

FORMAT( I3, ' - ', I3, ' (', I3, '):', 60A1 )
FORMAT( '100', 6X, ' (', I3, '):', 60A1 )

DO I = 0, 10
IF (I < 10) THEN
PRINT 10, 10 * I, 10 * I + 9, F(I), ('*', J = 1, F(I))
ELSE
PRINT 20, F(I), ('*', J = 1, F(I))
END IF
END DO
END
Output:
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
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-

9
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

1):*
0):
12):************
9):*********
31):*******************************
26):**************************
49):*************************************************
26):**************************
24):************************
6):******
1):*

Notethe absence of asterisks forthe 10-19 decile. Thisis because F(1) hasthe value zero,so that
the implied DO inthe PRINT statement has a zero trip count when I has the value 1.
Of course,in arealsituation,thefrequencies willnot be presentedto you neatly on a plate. You are
morelikelyto have a listofthe actual marks. You should adaptthe program to read a sample set of
marks,inthe range 0-100, and to convertthem into frequencies. The basic mechanism is
READ( ... ) MARK
K = INT( MARK / 10 )
F(K) = F(K) + 1

! K is the decile
! another mark in the Kth decile

11.3. Sorting Words
Characters may be comparedin IF statements;thisisthe basis of alphabeticsorting. Each computer
system has a collating sequence which specifiestheintrinsic ordering ofthe available characterset.
The Fortran 90 standard requires only that
•

A < B < C ... < Y < Z

•

0 < 1 < 2 ... < 8 < 9

•

blank < A and Z < 0, or blank < 0 and 9 < A

Iflowercase letters are available,there arethe further requirementsthat
•

a < b < c ... < y < z

•

blank < a and z < 0, or blank < 0 and 9 < a

Note thatthe standard does notinsist on how the lowercase characters are to be ordered relative to
uppercase.
There are two intrinsic functions thatrelate a characterto its position in the collating sequence (or
more simply,its code). ICHAR( 'A' ) returns an integercode foritscharacterargument,e.g. 65,
say,inthis case. CHAR( 90 ) returns the character coded by itsinteger argument, e.g. Z, say.
Furthermore,the standard requiresthat access be provided to the ASCII(American Standard Code
for Information Interchange) collating sequence,in which Z < a (see Appendix D). There are two
further intrinsic functions, which specifically relate a character to its ASCII code: IACHAR and
ACHAR.
However, some computers make use of the EBCDIC collating sequence (Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code— pronounced "ebsadik"). In EBCDIC, unfortunately, the lowercase
characters come before the uppercase ones,so z < A. This hasimplications for word sorting, since
we normally requirethat
bOnApArTe < NaPoLeOn
whateverthe case ofthe characters.
One way outisalwaysto use ASCII code, butthis may be inefficient on some computer systems. A
more general solution isto write a subroutine to convertlowercase alphabeticlettersto uppercase,
based on ICHAR and CHAR, which do not rely on the ASCII code. The subroutine ToUpper in the
next program does this.It uses ICHAR( 'A') and ICHAR( 'a' ) to determine the "distance"
betweenthe upper-andlowercaseletters(assuming allthe letters of one caseto be contiguous,i.e.to
have consecutive codes).Itthen addsthis distanceto allthelowercaselettersinthe word —carefully
avoiding uppercase letters and all non-letters. To test it,the program reads two words from the
keyboard(e.g.NAPOLEON and bonaparte),printsthem in "ascending" orderasthey are,converts
them both to uppercase, and printsthem in order again.
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER (10) Word1, Word2
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READ*, Word1
READ*, Word2
IF (Word1 < Word2) THEN
PRINT*, Word1, Word2
ELSE
PRINT*, Word2, Word1
END IF
CALL ToUpper( Word1 )
CALL ToUpper( Word2 )
IF (Word1 < Word2) THEN
PRINT*, Word1, Word2
ELSE
PRINT*, Word2, Word1
END IF
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE ToUpper( String )
CHARACTER (LEN = *) String
INTEGER I, Ismall, IBIG
Ismall = ICHAR( 'a' )
IBIG = ICHAR( 'A' )
DO I = 1, LEN( String )
IF (String(I:I) >= 'a' .AND. String(I:I) <= 'z') THEN
String(I:I) = CHAR( ICHAR( String(I:I) ) + IBIG - Ismall )
END IF
END DO
END SUBROUTINE
END
Note that an individual character may be referenced as a substring (String(I:I)) and that a
character dummy argumentin a subprogram may be declared with an asterisk to have an assumed
length. The intrinsic function LEN returns the actuallength of the argument.
The Bubble Sortof Chapter 9 can easily be amended to sort words alphabetically. Suppose we have
up to 100 words each of 10 letters or less (they can be read from a textfile). List must now be
declared in the main program as follows:
CHARACTER (10), DIMENSION (100) :: List
The corresponding dummy argumentinthe subroutine BUBBLE_SORT must be declared as
CHARACTER (*), DIMENSION(:), INTENT(INOUT) :: X
The variable TEMP in the subroutine must be declared CHARACTER (10) (alternatively,it could
be passed as an argument and declared with an assumed length). Finally, you should incorporate
ToUpper ifthe words will be of mixed case.
Note incidentally,that blanks in words are significant,so that
Mc Bean < McBean
since the blank precedes the letters.

11.4. Graphs Without Graphics
The following example shows how easily a simple graph can be drawn on the text screen (it could
also be writtento a file, orthe printer).It makes use of an internalfile and character substrings to
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draw a sine graph over one period. This technique can only draw graphs with no more than one
plotting symbol perline of output. A more general graphing procedure isdiscussed in Chapter 15.
CHARACTER (70) Line
REAL, PARAMETER :: Pi = 3.1415927
REAL dx, X
INTEGER N, Trips
10 FORMAT( A70 )
dx = Pi / 20
Trips = INT( 2*Pi/dx + dx/2 ) + 1
X = 0
PRINT "(' X', T37, 'SIN(X)')"
PRINT*

! heading

DO I = 1, Trips
WRITE( Line, '(F4.2)' )X
N = NINT( 25 * (1 + SIN(X)) ) + 15
Line(40:40) = ':'
Line(N:N) = '*'

! Line is an internal file

Figure 11.1 Graph on the text screen
X
0.00
0.15
0.31
0.47
0.62
0.78
0.94
1.10
1.26
1.41
1.57
1.73
1.88
2.04
2.20
2.36
2.51
2.67
2.83
2.98
3.14

SIN(X)
*
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

PRINT 10, Line
X = X + dx
END DO
END
Part ofthe outputis shown in Figure 11.1.

11.5. Word Count and Extraction
W hen the authorship of a piece of prose is uncertain it sometimes helps to calculatethe average
number of words per sentence,and the standard deviation ofthisstatistic. A first-year class of mine
oncefoundthat withsamples of about 700lines, G.K. Chestertoniseasily distinguishablefrom Lord
Macaulay, the former having a significantly shorter mean sentence length, with a larger standard
deviation. One ofthe exercises atthe end ofthe chapterinvites you to write a program to compute
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the average sentencelength ofa sample oftext. An important partofthe problem isto detect,extract
and count whole wordsin thetext. The next program reads a textfile of any length, prints out one
word perline (toindicatethat whole words have been extracted), counting them as it does so.
Itis assumed that words are separated by at least one blank— a word is defined as a string of one or
more non-blank characters. So punctuation marks,like com mas and fullstops willnot be counted as
separate words,aslong asthey are not preceded by blanks.However,punctuation marks arefiltered
out before printing a word.
The mostimportant part ofthe problem isto detect complete words. Thistakestime tothink out.It
often helps to think how you would explain the problem (not even the answer) to someone who
didn'tknow thefirstthing aboutit.Imaginea stream of characterscoming past you. How would you
know when a complete word had passed? Surely, when a non-blank changes to a blank —it's the
change from non-blankto blankthatsignals the end of a word. Realizing this willgive you the Aha!
experience that problem solvers rave about. So the essence of the problem is to read the text one
character at a time, keeping a record ofthe previous character(OldCh) in orderto compareit with
the current character (Ch). If the previous character is non-blank when the current one is blank,
we've found another word.
The restisjust mopping up. OldCh must beinitializedto a blank,to startthe ballrolling.Ifthelast
characterinthetextisa non-blank,the above argument willnotcatchthelast word,so it'snecessary
to check forthis after completion ofthe DO WHILE loop.
Non-advancing READ must be used to get one character at a time. The IOSTAT specifierreturns a
value of –1 under FTN90 when the end-of-fileis encountered.
Theintrinsicfunction INDEX is usedto determine whetherthe currentcharacterisalphabetic.Inthe
form used hereit hastwo arguments. The firstis a character constant LETTER, consisting of allthe
upper- and lowercaseletters. The second isthe current character Ch. INDEX returnsthe position of
Ch in LETTER ifit occursthere, or zero otherwise.
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER OldCh, Ch
CHARACTER :: BL = " "
CHARACTER (*), PARAMETER :: LETTER = &
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"
INTEGER
:: WORDS = 0
INTEGER
:: IO = 0
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'TEXT' )
OldCh = BL
DO WHILE (IO /= -1)
! check for EOF
READ (1, '(A1)', IOSTAT = IO, ADVANCE = 'NO') Ch
IF (IO == 0) THEN
! protect against EOR and EOF
IF (Ch == BL .AND. OldCh /= BL) THEN
! arrival of blank ...
WORDS = WORDS + 1
! ... signals end of
!
word
PRINT*
! new line
ELSE IF (INDEX( LETTER, Ch ) /= 0) THEN! Ch must be a letter
WRITE (*, '(A1)', ADVANCE = 'NO') Ch ! part of word
END IF
OldCh = Ch
END IF
END DO
IF (OldCh /= BL) THEN ! if last char actually read is non-blank ..
WORDS = WORDS + 1
! ... count another word
PRINT*
! new line
END IF
PRINT*
PRINT*, 'No of words: ', WORDS
END
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11.6. General Information
Character substrings
Suppose the following character variable has been declared:
CHARACTER (80) TEXT
Individual characters in TEXT may be referenced using a substring notation, e.g. TEXT(I:J)
references a substring of TEXT from the Ith character to the Jth one. If I is greater than J, the
substring is empty. The colon is obligatory, butthere are default values ofthe subscripts, e.g.
TEXT(:J)
TEXT(J:)
TEXT(:)

! same as TEXT(1:J)
! same as TEXT(J:80)
! same as TEXT(1:80) or TEXT

A substring may be formed from a characterconstant, e.g.
"NAPOLEON"(3:6)
returns POLE.
Following are some examples of substring expressions and assignments:
TEXT = "abcdefghijk"
TEXT(1:3) = "XY"
TEXT(5:5) = "*"
TEXT(5:) = TEXT(6:)
TEXT(8:7)

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

returns "XY defghijk"
(blank at 3rd position)
returns "XY d*fghijk"
(replaces 5th character)
returns "XY dfghijk"
(deletes 5th character)
returns "" (null)

To insert a characterat position I, each character beyond I must be moved up one position first,in
a DO loop:
CHARACTER (80) :: LINE = "abcdefghijklm"
I = 5
DO J = LEN_TRIM( LINE ), I, -1
LINE( J+1:J+1 ) = LINE(J:J)
END DO
LINE(I:I) = "*"

! returns "abcd*efghijklm"

The intrinsic function LEN_TRIM returns the length of its string argument with trailing blanks
removed (otherwise J+1 goes out of range intheloop).Incidentally,can you see why the DO loop
has to work backwards?
Ifsubstring ranges overlap in an assignment,the originalvalues are always used on the right-hand
side, e.g.
TEXT(1:8) = "NAPOLEON"
TEXT(3:5) = TEXT(1:3)

! returns "NANAPEON" (not in FORTRAN 77)

Substrings may be passed by reference to subprograms,i.e. changesto them in the subprogram are
reflected on return. However,this means thatin a callsuch as
CALL JUNK( NAME(1:5), NAME(3:9) )
the characters com mon to both actual arguments,i.e. NAME(3:5), may not be changed through
either corresponding dummy argumentinthe subprogram.
An array of characters may be declared:array:
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CHARACTER (80), DIMENSION(60) :: LINE
Then the Ith character ofthe array element LINE(J) isreferenced as
LINE(J)(I:I)
Note thatthe array subscriptprecedes the substring subscripts.

Assumed character length
We have already seenthata dum my characterargument may be declared with an assumed length. A
named character constant(parameter) may also be declared with an assumed length,if you can't be
bothered to countthe number of characters.E.g.
SUBROUTINE JUNK( Word )
CHARACTER (*), INTENT(IN) :: Word
CHARACTER (*), PARAMETER :: Message = "Can't open file"

Concatenation
The concatenation operator (//) isthe only intrinsic operatorfor character expressions,e.g.
CHARACTER (5) :: Initials = "JK"
CHARACTER (20) :: Surname = "Smith"
CHARACTER (7) :: RegNo = "123456K"
CHARACTER (9) :: UserId
UserId = Initials(1:1) // Surname(1:1) &
// RegNo ! returns "JS123456K"

Embedded format
Characterexpressions may be usedto constructformatspecifications during program execution. The
next code fragment reads an integer, and printsit out as an ordinal number with the correct suffix,
e.g. 23 is outputas 23rd, while 24 is outputas 24th:
CHARACTER (2), DIMENSION(0:9) &
:: SUFF = (/
'th', 'st', 'nd', 'rd', & 'th', 'th', 'th', 'th', 'th', 'th' /)
CHARACTER (10) :: FMT = "(I5, '??')"
READ*, N
LastDigit = MOD( N, 10 )
FMT(7:8) = SUFF( LastDigit )
! replace ?? appropriately
PRINT FMT, N

Character array constructors
The elements of a character array in a constructor must all have the length specified by the length
parameter. Pad with blanks ifnecessary:
CHARACTER (6), DIMENSION(3) :: Primary = (/ "RED
", "BLUE
"YELLOW" /)

", &

Character handling intrinsic functions
Fortran 90 has a number of new intrinsic functions relating to strings of characters, which greatly
enhance itsstring-handling capabilities, putting it on a par with languages such as Pascaland C. A
brief description of whatthey can do is given here; details are in Appendix C.
ADJUSTL adjustslefttoreturn a string with leading blanksremoved and inserted astrailing blanks.
ADJUSTR adjusts right.
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INDEX returns the starting position ofthe first(orlast) occurrence of a substring in a string.
LEN returns the length of a string.
LEN_TRIM returns the length of a string withoutitstrailing blanks.
REPEAT returns a string formed from multiple concatenations of a string,e.g. REPEAT( "X", 3
) returns XXX.
SCAN returns the position ofthe left- orrightmost characterof one string which appearsin another.
TRIM returns a string with allitstrailing blanks removed.
VERIFY returns zeroif each characterin one string appearsin another string, orthe position ofthe
left- orrightmost character of one string which does not appearin another string. E.g.
CHARACTER (*), PARAMETER :: LETTER = &
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"
CHARACTER (10) Word
IF (VERIFY( Word, LETTER ) == 0) PRINT*, 'It''s a word!'
The intrinsic subroutine DATE_AND_TIME (DATE, TIME, ZONE, VALUES) returns the date and
time in various forms.
Recallthat a number can be converted to its string representation and vice versa by writing to or
reading from an internalfile.

Chapter 11 Summary
•

The set of available charactersis ordered into one or more collating sequences.

•

Fortran 90 provides accessto the ASCII collating sequence.

•

Character variables may be compared and ordered on the basis ofthe collating sequence.

•

Character substrings may be referenced.

•

Character expressions may be concatenated.

•

Character constants and dummy arguments may be declared with an assumed length, using an
asterisk.

•

Fortran 90 has a powerful setof character handling intrinsic functions.

•

Format specifications may be constructed atruntime, using character variables.

Chapter 11 Exercises
11.1
Write a program which reads some text(e.g. one lineinto a variable CHARACTER (80)
LINE) and countsthe number of blanks init.
Extend itto remove the blanks.
11.2
Write a program which reads a sentence (ending in a full stop) and printsit backwards,
withoutthe fullstop.
You mightliketo extend your program to check whether a sentenceis a palindrome,i.e.one which
reads the same palindrome backwards as forwards, such as RE W A R D A TO Y OTA DRA W ER
(someone who draws Toyotas, presumably), or Napoleon's classic lament, ABLE W A S I ERE I
SA W ELBA. Assume there is no punctuation, and remove allthe blanks first.
11.3
A formula,called Zeller's Congruence, may be used to compute the day ofthe week, given
the date (within a certain range of dates). The formula is

(

)

f = [2.6m − 0 .2] + k + y + [ y / 4 ] + [c / 4 ] − 2c modulo 7

where the square brackets denote the

integer part and
•

m isthe month number, with January and Februarytaken as months 11 and 12 ofthe preceding
year,so March isthen month 1, and December month 10;
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•

k isthe day ofthe month;

•

c isthe century number;

•

y isthe yearin the century;

•

f = 0 means Sunday, 1 means Monday, etc.

E.g. 23rd August 1963 is represented by m = 6, k = 23, c = 19, y = 63; 1st January 1800 is
represented by m = 11, k = 1,c = 17, y = 99.
Write a program to read the datein the usualform (e.g. 27 3 1993 for 27th March 1993) and write
the given date and the day of the week (in words) on whichitfalls. Hint: use an array ofcharacters
for the days of the week. Test your program on some known dates, like today's date, or your
birthday, or 7th December 1941 (Sunday).
The formula will not work if you go too far back. Shakespeare and Cervantes both died on 23rd
April 1616. Shakespeare died on a Tuesday, but Cervantes died on a Saturday! This is because
England had not yet adopted the Gregorian calendar and was consequentlyten days behind the rest
of the world. The formula willalso not work if you go too far forward.
11.4
Write a program which willread a numberin binary code of arbitrarylength(e.g. 1100 —no
blanks between the digits) and writeits decimal value (12 inthis case).Hint: read the number as a
string, and use an internalfileto read the individual characters asintegers.
11.5
Write a program to convertthe contents of atextfileto uppercase. You cantryitout on the
following textif you like:
Roses
violets
I'm
and so am I.

are
are

red
blue
schizophrenic

11.6
Write a program which reads some textfrom a file,removes allthe blanks,and printsit out
in five-letter groups, separated by blanks. E.g.the text
Twas
brillig
did gyre and gimble in the wabe...

and

the

slithy

toves

should be printed as
Twasb rilli gandt heslithyto vesdi dgyre andgi mblei nthew abe
11.7
Student numbers at the University of Cape Town are constructed from the firstletter and
nexttwo consonants of the student'ssurname, the firstthreeletters of her first name (padded from
theright with Xs if necessary,in both cases),followed by athree-digitnumber,left-filled by zerosif
necessary, to distinguish students for whom these six characters are the same. E.g. Napoleon
Onaparte could getthe student number ONPN AP001, while Charles Wu could get WXXCH A001.
Write a program whichreads a student'ssurname and firstname,in some convenient way,and prints
out her student number (you can assume the suffix 001 foreveryone).
11.8
Sometimesitis convenientto "pack" character and numeric data into strings. Such strings
need to be "unpacked" again. Write a program to read a line oftext containing a student'ssurname
and initials,terminated by a com ma, and followed by two marks, separated by at least one blank,
e.g.
Smith JR, 34.6

78.9

The program should unpack the string into a character variable for the name and initials, and two
real variables for the marks.
11.9
Write a program to read text from a file and compute the average number of words per
sentence, and its standard deviation. Assume that sentences end with full stops, which occur
nowhere else.
11.10
Languages exhibita characteristic frequency distribution of singlelettersifalarge enough
sample of textis analysed. For example,in Act III of Hamlet the blank has a frequency of 19.7%,
"e" 9.3%, "o" 7.3%, while"z" occurs only 14 times out of 35224 characters.(The blank isimportant
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becauseit gives an indication of word length.) Write a program to determine theletterfrequency of
a sample oftextin atextfile.Assume that blanks only occursingly(otherwise you must firstreduce
all multiple blanks to single blanks).
11.11
Write a program which willread a person's name and addressfrom a disk fileand usethe
datato write a "form letter" with a special offerto paint his house. The datainthe file should be in
the form
Jones
31
Campground Rd
Ifthis datais used,the program output should be as follows:
Dear
Mr
We
will
paint
your
house
with
Sloshon
at
half
You
can
have
the
smartest
house
in
Campground
The
Jones
family
will
be
able
to
walk
tall
Your neighbours at number 33 will be amazed!

Jones
price!
Rd.
again.

The items in italics are read (or derived) from the datainthe file.
11.12
Read up abouttheintrinsicsubroutine DATE_AND_TIME in Appendix C. Use itto write a
function TIS which returns the time in seconds (including milliseconds) elapsed since midnight.
Such a function could be used to time accurately operationsin a program, e.g.sorting.
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Chapter 12 Summary
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Chapter 12 Introduction
So far we have restricted ourselves to the five intrinsic data types of Fortran 90. We have
seen how to use simple variables and arrays of these types to solve a variety of problems.
We may, however, soon discover situations where it would be very convenient to handle
more complicated collections of data as single units. Arrays, for example, are restricted in
that all their elements must be of the same type.
One of the major advances of Fortran 90 over previous versions is that you now have the
freedom to design data types of your own. Such data types are called derived. In this
chapter we will discuss derived data types, which may be used to define structures.
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12.1. Structures
As an example, let's consider the problem of maintaining student records. We have often used
examples where we have processed, say, a student's name and some marks. In a real situation,
additional information would be needed: address, registration and telephone numbers, and maybe
even date of birth and gender. You can define a type to encapsulate all this data for one person as
follows:
TYPE First_Year
CHARACTER (20) Name
! includes initials, etc.
CHARACTER (20), DIMENSION(4) :: Address ! 4 lines for address
CHARACTER (10) Telephone
CHARACTER (9) RegNo
! e.g. SHKWIL001 as in Ex. 12.7
LOGICAL Female
! .TRUE. for female, .FALSE. for male (!)
INTEGER BirthDate
! e.g. 461121
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: Marks ! Marks
END TYPE
Thisis calledthe definition ofthe derived type First_Year. A variableofthistypeis declared as
follows
TYPE (First_Year) Student
and is called a structure. In this caseit has seven components: Name, Address, etc. Note thatthe
seventh component is a real array, for up to 20 marks. The components are referenced with the
component selector (%). E.g.
Student % Birthdate = 461121
The components may appearin any expression where a variable ofthesame type(asthecomponent)
would be appropriate.
We can even declare an array of our derived type:
TYPE (First_Year), DIMENSION (100) :: Class
Since an array section may end with a structure component,the statement
Class % Female = .FALSE.
willthen,for example, setthe whole class' genderto male.
To illustrate some more ofthe properties of structures,let'sdefine a simpler derived type:
TYPE Student_Type
CHARACTER (20) NAME
REAL Mark
END TYPE
Derived types have literal constants, e.g.
Student_Type( "Smith, JR", 49 )
The order of components mustfollow their orderinthe definition. Although individual components
may be assigned using the component selector,as above,allthe components may be assigned from
the constant using a structure constructor, eitherin an initialization, orin an ordinary assignment:
TYPE (Student_Type) :: Student1 = Student_Type( "Bloggs", 50 )
A variable of a derived type may appear in an I/O list, as long as there is an appropriate format
specification for each component:
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PRINT '(A20, F6.0)', Student1
A variable of a derived type may be assigned to another variable ofthe same type:
Student2 = Student1
Allthe components of Student2 are replaced by the corresponding components of Student1.

Defined assignments (overloading)
We have just seen thatthe intrinsic assignment operator (=) is automatically availablefor derived
types. We can,however, redefine the assignment operator,by overloading it. Thisfeature of Fortran
90, as well as general operator overloading, which is present in object-oriented programming
languages like C++, will astonish Fortran 77ers.It may take alittle getting used to.
Suppose, as a simple illustration, we wantto redefine the assignment for Student_Type in two
ways. First, we would like a short-hand way of assigning a name directly, without using the
component selector, or a constructor, e.g.
Student = "Smith, JR"
on the understanding that no value is assigned to the mark.
Second, we would like to extract the name directly from the variable, again without using the
component selector, e.g.
StuName = Student
where StuName is a character variable.
W hatthis amountstois a redefinition ofthe assignment operatorto handle mixed types— character
and derived —in the same way thatthe intrinsic assignment operator can already handle mixing of
certain types.
Forthe firstcase, we need a subroutine Student_From_Name, say, with two dum my arguments,
which are oftype Student_Type and character. The orderof dum my argumentsisimportant,and
must be the same as the order in which the types appearin the assignment to be redefined. This
subroutine should assign Student % Name explicitlyto the character argument.
Forthe second case, we need a subroutine Name_From_Student,say,with dum my arguments of
type character and Student_Type (reverse order now). This subroutine should assign its
character argument to Student % Name.
The mostefficient way to handlethisisto setup a module withthe Student_Type definition and
the two subroutines:
MODULE StudentMod
TYPE Student_Type
CHARACTER (20) NAME
REAL Mark
END TYPE
INTERFACE ASSIGNMENT(=)
MODULE PROCEDURE Name_From_Student, Student_From_Name
END INTERFACE
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Name_From_Student( String, Student )
CHARACTER (*) String
TYPE (Student_Type) Student
String = Student % Name
END SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE Student_From_Name( Student, String )
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CHARACTER (*) String
TYPE (Student_Type) Student
Student % Name = String
END SUBROUTINE
END MODULE
An interface block, using the keyword ASSIGNMENT, is required to overload the assignment
operator withthesetwo subroutines.Itisshown hereinthe module,although itcould also be inthe
main program.
A complete main program isthen:
USE StudentMod
TYPE (Student_Type) :: Student = Student_Type( "Bloggs", 50 )
CHARACTER (20) StuName
Student = "Smith, JR"
StuName = Student

! assigns only the name in one direction
! assigns only the name in the
! other direction

PRINT '(A20, F6.0)', Student
PRINT*, StuName
END
Notethatsubroutines are needed to redefinethe assignmentoperator. Other operators are redefined
with functions, as we shallsee now.
Assignment forintrinsictypes may not be redefined.

Defined operators (overloading)
Operators may be defined forderived types in a similar, although notidentical, way.
Consider the following example, adapted from the FTN90 Reference Manual. The module
IntegerSets defines a type SET (similarto the set type of Pascal). Variables of thistype can
be constructedfrom the integers withthe function BuildSet. A set membership operator(.IN.)
is defined (e.g.I.IN.S1 returns TRUE ifthe integer I isa member ofthe set S1). The * operator
is overloaded with the operation of setintersection (so that,for example, S1*S2 returns elements
which are members of both S1 and S2).Overloading in this context meansthatthe operatorretains
its originalintrinsic meaning when the operands areintrinsictypes (integer,real or complex in this
case), butthatit has a new meaning when the operands are ofthe derived type.
MODULE IntegerSets
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: MaxCard = 100
TYPE SET
PRIVATE
INTEGER Cardinality
INTEGER, DIMENSION( MaxCard ) :: Members
END TYPE SET
INTERFACE OPERATOR (.IN.)
MODULE PROCEDURE MemberOf
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE OPERATOR (*)
MODULE PROCEDURE Intersect
END INTERFACE
CONTAINS
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FUNCTION BuildSet( V )
TYPE (SET) BuildSet
INTEGER V(:)
INTEGER J
BuildSet % Cardinality = 0
DO J = 1, SIZE( V )
IF (.NOT.(V(J) .IN. BuildSet)) THEN
IF (BuildSet % Cardinality < MaxCard) THEN
BuildSet % Cardinality = BuildSet % Cardinality + 1
BuildSet % Members( BuildSet % Cardinality ) = V(J)
ELSE
PRINT*, 'Maximum set size exceeded - adjust MaxCard'
STOP
END IF
END IF
END DO
END FUNCTION BuildSet
FUNCTION Card( S )
! returns cardinality of S
INTEGER Card
TYPE (SET) S
Card = S % Cardinality
END FUNCTION Card
FUNCTION Intersect( S1, S2 )
TYPE (SET) Intersect, S1, S2
INTEGER I
Intersect % Cardinality = 0
DO I = 1, S1 % Cardinality
IF (S1 % Members(I) .IN. S2) THEN
Intersect % Cardinality = Intersect % Cardinality + 1
Intersect % Members(Intersect % Cardinality) = S1 % Members(I)
END IF
END DO
END FUNCTION Intersect
FUNCTION MemberOf( X, S )
LOGICAL MemberOf
INTEGER X
TYPE (SET) S
MemberOf = ANY( S % Members(1 : S % Cardinality) == X)
END FUNCTION MemberOf
SUBROUTINE PrtSet( S )
TYPE (SET) S
INTEGER I
PRINT '(20I4)', (S % Members(I), I = 1, S % Cardinality)
END SUBROUTINE PrtSet
END MODULE
A sample main program, with output,follows:
USE IntegerSets
TYPE (SET) S1, S2, S3
S1 = BuildSet( (/ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 /) )
S2 = BuildSet( (/ 2, 4, 6, 8 /) )
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S3 = S1 * S2
WRITE (*, "('S1:
', I3,
ADVANCE = 'NO') Card( S1
CALL PrtSet( S1 )
WRITE (*, "('S2:
', I3,
ADVANCE = 'NO') Card( S2
CALL PrtSet( S2 )
WRITE (*, "('S1*S2: ', I3,
ADVANCE = 'NO') Card( S3
CALL PrtSet( S3 )

' ELEMENTS: ')", &
)
' ELEMENTS: ')", &
)
' ELEMENTS: ')", &
)

END
Output:
S1:
S2:
S1*S2:

5 ELEMENTS:
4 ELEMENTS:
2 ELEMENTS:

1
2
2

2
4
4

3
6

4
8

5

There are a number of very important pointsto note.
•

The PRIVATE statement makes the components of the derived SET type inaccessible outside
the module. This meansitis possibleto changethetype definition withouthavingto change any
code that usesit.

•

The function Card allows the cardinality ofa setto be accessible outside the module.

•

To define a binary operator on a derivedtype a function must be defined thatspecifies how the
operator works. The only novelty is being ableto replace the conventionalstatement
S3 = Intersect( S1, S2 )

with the much more natural syntax
S3 = S1 * S2

This is achieved by associating the function name with the operator token in an interface block,
using the keyword OPERATOR:
INTERFACE OPERATOR (*)
MODULE PROCEDURE Intersect
END INTERFACE
A function defining a unary operator would obviously have only one argument.
•

The defined operatortoken (i.e.a sequence ofcharacters) may be any one ofthetokens usedfor
the intrinsic operators, or a sequence of up to 31 letters enclosed in decimal points,such as
.IN. above.
Ifanintrinsictokenis used,the number of argumentsand priorityisthesame asforthe intrinsic
operation. Otherwise, defined unary (binary) operators have the highest(lowest) priority.
An operation that is defined on intrinsic types cannot be redefined. For example, since the
operation X * Y is defined intrinsically for arrays,the operator * cannot be redefined as a
scalar product.You must either use a differenttoken, or define a new type.

•

Inthisexample,thesetisimplemented as afixedlength array.Itcould howeverjustas easily be
represented by a linked list, which would not requirethe module to be recompiled.
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Structure-valued functions
Note incidentally, from the previous example, that a function may be structure-valued, i.e. it
may return the value of a derived type.
We will see further examples of derived types, assignment and operator overloading, and
structure- and array-valued functions in Chapter 15.

The TYPE statement
The generalform of a derived type definition is
TYPE

[[, access] ::] typename
[ PRIVATE ]
component definitions
END TYPE [typename]

By default atype and allits components are accessible (PUBLIC access).
The access qualifier PRIVATE orthe PRIVATE statement may only appearifthetypeis definedin
a module.Ifthetypeisspecified as PRIVATE then boththetype name, thestructure constructorfor
thetype, and allits components are accessible only in the host module. Ifthe PRIVATE statement
appearsinthe definition, allthe components are accessible only inthe host module.
The advantage of a publictype with PRIVATE componentsisthatchanges may be madetothetype
definition without affectingthe code which accessesit.Ifthe derivedtypeis only used internally by
the module, the access qualifier should be PRIVATE, preventing unintentional use of its name
outside the module.

Objects and sub-objects
The time isright for a few more definitions.
We have seen that components of derived type may be arrays. E.g.thetype First_Year defined
atthe beginning ofthe chapter has a component
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: Marks ! Marks
Arrays of derived type may also be declared, e.g.
TYPE (First_Year), DIMENSION (100) :: Class
An element ofthis array,say Class(17),is regarded in Fortran 90 as a scalar, because itisin a
sense a single structure, although it has a component which is an array (it could even have a
component which is another derived type).
An entity whichis not partof a biggerentity has a name andiscalled a named object.Itssub-objects
have designators consisting of the name of the object followed by one or more qualifiers, e.g.
Class(3:6), Class(5) % BirthDate.
Consequently, in Fortran 90 the term array now means any objectthatis not scalar,including an
array section,or an array-valued componentofa structure.Theterm variable now means any named
objectthatis notspecifiedto be a constant,and any partofsuch an object,including array elements,
array sections,structure components and substrings.

12.2. A Database: Student Records
Inthissection we combinethe elegance of Fortran 90 derived types with directaccessfilesto build
a program to illustratethe basic principles of setting up, displaying, and updating a database.
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Suppose we want to set up a database of student records (by record we mean the information
relatingto each student). Forsimplicitylet'srecord each student's name (includinginitials),and one
integer mark (in practicethis is morelikelyto be an array of marks). The obvious vehicle forthisis
a derived type, similartothatdefined in the previous section:
TYPE StudentRecord
CHARACTER (NameLen) Name
INTEGER
Mark
END TYPE StudentRecord
We need a collection of subroutines to read and write variables of this type to and from a direct
accessfile. The program templatefollows.Details ofthe subroutines are filledin below. For ease of
presentation the subroutines are internal. This also makesit easier for you to run and develop the
program. Consequently,the fileis opened once,atthe beginning ofthe program, and closed only at
the end. In a real application,the subroutines would probably be in a module, with some global
declarations, such as the type definition, the file name, etc. In that case, each subroutine which
handlesthe file should open and close it.
The program outline is:
PROGRAM Student_Records
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NameLen = 20
TYPE StudentRecord
CHARACTER (NameLen) Name
INTEGER
Mark
END TYPE StudentRecord
TYPE (StudentRecord) Student
INTEGER
EOF, RecLen, RecNo
LOGICAL
IsThere
CHARACTER (NameLen) FileName
CHARACTER
Ans
CHARACTER (7)
FileStatus
CHARACTER (*), PARAMETER :: NameChars = &
" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
INQUIRE (IOLENGTH = RecLen) Student
WRITE (*, "('File name: ')", ADVANCE = "NO")
READ*, FileName
INQUIRE (FILE = FileName, EXIST = IsThere)
IF (IsThere) THEN
WRITE (*, "('File already exists.
ADVANCE = "NO")
READ*, Ans
IF (Ans == "Y") THEN
FileStatus = "REPLACE"
ELSE
FileStatus = "OLD"
END IF
ELSE
FileStatus = "NEW"
END IF

Erase and recreate (Y/N)? ')", &

! erase and start again
! update existing file
! it isn't there, so create it

OPEN (1, FILE = FileName, STATUS = FileStatus, &
ACCESS = 'DIRECT', RECL = RecLen)
Ans = ""
! make sure we get started
DO WHILE (Ans /= "Q")
PRINT*
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PRINT*, "A: Add new records"
PRINT*, "D: Display all records"
PRINT*, "Q: Quit"
PRINT*, "U: Update existing records"
PRINT*
WRITE (*, "('Enter option and press ENTER: ')", ADVANCE = "NO")
READ*, Ans
SELECT CASE (Ans)
CASE ("A", "a")
CALL AddRecords
CASE ("D", "d")
CALL DisplayRecords
CASE ("U", "u")
CALL UpDate
END SELECT
END DO
CLOSE (1)
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE
...
SUBROUTINE
...
SUBROUTINE
...
SUBROUTINE
...
SUBROUTINE
...
END

AddRecords
DisplayRecords
ReadIntCon( Num )
StripBlanks( Str )
UpDate

The length of the component Name of StudentRecord is declared as a named constant
NameLen because this value is used in a number of otherdeclarations.
The basic variable in the program is Student, of type StudentRecord. An INQUIRE
statement determines itsrecord length forthe subsequent OPEN statement.
The user is asked for the file name of the database. Another INQUIRE statement determines
whether or not the file exists. A value is set for the STATUS specifier in the OPEN statement,
depending on whetherthefileisto be replaced, updated orcreated,after whichthefileis opened.If
the value of STATUS has been correctlyset,the OPEN mustsucceed;otherwise you needto caterfor
error recovery with the IOSTAT and/or ERR specifiers.
Next,a menu is presented. Theidealconstructforthisis DO WHILE. The user enters a singleletter
response. A CASE constructselectsthe appropriate subroutine. An important pointto note here is
that the response may be in lower- or uppercase. Since other responses will be required in the
program,it makes senseto write a function to convertthe responseto uppercase,say, beforetesting
it.Itried toinclude such a function,
FUNCTION ChToUpper( Ch )
! converts a single lowercase character to uppercase
! leaves all other characters unchanged
CHARACTER Ch, ChToUpper
ChToUpper = Ch
SELECT CASE (Ch)
CASE ( "a":"z" )
ChToUpper = CHAR( ICHAR(Ch) + ICHAR("A") - ICHAR("a") )
END SELECT
END FUNCTION ChToUpper
but a bug in the FTN90 compiler caused a run-time error when it was included in the database
program (although itran successfully on itsown in atest program).
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W hen the userquits,the database fileis closed.
Now forthe subroutines. AddRecords adds new records,either atthe end of an existing database,
or atthe beginning of a new one.
SUBROUTINE AddRecords
RecNo = 0
EOF = 0

! remember to initialize

DO WHILE (EOF == 0)
READ( 1, REC = RecNo+1, IOSTAT = EOF )
IF (EOF == 0) THEN
! read succeeded, so ...
RecNo = RecNo + 1
! ... only increment RecNo here
END IF
END DO
RecNo = RecNo + 1
! next record to write
Student = StudentRecord( "a", 0 )
! satisfy DO WHILE
DO WHILE ((VERIFY( Student % Name, NameChars ) == 0))
PRINT*, "Name (any non-letter/non-blank to end): "
READ "(A20)", Student % Name
IF (VERIFY( Student % Name, NameChars ) == 0) THEN
PRINT*, "Mark: "
CALL ReadIntCon( Student % Mark )
WRITE (1, REC = RecNo) Student
RecNo = RecNo + 1
END IF
END DO
END SUBROUTINE AddRecords
Fortran 90 unfortunately has no way of determining the number of records in a file, other than by
reading pastallofthem. The first DO WHILE sets RecNo tothe number ofrecordsinthe file. Note
that a READ with no inputlistskips past a record;this saves time.
EOF must be initialized to zero on entryto the subroutine,becauseitis a global variable,so it will
usually have a non-zero value from the lasttime the end-of-file was encountered. This provides a
good reason for declaring EOF locally —to force you to initializeitcorrectly.
A DO WHILE loop accepts students' names from the keyboard.In this example,itis assumed that
names willconsistonly ofletters or blanks(e.g.betweenthe surname and initials).So any character
otherthan aletter or a blank willendtheloop. VERIFY ensuresthat only a genuine name is written
tothe file.
Rememberthat READ* assumes that a string without delimitersisterminated by a blank, so if you
wantto read blanks as part ofthe string you must either use a formatted READ or enclosethe string
in delimiters.
Both components of Student are written to record number RecNo by the single WRITE
statement—after which RecNo must be incremented.
If you ever have to write a program of this nature which other people will use, you will soon
discover that most of your programming effort will go into anticipating and trapping their stupid
mistakes. In particular, a crash must be avoided if the user makes an invalid response. The short
subroutine ReadIntCon makes use ofthe IOSTAT specifiertointercept a READ error:
SUBROUTINE ReadIntCon( Num )
INTEGER Err, Num
Err = 1
! remember to initialize
DO WHILE (Err > 0)
READ (*, *, IOSTAT = Err) Num
IF (Err > 0) PRINT*, "Error in mark - re-enter"
END DO
END SUBROUTINE ReadIntCon
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DisplayRecords uses a DO WHILE constructto read and displaythe file contents. The end-offileis detected by theIOSTAT specifier:
SUBROUTINE DisplayRecords
RecNo = 1
EOF = 0
! remember to initialize
DO WHILE (EOF == 0)
READ (1, REC = RecNo, IOSTAT = EOF) Student
IF (EOF == 0) THEN
PRINT "(A20, I3)", Student
! READ succeeded
END IF
RecNo = RecNo + 1
END DO
END SUBROUTINE DisplayRecords
The subroutine UpDate takes care of updating a student'srecord (in thisexample, only his single
mark may be changed, but obviously this can be extended to correcting spelling in his name, etc.):
SUBROUTINE UpDate
CHARACTER (NameLen) Item, Copy
LOGICAL Found
Found = .false.
EOF = 0
! remember to initialize
PRINT*, "Update who?"
READ "(A20)", Item
CALL StripBlanks( Item )
RecNo = 1
DO WHILE (EOF == 0 .AND. .NOT. Found)
READ (1, IOSTAT = EOF, REC = RecNo) Student
IF (EOF == 0) THEN
Copy = Student % Name
CALL StripBlanks( Copy ) ! leave his name as is
IF (Item == Copy) THEN
Found = .true.
! found him
PRINT*, 'Found at recno', RecNo, ' Enter new mark:'
CALL ReadIntCon( Student % Mark )
! new mark
WRITE (1, REC = RecNo) Student
! rewrite
ELSE
RecNo = RecNo + 1
END IF
END IF
END DO
IF (.NOT. Found) THEN
PRINT*, Item, ' not found'
END IF
END SUBROUTINE UpDate
UpDate asks forthe name ofthe student whose mark isto be changed, and then searches forthat
student. The logical variable Found willbe setto TRUE ifthe studentis found.Initially,it must be
setto FALSE. You may be tempted here to have an initialization expression in its declaration, e.g.
LOGICAL :: Found = .false.
However,this automatically gives LOGICAL the SAVE attribute,i.e. its value is retained between
calls to UpDate. This would give it the value TRUE on entry again after a successful search,
making itimpossibleto executethe DO WHILE.
The name to be searchedfor isreadinto Item. You may wantto buildin some embellishments here
to facilitate getting an exact match with the name in Student % Name. For example, all the
charactersin Item and Student % Name could be converted to uppercase before searching.In
this example, all blanks are removed by StripBlanks:
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SUBROUTINE StripBlanks( Str )
CHARACTER (*) Str
INTEGER I
I = 1
DO WHILE (I < LEN_TRIM( Str ))
IF (Str(I:I) == " ") THEN
Str(I:) = Str(I+1:)
ELSE
I = I + 1
END IF
END DO
END SUBROUTINE StripBlanks

! null str won't matter
! don't increase I yet

There is only one subtlety inthis routine.If a blank is found in position I, itis removed with the
substring operation
Str(I:) = Str(I+1:)
However, I must not be incremented,since another blank might have moved up into position I. It
must therefore be tested again. Only when a blank is not found may I be safely incremented.
LEN_TRIM returns the length of Str. As blanks are removed this value will of course be reduced.
To keep matterssimple,the searching procedureisthe crudestone possible—read each recordinthe
file from the beginning, untileither a match is found, or the end-of-fileis reached. If a match is
found updatethe mark and rewritethatrecord.If no match is found,report so. More sophisticated
searching procedures are discussed below — you can build them into this program if you like.
Once UpDate has found a match,the user entersthe corrected mark, and the record isrewritten.
You can easilyadd otherfeaturestothis basicskeleton,e.g.printing namesand marks,analysingthe
marks, deleting a name, etc.You could also extend the database toinclude an array of marks.
Practically the only disadvantage of using a direct accessfile, as opposed to a text file,isthatthe
record length is fixed. So if you wanted to allow for an array of, say, 20 marks,the record length
must be increased, even though you may never usethe extra space. One way outisto create a new
direct access file each time a new set of marks is entered, with room for only one additional mark,
and to rename it with the original name.

12.3. A Binary Search
We have seen already how to sort numbers and words.Items are usuallysorted only sothat we can
subsequently searchthrough them for a particularitem. An obvious (and easy) method of searching
isto go through the (sorted)list of items one by one comparing them with the search item. The
processstops either whenthe searchitem isfound, or when thesearch has gone pastthe place where
theitem would normally be.Thisiscalled a linear search.Itsdisadvantageisthatitcan be verytime
consuming ifthe listislong.A much more cunning method isthe binary search.
Suppose you wanttofindthe pagein atelephone directory that has a particular name on it. A linear
search would examine each page in turn from page 1 to determine whetherthe name is on it. This
could clearly take a long time. A binary search is as follows. Find the middle of the directory (by
consultingthe page numbers),andtearitin half. By looking atthelastname intheleft-hand half(or
thefirstname in the right-hand half),determine which halftherequired name isin. Throw away the
unwanted half,and repeatthe process withthe halfthatcontainsthe name,by halvingitagain. After
a surprisinglylow number of halvings, you will beleft with one page containingthe required name.
Although this can be a little heavy on telephone directories,itillustratesthe principle of a binary
search quite well.The methodis very efficient.For example, my localdirectory has 1243 pages with
subscribers' names and numbers. Since the method halves the number of pages each time, the
number of halvings (or bisections) required to find a name will be the smallest power of 2 that
exceeds 1243,i.e. 11, since

2 10 = 1024 < 1243 < 2 11 = 2048
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The smart way to find the maximum number of bisections N required isto observe that N must be
N

the smallestinteger such that 2 > 1243,i.e.such that N > log2 1243.In the worst possible case,
the required name would be the last one in the directory. A linear search would involve examining
all 1243 pages, whereas a binary search requires you to look at only 11 pages!
Suppose our student database file contains NumRecs records altogether,sorted so thatthe names
arein alphabeticalorder. We wouldliketosearchfora given student(e.g.in orderto be ableto view
his marks, and change them if necessary). A binary search through the file must try to find the
record number (Mid) of the required student's name (Item). The lower and upper bounds of the
record numbersforthe search are Lo and Hi respectively. Mid isthe average ofthesetwo values.
Successive bisections change the value of either Lo or Hi, keeping the alphabetical position of
Item between these bounds each time. Since each bisection takes the integer part of Mid, the
starting value of Hi must be 1 more than the lastrecord number, or the last student can never be
found. The maximum number of bisections required, NumBis, is found as described above. This
requires computing a logarithm to the base 2 in terms ofthe naturallogarithm. The formula forthis
is log 2 a = log ea / log e 2 . The coding forthe binary search is as follows:

SUBROUTINE BinSearch( NUnit, Item, Posn )
! Binary Search for string Item through all StudentRecord ...
! ... records on NUnit.
! Record number of match returned in Posn, which is zero ...
! ... if no match found.
CHARACTER (*) Item
INTEGER Count, EOF, Hi, Lo, Mid, NumBis, NumRecs, NUnit, Posn
LOGICAL Found
TYPE (StudentRecord) Student
EOF = 0
! find the number of records NumRecs
NumRecs = 0
DO WHILE (EOF == 0)
READ( NUnit, REC = NumRecs+1, IOSTAT = EOF )
IF (EOF == 0) THEN
NumRecs = NumRecs + 1
END IF
END DO
NumBis = INT( LOG(REAL(NumRecs)) / LOG(2.0) ) + 1 ! no of
! bisections
Count = 0
! counter
Found = .false.
Posn = 0
! not found yet
Lo = 1
! first record
Hi = NumRecs + 1
! last record + 1
DO WHILE (.NOT. found .AND. Count /= NumBis)
Mid = (Hi + Lo) / 2
READ (NUnit, REC = Mid) Student
Student % Name = TRIM( Student % Name )
IF (Item == Student % Name) THEN
Found = .true.
ELSE IF (Item < Student % Name) THEN
Hi = Mid
ELSE
Lo = Mid
END IF
Count = Count + 1
END DO
IF (Found) Posn = Mid
END SUBROUTINE
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You can addthissubroutinetothe program Student_Records ofthelastsection,andimplement
itfrom the subroutine UpDate with the following template:
CALL BinSearch( 1, Item, RecNo )
IF (RecNo > 0) THEN
PRINT*, Item, ' found at record', RecNo
... update record RecNo ...
ELSE
PRINT*, Item, ' not found'
END IF
Figure 12.1 A file (STUDENT.REC) and its keyed file (MARKS.REC)

12.4. Keyed Files
This section is a littleinvolved;if you are new to program ming, you mightlike to come back to it
later.
An obvious extension to the program Student_Record in Section 12.2 is to sort a particular
offeringinto order of merit,and to savethe sortedfile.Ifthe recordsinthe datafile arelong (i.e.an
array of offerings in the Mark component),this can be both time-consuming (because of all the
swoppinginvolved) and risky(disk errorsare morelikelyto occur during therewrite of alargefile).
The concept of a keyed file provides a neat solution to both these potentialproblems.
For ease ofreference,let'scallthe databasefile STUDENT.REC. Suppose we wantto sortthe Mark
componentinthe file. We really only needthe Mark component(the key field) of each student,plus
a reference field to pointtothe student'snameinthe originalfile STUDENT.REC oncethe key field
has been sorted. We therefore create a key file, M AR KS.KEY,therecords of which willbe structure
variables oftype Key:
TYPE Key
INTEGER
INTEGER
END TYPE Key

RecNum
KeyField

The component KeyField has the mark to be sorted, while the component RecNum gives the
position(record number) ofthe student with that markin STUDENT.REC. Now a sortneed only be
performed on the much smallerfile M AR K S.KEY. Figure ?? shows the contents of both files after
sorting M AR K S.KEY. The RecNum field givesthe names ofthe studentsin order of merit:3 (Bill),
4 (Jim), 2 (Ann) and 1 (Jack).
The program KeyTest below reads STUDENT.REC and createsthe keyfile M AR KS.KEY. Italso
copies the records of the key file into the array KeyArr, which is passed to the subroutine
Key_Sort. Thisis an amendment ofthe Bubble Sortsubroutinein Chapter 9 (only amended lines
are shown). After sorting, KeyArr is written back to M AR KS.KEY. The sorted key file is then
used with the original database, STUDENT.REC to write the names of the students and marks,in
order of merit.
PROGRAM KeyTest
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NameLen = 20
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: MaxStu = 100
TYPE Key
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INTEGER
INTEGER
END TYPE Key

RecNum
KeyField

TYPE StudentRecord
CHARACTER (NameLen) Name
INTEGER
Mark
END TYPE StudentRecord
TYPE (Key)
KeyVar
TYPE (KEY), DIMENSION (MaxStu) :: KeyArr
TYPE (StudentRecord) Student
INTEGER
EOF, Num, RecNo, TotRecs
INTEGER
KeyLen, StuLen
INTEGER
:: KeyFile = 1
! unit for key file
INTEGER
:: StuRecFile = 2 ! unit for StudentRecord file
INQUIRE (IOLENGTH = StuLen) Student
OPEN (StuRecFile, FILE = 'student.rec', STATUS = 'OLD', &
ACCESS = 'DIRECT', RECL = StuLen)
INQUIRE (IOLENGTH = KeyLen) KeyVar
OPEN (KeyFile, FILE = 'marks.key', STATUS = 'REPLACE', &
ACCESS = 'DIRECT', RECL = KeyLen)
RecNo = 0
! create the key file
EOF = 0
DO WHILE (EOF == 0)
READ (StuRecFile, REC = RecNo+1, IOSTAT = EOF) Student
IF (EOF == 0) THEN
RecNo = RecNo + 1
! total number of records
KeyVar % RecNum = RecNo
KeyVar % KeyField = Student % Mark
WRITE (KeyFile, REC = RecNo) KeyVar
KeyArr(RecNo) = KeyVar
! and copy into array
END IF
END DO
TotRecs = RecNo

! total number of records

CALL Key_Sort( KeyArr, TotRecs )
DO Num = 1, TotRecs
! write sorted array back to key file
WRITE (KeyFile, REC = Num) KeyArr(Num)
END DO
PRINT*, 'Order of merit using the key file:'
PRINT*
DO Num = 1, TotRecs
! use sorted keyfile to write order of merit
READ (KeyFile, REC = Num) KeyVar
! read key file for RecNum
READ (StuRecFile, REC = KeyVar % RecNum) Student ! read RecNum
PRINT '(A20, I3)', Student
! print merit list
END DO
CLOSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Key_Sort( X )
TYPE (KEY), DIMENSION (:), INTENT(INOUT) :: X
!list
TYPE (KEY) Temp
! temp for swop
...
IF (X(J) % KeyField < X(J+1) % KeyField) THEN
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...
END SUBROUTINE
END
If a key file is set up with names as the key field, it can be sorted on the names (with slight
adjustmentsto Key_Sort).A binary search for a name canthen be conducted on the key file, with
reference tothe original database forthat student's mark(s),if necessary.

12.5. Hashing
The program in thissection does not use derived types; however,itarises naturallyfrom the earlier
discussion of searching.
One problem with a binary search is that the items must be sorted. This means that if additional
items are added to the list,the entire list must be resorted before a search can be conducted. The
method discussed in this section does not require the items to be sorted, and is one of the most
efficient methods of searching: hashing. If you are a programming novice, you mightlike to skip
this section and come back to itlater.
Suppose we have an array Names, asin Figure 12.2. Take thefirstelement Ann, and perform some
operation onthe charactersin the name to produce a positiveinteger,e.g.add upthe ASCII codes of
the characters.This processiscalled hashing,itis done by a hash function, and theresultantinteger
is called the hashed index—let's call it K. Now set up a second array Index, and store in
Index(K) Ann's position in Names, i.e. 1. Suppose K has the value 43. Then Index(43) will
have the value 1, as in Figure 12.2. (The name Ann is inserted for clarity.) Now take some other
item in Names, e.g. Tony, and hash it with the same hash function (whatever itis). Suppose the
hashedindexis 1. Thentake Tony's position in Names, whichis 4,and storeitin Index(1), asin
the figure.

Figure 12.2 Hashing

Obviously K is going to have to be reduced modulo the length of the array Index, e.g.if Index
has indices from 1 to 53, say,and K turns outto be 4575,itmust be reduced by the operation
K = MOD(K, 53)+ 1
to putitinthe range 1–53.
We continue this process for allthe items in Names. You might have thought of an objection by
now.Itis mostunlikelythatthe hash function willproduce a unique value of K for each item in the
list.So when setting up the hashed listin Index, a particular hashed position might be found to be
occupied already (the elements of Index should be initializedto some negative value,say -100,to
indicate thatthey are all unoccupied at first). Thisis called a collision. There are various ways of
dealing with collisions. One isto use the next position, butthis causes clumping of the hashed list,
which is inefficient. A more imaginative solution to the problem of collisions is to use double
hashing.
At this stage we need a little more notation. Let's rather callthe original hash value H. For best
results,the length ofthe Index array needsto be a prime number. Let's callit Mn. So K isin fact
given by
K = MOD( H, Mn) + 1
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For double hashing, choose another prime Mn2, which is slightly less than Mn. If position K is
occupied,look in position K + InK where
InK = MOD( H, Mn2)
Continue increasing K like this (modulo Mn) until an unoccupied position isfound.
W hen we have finished we willhave a hashed listin Index. To find a particularitem,hash it and
"probe" at K, K + InK,...,until either an unoccupied position (not found) or a match isfound.
For the bestresults,the total number ofitems in Names should not exceed 0.75Mn.
The program Hash below demonstrates hashing on a listof names in the sequentialfile NA MES,
whichissetup separately. Thefileisreadintothe array Names, whichis hashedinto Index by the
subroutine Place and the function Find. Items supplied by the user are then searched for with
Find. If the item is found, itis displayed with its position in Names. If it is not found, Find
returns minus the position itwould occupy in Index ifitwas there.
Mn and Mn2 are taken as 103 and 89 respectively, and the actual hashing function used, at the
beginning of Find, computesthe sums of the squares of the ASCII codes of the charactersin the
item. Differenthashing functions could be used, depending on the nature ofthe listto be searched.
Some experimentation mightbe necessary on a dum my listto find a hashing function which causes
the least clumping (thisreduces the number of probes needed to find an item).
PROGRAM Hash
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Mn = 103
! prime for hashing
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Mn2 = 89
! prime for double hashing
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NameLen = 20
! length of names
INTEGER H
! hash value
INTEGER EOF, I
INTEGER N ! length of list:
! should be about 0.75Mn for best results
INTEGER, DIMENSION (Mn) :: Index
! hashed list
CHARACTER (NameLen), DIMENSION(Mn) :: Names = '' ! list of names
CHARACTER (NameLen), Item
! name to search for
OPEN (1, FILE = 'NAMES')
EOF = 0
I = 1
DO WHILE (EOF == 0)
! read list of names
READ (1, '(A20)', IOSTAT = EOF) Item
IF (EOF == 0) THEN
Names(I) = TRIM( Item )
I = I + 1
END IF
END DO
N = I - 1
Index = -100

! all positions initially unoccupied

DO I = 1, N
! construct hash list
CALL Place( I, Index, Names )
END DO
Item = ''
! now look for Items
DO WHILE (Item /= '#')
PRINT*, 'Search for?'
READ*, Item
Item = TRIM( Item )
H = Find( Index, Names, Item )
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IF (H > 0) THEN
PRINT*, Names(H), ' found in element', H, ' of Names'
ELSE
PRINT*, H, ' (not found)'
END IF
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Find( Index, Names, Item )
! Hashes Item to integer K, which is increased by InK if
! necessary, until either an unused position (Index(K) = -100)
! or a match (Item = Names(Index(K))) is found. If no match
! is found, Index(K) is returned.
INTEGER F, Find, H, I, InK, K
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:) :: Index
CHARACTER (*), DIMENSION(:) :: Names
CHARACTER (*) Item
H = 0
DO I = 1, LEN_TRIM( Item )
! hash it
H = H + IACHAR( Item(I:I) ) * IACHAR( Item(I:I) )
END DO
K = MOD( H, Mn ) + 1
InK = MOD( H, Mn2 )
! now we look until we find an unused position or a match
F = -1
DO WHILE (F == -1)
IF (Index(K) == -100) THEN
F = -K
ELSE IF (Item == Names( Index(K) )) THEN
F = Index(K)
END IF
K = MOD( K+InK, Mn ) + 1
END DO
Find = F
END FUNCTION Find
SUBROUTINE Place( J, Index, Names )
! Place is used to set up the hashed list Index from the list of
! items Names. The item in Names(J) is hashed to the integer K.
! The item's position J in Names is placed in Index(K).
! A positive value should never be returned to Place by Find,
! a match is not being sought from Place. A positive value means
! a duplicate item in Names.
INTEGER J, K
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:) :: Index
CHARACTER (*), DIMENSION(:) :: Names
K = Find( Index, Names, Names(J) )
IF (K > 0) THEN ! position occupied - we should never get here!
PRINT*, Names(J), ' already known at hash position', K
PRINT*, 'New simple position', J, ' will be inaccessible'
ELSE
K = -K
Index(K) = J
END IF
END SUBROUTINE Place
END
Dealing with additionalitemsis simple.Justadd them on atthe end ofthe disk file,and rehash the
enlarged array Names!
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Chapter 12 Summary
•

The TYPE statement defines a derived datatype.

•

A derived type may have components of differenttypes (including arrays and other structures).

•

A variable of a derived type is called a structure.

•

Structure components are referenced with the component selector %

•

Arrays of structures may be declared.

•

A structure may be initialized with a structure constructor,eitherin an initialization expression,
or in an assignment.

•

A structure may appearin an I/O list,aslong asthereis an appropriateformatspecification for
each component.

•

Structures of the same type may be assigned to each other. All corresponding components are
assigned.

•

The assignment operator may be redefined for derived types by overloading it, using an
INTERFACE ASSIGNMENT block.

•

New operators may be defined for derived types from a sequence of characters enclosed in
decimal points(such as .IN.),orintrinsic operators may be overloaded,using an INTERFACE
OPERATOR block.

•

A function may be structure-valued.

•

A derived type appearing in a module may be declared PRIVATE. The type and all its
components are then only accessiblein the module.Ifthe PRIVATE statement appearsin the
definition,the type name is accessible outside the module, although the components are not.

•

An entity not part of a bigger entityis called an object.

•

An array is any objectthatis not a scalar(single-valued).

•

A variable now means any named object nota constant, and any part of such an object.

Chapter 12 Exercises
12.1
Extend the Student_Records program in Section 12.2 to compute and display the
average mark as part ofthe subroutine DisplayRecords.
12.2
As a project extend the Student_Records program in Section 12.2 to accept further
marks (offerings) for each student.
One way to do this is to set aside the maximum space required when defining the type
StudentRecord by declaring the component Mark as an array. The user will then need to
indicate which offering is being entered. This is wasteful of disk and memory space if fewer
offerings are actually required. You may like tothink of alternative solutions.
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Chapter 13 Pointer Variables
13.1. Introduction
•

Pointer assignment versus ordinary assignment

•

Pointer states

•

The NULLIFY statement

•

The ASSOCIATED intrinsic function

•

Arguments with the TARGET attribute

•

Dynamic variables: ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE

•

Danger!

•

Array-valued functions

•

Arrays of pointers

•

Representation of atriangular matrix

•

Sorting structures
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13.1. Introduction
Warning

If you are an old confirmed Fortran 77 user,this chapter could damage your health!

The implementation of pointer variables, or simply pointers, brings Fortran atlastintotheleague of
languages like Pascal and C.
Run the following program segment:
REAL, TARGET :: R = 13
REAL, POINTER :: P
P => R
R = 2 * P
PRINT*, P, R
You willsee that P and R both have the same value: 26. P should be thought of as an alias of its
target R,i.e.justanother name for R. What happensto R therefore also happensto P.Inthis case P
is the pointer.It must be specified with the POINTER attribute, and the type of the variable for
which it is going to be an alias. Furthermore,the variable for which P is to be an alias must be
declared withthe TARGET attribute.The TARGET attributeis conferred on allthe sub-objects of an
object which isthus specified.
The pointer assignment statement above
P => R
should be thought of as "make P an alias of R", or "make P point to R". (If you have encountered
pointers in other languages, note that a Fortran 90 pointer is not an address—it is in fact the
reference variable of C++.) The pointer assignment above can be illustrated as follows:

Now considerthe following code:
REAL, TARGET :: R = 13
REAL, POINTER :: P1, P2
P1 => R
P2 => P1
PRINT*, P1, P2, R
END
Try to work outthe result before running it.The second pointer assignment,
P2 => P1
makes P2 an alias of P1. ButP1 is already an alias of R, so P2 is also an alias of R:

Pointer assignment versus ordinary assignment
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Considerthe following code:
REAL,
REAL,
REAL,
P1 =>
P2 =>

TARGET :: R1 = 13
TARGET :: R2 = 17
POINTER :: P1, P2
R1
R2

It produces this situation:

However,ifthe ordinary (as opposed to pointer) assignment statement
P1 = P2
is executed next,the situation is as follows:

Note thatthis assignment has exactly the same effect as
R1 = R2
since P1 is an alias of R1 and P2 is an aliasof R2.
To sum up:
•

Pointer assignments,such as P => Q, set up the pointer P as an alias ofitstarget Q.

•

A referenceto a pointer variable(e.g.in an assignment or expression)isin factareferencetoits
target variable.
Pointer assignment changes a current alias.The statement
P2 => P1

following the code above changes the target of P2 to that of P1, so that P1 and P2 are now both
aliases of R1:

Pointer states
Any pointerin a program is always in one ofthe following three states:
•

It may be undefined —all pointers areinthisstate atthe beginning of a program.

•

It may be null (see the NULLIFY statement below) —this means thatitis not the alias of any
object.

•

It may be associated (seethe ASSOCIATED intrinsicfunction below) —this meansthatitisthe
alias of some object.

The NULLIFY statement
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As just mentioned, a pointer is undefined atthe beginning of a program. However,itissometimes
convenientfor a pointerto be "pointing to nothing", or "not pointing to anything". Thisisthe null
state, and is achieved by the statement
NULLIFY( P1 )
where P1 is a pointer. The null state may be tested for with the ASSOCIATED intrinsic function;
thisis useful when manipulatinglinked lists(see below).It may also be assigned to another pointer
with a pointer assignment(=>). On the other hand,iftwo pointers have the same target,nullifying
one does not nullify the other.

The ASSOCIATED intrinsic function
Ifthisfunction has one pointer argument, asin
ASSOCIATED( P1 )
itreturns TRUE if P1 is an alias of an object,and FALSE ifitis not(i.e.null). NotethatP1 must be
defined to use this function correctly.
ASSOCIATED may have a second argument.Ifthe second argumentisa target,itreturns TRUE if
thefirstargumentisan alias ofthesecond argument.Ifthesecond argumentisalso a pointer,it must
be defined. TRUE isreturned if both pointers are null, orifthey are both aliases ofthe same object.

Arguments with the TARGET attribute
Pointersassociated with an actualargumentthat hasthe TARGET attributedo not become associated
with the corresponding dummy argument, but remain associated with the actual argument. If a
dum my argument has the TARGET attribute,any pointer associated withit becomes undefined on
return.

Dynamic variables: ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE
We came across dynamic memory in Chapter 9, where we saw that storage can be allocated to an
array atrun time. More generally, a dynamic variable (not necessarily an array) may be created as
follows:
REAL, POINTER :: P1
ALLOCATE( P1 )
This makesthe pointer P1 an alias of an area of memory ableto store a real variable. Note that no
valueis assigned atthis stage. However,since P1 is an alias,it may now be used as any otherreal
variable can be,e.g.
P1 = 17
PRINT*, P1
The memory pointed to by P1 can be released by the statement
DEALLOCATE( P1 )
This returns P1 to the undefined stateit had atthe beginning ofthe program.
Both ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE have an optional specifier STAT, e.g.
ALLOCATE( P1, STAT = AlloStat )
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The integer variable AlloStat will zero only if memory was successfully allocated ordeallocated.
W hen an array is specified with the ALLOCATABLE or POINTER attribute its bounds must be
undefined:
REAL, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: X
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: A

Danger!
The ability to create dynamic memory brings greater versatility and freedom to program ming, but
also requires greater responsibility. In particular there are two potential sources of disaster which
need to be studiously avoided.
The firstisthe dangling pointer. Considerthe following:
REAL, POINTER :: P1, P2
ALLOCATE( P1 )
P1 = 13
P2 => P1
P1 and P2 both reference the same dynamic variable.If now the statement
DEALLOCATE( P1 )
is executed,it is clearthat P1 is disassociated, and the dynamic variable to which it was pointing
destroyed. Whatis not so clear, however,isthat P2 is also affected,sincethe objectit was aliasing
has disappeared. A reference to P2 will probably not cause a program crash, but it will produce
unpredictable results.
The second problem isthat of unreferenced storage. Considerthe following:
REAL, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: X
ALLOCATE( X(2000) )
If X is nullified or setto point somewhere else, withoutfirst deallocating it,thereis no way to refer
tothat block of memory,and soitcannot bereleased. The solutionisto deallocate a dynamic object
before modifying a pointerto it.

Array-valued functions
Sometimes one may wantto set up a function to return an array of varying size, but a function may
not be declared with the ALLOCATABLE attribute. However, a function may be declared with the
POINTER attribute, and this can achieve the same effect. The function Vector below returns its
array argument with elements sorted in ascending order.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, DIMENSION(10) :: X = (/ 3, 6, 9, -1, 56, 4, 6, 0, 0, 8 /)
PRINT '(20I3)', Vector( X )
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Vector( A )
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: Vector
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:) :: A
INTEGER I, J, T
ALLOCATE( Vector(SIZE(A)) ) ! allowed because Vector points
Vector = A
DO I = 1, SIZE(A)-1
DO J = I+1, SIZE(A)
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IF (Vector(I) > Vector(J)) THEN
T = Vector(J)
Vector(J) = Vector(I)
Vector(I) = T
END IF
END DO
END DO
END FUNCTION Vector
END
A problem with this example is that there seems to be no way (under FTN90 version 1.12) of
deallocating Vector.

Arrays of pointers
If you have been brought up on an exclusive diet of Fortran,it may never have occurred to you to
wanttothink about an array of pointers. Butthis could be usefulif you wanted,for example,to set
up an array of dynamic variables. Now there is no direct way of declaring an array of pointers in
Fortran 90. The obvious declaration (which is not allowed) would be
REAL, DIMENSION(100), POINTER :: X ! illegal
This, however, would mean that X is a pointerto an array pointerto array of 100 real elements, not
an array of 100 pointers. As we have seen,the correct syntax forthe above declaration is
REAL, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: X
Thisis more flexible, and allows you to allocatethe array size atruntime:
ALLOCATE( X(N) )
The solutionto our problem isto create atype with a pointer component,and then to declare arrays
of thattype.

Representation of a triangular matrix
For example, each row of a lower-triangular matrix may be represented by a dynamic array of
increasing size. Run the following example,which is adapted from Metcalf and Reid:
TYPE ROW
REAL, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: R
END TYPE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: N = 4
TYPE (ROW), DIMENSION(N) :: S, T ! arrays of type ROW,
! i.e. matrices
DO I = 1, N
ALLOCATE (T(I) % R(1:I))
! row of T
END DO
DO I = 1, N
T(I) % R(1:I) = 1
END DO
S = T
DO I = 1, N
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! allocate storage for each

! assign values to matrix T
! array assignment

S(I) % R(:I) = 2
END DO
DO I = 1, N
PRINT*, T(I) % R(:I)
END DO

! assign values to matrix S

! print matrix T

You may be surprised to find that T has taken the value ofS. Thisis because the assignment
S = T
involves structures whose components are pointers. The rule is that pointer assignment occurs for
the pointer components. The above assignment istherefore equivalentto the pointer assignments
S(I) % R => T(I) % R
forallthe components.Since allthe components of S and T are pointers,thiseffectively makes S an
alias of T, which is why T takes the same value as S inthe above example.
Note thatthisrepresentation uses only halfthe storage of conventionaltwo-dimensional arrays.

Sorting structures
We saw in Chapter 12 how to use a key fileto sortstructure variables on a particular component,in
order to reduce the amount of swopping involved. An alternative approach is to use an "array" of
pointers,set up as an array ofstructures with a pointer component, as described above.
The following program, which is discussed below,readsfourrecordsfrom a directaccessfile. Each
record holds a structure variable withtwo components:a student'sname and a mark. W e wantto sort
the studentsinto an order ofmerit.
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NameLen = 20
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: MaxStu = 100
TYPE KeyPointer
TYPE (StudentRecord), POINTER :: Key
END TYPE KeyPointer
TYPE StudentRecord
CHARACTER (NameLen) Name
INTEGER
Mark
END TYPE StudentRecord
TYPE (KeyPointer), DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: Pointers
TYPE (StudentRecord), DIMENSION(MaxStu), TARGET :: Student
INTEGER
I, TotRecs
INTEGER
StuLen
INTEGER
:: StuRecFile = 2 ! unit for StudentRecord file
INQUIRE (IOLENGTH = StuLen) Student(1)
OPEN (StuRecFile, FILE = 'student.rec', STATUS = 'OLD', &
ACCESS = 'DIRECT', RECL = StuLen)
TotRecs = 4
ALLOCATE( Pointers(TotRecs) )
DO I = 1, TotRecs
READ (StuRecFile, REC = I) Student(I)
Pointers(I) % Key => Student(I) ! aliases to each Student(I)
END DO
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CALL BUBBLE_SORT( Pointers )
PRINT*, 'Order of merit using pointers:'
PRINT*
DO I = 1, TotRecs
PRINT '(A20, I3)', Pointers(I) % Key
END DO

! print merit list

CLOSE (2)
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE BUBBLE_SORT( X )
TYPE (KeyPointer), DIMENSION (:), INTENT(INOUT) :: X
TYPE (KeyPointer) Temp
! temp for swop
...
DO J = 1, SIZE(X) - K
! fewer tests on each pass
IF (X(J) % Key % Mark < X(J+1) % Key % Mark) THEN
...
END SUBROUTINE
END

!list

Pointers is an array of type KeyPointer, which has a single component, pointing to
StudentRecord.Ithasthe ALLOCATABLE attributesothata dynamic array may be created. We
could have declared Pointers withthe POINTER attribute;however,we do not needthisattribute
forthe array — only forthe component.
Since we wantto set up Pointers as aliases of the array Student, Student m ust have the
TARGET attribute.
The ALLOCATE statement sets up a dynamic array Pointers with four elements (in this case).
The Ith record from the file is read into Student(I), which is aliased by Pointers(I) %
Key. The array Pointers is passed to the subroutine BUBBLE_SORT. Only the lines which differ
from the version in Chapter 9 are given here. Notethatthe number of elementsin Pointers does
not have to be passed;thisisobtained directly with SIZE.
The sorting is done on Pointers(I) % Key % Mark instead of Student(I) % Mark.
This meansthatatthe end ofthe sort, Pointers(I) % Key willpointtothe student record with
the highest mark,because ofthe aliasrelationship. Note alsothatthe ordinary assignmentsinvolving
Temp and X actually involve pointer assignments of their Key components, again because of the
alias set up.
If you are confused by this(and who wouldn'tbe?) convince yourselfthatalist oftwo records will
be correctly ordered by drawing some diagrams ofthe aliases.
Note thatthis approach uses more memory than a key file,sincethe studentrecords must be in the
array Student to maintain the aliases.

13.2. Linked Lists
One of the classical and most powerful applications of pointers is in setting up and manipulating
linked lists. It is also one ofthe most difficultto understand —I usually have to resort to drawing a
lot of diagrams before I can follow whatis going on. A thorough study of linked lists and related
topics such as binary trees is beyond the scope of this book, and not in keeping with its ethos, so
only relatively simple examples will be given here.
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The basicideaisto representa list of values with a chain of dynamic variables,alllinked together
(asan alternative,say,to an array). Each ofthese variables should hold a value,and also point to the
next variable in the chain. Such a variableis called a node.Itcould havetwo components: a value,
and a pointerto another node. Fortran 90 allows the following rather curious type definition:
TYPE NODE
INTEGER Value
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: Next
END TYPE NODE
A variable of thistype is usually represented as follows, the top box being for the value, and the
bottom one for the pointertothe next node:

We will declare two variables ofthistype:
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: Current, L
Current isthe name of a general node, while L marksthe end ofthelist. Thetwo mostimportant
things about a linked listare whereitstarts and whereit ends. We could have a separate pointerto
mark the beginning ofthelist,butthis can also be done with a null pointer(sincethis can be tested
for).Initially, the list will be empty, so L should pointto both the beginning and the end. This is
effected by initially nullifying L:
NULLIFY( L )
The null pointeris usually represented by the symbol for earthing an electrical conductor:

Let's now set up a list with one node, containing the integer value Num. Firstly, dynamic storage
must be allocated for Current:
ALLOCATE( Current )
Next, give itavalue (that's easy):
Current % Value = Num
Finally, and thisisthe only reallytricky part, we must arrange for L to pointto the end ofthe list.
W hereisthat? Well,thelast(and only node)addedis Current, so L must pointto(be an alias of)
Current:
L => Current
Ifthe value ofNum is 1,the situation now looks like this:

This process can be repeated aslong as you like. The following piece of code willsetup alinkedlist
by reading numbers from the keyboard until a zero is entered:
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DO WHILE (Num /= 0)
READ*, Num
IF (Num /= 0) THEN
ALLOCATE( Current )
! new node
Current % Value = Num
Current % Next => L
! point it to previous node
L => Current
! update end of list
END IF
END DO
If,for example,the values 1,2, 3 are entered in that order,the listlooks as shown in Figure 13.1.
Having set up thelist,the nextthingisto traverse itand printallthe values. Thisis psychologically
satisfying,becauseit'ssometimes hardto believethelistis reallytherein memory,since none ofthe
nodes have names. Thisis whereitisimportantto know wherethe end ofthelistis—L pointstoit.
So we start by making our general node Current an alias of L:
Current => L
Then we printthe valueinthatnode,and make Current an alias ofthe next node, whichis pointed
to by Current % Next:
PRINT*, Current % Value
Current => Current % Next
How do we detect the beginning of the list? Remember that the pointer in the first node (at the
beginning ofthelist)is null—thiscan betestedfor,sothe abovetwo statementscan be enclosedin a
DO WHILE loop:
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(Current))
PRINT *, Current % Value
Current => Current % Next ! now make Current alias of next node
END DO
Current is only nullafterthe lastexecution oftheloop, when itis made an alias ofthe pointerin
the first node. This process demonstrates how importantitis to have the pointer L pointing to the
end ofthe list— otherwise you could never find it.
One of the advantages of using a linked listis thatit can be disposed of when no longer needed,
releasing valuable memory. This may be done as we traversethe listfrom the end, although now a
little more "housekeeping" isrequired.

Once again, make Current an alias ofthe end ofthe list:
Current => L
You might be tempted to deallocate Current straight away. However,if you look at Figure 13.1
you willseethatthisisa prescriptionfor disaster. Withthe lastnoderemoved,thelinktothe second
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last one is broken, and it consequently can never be found. So before deallocating Current, the
end marker L should be made to pointtothe second last node:
L => Current % Next
Now Current may be safely deallocated,and the general node Current made an alias for the
new end ofthe list:
Current => L
This process must be carried out aslong asthe end marker L is not null:
PRINT*, 'Deleting ...'
Current => L
! make Current alias of last node again
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(L))
L => Current % Next ! disconnect L from last node, and make it ..
! ... point to next one instead
PRINT*, Current % Value, ' is about to go' ! just to make sure
DEALLOCATE( Current )
Current => L
! alias of last remaining node
END DO
If you don't understand this, perhaps you should also resortto drawing some diagrams.
Before you go any further, you should put these pieces togetherin a working program to create a
linked list, printit,and dispose ofit.

13.3. Hidden Implementations of Abstract Data Types
One ofthe advantages of modulesisthatthe details oftheimplementation of an abstract data type
may be hidden from the user of a module. Allthe userissupplied withisthe name ofthe datatype
and subprograms for manipulatingit. This way,the details oftheimplementationinthe module may
be changed without affecting any code that usesthe module.
To illustratethis mostimportant principle,two modules are giveninthis section. One implements a
list of integers as a linked list;the otherimplements the list as a dynamic array. The only change
required in the driving main program isthe name ofthe module used.
The linked listimplementation is in the module ModLink. It is very similar to the example in
Section 13.2, but has some important differences, which are discussed below:
MODULE ModLink
! Implementation of abstract data type as a linked list
IMPLICIT NONE
PRIVATE NODE
TYPE NODE
INTEGER Value
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: Next
END TYPE NODE
TYPE LIST
PRIVATE
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: End
END TYPE LIST
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Dispose( L )
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: Current
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TYPE (LIST) L
Current => L % End
! start at the end
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(L % End))
L % End => Current % Next ! update the end before disposing
PRINT*, Current % Value, ' is about to go'
DEALLOCATE( Current )
Current => L % End
! alias of last node again
END DO
END SUBROUTINE Dispose
SUBROUTINE Insert( L, Num )
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: Current
TYPE (LIST) L
INTEGER Num
ALLOCATE( Current )
! new node
Current % Value = Num
Current % Next => L % End
! point it to previous node
L % End => Current
! update the end of the list
END SUBROUTINE Insert
SUBROUTINE PrintList( L )
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: Current
TYPE (LIST) L
! Start at the end now
PRINT*, 'From the end:'
Current => L % End
! alias of last node
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(Current))
PRINT *, Current % Value
Current => Current % Next
! alias of next node
END DO
END SUBROUTINE PrintList
SUBROUTINE SetUp( L )
TYPE (LIST) L
NULLIFY( L % End )
END SUBROUTINE SetUp

! list is empty at first

END MODULE ModLink
The mostimportant difference is that our pointer L of Section 13.2, which marked the end of the
linked list,is now specified with a derived type LIST. This is to enable a user of the module to
declare a variable of thistype to name his list, without needing to know precisely how the type is
defined. All occurrences of L inthe coding in Section 13.2 musttherefore be replaced by L % End.
The PRIVATE specifications mean thatthe type NODE isinaccessible outsidethe module,and that
the user will not have access tothe internalstructure oftype LIST.
W.S. Brainerd, C.H. Goldberg and J.C. Adams,Brainerd,Goldberg and Adams Programmers' Guide
to Fortran 90 (McGraw-Hill,1990) suggestthatthe subroutine SetUp be written as a function,to
return a null pointerto head the list,
FUNCTION SetUp()
TYPE (LIST) SetUp
NULLIFY (SetUp % End)
END FUNCTION SetUp
which isinvoked in the accessing program as follows:
L = SetUp()
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where L is oftype LIST. This,however,is notallowed underthe FTN90 compiler(it willnotreturn
a null pointer).
To use thisimplementation of alist,allthatis needed is amain program like the following:
PROGRAM TestList
USE ModLink
! linked list implementation
IMPLICIT NONE
TYPE (LIST) L
INTEGER :: Num = 1
CALL SetUp( L )
DO WHILE (Num /= 0)
READ*, Num
IF (Num /= 0) THEN
CALL Insert( L, Num )
END IF
END DO
CALL PrintList( L )
CALL Dispose( L )

! always tidy up afterwards!

END PROGRAM TestList
By contrast,the module ModArray implementsthe list as a dynamic array:
MODULE ModArray
! Implementation of abstract data type LIST as a dynamic array
IMPLICIT NONE
TYPE LIST
PRIVATE
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: Elements ! dynamic storage
END TYPE LIST
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Dispose( L )
TYPE (LIST) :: L
DEALLOCATE( L % Elements )
END SUBROUTINE Dispose
SUBROUTINE Insert( L, Num )
TYPE (LIST) :: L
INTEGER, DIMENSION( SIZE( L % Elements ) ) :: OldL
INTEGER N, Num
OldL = L % Elements
DEALLOCATE ( L % Elements )
N = SIZE(OldL)
N = N + 1
ALLOCATE( L % Elements(N) )
L % Elements = OldL
L % Elements(N) = Num
END SUBROUTINE Insert
SUBROUTINE PrintList( L )
TYPE (LIST), TARGET :: L
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: P
INTEGER I
P => L % Elements
PRINT*, 'From the end:'

! note TARGET attribute
! convenient alias
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PRINT*, (P(I), I = SIZE(P), 1, -1 )
END SUBROUTINE PrintList
SUBROUTINE SetUp( L )
TYPE (LIST) :: L
ALLOCATE( L % Elements(0) )
END SUBROUTINE SetUp

! size zero at first

END MODULE ModArray
The type LIST now has a component which is a pointerto a dynamic array(alsoinaccessibletothe
user).
Insert uses the technique of Chapter 9 to increase the size of a dynamic array by one element
each time a new value is added.
PrintList uses an alias P to refer to the dynamic array purely for convenience. Note that the
TARGET attribute ofthe derived type L is conferred on its component.
To use this implementation, all you have to do is to change the second line of the main program
TestList to
USE ModArray

! dynamic array implementation

We have seen inthissection that modules with derived types can hide implementation detailsfrom
the user. Type definitions and coding in the module procedures may be changed without affecting
any code which uses the modules.

Chapter 13 Summary
•

A pointervariable hasthe POINTER attribute,and may pointto(be an alias of)a variable ofthe
same type, which has the TARGET attribute.

•

An aliasis simply another name for an object.

•

Pointer assignment (=>) setsup or changes an alias.

•

Ordinary assignment of pointer variables operates on theiraliases.

•

A pointer may be in one ofthree states: undefined, null, or associated.

•

The NULLIFY statement puts a pointer into the null state. This may be tested for with the
ASSOCIATED intrinsic function.

•

The ASSOCIATED intrinsicfunction ascertains whether a pointeris an alias of some object or
whetheritis null.Itcan also determine whether a pointeris an alias of aparticulartarget.

•

An ordinary variableis allocated static storage at compiletime.

•

A dynamic variableis allocated dynamic storage atrun time.

•

A dynamic variableis created with the ALLOCATE statement and referenced with a pointer.

•

Dynamic memory isreleased with DEALLOCATE.

•

A dynamic array can have eitherthe ALLOCATABLE or POINTER attribute.Its rank must be
specified, but its bounds must be left undefined until an ALLOCATE statement has been
executed forit.

•

Arrays of pointers may not be declared directlyin Fortran 90. However,a derived type may be
defined with a pointer component, and an array of such atype can be declared.

•

Implementation details of abstract datatypes may be hidden in modules.

Chapter 13 Exercises
13.1
Write some lines of code which setup two pointers P1 and P2 as aliases ofthe integers I
and J respectively.
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Now write some additional code which effectively makes P1 an alias of J and P2 an alias of I,
without referring to I and J explicitly.
13.2
Set up an array of structure variables with a single pointer component,and arrange foritto
pointto an array ofinteger values, suitably initialized.
Referring onlytothe "array" of pointers,use a Bubble Sortto sorttheinteger valuesinto ascending
order, and printthe sorted list.
13.3
Set up an upper-triangular matrix of N rows and columns, with each row represented by a
dynamic array of pointers.
13.4
Writea program to set up a linkedlist ofinteger values,read from the keyboard, printthe
list,and dispose ofit.
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Chapter 14 Introduction
An extremely powerful application of modern computers is in simulation. A simulation is a
computer experiment which mirrors some aspect of the real world that appears to be based
on random processes, or is too complicated to understand properly. (Whether events can
be really random is actually a philosophical or theological question.) Some examples are:
radio-active decay, bacteria division and traffic flow. The essence of a simulation program
is that the programmer is unable to predict before-hand exactly what the outcome of the
program will be, which is true to the event being simulated. For example, when you spin a
coin, you do not know exactly what the result will be.
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14.1. Random Number Generation
The intrinsic subroutine RANDOM_NUMBER( R ) may be used to simulate random events. It
generates
a
uniformly
distributed
pseudo-random
number
in
the
range
2
3
M = W ( L − a ) [ aL − x( L + 2a )] / L (0 ≤ x ≤ a),
M = Wa 2 [ aL − 2L2 + x( 3L − 2a )] / L3 ( a ≤ x ≤ L ). . (A computer cannot generate truly random
numbers, butthey can be practically unpredictable.) R may be a scalar or an array, butit must be
real. E.g.

REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: R
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
PRINT '(E14.7)', R
Output:
0.1077691E-01
0.1275343E00
0.4685287E00
0.5612317E00
0.6204859E00
0.5067996E00
0.7804365E00
0.7967151E00
0.3911508E00
0.7211771E-01
Of courseif you re-usethis piece of code again,you willgetexactlythe same sequence of "random"
numbers, which israther disappointing (and nottruetolife,as every gambler knows). To produce a
different sequence each time,the generator can be seeded in a number of ways. Here's one way:
INTEGER Count
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: R
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed
CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
Seed = Count
CALL RANDOM_SEED( PUT = Seed )
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
PRINT '(E14.7)', R
The intrinsicsubroutine SYSTEM_CLOCK returnsinitsfirst(integer) argumentthe current value of
the system clock. A second optional argumentreturns the number of clock counts per second.
RANDOM_SEED has an optional dum my argument PUT. This is a rank-one integer array which is
usedtoresetthe seed (Seed) forrandom number generation.It may be supplied directly by the user
with a READ statement, orit may be generateditselffrom the system clock, as in this example. As
long asthe system clock keeps on ticking, you will get differentresults every time you run this code.

14.2. Spinning Coins
W hen a fair(unbiased) coin is spun,the probability of getting heads or tailsin 0.5 (50%). Since a
value returned by RANDOM_NUMBER is equally likely to anywhere in the interval [0, 1) we can
represent heads,say, with a value lessthan 0.5; otherwise it will be tails.
Suppose an experiment callsfora cointo be spun 50 times,andtheresultsrecorded.In reallife you
arelikelyto wanttorepeatsuch an experimenta number of times;thisis where computer simulation
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ishandy. The following program simulatesspinning a coin 50 times,and repeatsthe simulation five
times:
INTEGER Count, I
REAL, DIMENSION(50) :: R
CHARACTER(1), DIMENSION(50) :: COINS
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed
CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
Seed = Count
DO I = 1, 5
CALL RANDOM_SEED( PUT = Seed )
PRINT*, Seed
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
WHERE (R < 0.5)
COINS = 'H'
ELSEWHERE
COINS = 'T'
END WHERE
PRINT '(50A1)', COINS
CALL RANDOM_SEED( GET = Seed )
END DO
END
Output:
HHTTTHTTHHHHTTHHHTTTTTTHTTHTHTTHTTTHHTHTTHHHTTTHHT
HTHTTTHTTHHTHTTTTHTHHTHHHTTTTHTTTTTTTTTHTTHTTTTHHT
TTTHTTHHHTTHTTTHHHTTHHHTTTTHTHHHTTHTHTTHHTTHHHHHTT
HTHTHHTHHHHHTTHTHTTTHHHHHTTHHTTTHTTTTHHHHTHHTTTTHH
HTHHTHHHTHTHHTHHTHTTHHHTHTTHTTTTHHHTHHTHTTTTTTTHTH
The initial seed is once again generated by the system clock, and RANDOM_SEED is used to seed
each simulation. Atthe end ofeach simulation, another optional argument GET is used to set Seed
tothe currentvalue oftheseed (eachtime a random numberis generatedthe seedisresetinternally).
This means that an unbroken sequence of random seeds is used for the entire set of simulations
(theoretically,thisis preferable to reseeding the process with the system clock for each simulation).
Note the use of the WHERE construct to generate the array of results COINS from the array of
random numbers R.
Note also that it should be impossible in principle to tell from the output alone whether the
experiment was simulated orreal(ifthe random number generatoris sufficiently random).

14.3. Rolling Dice
W hen a fair die (plural "dice")is rolled,the number uppermostis equally likely to be any integer
from 1 to 6. The following program segment simulates 20 rolls of a die. The output from two
successive runsis shown.
INTEGER Count
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: R
INTEGER, DIMENSION(20) :: Num
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed
CALL
Seed
CALL
CALL
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SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
= Count
RANDOM_SEED( PUT = Seed )
RANDOM_NUMBER( R )

Num = INT( 6 * R + 1 )
PRINT '(20I3)', Num

! applies to every element

Output:
2
3

1
6

4
4

2
5

5
3

4
4

3
2

4
1

3
3

4
4

3
4

4
1

6
5

4
5

4
2

6
2

2
6

3
5

6
3

2
4

If R is arealvalueintherange[0,1), 6 * R willbeintherange[0,6),and 6 * R + 1 willbein
therange [1, 7),i.e. between 1.000000 and 6.999999. Discarding the decimal part ofthis with INT
will give an integerinthe required range.
Note thatthe array R can be transformed into the array Num in a single statement.
Once again,initializing the seed ensuresthatthe two runs are different.
We can do statistics on oursimulated experiment,justasifit were arealone. For example, we could
estimate the mean of the number on the uppermostface when the dieis rolled 100 times, say, and
also the probability of getting a 6 (notethat R is a scalar now, not an array):
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Throws = 100
INTEGER Count, I, Num
REAL :: Num6, Mean, R
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed
CALL
Seed
CALL
Mean

SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
= Count
RANDOM_SEED( PUT = Seed )
= 0

DO I = 1, 20
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
Num = INT( 6 * R + 1 )
Mean = Mean + Num
IF (Num == 6) Num6 = Num6 + 1
END DO
PRINT '("Mean:
PRINT '("Chances of a 6:
END

", F6.2)', Mean / Throws
", F6.2)', Num6 / Throws

Output from two successive runs:
Mean:
Chances of a 6:

3.32
0.17

Mean:
Chances of a 6:

3.62
0.18

Run the program a number oftimes,increasing the value of Throws each time, and observe what
happens tothe mean and the chances of getting a 6.

14.4. Bacteria Division
Ifa faircoinisspun, or a fairdieisrolled,the different events(e.g. getting "heads", or a 6) happen
with equallikelihood. Suppose, however,thata certaintype of bacteria divides(intotwo)in a given
time interval with a probability of 0.75 (75%), and that ifit does not divide,it dies. Since a value
generated by RANDOM_NUMBER is equallylikelyto be anywhere between 0 and 1,the chances ofit
being lessthan 0.75 are 75%. We can therefore simulatethis situation as follows:
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CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
IF (R < 0.75) THEN
PRINT*, Count, R, "I am now we"
ELSE
PRINT*, Count, R, "I am no more"
END IF
The basic principle of simulation is that one random number should be generated for each event
being simulated. The single event here is whether or notthe bacterium divides.

14.5. A Random Walk
A drunken sailor hasto negotiate a jettytoward his ship. The jettyis 50 paceslong and 20 wide. A
mate places him in the middle ofthejetty atthe quay-end,and points him towardthe ship. Suppose
at every step he has a 60% chance oflurching toward the ship, but a 20% chance oflurching to the
left orright(he manages alwaysto be facing the ship).If he reachesthe ship-end ofthejetty, he is
hauled aboard by waiting mates. The problem is to simulate his progress along the jetty, and to
estimate his chances of getting tothe ship withoutfallingintothe sea. To do this correctly, we must
simulate one random walk along the jetty, find out whether or not he reaches the ship, and then
repeatthissimulation 100times,say. The proportion ofsimulationsthatend withthe sailorsafelyin
theship willbe an estimate ofhischances of makingittothe ship. For a given walk we assume that
ifhe has not eitherreachedthe ship orfallenintothe sea after,say, 10000 steps, he dies ofthirst on
the jetty.
To representthe jetty, we set up co-ordinates so thatthe x-axis runs along the middle of the jetty
withthe originatthe quay-end. x and y are measuredin steps. The sailorstarts his walk atthe origin
each time. The structure plan, program and output from two successive runs are as follows:
1.
2.

3.

Initialize
variables
simulated
walks
down
the
jetty
Start
at
the
quay-end
of
the
jetty
While
still on the jetty and still alive repeat:
Get a random
number R for the next step
If
R
<
0.6
then
Move
forward
(to
the
ship)
Otherwise
if
R
<
0.8
then
Move
port
(left)
Otherwise
Move
starboard
If
he
got
to
the
ship
then
Count
that
walk
as
a
success
Compute and print estimated probability ofreaching the ship

Repeat
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PROGRAM DrunkenSailor
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: Count

!
!
INTEGER :: NSafe = 0
!
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed !
INTEGER :: Sims = 1000
!
INTEGER :: Steps = 0
!
!
INTEGER :: Walks
!
INTEGER :: X, Y
!
REAL
:: PShip
!
REAL
:: R
!
CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
Seed = Count
CALL RANDOM_SEED( PUT = Seed )
DO Walks = 1, Sims
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system clock (to seed
random number)
number of times he makes it
seed for random number generator
number of simulations
number of steps taken on
a given walk
counter
position on jetty
probability of reaching ship
random number

! seed from system clock

Steps = 0; X = 0; Y = 0

! each new walk starts
! at the origin
DO WHILE (X <= 50 .AND. ABS(Y) <= 10 .AND. Steps < 10000)
Steps = Steps + 1
! that's another step
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
! random number for that step
IF (R < 0.6) THEN
! which way did he go?
X = X + 1
! maybe forward
ELSE IF (R < 0.8) THEN
Y = Y + 1
! maybe to port
ELSE
Y = Y - 1
! maybe to starboard
END IF
END DO
IF (X > 50) NSafe = NSafe + 1
END DO

! he actually made it

PShip = NSafe * 100.0 / Sims
! avoid integer division
PRINT '("Probability of reaching ship: ", F6.1, "%")', PShip
END PROGRAM DrunkenSailor
Output:
Probability of reaching ship:
Probability of reaching ship:

89.1%
87.8%

14.6. Dealing a Bridge Hand
Simulationisthe basis of mostcomputer games. The program in thissection simulates a deal of 13
playing cards from a pack of52.
The names ofthe four suits are assigned to elements 0 to 3 ofthe characterarray Suit, and the 13
face values are assigned to components 0 to 12 of the character array Value. Note that if a
character array is initialized with a constructor,the character constants in the constructor must be
blank-filled from the rightto make them allthe same length.
To deal a card,a random integerin the range 0 to 51 is generated,i.e.the 52 cards are represented
uniquely by the numbers 0 to 51. The main problem isthata given card may only be dealt once. To
ensure this, an integer array Check is set up. Allits elements are initially zero (meaning no cards
have been dealt yet). The function RanInt generates a random integer and assigns it to Num.
Check(Num) is checked.If itis stillzero, that card has not yet been dealt,so Num is putinto the
next element of Hand, and Check(Num) is setto 1. This indicates that card Num has now been
dealt.If Check(Num) already has the value 1 when Num comes up, it means that card Num has
already been dealt,so anotherrandom integeris generated. This process isrepeated 13 times, until
the array Hand contains 13 unique numbersin the range 0 to 51. This part ofthe problem may be
structure planned as follows:
Repeat
Get
Convert

it

to

a
an integer

Num

13
random
in the

Check(Num)
another
random
Set
Check(Num)
Assign Num to the next element of Hand.
While

Get

range

0
integer
to

0

times:
number
to 51

repeat:
Num
1
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To printthe hand of cards,each element of Hand issubjectedtointeger division by 13.The quotient
NS willbeinthe range 0 to 3 and givesthe suit. The remainder NV willbeinthe range 0 to 12, and
gives the face value. E.g. the number 43 on division by 13 gives a quotient of 4 (Clubs) and a
remainder of 3 (Six), as shown in the firstline of output afterthe program, which is as follows:
PROGRAM BridgeHand
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER(8), DIMENSION(0:3) :: Suit = (/ "Spades ", "Hearts ", &
"Diamonds", "Clubs
" /)
CHARACTER(5), DIMENSION(0:12) :: Value = (/ "Two ", "Three", &
"Four ", "Five ", "Six ", "Seven", "Eight", "Nine ", &
"Ten ", "Jack ", "Queen", "King ", "Ace " /)
INTEGER, DIMENSION(0:51) :: Check = 0
INTEGER
:: Card, Count, Num, NS, NV
INTEGER, DIMENSION(13) :: Hand
INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed
CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
Seed(1) = Count
CALL RANDOM_SEED( Put = Seed )
DO Card = 1, 13
! deal 13 cards
Num = RanInt()
DO WHILE (Check(Num) /= 0)
! already dealt ...
Num = RanInt()
! ... so try again
END DO
Check(Num) = 1
! tick it off
Hand(Card) = Num
NS = Hand(Card) / 13
NV = MOD( Hand(Card), 13 )
PRINT '(3A, T20, 3I5)', Value(NV), " of ", Suit(NS), &
Hand(Card), NS, NV
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION RanInt()
REAL R
INTEGER RanInt
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
RanInt = INT( 52 * R )
END FUNCTION RanInt
END
A different hand will be dealteverytime the program isrun. Hereis a sample hand (headings have
been inserted into the textfor clarity):
Hand
Six
Jack
Queen
Nine
Three
Two
Five
Three
Ace
Eight
Six
Ten
Six
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NS
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

NV
Clubs
Spades
Clubs
Diamonds
Diamonds
Clubs
Clubs
Clubs
Clubs
Diamonds
Hearts
Hearts
Spades

43
9
49
33
27
39
42
40
51
32
17
21
4

3
0
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
0

4
9
10
7
1
0
3
1
12
6
4
8
4

You may feelthatthe method of "shuffling"the cards withthe DO WHILE loop is very inefficient,
because as more cards are dealt, so the number of calls to RANDOM_NUMBER goes up. The
following code segment shuffles all 52 cards,by starting with a sorted pack (by initializing Hand),
and swopping them atrandom,ratherlike a Bubble Sort.
INTEGER, DIMENSION(52) :: Hand = (/ (I, I = 0, 51) /)
...
DO Card = 1, 52
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
Num = INT( 52 * R ) + 1
Temp = Hand(Num)
Hand(Num) = Hand(Card)
Hand(Card) = Temp
END DO
Notethat Num isnow intherange 1–52 sinceitrepresents the position of a cardratherthanthe card
itself.The only otherchangerequiredisthatHand must have 52 elements. With a few amendments,
a deal of allfour hands can now be printed (you can alsothink about sorting each hand beforeitis
printed,ratherlike players sorttheir cards after a deal).
You couldtest which ofthetwo shuffling methodsis more efficient by incrementing a counter each
time RANDOM_NUMBER is called. A number ofsampleruns wouldthen be neededto getan estimate
of the average number of calls.

14.7. Traffic Flow
A major application of simulation isin modelling the traffic flow in large cities,in orderto try out
differenttrafficlight patternson the computer beforeinflictingthem on therealtraffic(this has been
done on a large scalein Leeds in the United Kingdom, for example).In this example we look at a
very smallpartofthe problem: how to simulatetheflow of a singleline oftrafficthrough one set of
traffic lights. We make the following assumptions (you can make additional or different ones if
like):
1. Traffictravelsstraight, withoutturning.
2. The probability of a car arriving at the lights in any one second is independent of what
happened during the previous second. This iscalled a Poisson process. This probability (callit
p) may be estimated by watching cars attheintersection and monitoring theirarrival pattern.In
this simulation we take p = 0.3.
3. W hen thelightsare green,assume the cars movethrough at a steady rate of,say,eighteveryten
seconds.
4. Inthe simulation, we willtake the basictime intervalto be ten seconds,so we want a display
showing the length ofthe queue oftraffic (if any) atthe lights every ten seconds.
5. We willsetthe lights red or green for variable multiples often seconds.
For the sample run below the lights are red for 40 seconds (Red = 4), green for 20 seconds
(Green = 2). The simulation runs for 480 seconds (T = 48).
PROGRAM Traffic
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
:: Cars
INTEGER
:: Count
INTEGER
:: Green, Red
INTEGER
:: GreenTimer
INTEGER
:: Sec, Sim
INTEGER
:: RedTimer
INTEGER
:: T

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

number of cars in queue
system count
period lights are green/red
counter for green lights
counters
counter for red lights
period of simulation
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INTEGER, DIMENSION(1) :: Seed
REAL
REAL

:: P = 0.3
:: R

! probability a car arrives in any second
! random number

CHARACTER(1) :: Lights = "R"
T = 48; Red = 4; Green = 2
CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
Seed = Count
RedTimer = 0
GreenTimer = 0
Cars = 0

! lights are red at first
! parameters set
! cumulative counters initialized

DO Sim = 1, T
DO Sec = 1, 10
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER( R )
IF (R < P) Cars = Cars + 1
END DO
IF (Lights == "G") THEN
CALL Go
ELSE
CALL Stop
END IF
END DO

! run for T 10-sec intervals
! another car arrives

CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Go
! Lights are green here
GreenTimer = GreenTimer + 1
Cars = Cars - 8
IF (Cars < 0) Cars = 0
CALL PrintQ
IF (GreenTimer == Green) THEN
Lights = "R"
GreenTimer = 0
END IF
END SUBROUTINE Go

!
!
!
!

advance green timer
let 8 cars through
may have been less than 8!
display traffic queue

! change lights ...
! ... and reset timer

SUBROUTINE PrintQ
! print the queue of cars
INTEGER I
PRINT '(I3, 2X, A1, 2X, 70A1)', Sim, Lights, ('*', I = 1, Cars)
END SUBROUTINE PrintQ
SUBROUTINE Stop
! Lights are red here
RedTimer = RedTimer + 1
CALL PrintQ
IF (RedTimer == Red) THEN
Lights = "G"
RedTimer = 0
END IF
END SUBROUTINE Stop
END
Output:
1
2
3
4
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R
R
R
R

***
********
***********
*************

! advance red timer
! display traffic queue
! change lights ...
! ... and reset timer

5
6
7
8
9
10
...
45
46
47
48

G
G
R
R
R
R

**********
****
******
******
********
*********

R
R
G
G

*************************
***************************
*********************
**************

From this particularrunitseems thatatrafficjam is building up, although more and longerruns are
needed to seeifthisisreally so.Inthat case,one can experiment with different periods forred and
greenlightsin orderto getan acceptabletraffic pattern beforesettingthereallightstothatcycle(try
it). This is the great value of this sort of simulation. Of course, we can get closer to reality by
considering two-way traffic,and allowing carsto turn in both directions, and occasionallyto break
down, butthisprogram gives the basicideas.

Chapter 14 Summary
•

A simulation is a computer program written to mimic a real-life situation which is apparently
based on chance.

•

The pseudo-random number generator RANDOM_NUMBER returns a uniformly distributed
random numberinthe range [0, 1), and isthe basis ofthe simulations discussed in this chapter.

•

RANDOM_SEED enablesthe random number generatorto be seeded by the user. The seed may
be obtained from SYSTEM_CLOCK, which returns the system clock time.

•

Every independent event being simulated requires a separaterandom number.

Chapter 14 Exercises
14.1 In a game of Bingothe numbers 1to 99 are drawn atrandom from a bag. Writea program to
simulatethe draw ofthe numbers (each number can be drawn only once), printing them ten to aline.
14.2
One-dimensional random walk: A gas moleculeis constrained to move along the x-axis.It
starts at the origin. It moves randomly a large number of times, to the left or right (with equal
probability), one unit at a time. Letthe frequency F(X) be the number of times itis at position X.
Write a program to compute these frequencies, and to print a bar chart representing them. Assume
thatthe molecule never moves outside the range -Xmax to Xmax.
14.3
RANDOM_NUMBER can be used to estimate π as follows (such a method is called a Monte
Carlo method). Write a program which generates random points in a square of length 2, say, and
which counts what proportion ofthese pointsfallsinsidethe circle of unitradiusthatfitsexactlyinto
the square. This proportion will be the ratio of the area of the circle to that of the square. Hence
estimate π.(Thisis not a very efficient method, as you willsee from the number of pointsrequired
to get even a rough approximation.)
14.4

The aim of this exerciseisto simulate bacteria growth.

Suppose that acertain type ofbacteria divides or dies according to the following assumptions:
1. during a fixed time interval, called a generation, a single bacterium divides into two identical
replicas with probability p;
2. ifit does not divide during thatinterval,it dies (i.e.ceasesto be, "shuffles offthis mortal coil");
3. the offspring (called daughters) will divide or die during the next generation,independently of
the past history (there may well be no offspring,in which case the colony becomes extinct).
Start with a singleindividualand write a program which simulates a number of generations. Take p
= 0.75. The number of generations which you can simulate will depend on your computer system.
Carry outalarge number(e.g.100) ofsuch simulations. The probability of ultimate extinction, p(E),
may be estimated asthe proportion of simulationsthat end in extinction. You can also estimatethe
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mean size ofthe nth generation from a large number ofsimulations. Compare your estimate withthe
n

theoretical mean of (2 p) .
Statisticaltheoryshows thatthe expected value ofthe extinction probability p(E)isthe smaller of 1,

and (1-p)/p. So for p = 0.75, p(E) is expected to be 1/3. Butfor p ≤ 0.5 , p(E) is expected to be 1,
which meansthatextinctioniscertain(arather unexpectedresult). You can use your program totest
thistheory by running itfor different values of p, and estimating p(E) in each case.
14.5
Dribblefire Jets Inc. make two types of aeroplane, the two-engined DFII, and the fourengined DFIV. The engines areterribleand fail with probability 0.5 on a standardflight(the engines
failindependently of each other). The manufacturers claim thatthe planes can flyif atleast half of
their engines are working,i.e.the DFII willcrash only if bothits enginesfail, whilethe DFIV will
crash if allfour,orif any three engines fail.
You have been com missioned by the Civil Aviation Board to ascertain which ofthe two modelsis
lesslikely to crash. Since parachutes are expensive,the cheapest(and safest!) way to do thisisto
simulate a large number of flights of each model. For example, two calls of RANDOM_NUMBER
could represent one standard DFII flight: if both random numbers are less than 0.5, that flight
crashes, otherwise it doesn't. Write a program which simulates a large number of flights of both
models,and estimatesthe probability of a crashin each case.If you can run enough simulations,you
may get a surprising result. (Incidentally,the probability of n engines failing on a given flight is
given by the binomial distribution, but you do not need to use thisfactinthe simulation.)
14.6
Two players, A and B,play a game called Eights. They simulation:game of eightstakeitin
turnsto choose a number 1, 2 or 3, which may not be the same as the last number chosen (so if A
starts with 2, B may only choose 1 or 3 atthe next move).A starts,and may choose any ofthethree
numbers for the first move. After each move, the number chosen is added to a common running
total.Ifthetotalreaches 8 exactly,the player whoseturnitwas winsthe game.Ifa playercausesthe
totalto go over 8,the other player wins. Forexample,suppose A starts with 1 (total 1),B chooses 2
(total 3), A chooses 1 (total4) and B chooses 2 (total 6).A wouldliketo play 2 now,to win, but he
can'tbecause B cunningly played it on thelast move,so A chooses 1 (total 7). Thisis even smarter,
because B isforced to play 2 or 3, making the total go over 8 and thereby losing.
Write a program to simulate each player's chances of winning,ifthey always play atrandom.
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Chapter 15 Introduction
In this chapter we look at how to write programs to solve problems involving matrices, with
examples from such areas as linear algebra, networks, population dynamics, and Markov
processes.
The applications introduced here follow on from Chapter 9, where one-dimensional (rankone) arrays were discussed (such arrays are also called vectors). In this chapter we deal
with arrays having more than one subscript, or multi-dimensional arrays. Although up to
seven dimensions are allowed in Fortran, we will discuss only two-dimensional arrays here,
since these are the most common. An array with two subscripts can represent a table of
numbers, since one subscript (usually the first) can label the rows in the table, while the
second subscript labels the columns. This is also the convention adopted for matrices.
Tables and matrices look exactly the same, but since matrices are used in mathematical
applications, we will deal with them separately.
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15.1. Tables: A Concrete Example
A ready-mix concretecompany hasthreefactories(S1, S2 and S3) which mustsupplythree building
sites(D1, D2 and D3). The costs,in some suitable currency, oftransporting a load of concretefrom
any factory to any site are given by the costtable in Figure 15.1.

Figure 15.1 Cost table

The factories can supply 4, 12 and 8 loads per day respectively, and the sites require 10, 9 and 5
loads per day respectively. Therealproblem istofindthe cheapest waytosatisfythe demands atthe
sites, but we are not considering that here.
Suppose the factory manager proposes the following transportation scheme (each entry represents
the number ofloads of concrete to be transported along thatparticularroute):

This sort of scheme is called a solution to the transportation problem. The cost table (and the
solution) canthen be represented by tables C and X,say,where cij isthe entryin row i and column
j ofthe costtable, with a similar convention for X.
To computethe cost ofthe above solution,each entryinthe solutiontable must be multiplied by the
corresponding entryinthe costtable. This operationis notto be confused with matrix multiplication,
which is discussed below. We therefore want to calculate
3 x 4 + 12 x 0 + ... + 24 x 5.
The following program will do whatisrequired:
INTEGER, DIMENSION(3,3) :: C, X
DATA ((C(I, J), J = 1,3), I = 1,3) &
/ 3, 12, 10, 17, 18, 35, 7, 10, 24 /
DATA ((X(I, J), J = 1,3), I = 1,3) / 4, 0, 0, 6, 6, 0, 0, 3, 5 /
TotCost = 0
DO I = 1, 3
DO J = 1, 3
TotCost = TotCost + C(I,J) * X(I,J)
END DO
END DO
PRINT*, "Total cost:", TotCost
END
There are a number ofimportant pointsto note.
•

In Fortran 90terms,the arrays C and X havetwo dimensions(ranktwo).Each dimension has an
extent of 3, and the shape ofthe arrays is(3,3).

•

You might be wondering whythe DATA statements needimplied DO loops. Wouldn'titbe much
simplerto say
DATA C / 3, 12, 10, 17, 18, 35, 7, 10, 24 /
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This raises an extremely important point, which has caused many a programmer to come to
grief. Certain Fortran statements,such as DATA, READ and PRINT treatthe elements of multidimensional arrays in a particular order when the array is referenced by its name only. This
orderiscalled the array element order, and isobtained by changingthe left-most subscript most
rapidly. This is the reverse of odometer order, where the right-most subscript changes most
rapidly, and which is used in many otherlanguages.
As a result, the briefer form of the DATA statement used in this note is equivalent to the
following assignments:
C(1,1)
C(2,1)
C(3,1)
C(1,2)
C(2,2)
C(3,2)
C(1,3)
C(2,3)
C(3,3)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

3
12
10
17
18
35
7
10
24

Although it makes no difference to the answer here, the table is not represented by the
conventionalrow-column order depicted in Figure 15.1.Itistherefore always necessary to use
implied DO loops when initializing or reading multi-dimensional arrays ifthe datais presented
by rows.
•

As an alternativetothe DATA statement,the arrays could have been readfrom the keyboard, or
a file, e.g.
READ*, ((C(I, J), J = 1,3), I = 1,3)

assuming the datato be in row order.
•

An array constructor may only be used to initialize a one-dimensional array. However, the
intrinsic function RESHAPE may be used to initialize a multi-dimensional array from an array
constructor, asshown in Chapter 9.

•

Fortran 90 provides a neater way of calculating the total cost of the transport scheme above.
Since the intrinsic operators, when applied to arrays, operate on all elements of the array,the

c x

operation C * X willreturnthe (3, 3) array with elements ij ij . The intrinsic function SUM
returns the (scalar) sum of allthe elements ofits array argument. Therefore the single statement
SUM( C * X )
will calculatethe total cost. Try it out.

15.2. Graphs Without Graphics
Standard Fortran 90 does not provide outputto graphics devices,such as a PC graphicsscreen. The
module GraphMod described inthissection enables you to draw a rough graph of any function on
the standard output device (e.g.the PC text screen or printer).
As an example,suppose you want to draw the graph ofthe function

y( t ) = e −0.05t sin t

over the range 0 ≤ t ≤ 4π ,in steps of π / 20 .There are two subroutines in
the module which you need to call. The firstis SetWindow(Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax),
which sets upthe world co-ordinates of yourproblem,i.e.therectangularregion of your co-ordinate
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system which will be plotted. So if you want a verticalrange between–1 and 1, call SetWindow
with the following arguments:
CALL SetWindow( 0.0, 4 * Pi, -1.0, 1.0 )
Note thatthe arguments must be real(integer constants will cause an error).
You then need to set up two one-dimensional arrays X and Y, say, in general, where X(I) and
Y(I) are the x and y co-ordinates ofthe ith pointto be plotted.(In this example the x co-ordinate
will be t.) Finally, you need to supply the plotting symbol,and atitle. E.g.
CALL Grapher( X, Y, "#", "Damped Oscillations" )
where # isthe plotting symbol,and "Damped Oscillations" isthe title.
The complete main program to draw this graph isthen:
PROGRAM DrawGraph
USE GraphMod
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NPts = 80
INTEGER I
REAL, PARAMETER
:: Pi
= 3.1415927
REAL dt, T
REAL X(NPts), Y(NPts)
T = 0
dt = Pi / 20.0
DO I = 1, NPts
Y(I) = EXP(-0.05 * T) * SIN(T)
X(I) = T
T = T + dt
END DO
CALL SetWindow( 0.0, 4 * Pi, -1.0, 1.0 )
! real arguments
CALL Grapher( X, Y, "#", "Damped Oscillations" )
END PROGRAM DrawGraph
Figure 15.2 Output generated by Grapher
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The outputis shown in Figure 15.2. Note thatthe x- and y-axes are also drawn.
We need now to discuss the module, beginning with the mathematics required to transform the
general point y(x)into a position on the screen or printer.
The plotting is done essentially by printing a two-dimensional character array Point (in
Grapher), wherethe y co-ordinateistransformed torow R, and the x co-ordinateistransformed to
column C. A plotting symbolisthen stored in Point( R, C ). Note thatthe y co-ordinate is
represented by the first subscript,in keeping with the usualrow-column notation.
To be more precise,the element Y(I) ( yi )ofthe array Y must betransformed to R. Since we want
a lineartransformation we must have

R = ayi + b (15.1)
wherethe constants a and b must be determined. Let'scallthe highest point on the graph yU . This
isset by the argument Ymax of SetWindow, and must be transformed into row 1 (the top of the
graph),so

1 = ayU + b (15.2)
The lowest point on the graph, y D (set by Ymin) must betransformed intothe maximum row Rm
(setin GraphMod by the constant MaxRow), so

Rm = ay D + b

(15.3)

Subtracting Equation 15.2 from Equation 15.3 immediately gives

a = ( Rm − 1) / ( y D − yU )

and substituting back into Equation 15-2 gives

b = 1 − yU ( Rm − 1) / ( y D − yU ) These values for a and b may be used in Equation 15.1 to give

R=

( yi − yU )( Rm − 1) + 1
y D − yU

A similartransformationis usedto scalethe element X(I) (xi )into a

column C:
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C=

( xi − x L )(Cm − 1) + 1
xR − x L

where x L and x R aretheleft-mostand right-mostpoints on the graph

(set by Xmin and Xmax respectively), and Cm is the maximu m column (set in GraphMod by
MaxCol).
The transformations for R and C are coded in GraphMod as two functions YScale and XScale
(i.e. YScale(Y(I)) returns R),so thatthey can be generally available,e.g.to draw the x- and yaxes.
The complete coding for GraphMod is asfollows:
MODULE GraphMod
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PRIVATE, PARAMETER :: MaxRow = 20
INTEGER, PRIVATE, PARAMETER :: MaxCol = 75
REAL, PRIVATE :: XL, XR, YD, YU
! first, last, down, up: global
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Grapher( X, Y, Symbol, Title )
! General graphing routine: arguments described in text
INTEGER I, J
REAL, INTENT(IN):: X(:), Y(:)
CHARACTER(*), INTENT(IN) :: Symbol, Title
! assumed length
CHARACTER(1) Point( MaxRow, MaxCol )
CHARACTER(10) MyFormat
WRITE( MyFormat, '("("I2, "A1)")' ) MaxCol
! internal file
Point = " "
! all blanks initially
! really should check whether axes lie in range
Point( 1:MaxRow, XScale(0.0) ) = ":"
! y-axis
Point( YScale(0.0), 1:MaxCol ) = "-"
! x-axis
DO I = 1, SIZE( X )
Point( YScale(Y(I)), XScale(X(I)) ) = Symbol
END DO

! Y is "row"

PRINT '(A80 /)', Title
PRINT MyFormat, ((Point(I,J), J = 1, MaxCol), &
I = 1, MaxRow) ! by rows
END SUBROUTINE Grapher
SUBROUTINE SetWindow( Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax )
! Imports grapher limits to be available as globals
REAL Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax
XL = Xmin
XR = Xmax
YU = Ymax
YD = Ymin
END SUBROUTINE SetWindow
FUNCTION XScale( X )
! Scales x-coordinate to a column on the screen
INTEGER XScale
REAL X
XScale = NINT( (X - XL) * (MaxCol - 1) / (XR - XL) + 1 )
END FUNCTION XScale
FUNCTION YScale( Y )
! Scales y-coordinate to a row on the screen
INTEGER YScale
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REAL Y
YScale = NINT( (Y - YU) * (MaxRow - 1) / (YD - YU) + 1 )
END FUNCTION YScale
END MODULE GraphMod
Once again, the use of a module with private variables means that it can be changed without
reference to any code that usesit.
The variables XL, XR etc.(setby SetWindow) are globaltothe module,sothatthey can be used by
allitssubprograms.
The use of an internalfile(the character variable MyFormat) enablesthe format specification for
the main PRINT statementto be set atruntime according tothe value of MaxCol.Inthis example,
the value of MyFormat is "75A1".
The axes may notlieinthe region being plotted —this should strictly be checked before attempting
to draw them.

15.3. Matrices
A matrix is a two-dimensional array which may be used in a wide variety of representations. For
example,a distance arrayrepresentingthelengths of directconnectionsin a networkis a matrix. We
will deal mainly with square matricesinthis chapter(i.e.matrices having the same number of rows
as columns),althoughin principle a matrix can have any number ofrows or columns. A matrix with
only one column is also called a vector.
A matrixis usually denoted by a bold capitalletter,e.g. A. Each entry, or element, ofthe matrixis
denoted by thesmallletter ofthe same namefollowed by two subscripts,thefirstindicatingthe row
ofthe element,and the second indicatingthe column. So a generalelement ofthe matrix A is called

aij

, meaning it may be found inrow i and column j.If A hasthree rows and columns —(3 times 3)
for short—it willlook like thisin general:

a11 a12
a
 21 a22
a31 a32

a13 
a23 
a33 
A special matrix which we willcome acrosslateristhe identity matrix. This has

ones on the main diagonal, and zeros everywhere else. E.g.the (3 times 3)identity matrix is

1 0 0
0 1 0


0 0 1
Various mathematical operations are defined on matrices.Addition and subtraction are obvious,and
may be done withthe intrinsic operatorsin Fortran 90. So the matrix addition
[A = B + C]
translates directlyinto
A = B + C
where the arrays must clearly all have the same shape, i.e.the same extent along corresponding
dimensions.

Matrix multiplication
Probably the most important matrix operation is matrix multiplication. It is used widely in such
areas as network theory, solution of linear systems of equations, transformation of co-ordinate
systems, and population modelling, for examples. The rules for multiplying matrices look a little
weird if you've never seen them before, butwill be justified by the applications thatfollow.
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W hen two matrices A and B are multiplied together,theirproductis athird matrix C. The operation
is written as
C = AB
andthe generalelement cij of C isformed by takingthe scalar product ofthe ith row of A withthe
jth column of B. (The scalar product of two vectors x and y is x1 y1 + x 2 y 2 +... , where xi and

yi are the components ofthe vectors.)
Itfollows that A and B can only be successfully multiplied(inthat order)ifthe number of columns
in A isthe same asthe number ofrows in B.
The generaldefinition of matrix multiplication is asfollows:If A is a (n x m) matrix and B is a (m x
p) matrix,their product C will be a (n x p) matrix such thatthe general element cij of C is given by
m

cij = ∑ aik bkj
k =1

Note that in general AB is not equal to BA (matrix multiplication is not

commutative).
Example:

1 2
5 6   5 4 
3 4 × 0 −1 = 15 14 



 

The Fortran 90intrinsic operator * willnot perform matrix multiplication.Theintrinsic operation A
* B, where A and B are arrays representing matrices,returns an array with each elementthe simple
product ofthe two corresponding elements of A and B. W e will discuss below how to redefine the
intrinsic operatorto perform matrix multiplication. But before we do this,itisinstructive to write a
subroutine to multiply two matrices directly:
SUBROUTINE MyMatMul( A, B, C )
! multiplies A (n x m) by B (m x p)
! and returns product in C (n x p)
! performs no checks on shapes of A and B
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: A, B, C
INTEGER I, J, M, N, P
N = SIZE( A, 1)
! number of rows
M = SIZE( A, 2)
! number of columns
P = SIZE( B, 2)
DO I = 1, N
DO J = 1, P
C(I,J) = SUM( A(I,1:M) * B(1:M,J) )
END DO
END DO
END SUBROUTINE MyMatMul

! scalar product

Notethattheintrinsicfunction SIZE has an optionalsecond argument specifying the dimension of
which the size isrequired.
The statement which computes C(I,J) illustratesthe use of Fortran 90 array sections.A(I,1:M)
isthe Ithrow of A and B(1:M,J) isthe Jth column of B. Boththesesections are one-dimensional.
The sum oftheirintrinsic productreturnsthe scalar product ofthetwo sections. This could be done
explicitly with
DO K = 1, M
C(I,J) = C(I,J) + A(I,K) * B(K,J)
END DO
as long as C isfirstinitialized to zero.
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Strictly, checks should be performed on the shapes of A and B to ensure thatthey are consistent.
The main program below usesthis subroutine to multiply matrices of any size:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I, J, N, M, P
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: A, B, C
PRINT*, "n, m, p:"
READ*, N, M, P
ALLOCATE( A(N,M) )
ALLOCATE( B(M,P) )
ALLOCATE( C(N,P) )
PRINT*, "matrix A:"
READ*, ((A(I,J), J = 1, M), I = 1, N)
PRINT*, "matrix B:"
READ*, ((B(I,J), J = 1, P), I = 1, N)
CALL MyMatMul( A, B, C )
PRINT*, ((C(I,J), J = 1, P), I = 1, N)
END
If you do this sort ofthing often it will be worth your whileto write subroutinesto read and print
matrices,in orderto make surethatthe data isread by rows.
At this stage I can confess that Fortran 90 has two intrinsic functions, which return a dot (scalar)
product and a matrix product: DOT_PRODUCT( X, Y ) and MATMUL( A, B ). However,if
you are seriousaboutscientific programming itis part of your educationto be ableto code a matrix
multiplication directly.

Defined operations for matrix handling
Matrix multiplication occurs so frequentlyin scientific programming thatit would be convenientto
define an operator forit. Considerthe module MatMult:
MODULE MatMult
INTERFACE OPERATOR(.x.)
MODULE PROCEDURE MatTimesMat, MatTimesVector
END INTERFACE
CONTAINS
FUNCTION MatTimesMat( A, B )
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: A, B
REAL, DIMENSION( SIZE(A,1), SIZE(B,2) ) :: MatTimesMat
MatTimesMat = MATMUL( A, B )
END FUNCTION MatTimesMat
FUNCTION MatTimesVector( A, X )
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: A
REAL, DIMENSION(:) :: X
REAL, DIMENSION( SIZE(A,1) ) :: MatTimesVector
MatTimesVector = MATMUL( A, X )
END FUNCTION MatTimesVector
END MODULE MatMult
The function MatTimesMat returnsthe matrix resulting from the multiplication of itstwo matrix
arguments, using the intrinsic function MATMUL. Note that since MatTimesMat cannot return an
assumed-shape array (unlessithasthe POINTER attribute),it must be declared withthe dimensions
ofitsarguments, which are obtained atruntime. We shouldstrictly check that A and B havetheright
number of rows and columns for multiplication.
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MatTimesVector is similar,exceptthatithandles multiplication of a matrix by a vector. (Note,
however, that the intrinsic function MATMUL can handle both these situations.) Since a vector is
simply a one-dimensional matrix,the definition of matrix multiplication given above also appliesin
this case, e.g.

1 2  2  8 
3 4  ×  3 = 18

    
A multiplication operator (.x.) is defined in the interface block. The following code uses this
module totestthe two forms of matrix multiplication:
USE MatMult
REAL :: A(2,3)
REAL :: B(3,2)
REAL :: D(2,2)
REAL :: X(2) =
REAL C(2,2)
C = A
PRINT
X = D
PRINT

= RESHAPE( (/1,3,2,4, 1, 2/), (/2,3/) )
= RESHAPE( (/1, 2, 1, 0, 2, 3/), (/3,2/) )
= RESHAPE( (/1,3,2,4/), (/2,2/) )
(/ 2,3 /)

.x. B
! matrix times matrix
"(2F3.0)", ((C(I,J), J=1,2),I=1,2)
.x. X
! matrix times vector
"(2F3.0)", X

It would be more elegantto redefinetheintrinsic operator *, so that one could writestatementslike
C = A * B. There is a complication here,though, because intrinsic multiplication is defined for
arrays,as we have seen,and anintrinsic operation may not be redefined.The solution isto define a
new type to represent matrices, and then to overload the * operator.
If atype
TYPE MATRIX
REAL :: Elt
END TYPE MATRIX
is defined, matrices can be declared with
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION (2,2) :: M1, M2, M3
A function which explicitly multipliestwo matrices defined inthis way can then be written:
FUNCTION MatTimesMat( A, B )
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION(:,:) :: A, B
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION( SIZE(A,1), SIZE(B,2) ) :: MatTimesMat
INTEGER I, J, EM
EM = SIZE(A,2)
! columns of A must equal rows of B
DO I = 1, SIZE(A,1) ! rows of A
DO J = 1, SIZE(B,2) ! columns of B
MatTimesMat(I,J) % Elt = SUM( A(I,1:EM) % Elt &
* B(1:EM,J) % Elt ) ! scalar product
END DO
END DO
END FUNCTION MatTimes( A, B )
The * operator can then be overloaded with an interface block, as above.
Multiplication of a scalar by a matrix can be defined by a similar function, say,
FUNCTION ScalarTimesMat( X, B )
REAL X
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION(:,:) B
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION( SIZE(B,1), &
SIZE(B,2) ) :: ScalarTimesMat
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...
to handle expressions like 2 * B, where the operands are represented by the arguments,in that
order.If you also wantto be able to write B * 2 you would need athird function, say,
FUNCTION MatTimesScalar( A, X )
REAL X
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION(:,:) A
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION( SIZE(A,1), &
SIZE(A,2) ) :: MatTimesScalar
...
The interface block would then look like this (the functions must all be inthe same module):
INTERFACE OPERATOR(*)
MODULE PROCEDURE MatTimesMat, ScalarTimesMat, MatTimesScalar
END INTERFACE
It might also be convenientto redefine the assignment operator,to allow statements like A = 0.
This must be done with a subroutine, where the two arguments represent the left- and right-hand
sides ofthe assignment, e.g.
SUBROUTINE MatFromScalar( Mat, X )
REAL X
TYPE (MATRIX), DIMENSION(:,:) :: Mat
Mat % Elt = X
END SUBROUTINE MatFromScalar
The following interface block isthen needed:
INTERFACE ASSIGNMENT(=)
MODULE PROCEDURE MatFromScalar
END INTERFACE
It would be a nice project to build these facilities into a working module. Unfortunately, FTN90
version 1.2 would not compile it.
If you do alotof heavy number crunching you might need to use double precision real kind.

15.4. Array Handling Features
Array expressions
Itis worthrecallingthat whentheintrinsic operatorsare appliedto matrices,they are appliedto each
element ofthe matrix. The expression 1 / A will notthereforereturnthe matrixinverse of A, but
rather a conformable array with every elementthe reciprocal ofthe corresponding element of A.

Array sections
Considerthe array C representing the costtablein Figure 15.1. The statement
A = C(1:2,1:2) + C(1:2,2:3)
where A hasshape(2,2)addstwo sections of C. The firstconsistsofthefirsttwo rows and columns,
and the second consists of the firsttwo rows and the second and third columns. The statement is
therefore equivalenttothe matrix addition

 3 12  12 10 15 22
17 18 + 18 35 = 35 53

 
 

Note that the addition is performed on corresponding positions along a dimension, not on
corresponding subscripts.
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As another example,suppose A is a (3 x 3) matrix.In ordertofinditsinverse by Gauss reduction,a
(3 x 6) augmented matrix B is formed, with A occupying its firstthree columns, and the identity
matrix occupying itslastthree columns. E.g.if A is given by

−1
1

2
1

3

−1

1
1 
−1 

B will be

2
1

3

−1
1

1
1

1
0

0
1

−1

−1

0

0

0
0 
1 

If Idn representsthe identity matrix, B can be set up in two lines:
B(1:3, 1:3) = A
B(1:3, 4:6) = Idn

Some more intrinsic functions
Itis generally more efficient to use the intrinsic functions to handle arrays, rather than to operate
directly on their elements. E.g.add up the elements of an array with SUM, ratherthan in aDO loop.
MAXVAL(A) and MINVAL(A) return the maximum and minimum elements of the array A
respectively.
MERGE(A, B, MASK) is an elemental function, meaning it operates on each element of its
arguments,returning a corresponding element.Itreturns A ifthe logicalarray MASK istrue, and B
otherwise. E.g.ifthe argumentsrepresent matrices
C = MERGE( A, B, A > B )
returns a matrix C such that cij isthe larger of aij and bij
RESHAPE(SOURCE, SHAPE) reshapesthe array SOURCE intotheshape given bythe elements of
the array SHAPE (which mustbe constant),i.e.thefirstelement of SHAPE givesthe extent(size) of
thefirstdimension ofthe result. The reshapingis done by array element order,i.e. SOURCE isfirst
strung outin array element order, and then reshaped.
The following code
INTEGER A(2,3), B(3,2)
A(1,1:3) = (/ 1, 2, 3 /)
A(2,1:3) = (/ 4, 5, 6 /)
B = RESHAPE( A, SHAPE = (/ 3, 2 /) )
reshapes the array A from
1 2 3
4 5 6
into the array B:
1 5
4 3
2 6
Get it?
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Since an array constructorcan only be used to constructa one-dimensionalarray, RESHAPE may be
usedtoreshapesuch a constructorinto atwo-dimensionalarray. Thefollowing code sets up a (3 x 3)
identity matrix:
INTEGER, DIMENSION(3,3) :: Idn
Idn = RESHAPE( SOURCE = (/ 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1 /), &
SHAPE = (/ 3, 3 /) )
Note that intrinsic functions may be called with keyword actual argument, using the dum my
argument names as keywords. Dum my argument names are given in Appendix C.
SHAPE(A) returns a one-dimensional array holding the shape of A.
SIZE(A [,DIM]) returnsthe size ofthe array A if DIM is absent, orthe extent along dimension
DIM ifitis present.
SPREAD(SOURCE, DIM, NCOPIES) makes NCOPIES duplicates of SOURCE by increasingits
rank. The argument DIM specifies the dimension of the result along which the duplication takes
place. Thisis best understood by examples,which may be generated by the following program:
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: M = 3
INTEGER DIM, NCOPIES, I, J, R, C
INTEGER :: A(M) = (/ (I, I = 1, M) /)
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE :: B(:,:)
PRINT*, "DIM, NCOPIES"
READ*, DIM, NCOPIES
IF (DIM == 1) THEN
R = NCOPIES
! rows
C = M
! columns
ELSE IF (DIM == 2) THEN
R = M
! rows
C = NCOPIES
! columns
END IF
ALLOCATE( B(R,C) )
B = SPREAD( A, DIM, NCOPIES )
DO I = 1, R
PRINT*, (B(I,J), J = 1, C)
END DO
END
The one-dimensional array A, with elements 1, 2, and 3 in this example,isto be duplicated.If DIM
is 1 and NCOPIES is 4, B isreturned as
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

i.e. 4 copies are made along the first dimension of B.If DIM is 2 and NCOPIES is 2,the resultis
1 1
2 2
3 3
i.e. 2 copies are made along the second dimension. The source A may also be an array section.
TRANSPOSE(A) returns the transpose of matrix A (rows transpose and columns interchanged).
UNPACK(VECTOR, MASK, FIELD) returns an array with the same shape as the logical array
MASK. The elements of the result corresponding to true elements of MASK are assembled in array
element order from the one-dimensionalarray VECTOR. Allotherelementsoftheresultare equalto
FIELD ifitis a scalar. E.g.the following code replaces allpositive elements of A by theintegers 1,
2, 3,...,and all negative elements by zero:
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INTEGER A(4,4), V(16), F
V = (/ (I, I = 1, 16) /)
F = 0
... assign values to A
A = UNPACK( V, A > 0, F )
PACK performsthe reverse operation.
Further array handling intrinsic functions are described in Appendix C.

15.5. Networks
In our first application of matrix multiplication we consider a problem which at first glance
seems to have nothing to do with it.

A spy ring
Suppose five spiesin an espionage ring have the code names Alex, Boris, Cyril, Denisov and Eric
(whom we canlabel A, B, C, D and E respectively). The hallmark of a good spy networkisthat no
agentis ableto contact allthe others. The arrangement forthis particular group is:
•

Alex can contact only Cyril;

•

Boris can contact only Alex or Eric;

•

Denisov can contact only Cyril;

•

Eric can contact only Cyril or Denisov.

(Cyril can't contact anyone in the ring: he takes information out of the ring to the spymaster.
Similarly, Boris bringsinformation in from the spymaster:no-oneinthering can contact him.) The
need for good spiesto know a bitof matrix theory becomes apparent when we spotthatthe possible
paths of com m unication betweenthe spies can be represented by a (5 x 5) matrix, withthe rows and
columns representing the transmitting and receiving agentsrespectively,thus:

We willcallthis matrix A.Itrepresentsa directed network withthe spies atthe nodes, and with arcs
alloflength 1, where a networkis a collection of points called nodes. The nodes arejoined by lines
called arcs.In a directed network, movement(e.g. ofinformation)is only possible along the arcsin
one direction (see Figure 15.2).
The matrix A is known as an adjacency matrix, with a adjacency matrix 1 in row i and column j if
there is an arc from node i to node j, or a 0 in that position if there is no arc between those two
nodes. The diagonal elements of A (i.e., a 11 , a 22 ,etc.)are allzero because good spies do nottalk
to themselves (since they might then talk in their sleep and give themselves away). Each 1 in A
therefore represents a single path oflength 1 arc inthe network.

Figure 15.2 The network represented by the matrix A
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0
1

0

0
0

0 1 0 0  0
0 0 0 1  1
 
0 0 0 0 ×  0
 
0 1 0 0  0
0 1 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
 
0 0 0 0 = 0
 
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0

Now

let's

multiply

the

0 0 0 0 adjacency matrix A by itself,
0 2 1 0 to get whatis called A2

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

Row 2 and column 3 have
been emboldened in the two versions of A above to helpinterpret A2. The element 2 in A2 (row 2,
column 3) results when row 2 of A is multiplied term by term with column 3, and the products
added. This gives usthe scalar product
1 x 1 + 0 x 0 + 0 x 0 + 0 x 1 + 1 x 1 = 2.
The first non-zero term arises becausethere is a path from node 2 to node 1, which we will denote
by (2–1),followed by a path (1–3), giving a composite path (2–1–3) oflength 2,i.e.from Boristo
Cyrilvia Alex.The second non-zeroterm arises becausethereisa path(2–5)followed by a path(5–
3), giving a second composite path (2–5–3) of length 2,i.e.from Boristo Cyrilagain, but via Eric
this time. Itis clear that the entries in A2 represent the number of paths of length 2 between the
various nodes in the network (on the strict understanding that all arcs are of length 1). There are
therefore only four paths oflength 2:two from Boristo Cyril,as we have seen, one from Boristo
Denisov, and one from Ericto Cyril.

If we now multiplythe matrix A2 by A again,to form thethird power of A, we getthe rather dull
matrix

0
0

A3 = 0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

The single 1 in A3 tells us that there is only one path of length 3 in the network (i.e. with two
intermediaries)and thatitis from Boristo Cyril. Drawing the network, or alternatively examining
the appropriaterow and column in A2 and A that give risetothissingleentryin A3,revealsthatthe
actualrouteisBoris-Eric-Denisov-Cyril.
If we now compute A4, we will find that every elementis zero (such a matrix is called the null
matrix), signifying that there are no paths of length 4 in the network, which can be verified by
inspection. Allhigher powersof A willalso obviously be null,sinceifthereare no paths oflength 4,
there can hardly be any that arelonger!
In general,then,the element inrow i and column j ofthe kth power of an adjacency matrixis equal
tothe number of paths consisting of k arcslinking nodes i and j.
Coming back to our spy network,since the elements of A arethe number of paths oflength 1, and
the elements of A2 arethe number of paths oflength 2, etc.,then clearlythe sum of allthese powers
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of A willtell us how many paths of any length there are altogether between the various nodes. We
can therefore define a reachability matrix R forthis(5 x 5)network:

R = A + A2 + A3 + A4 R is also a (5 x 5) matrix,and its elements givethetotal number of paths
of communication between the agents. Doing the calculation gives us

0
1

R = 0

0
0

0
1

0

0
0 2 1 0

0
0
0
0

1
3
0
1

0
1
0
0

So we can read offfrom thereachability matrix R thefactthatthere are,for example,three different
paths between Boris and Cyril, but only two between Eric and Cyril (the actual lengths of these
paths willhave been calculatedinfindingthe powers of A).The name "reachability"is used because
the non-zero elements of R indicate who may contact whom, directly orindirectly, orfora general
distance network, which nodes can be reached from each node.

The reachability matrix
In general,the reachability matrix R of a (n x n) network may be defined asthe sum ofthe first(n–
1) powers ofits associated adjacency matrix A. You may be wondering why we can stop atthe (n–
( n−1)

1)th power of A. The elements of A
will be the number of pathsthat have (n–1) arcs,i.e.that
connect n nodes (since each arc connectstwo nodes). Since there are no further nodes that can be
reached,itis not necessary to raise A to the nth power.
The subroutine Reachable in the program below computes the reachability matrix R for any
network given the adjacency matrix A,i.e.itcomputes

R = A + A 2 + A 3 + + A ( n −1) where A is (n x n). It uses the array B to store the intermediate
powers ofthe array A, adding them to R each time.
The complete program to compute a reachability matrix follows. It uses the module MatMult
defined in Section 15.3
PROGRAM Reach
USE MatMult
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: A, R
INTEGER I, J, N
PRINT*, "Number of nodes
READ*, N
ALLOCATE( A(N,N), R(N,N)
PRINT*, "Enter Adjacency
READ*, ((A(I,J), J=1,N),

in network:"
)
matrix by rows:"
I = 1,N)

CALL Reachable( A, R )
PRINT*, "Reachability matrix:"
PRINT*
DO I = 1, N
PRINT "(20F3.0)", (R(I,J), J = 1, N)
END DO
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Reachable( A, R )
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! use dynamic arrays

REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: A, R
REAL, DIMENSION( SIZE(A,1), SIZE(A,2) ) :: B ! automatic object
B = A
R = A
N = SIZE(A,1)
DO I = 1, N-2
B = B .x. A
R = R + B
END DO
END SUBROUTINE Reachable
END PROGRAM Reach
It may help to go through Reachable by hand for n = 5 to see how it works. Keep track of the
contents of B and R in terms ofthe adjacency matrix A.

15.6. Leslie Matrices: Population Growth
Another very interesting and useful application of matrices is in population dynamics. The rabbit
population model of Chapter 10 can be made a lot more realisticif we allow some rabbits to die
from time to time. The approach we are going to take requiresthat we dividethe rabbit population
up into a number of age classes, wherethe members of each age class are one time unit olderthan
the members of the previous class,the time unit being whatever is convenient for the population
being studied (days, months,etc.).If X i isthe size ofthe ith age class, we define a survival factor

Pi as the proportion of the ith classthat survive to the (i + 1)th age class,i.e.the proportion that
"graduate". Fi is defined asthe mean fertility ofthe ith class. Thisisthe mean number of newborn
individuals expectedto be produced during one time interval by each member ofthe ith class atthe
beginning oftheinterval(onlyfemales countin biological modelling,sincethere are always enough
males to go round!).
Supposefor our modifiedrabbit model we havethree age classes, with X 1 , X 2 ,and X 3 members
respectively.We willcallthem young, middle-aged and old-aged for convenience. We willtake our
time unitas one month,so X 1 arethe numberthat were born during the current month, and which
willbe considered as youngstersatthe end ofthe month. X 2 arethe number of middle-agedrabbits
atthe end ofthe month, and X 3 the number of oldsters. Supposethe youngsters cannotreproduce,
so that F1 = 0 . Suppose the fertility rate for middle-aged rabbits is 9, so F2 = 9 , while for

oldsters F3 = 12 .The probability ofsurvivalfrom youthto middle-ageis onethird,so P1 = 1 / 3 ,

while no less than half the middle-aged rabbits live to become oldsters, so P2 = 0.5 (we are
assuming forthe sake ofillustrationthatallold-agedrabbits die atthe end ofthe month—this can be
corrected easily). With this information we can quite easily compute the changing population
structure month by month, as long as we have the population breakdown to start with.If we now
denotethe current month by t,and next month by (t + 1),we can refertothis month's youngsters as

X 1 ( t ) ,and to next month'sas X 1 (t + 1) , withsimilar notation forthe othertwo age classes. We

can then writea scheme for updating the population from month t to month (t + 1) as follows:

X 1 (t + 1) = F2 X 2 (t ) + F3 X 3 ( t )
X 2 (t + 1) = P1 X 1 ( t )

X 3 (t + 1) = P2 X 2 (t )

We now define a population vector X(t), withthree components,

X 1 ( t ) , X 2 (t ) ,and X 3 (t ) ,representingthethree age classes oftherabbitpopulationin month t.
The above three equations can then be rewritten as
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0
 X1 
X 
=  P1
 2
 X 3  ( t +1)  0

F2
0
P2

F3   X 1 
0  ×  X 2 
0   X 3 

t

where the subscript atthe bottom of the vectorsindicatesthe month. We can writethis even more
concisely asthe matrix equation
X(t + 1) = LX(t),
where L isthe matrix

9 12 
 0
1 / 3 0
0 

 0 1 / 2 0 
inthis particular case. L is called a Leslie matrix. A population model can always be written in the
form of Equation 15.4ifthe concepts of age classes,fertility,and survivalfactors,as outlined above,
are used.
Now that we have established a matrixrepresentation for our model, we can easily writea program
using matrix multiplication and repeated application of Equation 15.4:
X(t
+
X(t + 3) = LX(t + 2), etc.

2)

LX(t

=

+

1)

However, we only need a single one-dimensional array X in the program, because repeated matrix
multiplication by the two-dimensional array L will continually updateit:
X = L .x. X
(using the .x. matrix multiplication operator defined in module MatMult). We will assume to
start with,thatwe have one old (female) rabbit,and no others,so X 1 = X 2 = 0 ,and X 3 = 1

The program isthen simply:
PROGRAM Leslie
USE MatMult
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, DIMENSION(3,3) :: L ! Leslie matrix
REAL, DIMENSION(3) :: X ! Population vector
INTEGER T
L = 0
L(1,2) = 9
L(1,3) = 12
L(2,1) = 1.0 / 3
L(3,2) = 0.5
X = (/ 0, 0, 1 /)
PRINT "(A5, 4A14)", "Month", "Young", "Middle", "Old", "Total"
PRINT*
DO T = 1, 24
X = L .x. X
PRINT "(I5, 4F14.1)", T, X, SUM( X )
END DO
END PROGRAM Leslie
The output, over a period of 24 months,is:
Month
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Young

Middle

Old

Total

1
12.0
2
0.0
3
36.0
4
24.0
5
108.0
6
144.0
...
22 11184720.0
23 22369716.0
24 44739144.0

0.0
4.0
0.0
12.0
8.0
36.0

0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
6.0
4.0

12.0
4.0
38.0
36.0
122.0
184.0

1864164.0
3728240.0
7456572.0

466020.0
932082.0
1864120.0

13514904.0
27030038.0
54059836.0

Note how A format may be used to get headings inthe right place.
Itso happens thatthere are no "fractional"rabbitsin this example.Ifthere are any,they should be
kept, and not rounded (and certainly not truncated). They occur because the fertility rates and
survival probabilities are averages.
Ifyou look carefully atthe output you may spotthataftersome monthsthetotal population doubles
every month.Thisfactoris calledthe growth factor, and isa property ofthe particular Leslie matrix
being used (forthose who know about suchthings,it'sthe dominant eigenvalue of the matrix). The
growth factoris 2 in this example, butifthe valuesinthe Leslie matrix are changed,the long-term
growth factor changes too (try itand see).
You probably didn'tspotthatthe numbersin thethree age classestend to a limiting ratio of 24:4:1.
This can be demonstrated very clearly if you run the model with an initial population structure
having thislimiting ratio. Thislimiting ratiois called the stable age distribution of the population,
and againitis a property ofthe Leslie matrix (infact,itis the eigenvector belongingto the dominant
eigenvalue ofthe matrix). Different population matriceslead to different stable age distributions.
Theinteresting pointaboutthisisthata given Leslie matrixalways eventually getsa populationinto
the same stable age distribution, which increases eventually by the same growth factor each month,
no matter what the initial population breakdown is. For example,if you run the above model with
any otherinitialpopulation,it willalways eventually getinto a stable age distribution of 24:4:1 with
a growth factor of 2 (try itand see).

15.7. Markov Chains
Often a process that we wish to model may be represented by a number of possible
discrete (i.e. discontinuous) states that describe the outcome of the process. For example,
if we are spinning a coin, then the outcome is adequately represented by the two states
"heads" and "tails" (and nothing in between). If the process is random, as it is with spinning
coins, there is a certain probability of being in any of the states at a given moment, and
also a probability of changing from one state to another. If the probability of moving from
one state to another depends on the present state only, and not on any previous state, the
process is called a Markov chain. The progress of the drunk sailor in Chapter 14 is an
example of such a process. Markov chains are used widely in such diverse fields as
biology and business decision making, to name just two areas.

A random walk
This example is a variation on the random walk problem of Chapter 14. A street has six
intersections.A drunk man wanders down the street. His home is atintersection 1, and hisfavourite
bar atintersection 6. At each intersection otherthan his home orthe bar he movesinthe direction of
the bar with probability 2/3,and inthe direction of his home with probability 1/3. He never wanders
down a side street.If he reaches his home or the bar, he disappears intothem, never to re-appear
(when he disappears we say in Markov jargon that he has been absorbed).
We wouldliketo know: whatarethe chances of him ending up at home orinthe bar,ifhe startsata
given corner (otherthan home or the bar,obviously)? He can clearly be in one of six states, with
respectto hisrandom walk, which can be labelled by the intersection number, where state 1 means
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Home and state 6 means Bar. We can representthe probabilities of being in these states by a sixcomponent state vector X(t), where X i ( t ) is the probability of him being at intersection i at
mo ment t. The components of X(t) must sum to 1,since he has to be in one ofthese states.
We can express this Markov process by the following transition probability matrix, P, where the
rows representthe next state (i.e. corner), and the columns representthe present state:

The entries forHome-Home and Bar-Bar are both 1 because he stays putthere with certainty.
Using the probability matrix P we can work out his chances of being, say, at intersection 3 at
mo ment (t + 1) as

X 3 (t + 1) = 2 / 3 X 2 (t ) + 1 / 3 X 4 ( t ) To get to 3, he must have been at either 2 or 4, and his
chances of moving from there are 2/3 and 1/3 respectively.
Mathematically,thisisidenticaltothe Leslie matrix problem. We can therefore form the new state
vector from the old one each time with a matrix equation:
X(t + 1) = PX(t).
If we suppose the man starts atintersection 2,theinitial probabilities willbe (0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0). The
Leslie matrix program may be adapted with very few changesto generate future states:
PROGRAM Drunk
USE MatMult
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, DIMENSION(6,6) :: P
REAL, DIMENSION(6) :: X
INTEGER I, T

! probability transition matrix
! state vector

P = 0
! construct probability matrix
DO I = 3,6
P(I,I-1) = 2./3
P(I-2,I-1) = 1./3
END DO
P(1,1) = 1
P(6,6) = 1
X = (/ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 /)
! initialize state vector
PRINT "(A4, 6A9)", "Time", "Home", "2", "3", "4", "5", "Bar"
PRINT*
DO T = 1, 50
X = P .x. X
PRINT "(I4, 6F9.4)", T, X
END DO
END PROGRAM Drunk
Output:
Time
1
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Home

2

3

4

5

Bar

0.3333

0.0000

0.6666

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
...
40
...
50

0.3333
0.4074
0.4074
0.4403
0.4403
0.4586
0.4586
0.4691
0.4691

0.2222
0.0000
0.0987
0.0000
0.0548
0.0000
0.0317
0.0000
0.0184

0.0000
0.2962
0.0000
0.1646
0.0000
0.0951
0.0000
0.0552
0.0000

0.4444
0.0000
0.2962
0.0000
0.1755
0.0000
0.1024
0.0000
0.0596

0.0000
0.2962
0.0000
0.1975
0.0000
0.1170
0.0000
0.0682
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.1975
0.1975
0.3292
0.3292
0.4072
0.4072
0.4527

0.4838

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.5161

0.4838

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.5161

By runningthe program forlong enough, we soon findthelimiting probabilities:he ends up at home
about 48% ofthetime, and atthe bar about 52% ofthetime. Perhapsthisis a littlesurprising;from
thetransition probabilities, we might have expected him to getto the bar rather more easily.Itjust
goes to show that you should nevertrust yourintuition when it comes to statistics!
Notethatthe Markov chain approach is not a simulation: one getsthe theoretical probabilities each
time (this can all be done mathematically, without a computer). Butitisinteresting to confirm the
limiting probabilities by simulating the drunk's progress, using a random number generator (see
Exercise 15.3 atthe end ofthe chapter).

15.8. Solution of Linear Equations
A problem that often arises in scientific applications is the solution of a system of linear
equations, e.g.
2x–y
+
z
x
+
y
+
3x–y–z = 1
(15.7)

=
z

4
=

3

(15.5)
(15.6)

One method of solution is by Gauss reduction, which we discuss now.

Gauss reduction
Writethe coefficients oftheleft-hand side as a matrix, with theright-hand side constants as a vector
tothe right ofthe matrix,separated by a verticalline,thus:

2
1

3

−1

1

1
−1

1
−1

4
3 
1 

This is simply shorthand for the original set, and is sometimes augmented matrix called the
augmented matrix ofthesystem. Aslong as we perform only row operations onthe numbers, we can
omitthe symbols x, y, and z each time. We willrefertothe augmented matrix as A.
We start withthe firstrow ( R1 ) ,and callitthe pivot row. We callthe element a11 ( = 2) the pivot
element. Divide the whole pivot row by the pivot element,so the augmented array now looks like
this:

1
1

3

−1 / 2

1/ 2

1
−1

1
−1

2
3 
1 
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Rows R2 and R3 are now called target rows. The objectisto getzerosin allthetargetrows below
(and above,if necessary)the pivot element. Take the targetrow R2 . Replace each element in the
row by itself minus the corresponding elementinthe pivotrow. The array now looks like this:

1
0

3

−1 / 2
3/ 2

1/ 2
1/ 2

−1

−1

2
1 
1 

Now take the target row R3 . To reduce a 31 to zero with an operation involving the pivot row
requires replacing the targetrow by itself minusthe pivot row multiplied by a 31 (bearing in mind
forthe subsequent computer solution thatthis operation can change the value of a 31 itself!):

1
0

0

−1 / 2

1/ 2

3/ 2
1/ 2

1/ 2
−5 / 2

2
1 
−5 

We now designate R2 as the pivot row, and the new a a 22 as the pivot element. The whole
procedureisrepeated,except thatthetargetrows are now R1 and R3 ,andthe objectisto get zeros
inthese two rows above and below the pivotelement. The resultis:

1
0

0

0
1

2/3
1/ 3

0

−8 / 3

7/3
2 / 3 
−16 / 3 

Now take R3 as the pivotrow, with the new a 33 as the pivot element, and R1 and R2 as target
rows. Afterrepeating similaroperations on them, the array finallylooks like this:

1
0

0

0
1

0
0

0

1

1
0 
2 

Since we have retained the mathematical integrity of the system of equations by performing
operations on the rows only,thisis equivalentto
x
+
0x
+
0x + 0y + z = 2.

0y
y

+
+

0z
0z

=
=

1
0

The solution may therefore be read off as x = 1, y = 0, z = 2.
The subroutine Gauss in the program below performs a Gauss reduction on a system of any size.
The augmented array A is passed as an argument. On entry,itsrightmost column should containthe
right-hand side constants ofthe equations. On return,the rightmost column will contain the solution.
PROGRAM GaussTest
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: A
INTEGER I, J, N
PRINT*, "How many equations?"
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! augmented matrix

READ*, N
ALLOCATE( A(N, N+1) )
! extra column for RHS
PRINT*, "Enter augmented matrix by rows:"
READ*, ((A(I,J), J = 1,N+1), I = 1,N)
CALL Gauss( A )
PRINT*
PRINT*, "Solution is in last column:"
DO I = 1, N
PRINT "(10F7.2)", (A(I,J), J = 1, N+1)
END DO
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Gauss( A )
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: A
REAL PivElt, TarElt
INTEGER :: N
! number of equations
INTEGER PivRow, TarRow
N = SIZE( A, 1 )
DO PivRow = 1, N
! process every row
PivElt = A( PivRow, PivRow ) ! choose pivot element
A( PivRow, 1:N+1 ) = A( PivRow, 1:N+1 ) / PivElt ! divide
! whole row
! now replace all other rows by target row minus pivot row ...
! ... times element in target row and pivot column:
DO TarRow = 1, N
IF (TarRow /= PivRow) THEN
TarElt = A( TarRow, PivRow )
A( TarRow, 1:N+1 ) = A( TarRow, 1:N+1 )
- A( PivRow, 1:N+1 ) * TarElt
END IF
END DO
END DO
END SUBROUTINE Gauss
END PROGRAM GaussTest

&

Note thatthe two statements
A( PivRow, 1:N+1 ) = A( PivRow, 1:N+1 ) / PivElt ! divide
! whole row
A( TarRow, 1:N+1 ) = A( TarRow, 1:N+1 )
&
- A( PivRow, 1:N+1 ) * TarElt
process entire rows. If you do a lot of numerical analysis you will appreciate the power of such
Fortran 90 array expressions.
Unfortunately,things can go wrong with our subroutine:
1. The pivot element could be zero. This happens quite easily when the coefficients are all
integers. However, rows of the array can be interchanged (see below) without changing the
system of equations. So a non-zero pivot element can often be found in this way (butsee the
nexttwo cases).
2. A row of zeros could appear right across the array, in which case a non-zero pivot element
cannot be found.Inthis case the system of equationsisindeterminate andthe solution can only
be determined down to as many arbitrary constants asthere are rows of zeros.
3. A row ofthe array could be filled with zeros,exceptforthe extreme right-hand element.In this
case the equations areinconsistent, which means there are no solutions.
Itis a nice programming projectto extend the subroutine Gauss to dealwith these three cases.

Matrix inversion by Gauss reduction
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Considerthe system of equations:
2x
+
3x
+
3x + 2y + 3z = 1

2y
2y

+
+

2z
2z

=
=

0
1

If we define the matrix A as

2 2 2 
A =  3 2 2 
 3 2 3
and the vectors x and b as

x
x =  y , b =
 z 

0
1,
 
1

we can writethe above system of three equations in matrix form as
2 2 2   x 
3 2 2  y  =

 
 3 2 3  z 

0
1
 
1

or even more concisely asthe single matrix equation
Ax = b.
The solution may then be written as

x = A −1 b,
where A
matrix).

−1

isthe matrixinverse of A (i.e.the matrix which when multiplied by A givestheidentity

This provides a slightlyroutetothe solution. Gaussreduction can also be usedtoinverta matrix. To
invertthe matrix A, constructthe augmented matrix A | I,where I isthe identity matrix:

 2 2 2 1 0 0
 3 2 2 0 1 0


 3 2 3 0 0 1
Now perform a Gaussreduction untiltheidentity matrix has appearedto theleftofthe verticalline,
so thatthe augmented array finally looks as follows:

1
0

0

0
1

0
0

−1
3/ 2

1
0

0

1

0

−1

0
−1 
1 

The matrixtothe right ofthe lineistheinverse of A.If A is notinvertible,the process breaks down
and a row of zeros appears. The solution maythen be found directlyfrom Equation 15.8:x = 1, y = –
1, z = 0.
Our subroutine Gauss can be adapted quite easilytofindthe matrixinverse.Itisrewritten below as
a function Inv, which returns the inverse of its argument.Inv can be included in the module
MatMult of Section 15.3 and overloaded with a defined operator .INV. for matrix inversion:
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MODULE MatMult
...
INTERFACE OPERATOR(.INV.)
MODULE PROCEDURE Inv
END INTERFACE
CONTAINS
...
FUNCTION Inv( Mat )
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: Mat
REAL, DIMENSION( SIZE(Mat,1), SIZE(Mat,1) ) :: Inv ! must be
! square
REAL, DIMENSION( SIZE(Mat,1), 2 * SIZE(Mat,1) ) :: A ! augmented
REAL, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: TempRow
! spare row
REAL PivElt, TarElt
INTEGER :: N
! number of equations
INTEGER PivRow, TarRow
N = SIZE( Mat, 1 )
A = 0
! initialize
A( 1:N, 1:N ) = Mat
! first N columns
DO I = 1, N
! identity in cols N+1 to 2N
A( I, N+I ) = 1
END DO
DO PivRow = 1, N
! process every row
PivElt = A( PivRow, PivRow ) ! choose pivot element
IF (PivElt == 0) THEN
! check for zero pivot
K = PivRow + 1
! run down rows to find a non-zero pivot
DO WHILE (PivElt == 0 .AND. K <= N)
PivElt = A( K, PivRow )
! try next row
K = K + 1
! K will be 1 too big
END DO
IF (PivElt == 0) THEN
! it's still zero
PRINT*, "Couldn't find a non-zero pivot: solution rubbish"
RETURN
ELSE
! non-zero pivot in row K, so swop rows PivRow and K:
ALLOCATE( TempRow(2*N) ) ! dynamic store
TempRow = A( PivRow, 1:2*N )
K = K - 1
! adjust for overcount
A( PivRow, 1:2*N ) = A( K, 1:2*N )
A( K, 1:2*N ) = TempRow
DEALLOCATE( TempRow )
! throw away
END IF
END IF
A( PivRow, 1:2*N ) = A( PivRow, 1:2*N ) / PivElt ! divide
! whole row
! now replace all other rows by target row minus pivot row ...
! ... times element in target row and pivot column:
DO TarRow = 1, N
IF (TarRow /= PivRow) THEN
TarElt = A( TarRow, PivRow )
A( TarRow, 1:2*N ) = A( TarRow, 1:2*N ) &
- A( PivRow, 1:2*N ) * TarElt
END IF
END DO
END DO
! finally extract the inverse from columns N+1 to 2N:
Inv = A( 1:N, N+1:2*N )
END FUNCTION Inv
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END MODULE MatMult
Note the following features:
•

The argument Mat isthe matrixto beinverted. A isthe augmented matrix:it must havetwice as
many columns as A. Mat is assignedtothe first N columns of A;theidentity matrixis assigned
tothe rightmost N columns.

•

The number of columns, N+1,in Gauss must be replaced by 2*N.

•

Inv handles a zero pivot element, by looking down the column underthe pivot, untilitfinds a
non-zero element.Ifitcannotfind a non-zero pivot,itreturns with a message.Ifitfindsa nonzero pivotin row K,itswopsrow K withthe pivotrow, PivRow. Note how easilythisis done
with array sections. A temporary row, TempRow, is allocated from dynamic storage and
deallocated afterthe swop.

•

Finally,the rightmost N columns of A are assigned to Inv and returned.

Using the amended version of MatMult we can find the solution of Equation 15.8 in one statement:
X = .INV. A .x. B
Below is a main program to solve any linear system of equations inthis way:
PROGRAM TestInv
USE MatMult
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: A, AInv, X(:), B(:)
INTEGER I, J, N
PRINT*, "Number of equations:"
READ*, N
ALLOCATE( A(N, N), AInv(N, N), X(N), B(N) )
PRINT*, "Enter coefficient matrix A by rows:"
READ*, ((A(I,J), J = 1,N), I = 1,N)
PRINT*, "Enter RHS vector B:"
READ*, B
X = .INV. A .x. B
PRINT*
PRINT*, "Solution:"
PRINT "(10F7.2)", X
END PROGRAM TestInv
You can testit on Equations 15.5–15.7 if you like, with the coefficient of x in the first equation
replaced by zero. This gives a non-zero pivotimmediately. The solution is x = 1, y = –1, z = 3.
This method, which is fairly straightforward to code, and very elegant, is quite adequate for small
systems (lessthan about 20 equations?). Larger systems willoften have many zero elements, which
makesthe Gaussreduction inefficient,since most ofthe row operations will be on zeros. There are
more efficientprocedures forsuch systems.

Chapter 15 Summary
•

A table or matrix may be represented in Fortran 90 by atwo-dimensionalarray.

•

Statements such as DATA, READ and PRINT treatthe elements of multi-dimensional array in
array element order, by default,i.e.the leftmost subscript changes most rapidly. Implied DO
loops may be used totreat elements by rows.

•

Array constructors may only be usedtoinitialize one-dimensionalarrays.However,theintrinsic
function RESHAPE can reshape a constructorinto any shape.

•

There are a number of usefulintrinsic functions for matrix handling.
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•

The operators .x. and .INV. were defined for matrix multiplication and inversion
respectively.

•

The intrinsic operator * cannot be redefinedto multiply arrays,sincethis isan existingintrinsic
operation. Either a differenttoken must be used, or a derived type must be defined.

Chapter 15 Exercises
15.1 When I firstlearntto program there were veryfew fancy functionsto do allthe work for you!
Write your own subroutine TRANS(A)which replaces A by its transpose, without using any
additional arrays.
15.2 Computethelimiting probabilitiesforthe drunk in Section 15.7 when he starts ateach ofthe
remainingintersectionsinturn, and confirm thatthe closerhe startstothe bar,the morelikely he is
to end up there.
15.3 Write a program to simulate the progress ofthe drunk in Section 15.7 down the street. Start
him at a givenintersection, and generate a random numberto decide whether he moves toward the
bar or home,accordingtothe probabilitiesinthetransition matrix. For each simulatedrandom walk,
record whetherhe ends up at home orinthe bar. Repeata large number oftimes. The proportion of
walks that end up in either place should approach the limiting probabilities computed using the
Markov modelreferred to in Exercise 15.2. Hint: ifthe random number islessthan 2/3 he moves
toward the bar (unless he is already at home or the bar,in which case that random walk ends),
otherwise he moves toward home.
15.4

Write a few lines of code tointerchange columns i and j ofthe matrix A.

15.5
The following system, suggested by T.S. Wilson, illustrates nicely the problem of illconditioning mentioned in Exercise 7.3:
10x + 7y + 8z + 7w = 32
7x + 5y + 6z + 5w = 23
8x + 6y +10z + 9w = 33
7x + 5y + 9z + 10w = 31
Use the Gauss reduction program inthischapterto show thatthe solution is x = y = z = w = 1. Then
changethe right-hand side constantsto 32.01, 22.99, 32.99 and 31.01 (a change of about 1 in 3000)
and findthe new solution. Finally,changethe right-hand side constantsto 32.1, 22.9, 32.9 and 31.1
and observe what effectthishas on the "solution".
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Chapter 16 Introduction to Numerica0l Methods
Chapter 16 Introduction
16.1. Equations
•

Newton's method

•

Complex roots

•

The Bisection method

•

Passing procedures as arguments

16.2. Integration
•

The Trapezoidal Rule

•

Intrinsic functions as arguments

•

Simpson's Rule

16.4. First-Order Differential Equations
•

Vertical motion under airresistance: Euler'smethod

•

Euler's method in general

•

Bacteria growth: Euler's method

•

A predictor-corrector method

16.5. Runge-Kutta Methods
•

Runge-Kutta fourth-order formulae

•

Systems of differential equations: a predator-prey model

16.6. A Differential Equation Modelling Package
16.7. Partial Differential Equations: a Tridiagonal System
•

Heat conduction

Chapter 16 Summary
Chapter 16 Exercises

Chapter 16 Introduction
A major scientific use of computers is in finding numerical solutions to mathematical
problems which have no analytical solutions, i.e. solutions which may be written down in
terms of polynomials and the known mathematical functions. In this chapter we look briefly
at three areas where numerical methods have been highly developed: solving equations,
evaluating integrals, and solving differential equations.
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16.1. Equations
In this section we consider how to solve equations in one unknown numerically. The
general way of expressing the problem is to say that we want to solve the equation f(x) = 0,
ie. we want to find its root (or roots) x. There is no general method for finding roots
analytically for any given f(x).

Newton's method
This is perhaps the easiest numerical method to implement for solving equations, and was
introduced earlier. It is an iterative method, meaning that it repeatedly attempts to improve an
estimate ofthe root:if x k is an approximation to the root,the next approximation x k +1 is given by

x k +1 = x k −

f ( xk )
f ′( x k )

where f'(x) is df/dx.
A structure plan to implement Newton's method is:
1. Read in starting value x 0 and required accuracy e
2. W hile

f ( xk ) ≥ e

x k +1 = x k − f ( x k ) / f ′( x k )

repeat

up

to

k

=

20,

say:

Print x k +1 and f ( x k +1 )
3. Stop

Itis necessary tolimit step 2 since the process may not converge.
3
A program using Newton's methodto solve the equation x + x − 3 = 0 ,starting with x 0 = 2 ,is
given in Chapter 8.If you run it you willsee thatthe values of x converge rapidly tothe root.

As an exercise, try running the program with different starting values of x 0 to see whether the
algorithm always converges.
Also try finding a non-zero root of 2x = tan(x), using Newton's method. You might have some
trouble withthis one.If you do, you willhave demonstrated the one serious problem with Newton's
method: it converges to a root only if the starting guess is "close enough." Since "close enough"
depends on the nature of f(x) and on the root,one can getinto difficulties here. The only remedy is
some intelligenttrial-and-error work on the initial guess—this is considerably easier if you sketch
f(x) carefully.
Ifthe method failsto find a root, you should use the Bisection method, discussed below.

Complex roots
Newton's method can also find complex roots, but only if the starting guess is complex. The
following program finds a complex root of x + x + 1 = 0 :
2

PROGRAM ComplexNewton
COMPLEX :: X
READ*, X
PRINT "(2A10)", "Re(x)", "Im(x)"
PRINT*
N = 1
DO WHILE (ABS( F(X) ) >= 1E-6 .AND. N < 20)
X = X - F(X) / DF(X)
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PRINT "(2F10.4)", X
N = N + 1
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION F(X)
COMPLEX X, F
F = X ** 2 + X + 1
END FUNCTION F
FUNCTION DF(X)
COMPLEX X, DF
DF = 2 * X + 1
END FUNCTION DF
END PROGRAM ComplexNewton
If you start with (0, 2),i.e. x = 2 −1 , x converges rapidly:
Re(x) Im(x)
-0.2941
1.1765
-0.4511
0.8975
-0.4982
0.8653
-0.5000
0.8660
-0.5000
0.8660
Since complex roots occurin complex conjugate pairs,the other rootis(-0.5,-0.866).
Note that a complex constant must be enclosed in parentheses forlist-directed input.
You can use this version to find real roots also, except you mustthen obviously give real starting
values.

The Bisection method
Consider again the problem of solving the equation f(x) = 0, where

f ( x) = x 3 + x − 3
We attempt to find by inspection, or trial-and-error,two values of x, callthem x L and x R ,such

that f ( x L ) and f ( x R ) have different signs,i.e. f ( x L ) f ( x R ) < 0 .If we can find two such

values,theroot mustliesomewhereintheinterval between them, since f ( x ) changes sign on this

interval (see Figure 16.1).In this example, x L = 1 and x R = 2 will do, since f (1) = −1 and

f (2) = 7 .Inthe Bisection method, we estimatetheroot by x M , where x M isthe midpointofthe
[ xL , xR ]

interval

xM = ( xL + xR ) / 2

,i.e.

(16.1)

Then if f ( x M ) hasthe same sign as f ( x L ) ,as drawn inthe figure,the root clearlylies between

x M and x R . We mustthen redefinetheleft-hand end oftheintervalas havingthe value of x M ,i.e.
we letthe new value of x be x M . Otherwise,if f ( x M ) and f ( x L ) have different signs, we let
L

the new value of x R be x M ,since the root mustlie between x L and x M in that case. Having
redefined x L or x R ,as the case may be, we bisectthe new interval again according to Equation
16.1 and repeatthe process untilthe distance between x L and x R is as small as we please.
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Figure 16.1 The Bisection method

The neatthing aboutthis method isthat we can calculate before starting how many bisections are
needed to obtain a certain accuracy, given initial values of x L and x R . Suppose we start with

x L = a , and x R = b . After the first bisection the worst possible error ( E1 ) in x M is
E1 = a − b / 2

,since we are estimatingtherootas being at the midpoint oftheinterval[a, b]. The

worst that can happen is thatthe root is actually at x L or x R ,in which case the error is E1 .
E = a − b / 2n
Carrying on likethis,after n bisectionsthe worstpossible error E n is given by n
.If
we wantto be surethatthisislessthan some specified error E, we mustseetoitthat n satisfiesthe
inequality

n>

a − b / 2n < E

,i.e.

log( a − b / E )
log( 2)

(16.2)

Since n is the number of bisections,it must be an integer. The smallest integer n that exceeds the
right-hand side of Inequality 16.2 will do as the maximu m number of bisections required to
guarantee the given accuracy E.
The following scheme may be used to program the Bisection method.It will work for any function

f ( x ) that changes sign (in either direction) between thetwo values a and b, which must be found
beforehand by the user. The implementation follows below.
1. Read a, b and E
2. Initialize x L and x R
3. Compute maximu m bisections n from Inequality 16.2
4. Repeat
n
Compute

xM

If f ( x L ) f ( x M ) > 0 then

according

times:
to

Equation

16.1:

Let x L = x M
otherwise
Let x R = x M
5. Printroot x M
6. Stop.
We have assumed thatthe procedure will not find the root exactly;the chances of this happening
with real variables areinfinitesimal.
The main advantage ofthe Bisection methodisthatitis guaranteedtofind arootif you can findtwo
starting valuesfor x L and x R between which the function changes sign. You can also computein
advancethe number of bisections needed to attain a given accuracy. Compared to Newton's method
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itisinefficient.Successive bisections do notnecessarily move closertothe root,as usually happens
with Newton's method.In fact,itisinteresting to compare thetwo methods on the same functionto
see how many more steps the Bisection method requiresthan Newton's method. For example, to
solvethe equation x + x − 3 = 0 ,the Bisection methodtakes 21 stepstoreachthe same accuracy
as Newton'sin five steps.
3

Passing procedures as arguments
You may want to write a general purpose numerical methods module containing among other
procedures a subroutine to carry outthe Bisection method. In that case,it would be convenientto
passthe function f(x) as an argument. This can be done ifthe function is defined as an external or
module function. An explicitinterface is needed in this case.
The module NumUtils below containsa subroutine Bisect which acceptsafunction name Fung
as a dummy argument:
MODULE NumUtils
IMPLICIT NONE
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Bisect(A, B, E, N, XM, Fung)
! implements Bisection method
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: A, B, E
! limits and accuracy
REAL, INTENT(OUT) :: XM
! root
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: N
! number of bisections
REAL XL, XR
INTEGER I
INTERFACE
! recommended not required
FUNCTION Fung(X)
REAL Fung
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
END FUNCTION Fung
END INTERFACE
XL = A
! initialize
XR = B
N = LOG(ABS(A-B)/E) / LOG(2.0) + 1 ! N must exceed formula
value
DO I = 1, N
! perform bisections
XM = (XL + XR) / 2
IF (Fung(XL) * Fung(XM) > 0) THEN
XL = XM
ELSE
XR = XM
END IF
END DO
END SUBROUTINE Bisect
END MODULE NumUtils
Note:
•

The dum my argument Fung is declared in an interface block inside Bisect.

•

The subroutine returns the number of bisections N and the root XM.

The actual name ofthe function is F.Itis defined as an externalfunction:
FUNCTION F(X)
REAL F
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
F = X ** 3 + X - 3
END FUNCTION F
A main program to putthis alltogetheristhen:
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PROGRAM TestBisect
USE NumUtils
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL A, B, E, X
INTEGER N
INTERFACE
FUNCTION F(X)
REAL F
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
END FUNCTION F
END INTERFACE

16.2. Integration
Although most "respectable" mathematical functions can be differentiated analytically, the
same cannot be said for integration. There are no general rules for integrating, as there are
− x2

for differentiating. For example, the indefinite integral of a function as simple as e cannot
be found mathematically. We therefore need numerical methods for evaluating integrals.
This is actually quite easy to do, and depends on the well-known fact that the definite
integral of a function f ( x ) between the limits x = a and x = b is equal to the area under

f ( x ) bounded by the x-axis and the two vertical lines x = a and x = b. So all numerical
methods for integrating simply involve more or less ingenious ways of estimating the area
under f ( x ) .

The Trapezoidal Rule
The method we will use hereis calledthe Trapezoidal(or Trapezium) Rule. The area under f ( x )
isdividedinto verticalpanels each of width h, calledthe step-length.Ifthere are n such panels,then

nh = b − a ,i.e. n = (b − a ) / h .If we join the points wheresuccessive panels cut f ( x ) ,we can
estimate the area under f ( x ) as the sum of the area of the resulting trapezia. If we callthis
approximation tothe integralS, then

S=

n −1

h
f
a
+
f
b
+
f ( xi ) 
2
(
)
(
)
∑

2
i =1


(16.3)

where xi = a + ih . Equation 16.3 isthe Trapezoidal Rule, and provides an estimate forthe integral
b

∫ f ( x )dx
a

We can include a function Trap to evaluate an integralin this way in our module NumUtils:
FUNCTION Trap( A, B, H, Fung )
INTERFACE
FUNCTION Fung(X)
REAL Fung
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
END FUNCTION Fung
END INTERFACE
REAL Trap
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: A, B, H
INTEGER I, N
N = NINT( (B-A) / H )
Trap = 0
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DO I = 1, N-1
! using notation defined in text
Trap = Trap + Fung( A + I * H )
END DO
Trap = H / 2 * (Fung(A) + Fung(B) + 2 * Trap)
END FUNCTION Trap
Its dum my argument Fung is again the function to be integrated,so thereis an interface block for
Fung.
It is assumed that the user will choose h in such a way that the number of steps n will be an
integer—a check forthis could be builtin.
As an example,let'sintegrate f ( x ) = x between thelimits 0 and 4. We need to writean external
function again:
3

FUNCTION F(X)
REAL F
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
F = X ** 3
END FUNCTION F
A main program could look like this:
PROGRAM TestTrap
USE NumUtils
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL A, B, H
INTERFACE
FUNCTION F(X)
REAL F, X
END FUNCTION F
END INTERFACE
PRINT*, "Enter A, B, H:"
READ*, A, B, H
PRINT "('Integral:', F8.4)", Trap( A, B, H, F )
END PROGRAM TestTrap
With h = 0.01,the estimateis64.0004 (the exactintegralis64). You willfindthatas h getssmaller,
the estimate gets more accurate.
This example assumes that f ( x ) is a continuous function which may be evaluated at any x. In
practice,the function could be defined at discrete pointssupplied as results of an experiment. For
example,the speed of an object v(t) might be measured every so many seconds,and one might want
to estimatethe distance travelled asthe area underthe speed-time graph.In this case, Trap would
have to be changed by replacing Fung with an array Values(0:N), say. References to
Fung(A), Fung(A+I*H) and Fung(B) would have to be changed to Values(0),
Values(I) and Values(N) respectively.

Intrinsic functions as arguments
Trap can be usedtointegratean intrinsicfunction, which mustthen be declaredin an INTRINSIC
statement. E.g.tointegrate sine insertthe statement
INTRINSIC SIN
into TestTrap, and change the callto Trap:
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PRINT "('Integral:', F8.4)", Trap( A, B, H, SIN )

Simpson's Rule
Simpson's ruleis a method of numericalintegration which is a good deal more accurate than the
Trapezoidal Rule,and shouldalways be used before youtry anythingfancier.Italso dividesthe area
under the function to be integrated, f ( x ) ,into vertical strips, but instead of joining the points

f ( xi ) with straightlines, every set of three such successive points are fitted with a parabola. To
ensure thatthere are always an even number of panels,the step-length n is usually chosen so that
there are 2n panels,i.e. n = (b − a ) / ( 2 h) .

Using the same notation as above, Simpson's rule estimatesthe integral as

S=

n −1
n

h
f
a
+
f
b
+
2
f
x
+
4
f ( x 2i −1 )
(
)
(
)
(
)
∑
∑
2i

3
i =1
i =1


The coding for thisformula,which can be included in the module NumUtils is:
FUNCTION Simp( A, B, H, Fung )
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: A, B, H
REAL Simp
INTEGER I, N
INTERFACE
FUNCTION Fung(X)
REAL Fung
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
END FUNCTION Fung
END INTERFACE
Simp = 0
N = NINT( (B-A) / (2 * H) )

! 2N panels now

DO I = 1, N-1
! using notation defined in text
Simp = Simp + 2 * Fung( A + 2 * I * H )
END DO
DO I = 1, N
Simp = Simp + 4 * Fung( A + (2 * I - 1) * H )
END DO
Simp = H / 3 * (Fung(A) + Fung(B) + Simp)
END FUNCTION Simp
Note that N ishalfits previous size.
If you try Simpson's Rule outon f ( x ) = x between any limits, you willfind rathersurprisingly,
thatit gives the same result as the exact mathematical solution. This is a nice extra benefit of the
rule:itintegrates cubic polynomials exactly (which can be proved).
3

16.3. Numerical Differentiation
The Newton quotient for a function f ( x ) is given by

f ( x + h) − f ( x )
h

(16.4)

where h is "small". As h tends to zero,this quotient approaches the first derivative, df / dx .
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The Newton quotient may therefore be used to estimate a derivative numerically. Itis a useful
exerciseto do this with a few functions for which you know the derivatives. This way you can see
how small you can make h before rounding errorsrounding error cause problems. These arise
because Expression 16.4involvessubtractingtwo termsthateventually become equal whenthelimit
of the computer's accuracy isreached.
As an example,thefollowing program usesthe Newton quotientto estimate f '( x ) for f ( s) = x
at x = 2 ,for smallerand smaller values of h (the exact answer is 4).

2

REAL NQ, X, H
INTEGER I, N
X = 2
H = 1
PRINT*, "How many?"
READ*, N
PRINT "(A10, A12)", "H", "NQ"
DO I = 1, N
NQ = (F(X + H) - F(X)) / H
PRINT "(E10.4, F12.8)", H, NQ
H = H / 10
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION F(X)
REAL F, X
F = X ** 2
END FUNCTION F
END
Output:
H
NQ
0.1000E+01 5.00000000
0.1000E00 4.09999371
0.1000E-01 4.01000977
0.1000E-02 4.00066423
0.1000E-03 3.99589586
0.1000E-04 4.00543261
0.1000E-05 3.81469774
−3

The results show thatthe best h forthis particular problem is about 10 . But for h much smaller
than this the estimate becomes totally unreliable. Using double precision real kind improves the
accuracy. Change REAL to REAL(2):
H
...
0.1000E-04
0.1000E-05
0.1000E-06
0.1000E-07
0.1000E-08
0.1000E-09
0.1000E-10
0.1000E-11

NQ
4.00001000
4.00000100
4.00000009
3.99999998
4.00000033
4.00000033
4.00000033
4.00035560
−8

The best value is now about 10 .
Generally,the best h for a given problem can only be found by trialand error. Findingitconstitutes
a major problem of numerical analysis. This problem does not arise with numericalintegration,
because numbers are added to find the area, not subtracted.
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16.4. First-order Differential Equations
The most interesting situations in real life that we may want to model, or represent
quantitatively, are usually those in which the variables change in time (e.g. biological,
electrical or mechanical systems). If the changes are continuous, the system can often be
represented with equations involving the derivatives of the dependent variables. Such
equations are called differential equations. The main aim of a lot of modelling is to be able
to write down a set of differential equations that describe the system being studied, as
accurately as possible. Very few differential equations can be solved analytically, so once
again, numerical methods are required. We will consider the simplest method of numerical
solution in this section: Euler's method (Euler rhymes with boiler). We will also consider
briefly how to improve it.

Vertical motion under air resistance: Euler's method
To illustrate Euler's method, we willtake an example from Newtonian dynamics, of motion under
gravity againstair resistance. Suppose a skydiver steps out of a hovering helicopter, but does not
open his parachute for 24 seconds. We wouldlike to find his velocity as a function of time during
this period. Assuming airresistance cannot be neglected (ask any skydiver!),he fallssubjecttotwo
opposing vertical forces: gravity acting downward, and air resistance acting upward. The air
resistance force is assumed to be proportionalto the square of his velocity (thisis fairly accurate).
Applying Newton's second law to the skydiver, we have

mdv / dt = mg − pv 2
where m is his mass, g the acceleration due to gravity, v his velocity, and p is a constant of
proportionality. Dividing by m, we can rewritethis as

dv / dt = g − kv 2

(16.5)

where k = p / m . Equation 16.5 isthe differential equation describing the motion ofthe skydiver
under gravity. The constant k varies with shape and mass, and may be found experimentally from
the terminal velocity of the falling object. This terminal velocity (vT ) is reached when the object
stops accelerating, and may be found by equating the right-hand side of Equation 16.5 to zero. Thus

vT =

g/k

For a man wearing an unopened parachute, k is found to be about 0.004 in M KS units. Before we
proceed withthe numericalsolution of Equation 16.5 we should notethatthis particular differential
equation can be solved analytically,since itis ofthe type called variable separable:

v( t ) =

(

a C − e −2 akt
C+e

)

−2 akt

(16.6)

[

] [

]

C = a + v( 0) / a − v ( 0)
where a = vT and
.
Euler's methodforsolving Equation 16.5 numerically consistsofreplacingthe derivative onthelefthand side with its Newton quotient, and equating this to the right-hand side as it stands. After a
slightrearrangment ofterms,we get

[

v(t + h) = v( t ) + h g − kv 2 ( t )

]

(16.7)

If we divide up the time period t into n intervals of h, then t = nh. If we define vn as v(t),
then

vn+1 = v(t + h) . We can therefore replace Equation 16.7 with the iterative scheme

(

vn+1 = vn + h g − kvn2

)
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Since we are given the initial condition v0 = 0 , Equation 16.8 provides a numerical scheme for
finding the Euler approximation vn to v(t) in general.
Itis very easy to program Euler's method. W e can alsotestitsaccuracy bytrying differentvalues of
h and comparing the results withthe exact solution. The following program uses Euler's method as
implementedin Equation 16.8 to estimate v forthe first24 seconds ofthe skydiver's motion.Italso
computesthe exact solution for comparison.
PROGRAM Para
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, PARAMETER :: g = 9.8
REAL K, H, T, T0, Tend, V, V0, X
INTEGER I, N
PRINT*, "Enter K, H, T0, V(T0), Tend:"
READ*, K, H, T0, V0, Tend
X = (Tend - T0) / H
N = INT( X + SPACING(X)) + 1
! trip count
T = T0
V = V0
PRINT "(3A10)", "Time", "Euler", "Exact"
DO I = 1, N
PRINT "(3F10.2)", T, V, Vexact(T, V0, G, K)
V = V + H * (g - K * V * V)
T = T + H
END DO
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Vexact(T, V0, G, K)
REAL Vexact
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: g, K, T, V0
REAL A, C
A = SQRT( g / K )
C = (A + V0) / (A - V0)
Vexact = A * (C - EXP(-2*A*K*T))/(C + EXP(-2*A*K*T))
END FUNCTION Vexact
END PROGRAM Para
Taking h = 2 and k = 0.004 we get:
Time
0.00
2.00
4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
20.00
22.00
24.00

Euler
0.00
19.60
36.13
45.29
48.48
49.28
49.45
49.49
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50

Exact
0.00
18.64
32.64
41.08
45.50
47.65
48.65
49.11
49.32
49.42
49.46
49.48
49.49

Euler's method gets more accurate if you reduce h, e.g. with h = 0.5 the worst erroris only about
3%. Note thatthe errors get smaller asterminal velocity approaches.
In a real problem, we don't usually know the exact answer, or we wouldn't be using a numerical
method in the first place. The only check isto use smaller and smaller values of h untilit doesn't
seem to make much difference,e.g.continue halving h untilthe resultsfora fixed t only change by
an acceptably small amount.
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Now let'ssee what happens when the skydiver opens his parachute. The airresistance term will be
different now. For an open parachute, k = 0.3 is quite realistic. We can use the same program as
before, although we need to supply a new starting value of 49.49 for v. Since h = 0.5 worked well
before, we try the same value now. The results are rather surprising (t isthe time elapsed since the
parachute opened):
Time
Euler
0.00
49.49
0.50
-313.00
1.00 -15003.36
1.50**********
2.00**********

Exact
49.49
7.62
6.02
5.77
5.73

Not only does Euler'ssolution show thatthe man flies upward, he does so with tremendous speed,
and soon exceeds the speed of light! The results make nonsense physically. Fortunately, in this
example our intuition tells us that something is wrong. The only remedy is to reduce h. Some
experimenting willrevealthatthe resultsforh = 0.01 are much better:
Time
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
...
0.10
...
0.20
...
1.00
...
2.00

Euler
49.49
42.24
36.99
32.98
29.81
27.25

Exact
49.49
43.18
38.31
34.45
31.31
28.71

19.30

20.43

12.69

13.32

5.98

6.02

5.72

5.73
2

Finally,notethat Euler's method willbejustas easyto computeifthe airresistanceterm isnot kv ,
but kv

1.8

(which ismore realistic), although now an analytic solution cannot be found.

Euler's method in general
In general we want to solve a first-order differential equation of the form

dy / dx = f ( x , y ), y ( 0) given.
Table 16.1 Bacteria growth
Time Euler
Corrector

PredictorExact

0.1
1000 1000 1000
0.5
1400 1480 1492
1.0
1960 2190 2226
1.5
2744 3242 3320
2.0
3842 4798 4953
...
5.0
28925 50422 54598
...
8.0
217795 529892 601845
...
10.0
836683 2542344
2980958
Euler's method replaces dy/dx by its Newton quotient, so the differential equation becomes
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y( x + h) − y( x )
= f ( x, y)
h
Rearranging, we get

yn+1 = yn + hf ( xn , yn )

(16.9)

defining yn as y ( xn ) , where xn = x = nh , and where y 0 = y ( 0) .

Bacteria growth: Euler's method
Euler's method performs quite adequately in the skydiver problem once we have got the
right value of the step-length h. In case you think that the numerical solution of all
differential equations is just as easy, we will now consider an example where Euler's
method doesn't do too well.
Suppose a colony of 1000 bacteria are multiplying at the rate of r = 0.8 per hour per
individual (i.e. an individual produces an average of 0.8 offspring every hour). How many
bacteria are there after 10 hours? Assuming that the colony grows continuously and
without restriction, we can model this growth with the differential equation
dN/dt = rN,

N(0) = 1000,
(16.10),

where N(t) is the population size at time t. This process is called exponential growth.
Equation 16.10 may be exponential growth solved analytically to give the well-known
formula for exponential growth:

N ( t ) = N ( 0)e rt
To solve Equation 16.10 numerically, we apply Euler's algorithm to it to get

N k +1 = N k + rhN k

(16.11)

where N k = N (t ) , and N 0 = 1000 . Taking h = 0.5 gives the results shown in Table 16.1
where the exact solution is also given.
This time the numerical solution (in the column headed Euler) is not too good. In fact, the
error gets worse at each step, and after 10 hours of bacteria time it is about 72%. Of
course, the numerical solution will improve if we take h smaller, but there will still always be
some value of t where the error exceeds some acceptable limit.
We may ask why Euler's method works so well with the skydiver, but so badly with the
bacteria. By using the Newton quotient each time in Euler's method, we are actually
assuming that the derivative changes very little over the small interval h, i.e. that the
second derivative is very small. Now in the case of the skydiver, by differentiating Equation
16.5 again with respect to time, we see that

d 2 v / dt 2 = − (2 kv)dv / dt ,
which approaches zero as the falling object reaches its terminal velocity. In the bacteria
case, the second derivative of N(t) is found by differentiating Equation 16.10:

d 2 N / dt 2 = rdN / dt = r 2 N (t )
This is far from zero at t = 10. In fact, it is approaching three million! The Newton quotient
approximation gets worse at each step in this case.
There are better numerical methods for overcoming these sorts of problems. Two of them
are discussed below. More sophisticated methods may be found in most textbooks on
numerical analysis. However, Euler's method may always be used as a first approximation
as long as you realize where and why errors may arise.

A Predictor-Corrector Method
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One improvement on the solution of
dy/dx = f(x, y),

y(0) given

is as follows. The Euler approximation, which we are going to denote by an asterisk,is given by

y k• +1 = y k + hf ( x k , y k )

(16.12)

f ( xk , yk )

Butthisformulafavoursthe old value of y in computing
it would be betterto say

[(

]

)

yk• +1 = k k + h f xk +1 , yk• +1 + f ( xk , yk ) / 2
where

x k +1 = x + h

on the right-hand side. Surely

(16.13)
•

,since this also involves the new value y k +1 in computing f on the right•

hand side? The problem of course isthat y k +1 is as yet unknown, so we can't use it on the right•

hand side of Equation 16.13.But we could use Eulerto estimate(predict) y k +1 from Equation 16.12
•

and then use Equation 16.13to correctthe prediction by computing a better version of y k +1 ,which
we will call yk +1 . So the full procedure is:
Repeat as many times as required:

Use Euler to predict: y k• +1 = y k + hf ( x k , y k )

[(

)

]

Then correct y k• +1 to: y k• +1 = y k + h f x k +1 , y k• +1 + f ( x k , y k ) / 2
Thisis called a predictor-corrector method. The program Para above can easily be adaptedtothis
problem. The relevantlines of code, which will generate allthe entriesin Table 16.1 at once, are:
DO I = 1, N PRINT "(F5.1, 3F12.0)", T, NE, NC, N0 * EXP( R * T )
NE = NE + R * H * NE
! straight Euler NP = NC + R * H
* NC
! Predictor NC = NC + R * H * (NP + NC) / 2 !
Corrector T = T + HEND DO
NE stands for the "straight" (uncorrected) Euler solution, NP is the Euler predictor, and NC is the
corrector. The worsterroris now only 15%. Thisis much betterthanthe uncorrected Eulersolution,
although there is stillroom forimprovement.

16.5. Runge-Kutta Methods
There are a variety of algorithms, under the general name of Runge-Kutta, which can be
used to integrate systems of ordinary differential equations. The fourth-order formula is
given below, for reference. A derivation of this and the other Runge-Kutta formulae can be
found in most books on numerical analysis.

Runge-Kutta fourth-order formulae
The general first-order differential equation is
dy/dx = f(x, y),

y(0) given

(16.14)

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta estimate y * at x+h is given by

y • = y + ( k1 + 2 k 2 + 2 k 3 + k 4 ) / 6
where
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k1 = hf ( x , y )

k 2 = hf ( x + 0.5h, y + 0.5k1 )

k 3 = hf ( x + 0.5h, y + 0.5k 2 )
k 4 = hf ( x + h, y + k 3 )

Systems of differential equations: a predator-prey model
The Runge-Kutta formulae may be adapted to integrate systems of first-order differential
equations. Here we adapt the fourth-order formulae to integrate the well-known LotkaVolterra predator-prey model:
dx/dt = px - qxy
dy/dt = rxy - sy,

(16.15)
(16.16)

where x(t) and y(t) are the prey and predator population sizes at time t, and p, q, r and s
are biologically determined parameters. We define f(x,y) and g(x,y) as the right-hand sides
of Equations 16.15 and 16.16 respectively. In this case, the Runge-Kutta estimates x * and
y * at time (t+h) may be found from x and y at time t with the formulae

x • = x + ( k1 + 2 k 2 + 2 k 3 + k 4 ) / 6
y • = y + (m1 + 2m2 + 2m3 + m4 ) / 6
where

k1 = hf ( x , y )

m1 = hg( x , y )

k 2 = hf ( x + 0.5k1 , y + 0.5m1 )

m2 = hg( x + 0.5k1 , y + 0.5m1 )
k 3 = hf ( x + 0.5k 2 , y + 0.5m2 )

m3 = hg( x + 0.5k 2 , y + 0.5m2 )
k 4 = hf ( x + k 3 , y + m3 )
m4 = hg( x + k 3 , y + m3 )
It should be noted that in this example x and y are the dependent variables, and t (which
does not appear explicitly in the equations) is the independent variable. In Equation 16.4 y
is the dependent variable, and x is the independent variable.

16.6. A Differential Equation Modelling Package
This section implements a skeleton interactive modelling program, Driver. Its basis is a fourthorder Runge-Kutta procedure tointegrateatime-based system (of any size)offirst-order differential
equations.It consists of four program units(which can be compiled separately), only one of which
needs to be recompiled by users:
•

a module DrGlobal with global declarations of derived types and variables;

•

an externalsubroutine DEqs which definesthe model differential equations —in principle,this
is the only program unit which needs to be recompiled when the user sets up or changes a
model;

•

a module DrUtils with some basic utility subroutines,including a Runge-Kutta subroutine;

•

a main program Driver to run the package.
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Each ofthese program units will be described in turn. To illustratethe package,itis set up here to
run the predator-prey model of Section 16.5, with x(0) = 105, y(0) = 8, p = 0.4, q = 0.04, r = 0.02,
and s = 2.
DrGlobal contains declarations to be used by DEqs and DrUtils:
MODULE DrGlobal
! Global declarations for Driver
TYPE VarType
Character(4) Name
REAL InVal
REAL Val
END TYPE VarType

!
!
!
!

type for model variables
name
initial value
current value

TYPE ParType
Character(4) Name
REAL Val
END TYPE ParType

! type for model parameters
! name
! value

TYPE (ParType), ALLOCATABLE, TARGET :: Params(:)
! parameters
TYPE (VarType), ALLOCATABLE :: Vars (:)
! variables
REAL, ALLOCATABLE, TARGET :: X(:)
! current values of variables
REAL T, dt
! model time and step-length
! for Runge-Kutta
INTEGER Itime, RunTime
! counter, number of integrations
INTEGER NumVars, NumParams ! number of model variables, parameters
Character(1) Opt
! response to main menu
END MODULE DrGlobal
Each element of the array Vars (of derived type VarType) represents properties of a model
variable:name,initialvalue and current value. The current valueis keptso thatthe user may run the
model eitherfrom the initialvalues, orthe current values. The array Params representsthe model
parameters.
Itis convenientto have a separate array X to hold the current values ofthe model variables.It has
the TARGET attributeto allow aliasing in DEqs. The othervariables are described in com ments.
The user defines the model differential equations inthe external subroutine DEqs:
SUBROUTINE DEqs( F )
! evaluates RHS of DEs
USE DrGlobal
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL, INTENT(OUT) :: F(:)
REAL, POINTER :: Prey, Pred, p, q, r, s
! model equations are:
! dx/dt = F1 = px - qxy
! dy/dt = F2 = rxy - sy
Prey => X(1)
! symbolic aliases ...
Pred => X(2)
! ... reduce likelihood of errors
p => Params(1) % Val
q => Params(2) % Val
r => Params(3) % Val
s => Params(4) % Val
F(1) = p * Prey - q * Prey * Pred
F(2) = r * Prey * Pred - s * Pred
END SUBROUTINE DEqs
DEqs evaluates and returnsthe right-hand side ofthe ith differential equation in the ith element of
the array F. To allow the userto use more meaningfulsymbolic namesforparametersand variables,
aliases are set up between the symbolic names and the system variables declared in DrGlobal.
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This is why DEqs must access the module DrGlobal, and why the current values of the model
variables mustbe held inthe array X. The use of aliases makes it much easierto code large models.
The module DrUtils mustaccess DrGlobal, and looks as follows:
MODULE DrUtils
! Driver utility subroutines
USE DrGlobal
IMPLICIT NONE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE DEqs( F )
REAL F(:)
END SUBROUTINE DEqs
END INTERFACE

! defines model DEs

CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE Headings
! generates output headings
INTEGER I
PRINT "(3A11)", "Time", (Vars(I) % Name, I = 1, NumVars)
PRINT*
PRINT "(3F11.2)", T, X
END SUBROUTINE Headings
SUBROUTINE Initialize
! All this info could be read from a disk file
NumVars = 2
NumParams = 4
ALLOCATE( Vars(NumVars), Params(NumParams), X(NumVars) )
Vars(1) % Name = "Prey"
Vars(1) % InVal = 105
Vars(2) % Name = "Pred"
Vars(2) % InVal = 8
Params(1) % Val = 0.4
Params(2) % Val = 0.04
Params(3) % Val = 0.02
Params(4) % Val = 2.0
Vars % Val = 0
! set current values to zero for safety
dt = 1
T = 0
RunTime = 10
END SUBROUTINE Initialize
SUBROUTINE Run
CALL Headings
DO Itime = 1, RunTime
T = T + dt
CALL Runge
PRINT "(3F11.2)", T, X
END DO
Vars % Val = X
END SUBROUTINE Run

! run the model

! current values

SUBROUTINE Runge
! 4th order Runge-Kutta
REAL :: F(NumVars)
REAL, DIMENSION( NumVars ) :: A, B, C, D, V ! working space
REAL h
A = 0; B = 0; C = 0; D = 0 ! initialize
V = X
! initialize for Runge-Kutta
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CALL DEqs( F )
A = dt * F
X = V + A / 2
! V has original X, update X
CALL DEqs( F )
B = dt * F
X = V + B / 2
CALL DEqs( F )
C = dt * F
X = V + C
CALL DEqs( F )
D = dt * F
X = V + (A + 2 * B + 2 * C + D) / 6 ! finally update X for return
END SUBROUTINE Runge
SUBROUTINE TidyUp
! close files, throw away dynamic storage, etc.
DEALLOCATE( Vars, Params, X )
END SUBROUTINE
END MODULE DrUtils
It has an (optional)interface block forthe external subroutine DEqs.
Headings generates headings forthe output from a run,including the initial values forthatrun.
Initialize allocates dynamic storage,sets up model variable and parameter names and values,
and also initializes other global variables. Note that allthisinformation could be read from a disk
file(which itself could be setup by another subroutine).
The subroutine Run actually runs the model. It generates headings, integrates the differential
equations RunTime times by calling Runge, and finallysetsthe final values ofthe variablesfrom
X. Note that Vars % Val is a valid array section:the array X can therefore be assigned to it.
Runge integratesthe differential equations over one step-length dt, calling DEqs to supply their
right-hand sides.
TidyUp deallocates dynamic storage, and would be the place to close files, etc.
Finally,the package is driven by the main program Driver:
PROGRAM Driver
! Runs differential equations models
! Model DE must be defined in external subroutine DEqs
USE DrGlobal
! global declarations
USE DrUtils
! Driver subroutines
IMPLICIT NONE
CALL Initialize
Opt = ""
PRINT*, "Driver Sample Model"
PRINT*
DO WHILE (Opt /= "Q" .AND. Opt /= "q")
PRINT*, "C: Carry on"
PRINT*, "I: Initial run"
PRINT*, "Q: Quit"
PRINT*
READ*, Opt
PRINT*
SELECT CASE (Opt)
CASE ("C", "c")
X = Vars % Val
CALL Run
CASE ("I", "i")
X = Vars % InVal
T = 0
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CALL Run
END SELECT
END DO
CALL TidyUp
END PROGRAM Driver
Driver uses both modules,and allows two basic options atthe moment:to run the modelfrom its
initial values (I), orto run from the currentvalues (C).
Ifaninitialrunisselected, X isassignedinitial values,and T issetto zero,before Run iscalled.Ifa
carry on is selected, X is assigned current values, and T isleft unchanged.
A sample run using the datain this example is as follows:
Driver Sample Model
C: Carry on
I: Initial run
Q: Quit
Enter your option:
I
Time
Prey

...

0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

105.00
110.88
108.32
98.83
91.12
90.30
95.81
104.30
110.45
108.61
99.58

Pred
8.00
9.47
11.65
12.57
11.26
9.24
7.98
7.99
9.34
11.48
12.52

Depending on your enthusiasm, you could extend thisskeleton a great deal. You could even write a
procedure for setting up a new model, which asks the user for symbolic names of variables and
parameters,and which generates the aliasing code for subsequentinclusion into DEqs. Thisis very
usefulforlarge models.

16.7. Partial Differential Equations: a Tridiagonal System
The numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) is a vast subject. Space only
permits one example, which serves two important purposes. It demonstrates a powerful
method of solving a class of PDEs called parabolic. It also illustrates a method of solving
tridiagonal systems of linear equations.

Heat conduction
The conduction of heat along athin uniform rod may be modelled by the partial differential equation

∂U ∂ 2U
= 2
∂t
∂x

(16.17)

where U(x, t) isthe temperature distribution a distance x from one end of the rod at time t. It is
assumed that no heatislostfrom the rod along itslength.
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Halfthe battlein solving PDEs is mastering the notation. We set up a rectangular grid, with steplengths of h and k inthe x and t directionsrespectively. A general point on the grid has co-ordinates

xi = ih, y j = jk

. A concise notation for U(x,t) at

xi , y j

isthen simply

Ui , j

.

U

Now i , j is of course the exact solution of the PDE. Exact solutions can only be found in a few
special cases; we want a general method forfinding approximate solutions. This is done by using
truncated Taylor series to replace the PDE by a finite difference scheme. We define
solution ofthefinite difference scheme atthe grid point
solutions for

ui , j

xi , y j

ui , j

as the

.We now attemptto find numerical

,which willtherefore be our approximation to the exact solution

Ui , j

.

The left-hand side of Equation 16.17 is usually approximated by a forward difference:

∂U ui , j +1 − ui , j
=
∂t
k
One way of approximating the right-hand side of Equation 16.17 is as follows:

∂ 2U ui +1, j − 2ui , j + ui −1 j
=
∂x 2
h2

(16.18)

Thisleads to a scheme, which although easy to compute,isonly conditionally stable.
Ifhowever we replacetheright-hand side ofthe scheme in Equation 16.18 by the mean ofthe finite
difference approximation onthe jth and (j+1)thtime rows,we getthefollowing scheme for Equation
16.17:

− rui −1 j +1 + (2 + 2r )uij +1 − rui +1 j +1 = rui −1 j + ( 2 − 2r )uij + rui +1 j

(16.19)

where r = k / h . This is known as the Crank-Nicolson implicit method, since it involves the
solution of a system of simultaneous equations, as we shallsee.
2

To illustrate the method numerically,let's suppose thatthe rod has a length of 1 unit,and thatits
ends arein contact with blocks ofice,i.e.the boundary conditions are U(0, t) = U(1, t) = 0. Suppose
also thatthe initialtemperature is given by the initial condition

 2 x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 / 2
U ( x ,0) = 
2(1 − x ), 1 / 2 ≤ x ≤ 1
This situation could come about by heating the centre ofthe rod for a long time, withthe ends kept
incontact withtheice,removingthe heatsource attime t = 0. This particularproblem hassym metry
aboutthe line x = 1/2; we exploitthisfactin finding the solution.
If we take h = 0.1 and k = 0.01, we will have r = 1, and Equation 16.19 becomes

− ui −1, j +1 + 4ui , j +1 − ui +1, j +1 = ui −1, j + ui +1, j
Putting j = 0 then generatesthefollowing setof equationsforthe unknowns u i ,1 up tothe midpoint
ofthe rod,represented by i = 5,i.e. x = ih = 0.5. Exact and approximate solutions coincide on the
boundaries and attime t = 0.The subscript j = 1 has been dropped for clarity:

0 + 4u1 − u2 = 0 + 0.4
− u1 + 4u2 − u3 = 0.2 + 0.6
− u2 + 4u3 − u4 = 0.4 + 0.8
.
− u3 + 4u4 − u5 = 0.6 + 10
− u4 + 4u5 − u6 = 0.8 + 0.8
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Sym metry then allows us to replace u6 in the last equation by u
matrix form as
 4
 −1

 0

 0
 0

−1
4
−1

0
−1
4

0
0
−1

0
0

−1
0

4
−2

4

. This system can be written in

0   u 1  0.4 
0  u 2  0.8 
. 
0  u 3  =  12
   
. 
−1  u 4   16




. 
4  u 5   16
(16.20)

The matrix(A) on theleftof Equation 16.20is known as a tridiagonal matrix. Such a matrix can be
represented by three one-dimensional arrays:one for each diagonal. The system can then be solved
very efficiently by Gauss elimination. This will not be explained here, but simply presented in a
working program.
Care needs to be taken with the matrix representation. The following form is often chosen:
b1
a
 2

A=





c1
b2
a3

c2
b3

c3
an −1 bn −1
an







c n −1 

bn 

Noting how the subscriptsrun, we will have to dimension as follows: A(2:N), B(N), C(1:N-1).
The following program implementsthe Crank-Nicolson methodto solvethis particularproblem over
10 time steps of k = 0.01. The step-length h isspecified by N: h = 1/(2N) because of thesym metry.
r istherefore not restricted to the value 1, although ittakes this value inthe program.
PROGRAM CrankNicolson
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: N = 5
REAL A(2:N), B(N), C(1:N-1), U(0:N+1), G(N), UX(N)
INTEGER I, J
REAL H, K, R, T
K = 0.01
H = 1.0 / (2 * N)
R = K / H ** 2
! set up A, B, C
A = -R
A(N) = - 2 * R
B = 2 + 2 * R
C = -R
DO I = 0, N
U(I) = 2 * I * H
END DO
U(N+1) = U(N-1)

! symmetry assumed

! symmetry

! initial conditions
! symmetry

T = 0
PRINT "(A6, 10F8.4)", "X =", (I * H, I = 1, N)
PRINT*, " T"
PRINT "(F6.2, 10F8.4)", T, U(1:N)
DO J = 1, 10
T = T + 0.01
G = R * (U(0:N-1) + U(2:N+1)) + (2 - 2 * R) * U(1:N) ! general R
CALL TriDiag( A, B, C, UX, G )
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PRINT "(F6.2, 10F8.4)", T, UX
U(1:N) = UX
U(N+1) = U(N-1)
! symmetry
END DO
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE TriDiag( A, B, C, X, G )
! Solves the tridiagonal system Ax = g by Gauss elimination
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL B(:)
! main diagonal
REAL A(2:)
! lower diagonal
REAL C(:)
! upper diagonal
REAL, INTENT(OUT) :: X(:) ! unknown
REAL G(:)
! RHS
REAL W( SIZE(B) )
! working space
REAL T
INTEGER I, J, N
N = SIZE(B)
W = B
DO I = 2, N
T = A(I) / W(I-1)
W(I) = W(I) - C(I-1) * T
G(I) = G(I) - G(I-1) * T
END DO
! back substitution
X(N) = G(N) / W(N)
DO I = 1, N-1
J = N-I
X(J) = (G(J) - C(J) * X(J+1)) / W(J)
END DO
END SUBROUTINE TriDiag
END PROGRAM CrankNicolson
Output:
X =
T
0.00
0.01
0.02
...
0.10

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.2000
0.1988
0.1936

0.4000
0.3955
0.3789

0.6000
0.5834
0.5396

0.8000
0.7381
0.6460

1.0000
0.7690
0.6920

0.0948

0.1803

0.2482

0.2918

0.3068

Note the use of array sections inthe main program.
Note also that the subroutine TriDiag can be used to solve any tridiagonal system, and could be
made part of ageneral utility module.

Chapter 16 Summary
•

A numerical method is an approximate computer method for solving a mathematical problem
which often has no analyticalsolution.

•

A numerical method is subject to two distincttypes of error: rounding error in the computer
solution, and truncation error, where an infinite mathematical process,like taking a limit,is
approximated by a finite process.

•

An external or module procedure may be passed as an argument of a procedure. An interface
block isrecommended.
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Chapter 16 Exercises
16.1 Use Newton's method in a program to solve some of the following (you may have to
experiment a bit with the starting value):
(a)x − x = 10 (to real and two complex roots)
4

(b)e

−x

= sin x (infinitely many roots)

(c)x − 8 x + 17 x − 10 = 0 (three realroots)
3

2

(d)log x = cos x
(e)x − 5x − 12 x + 76 x − 79 = 0 (two realroots near 2;find the complex roots as well.)
4

3

2

16.2 Use the Bisection method to find the square root of 2,taking 1 and 2 as initial values of x L
and x R . Continue bisecting until the maximum error is less than 0.05. Use Inequality 16.2 to
determine how many bisections are needed.
16.3

Use the Trapezoidalto evaluate ∫

4

0

x 2 dx

using a step-length of h = 1.

16.4 A human population of 1000 attime t = 0 grows at arate given by

dN / dt = aN ,
where a = 0.025 per person per year. Use Euler's methodto projectthe population overthe next 30
years, working in steps of (a) h = 2 years,(b) h = 1 year and (c) h = 0.5 years. Compare your
answers with the exact mathematical solution.
16.5 The basic equation formodelling radio-active decay is

dx / dt = − rx ,
where x isthe amount ofthe radio-active substance attime t,and r isthe decay rate.
Some radio-activesubstances decayinto otherradio-activesubstances, whichinturn also decay. For
example, Strontium 92 (r1 = 0.256 per hr) decaysinto Yttrium 92 (r2 = 0.127 per hr), whichinturn
decays into Zirconium. Write down a pair of differential equations for Strontium and Yttrium to
describe whatis happening.
26

Starting at t = 0 with 5x10 atoms of Strontium 92 and none of Yttrium, use the Runge-Kutta
formulaeto solvethe equations up to t = 8 hoursin steps of 1/3 hours.Also use Euler's method for
the same problem, and compare your results.
16.6 The impala population x(t)in the Kruger National Park in South Africa may be modelled by
the equation
dx/dt = (r - bx sin at)x,
where r, b, and a are constants. Write a program which:
•

reads values for r, b, a and the step-length h (in months);

•

reads the initial value of x and t;

•

uses Euler's method to compute the impala population;

•

printsthe population at monthly intervals over a period oftwo years.

16.7 The luminous efficiency (ratio ofthe energy in the visible spectrum to the total energy) of a
black body radiator may be expressed as a percentage by the formula

E = 64.77Τ −4 ∫

7 ×10−5

4 ×10
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−5

(

)

−1

x −5 e1.432 / Τx − 1 dx

where T isthe absolutetemperaturein degrees Kelvin, x isthe wavelengthin cm, and the range of
integrationis overthe visible spectrum. Taking T = 3500°K,use Simpson'sruleto compute E,firstly
with 10 intervals(n = 5), and then with 20 intervals (n = 10), and compare your results.
16.8 Van der Pol's equation is a second-order non-linear differential equation which may be
expressed astwo first-order equations as follows:

dx1 / dt = x2

(

)

dx2 / dt =∈ 1 − x12 x2 − b 2 x1
The solution of this equation has a stable limit cycle, which means that if you plot the phase
trajectory of the solution (the plot of x1 against x2 ) starting at any pointin the positive x1 − x2
plane, it always moves continuously into the same closed loop. Use the Runge-Kutta method to

solve this system numerically, with h = 0.1, x1 (0) = 0 , and x2 (0) = 1 .If you have access to
graphics facilities, draw the phase trajectory for b = 1 and ∈ ranging between 0.01 and 1.0.
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Appendix B Summary of Fortran 90 Statements
Statements A through B
ALLOCATABLE specifiesthe ALLOCATABLE attribute foran array. See REAL.
ALLOCATE allocates dynamic storage to a pointer variable atrun-time, e.g.
REAL, POINTER :: P1, P2(:)
ALLOCATE( P1, P2(100) )
It may also be used to allocate memory to an allocatable array:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE :: X
READ*, N
ALLOCATE( X(N) )
In general:
ALLOCATE( list[, STAT = st] )
Ifthe STAT specifieris present, st is given the value zero after a successful allocation, and a
positive value otherwise (in which case execution continues).If STAT isabsent,execution stops
after an unsuccessful attemptto allocate.
ASSIGN (obsolescent and not recommended) is used in conjunction with the assigned GO TO.
E.g.
ASSIGN 5 TO N
...
GOTO N [(4, 5, 6)]
willtransfer controlto statement 5 afterthe execution ofthe GOTO.
BACKSPACE positions a filebefore the preceding record, e.g.
BACKSPACE 2

! file is connected to unit 2

BACKSPACE( [UNIT =] u[, IOSTAT = io][, ERR = label] )
See READ forthe meaning ofthe specifiers.
BLOCK DATA (not recommended) names a BLOCK DATA program unitfor the initialization of
objectsin named COMMON blocks:
BLOCK DATA Rubbish
COMMON / NAME / X, Y, X
DATA X, Y, X / 1, 2, 3 /
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END BLOCK DATA Rubbish

Statements C through D
CALL invokes a subroutine:
CALL PLONK
CALL PLINK( A, B, C )
CASE allows a selection of various options:
SELECT
CASE (Ch)
CASE ("a":"z")

! CASE (low:high)

PRINT*, "lower case"
CASE ("A":"Z")
PRINT*, "UPPER CASE"
CASE DEFAULT
PRINT*, "not a char"
END SELECT
One of the bounds may be absent, e.g. CASE (:0) selects non-positive numbers. The full
definition isin Chapter 6.
CHARACTER specifies charactertype. The declaration has a number of forms, e.g.
CHARACTER*4 Word

! Word has length 4

CHARACTER (LEN = 8) Names(100) ! array of 100 names
! each of length 8
CHARACTER (4) N, Line*80

! N has length 4, Line has
! length 80

CHARACTER (LEN = 20, KIND = 2) GreekWord
CHARACTER (*), INTENT(IN) :: Name

! assumed length
! dummy argument

CHARACTER (*), PARAMETER &
:: Message = "No such file" ! named constant
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CHARACTER isthe only one of the five intrinsictypes to have two parameters:length and kind.
CLOSE disconnects a filefrom a unit,e.g.
CLOSE( 13 )
In general:
CLOSE( [UNIT =] u[, IOSTAT = io][, ERR = label] &
[, STATUS = st] )
See OPEN forthe meanings of the firstthree specifiers.
st is a character expression which must have the value KEEP or DELETE. This specifies what
happenstothe fileafter disconnection. st defaultsto KEEP, unlessthefile has status SCRATCH,
in which case its only value is DELETE.
COMMON (not recommended)allocates memoryin a COMMON block ofstorage, which may be blank
or named. The blocks may be accessed from different program units, using the same or different
variable names. E.g.
COMMON /JUNK/ A, B, X(5)
in one program unit,and
COMMON /JUNK/ X, Y(4), Z1, Z2
in another, meansthat A and X, B and Y(1),..., X(5) and Z2 sharethe same storagelocations.
As you canimagine,thiscan be highly dangerous.If data must be shared between program units,
itshould be declared in a module accessed by any program units needing it.
Blank COMMON referstothe unnamed COMMON block, ofwhich there isonly one:
COMMON M, G
COMPLEX specifies complex type:
COMPLEX X
X = (0, 1)

! sqrt(-1)

Complex constantsinlist-directed input with READ* mustbe in parentheses.
CONTAINS signalsthe presence of one ormore internal or module subprograms.
CONTINUE is a dum my statement which does nothing.Itsmain usage wasas alabelled statement at
the end of a DO loop:
DO 10 I = 1, 100
...
10

CONTINUE

Thisis not recommended; use DO with END DO instead.
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CYCLE (not recommended)transfers controltothe END DO statement ofthe current DO construct.
The nextiteration(ifthereis one)isinitiated.If you want toleave out partof a loop sometimes you
should rewriteit.
DATA initializes objects during compiletime. Thisis particularly usefulfor arrays:
REAL A(10), X(5), B, C, D
DATA A / 10 * 1 /[,] (X(I), I = 2, 4) / 1, 2, 3 /
DATA B, C, D / 4, 5, 6 /
Note the optional comma separating a value listfrom a following objectlist.
DEALLOCATE releases dynamic storage:
DEALLOCATE( P1, P2 )
In general:
DEALLOCATE( list[, STAT = st] )
See ALLOCATE forthe analogous meaning of STAT.
DIMENSION declares an array.Itis notrecom mended as a separatestatement. See REAL forits use
as an attribute.
DO repeats a block of statements a specified number oftimes, e.g.
DO I = 1, 100

! I incremented by 1 by default

...
END DO
and
DO K = 10, 1, -2

! K decremented by 2

...
END DO

DO may also be used with a conditional EXIT, e.g.
DO
IF (ABS( F(X) ) < 1E-6) EXIT
...
END DO
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DO parameters should be integers. The use of real parameters is obsolescent and not
recommended.
The full definition of DO isin Chapter 7.
DO WHILE repeats a block of statements conditionally:
DO WHILE (ABS( F(X) ) >= 1E-6)
...
END DO
Metcalf and Reid warn that DO WHILE may be inefficient when execution time is a critical
factor. Since most examplesin this book do notfallinthis category,I have used itin preference
to DO with EXIT. It makes the logic much clearer.
DOUBLE PRECISION (not recommended) specifies a real variable with a precision higher than
the default:
DOUBLE PRECISION X
It is the Fortran 77 user's cop out for not learning about kind type parameters, which are
discussed fully in Chapter 3.

Statements E through F
END isthe finalstatementin a program unitor subprogram.
ENDFILE writes an endfile record to a sequentialfile.In general:
ENDFILE( [UNIT =] u[, IOSTAT = io][, ERR = label] )
The specifiershave the same meaning asin OPEN.
ENTRY (not recommended) allows a subprogram to be entered at points other than at the
beginning, and therefore defeatsthe purpose of writing subprograms aslogical units:
SUBROUTINE JUNK( dummy-arglist )
...
ENTRY SILLY( dummy-arglist )
...
ENTRY WORSE( dummy-arglist )
...
END SUBROUTINE
You can then call JUNK, SILLY or even WORSE, depending on exactly where you would liketo
start!
EQUIVALENCE (not recommended) enablestwo or more objectsinthesame program unitto share
the same storage area. E.g.
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EQUIVALENCE (A, B), (X, Y)
allows A and B on the one hand, and X and Y on the other,to sharethe same storage area. Since
array elements occupy consecutive storage locations, you can get some really weird results. E.g.
INTEGER A(2), B(3), X(2,2)
EQUIVALENCE (A(2), B(1), X(1,2))
implementsthe following arrangement (elementsinthe same column share storage):
A(1)

A(2)
B(1) B(2) B(3)
X(1,1)
X(2,1)
X(1,2)
X(2,2)
If you wantto use different names forthe same object,setup an alias with a pointer.
EXIT (conditionally recommended) allows exitfrom a DO construct(see example under DO). You
should exitfrom as closetothetop or bottom of a DO as possiblein orderto makethe exitcondition
easy to see. Multiple exits are definitely not recommended.
EXTERNAL specifies each name listed as the name of an external or dum my procedure. The
interface remains implicit. If an explicit interface is needed, use an INTERFACE block; this is
generally recom mended. E.g.
EXTERNAL F
FORMAT provides an I/O format specification. Itis described fully in Chapter 10. See PRINT for
examples.
FUNCTION names a function subprogram:
FUNCTION Factorial( N )
...
END FUNCTION Factorial
In the case of a recursive function the form is,e.g.
RECURSIVE FUNCTION Factorial( N ) RESULT (Fact)
The type can be specified inthe FUNCTION statement, asin
INTEGER FUNCTION Factorial( N )

Statements G through H
GOTO (not recommended) transfers control unconditionallyto alabelled statment:
GOTO 70
There are two other forms of GOTO: assigned GOTO (see ASSIGN) and computed GOTO. The
computed GOTO looks like this:
GOTO ( 20, 50, 10, 40 ) N
Control passestothe statement withthe Nthlabelinthelist,e.g.tothe statementlabelled 10 if N
evaluatesto 3.
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Statements I through K
IF transfers control conditionally. There are three distinctforms.
•

The "logical" IF statement is used when a single statementis to be executed under a certain
condition:
IF (A /= 0) X = B / (2 * A)out

•

The IF construct is used when blocks of statements areto be executed under certain conditions:
IF (Num > 0) THEN
PRINT*, "positive"
ELSE IF (Num == 0) THEN
PRINT*, "zero"
ELSE
PRINT*, "negative"
END IF

•

The "arithmetic" IF is a

dangerous statement, since its use tends to be coupled with the occurrence of numerous GOTO
statements---A. Balfour and D.H. Marwick, Programming in Standard FORTRAN 77 (Heinemann,
London, 1979,p. 291)
Itis obsolescent and not recommended. E.g.
IF (B**2 - 4*A*C) 10, 20, 30

Control passes to statements 10, 20, or 30 according as B**2 - 4*A*C is negative, zero, or
positive.
IMPLICIT (not recommended) declares variables of a specified type according to their initial
letter. E.g.
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A, X-Z)
specifiesintegertype for allvariablesstarting withtheletters A, X, Y and Z.Itis betterto specify
the type of each variable separately in atype declaration statement.
IMPLICIT NONE suspends theimplicittype rule, whereby all variables withtheinitialletter I to
N inclusive are specified as integers, with all others real. This statement should appear in every
program unitto force you to declare all objects specifically.
INCLUDE (not recommended) enables text from another file to be included in the source file
during compilation.Itis nottechnically a Fortran statement,and has the form
INCLUDE "filename"
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INQUIRE ascertainsthe status and attributes of a file.Ithasthreeforms:inquire by I/O list,inquire
by file and inquire by unit.
Inquire by I/O listreturnsthe length of an unformatted outputrecord by means ofthe IOLENGTH
specifier, e.g.
INQUIRE( IOLENGTH = reclen ) Student
reclen can then be used to give the record length with the RECL specifier of an OPEN
statement.
The othertwo forms are
INQUIRE( FILE = filename, spec-list )

! by file

INQUIRE( [UNIT =] u, spec-list )

! by unit

where filename and u are characterand integer expressionsrespectively.spec-list is a list
of optional specifiers. Their names, and values returned, are (char means character):
EXIST (logical): TRUE if it exists, FALSE otherwise.
OPENED (logical): TRUE if connected, FALSE otherwise.
NUMBER (integer): value of unit number connected, or -1 if no unit
is connected.
NAMED (logical): TRUE if file has a name, FALSE otherwise.
NAME (char): returns name if file has a name.
ACCESS (char): SEQUENTIAL, DIRECT, or UNDEFINED (if there is no
connection).
SEQUENTIAL and DIRECT (char): YES, NO or UNKNOWN, depending on
allowed mode of access.
FORM (char): FORMATTED, UNFORMATTED, or UNDEFINED.
RECL (integer): maximum record length allowed.
NEXTREC (integer): number of most recent record read or written.
BLANK (char): NULL or ZERO depending on whether blanks in numeric
fields are interpreted by default as null fields or zeros.
POSITION (char): REWIND, APPEND, ASIS or UNDEFINED—see OPEN.
ACTION (char): READ, WRITE, READWRITE or UNDEFINED.
READ, WRITE and READWRITE (char): YES, NO or UNKNOWN.
DELIM (char): APOSTROPHE, QUOTE, NONE or UNKNOWN—see OPEN.
PAD (char): YES or NO—see OPEN.
E.g.
LOGICAL connected
CHARACTER(10) acc
INTEGER nrec
INQUIRE( 1, OPENED = connected, ACCESS = acc, NEXTREC = nrec )
INTEGER declares objects withintegertype, e.g.
INTEGER N, X
INTEGER List(0:100)
See REAL forattributes which may be specified.
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INTENT specifiesthe intent attribute for a dum my argument. See REAL.
INTERFACE specifies an explicitinterface for an external subprogram, e.g.
INTERFACE
FUNCTION F(X)
REAL F
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
END FUNCTION F
END INTERFACE
Interface blocks can also overload procedures with a generic name:
INTERFACE SuperFung
MODULE PROCEDURE IntFung, RealFung

! defined in module

END INTERFACE
Procedures may be overloaded with an operator, e.g.
INTERFACE OPERATOR(*)
FUNCTION MyMult( A, B )

! must be a function

TYPE (MyType) MyMult
TYPE (AnotherType), INTENT(IN) :: A, B
END FUNCTION MyMult
END INTERFACE
and also with the assignment operator:
INTERFACE ASSIGNMENT(=)
SUBROUTINE MyAss( Left, Right )
TYPE (MyType), INTENT(IN) :: Left
TYPE (AnotherType), INTENT(IN) :: Right
END SUBROUTINE
END INTERFACE
INTRINSIC specifiesthata name listedisthat of anintrinsic procedure.The statement is normally
optional, but makesitclear tothe reader(who may be unfamiliar with the plethora of new intrinsic
procedures available under Fortran 90) which procedures areintrinsic and which are not.
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An intrinsic procedure which is passed as an argument must be specified in an INTRINSIC
statement.

Statements L through N
LOGICAL declareslogicaltype:
LOGICAL Switch
LOGICAL TruthTable(4,4)

! array of logical elements

See REAL forattributes which may be specified.
MODULE defines a module:
MODULE Clobber
...
END MODULE Clobber
NAMELIST is an obscurefeature which enables you to specifyintheinputstream which items in a
NAMELIST group areto be read. E.g.
INTEGER A, B, C
NAMELIST /MyLot/ A, B, C
READ( *, [NML =] MyLot )

Input stream:
MyLot A = 3 C = 39
(a value for B has been omitted). See Chapter 10 for another example.
NULLIFY gives a pointer variable disassociated status, which may be tested for by the
ASSOCIATED intrinsic function, e.g.
NULLIFY( P1 )

Statements O through P
OPEN connectsan externalfileto a unit. Thefilecan be createdfirstifnecessary.Itcan also change
some properties of a connection. The generalform is
OPEN( [UNIT =] u, spec-list )
where u isthe unit number. The specifiersin spec-list are (char means character):
IOSTAT (integer): returns zero if the statement successfully executes, and a positive value
otherwise.
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ERR (integer constant):labelof statementto which controlpasses if an error occurs.
FILE (char):providesfile name;ifthisspecifieris omitted,the STATUS specifier mustbe setto
SCRATCH, and the fileis deleted when the connection is closed.
STATUS (char): OLD (file must already exist), NEW (file must not exist, but is created),
REPLACE (iffile does not existitis created,ifit does existitis deleted and a new one created),
SCRATCH (fileis created, and deleted when connection is closed), UNKNOWN.
ACCESS (char): SEQUENTIAL (default), DIRECT.
FORM (char): FORMATTED (default for sequential access), UNFORMATTED (defaultfor direct
access).
RECL (positiveinteger):recordlength for direct access(obligatory), maximum recordlength for
sequential access (optional);for formatted files length is number of characters in record, for
unformatted files length is system dependentbut may be found with INQUIRE.
BLANK (char): NULL (default), ZERO; sets defaultforinterpretation of blanks as nulls or zeros;
formatted records only.
POSITION (char): ASIS (default—file is opened at previous position), REWIND (opened at
initial position), APPEND (opened ahead of endfile record);sequential access only.
ACTION (char): READ (read only), WRITE (write only), READWRITE (both); defaultissystem
dependent.
DELIM (char): APOSTROPHE, QUOTE, NONE (default);indicates delimiter character used for
character constants with list-directed or NAMELIST formatting.
PAD (char): YES (default—formatted inputrecord regarded as padded with blanks if input list
and associated format specify more datathan appearin record), NO.
E.g.
OPEN (2, FILE = "Students", ACCESS = "DIRECT", &
STATUS = "OLD", RECL = 40)

OPTIONAL specifiesthe OPTIONAL attributefor dummy arguments. See REAL.
PARAMETER specifiesthe PARAMETER attributeto name a constant. See REAL.
PAUSE (obsolescent and not recommended) suspends execution pending externalintervention.
POINTER specifiesthe POINTER attribute,e.g.
REAL, POINTER :: P
REAL, TARGET :: R
...
P => R

! P is an alias for its target R

It may also be used to allocate dynamic storage:
REAL, POINTER :: X(:)
...
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ALLOCATE( X(N) )
PRINT sends outputtothe standard outputunit. Output may be formatted orlist-directed:
PRINT*, "The answer is:", X + Y

! list-directed

PRINT "(A, F5.2)"”, "The anser is:", X
PRINT 10, "The anser is:", X
10

! labelled format

FORMAT( A, F5.2 )

PRINT*, ((A(I,J), J = 1, N), I = 1, N)

! implied DO

PRIVATE specifies the PRIVATE attribute for some or all of the entities in a module, and for
components of derived types.See REAL and TYPE.
PROGRAM optionally names a program:
[PROGRAM MyOne]
...
END [PROGRAM [MyOne]]

! name can't appear without PROGRAM

PUBLIC specifiesthe PUBLIC attribute for module entities. See REAL.

Statements R through S
READ transfers data from an input device.Ithas a number offorms, e.g.
READ*, A, B, C
device

! list-directed from standard input

READ (*, *) A, B, C
device

! list-directed from standard input

READ (5, *) A, B, C

! list-directed from unit 5

READ (1, 15) A, B, C

! from unit 1, format labelled 15

15 FORMAT( 3F6.2)
READ( *, “(3F6.2)” ) A, B, C ! from standard input device
READ (1) A, B, C

! from unit 1, unformatted

The general form is:
READ ([UNIT =] u, [FMT =] fmt [,spec-list] ) [list]
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The specifiers may be in any order,subject tothe following conditions:ifthe UNIT keyword is
omitted, u must be first; if the FMT keyword is omitted, fmt must be second, following u
withoutits keyword.
The other specifiers are:
IOSTAT (integer):returns a negative value if end-of-record encountered during non-advancing
input,a different negative value if end-of-file detected,a positive valueifan erroris detected, or
zero otherwise.
END = n: control passesto statementlabelled n when end-of-file detected.
ERR = n: control passesto statementlabelled n when an erroris detected;labelsfor END and
ERR may be the same; if END and ERR labels are not specified and an exception occurs, the
program will crash unless IOSTAT is specified.
REC (integer):specifies record number to be read during direct access.
NML (name):replaces the FMT specifier; name isthe name specified in a NAMELIST group.
E.g.
READ( 2, REC = 75, IOSTAT = IO ) Student

In addition, non-advancing input may be specified with ADVANCE = "NO" (default YES). In
this case,two additional specifiers are available:
EOR = n: control passesto statement n when an end-of-record condition occurs.
SIZE (integer):returns the number of characters actually read.
The unitspecifier can be an internalfile, denoted by a character variable:
CHARACTER (4) BUFFER
READ (BUFFER, "(I4)" ) YEAR

REAL declares objects with realtype. It has a number of forms, e.g.
REAL [::] A

! colons optional

REAL :: B = 10

! initialization; colons obligatory

REAL X(0:10)

! array

The following attributes may be specified in a type declaration: ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION,
EXTERNAL, INTENT, INTRINSIC, OPTIONAL, PARAMETER, POINTER, PRIVATE,
PUBLIC, SAVE, TARGET.
Most attributes may be specified with any of the intrinsic types (CHARACTER, COMPLEX,
INTEGER, LOGICAL and REAL) or a derived type.
Attributes may specified in separate statements, e.g.
REAL P, Q, R, S
POINTER P, S
TARGET Q, R
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A double colon must appear whenever there is an initialization expression, or an attribute is
specified.If a constantis named with the PARAMETER attribute,there must be an initialization
expression. Array bounds may be specified after a name, instead of with the DIMENSION
attribute. E.g.
REAL, PARAMETER :: g = 9.8

! named constant

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Max = 100
REAL, DIMENSION(Max) :: X
INTEGER :: N(Max) = (/ (I, I = 1, Max) /)

! array constructor

INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE :: Network(:,:)
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: A, B(5), C(4,4)

! only A is rank 1
! size 10

REAL, OPTIONAL, INTENT(IN) :: Y

! optional dummy argument

REAL, INTENT(INOUT) :: M

! dummy only

Certain (fairly obvious) combinations of attributes are not allowed, e.g. POINTER on the one
hand and TARGET, orINTENT on the other; TARGET and PARAMETER; POINTER and
ALLOCATABLE.
A kind parameter may be specified for any type:
RECURSIVE specifies a recursive procedure. See FUNCTION.
RETURN returns controlfrom a subprogram at a point otherthanits END statement. This canleadto
unstructured design,and should be avoidedif possible. Thereis anotherform of RETURN calledthe
"alternate" RETURN, which is obsolescent and not recommended, because it allows returns to
alternate points inthe calling program:...
CALL GUNGE( A, B, C, *10, *30 )
...
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE GUNGE( X, Y, Z, *, * )
...
RETURN 1
...
RETURN 2
...
END SUBROUTINE GUNGE
END
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Ifthe integer expression in the RETURN statement islessthan 1 or greaterthan the number of
asterisks in the dum my argument list, a "normal" return is executed (i.e. to the point of call).
Otherwise,ifithasthe value i,control passestothe statementinthe calling program whoselabel
isthe actualargumentcorrespondingtothe ith dum my asterisk. So RETURN 1 effectsa returnto
statement 10, while RETURN 2 returns to statement 30.
REWIND repositions a sequentialfile atitsinitial point. The syntax isthe same as for backspace, e.g.
REWIND 3
REWIND( 2, IOSTAT = IO )
SAVE specifies the SAVE attribute for local variables declared in subprograms,i.e. such variables
retain their current values between calls. See REAL.
All variables which have been initialized acquirethe SAVE attribute automatically.
SELECT CASE See CASE.
SEQUENCE (not recommended) specifies the SEQUENCE attribute for derived types. Two type
definitions in different scoping units define the same data type if they have the same name and
components, and if both have the SEQUENCE attribute (giving them what is called storage
association).Itis betterto have a single definition in a module accessibleto both scoping units.
STOP (not recommended) stops program execution. Thisis needed by people who want to stop
their programs at places otherthan atthe END.
SUBROUTINE names a subroutine:
[RECURSIVE] SUBROUTINE NAME( A, B, C, \ldots )
...
END SUBROUTINE NAME

If there are no arguments, the name is written without parentheses:
SUBROUTINE NONE

Statements T through Z
TARGET specifiesthe TARGET attribute for an object which isthe targetof a pointer:
REAL, TARGET :: R
REAL, POINTER :: P1
...
P1 => R
See also REAL.
TYPE defines a derived type, e.g.
TYPE Person
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[PRIVATE]

! if no access allowed to components

CHARACTER (20) Name
...
END TYPE Person

Objects of derived type may be declared, e.g.
TYPE (Person), DIMENSION(:), INTENT(IN) :: Town
TYPE (Person) Me

USE enables access to the entities in a module by use association:
USE MyModule

! only one module per USE

USE YourModule
Other possibilities are:
USE YourMod, MyPlonk => YourPlonk

! MyPlonk is an alias

! ... for object YourPlonk in the module
USE USE YourMod, ONLY :: This, That ! access only to
! This and That

WHERE performs operations on selected array elements. There aretwo forms.
The WHERE statement has the form
REAL A(20,20)
...
WHERE (A > 0) A = 1

! all elements > 0 replaced by 1

The WHERE construct looks like this:
INTEGER A(20,20)
...
WHERE (A > 0)
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A = 1

! all positive elements replaced by 1

[ELSEWHERE
A = 0]

! all the rest replaced by 0

END WHERE
WRITE sends outputto an output unit.In general:
WRITE ([UNIT =] u, [FMT =] fmt [,spec-list]) [list]
The specifiersare the same as for READ, exceptthatthere is obviously no END specifier.E.g.
WRITE (2, "(10F5.3)") (X(I), I = 1, N)
WRITE (1, * ) "List directed output on unit 1"
WRITE (3, REC = 76) A

! direct access write to record 76

Non-advancing WRITE is useful for writing prompts:
WRITE (*, "(A)", ADVANCE = "NO") &
"Enter a number: " ! not list-directed/
There are no EOR or SIZE specifiers for non-advancing output.
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Appendix C Intrinsic Procedures
Intrinsic Procedures
C.1. Elemental Numeric Functions
C.2. Elemental Character-handling Functions
C.3. Non-elemental Character-handling Functions
C.4. Functions Relating to Numeric Representation
•

Numericinquiry functions

•

Elementalfunctions to manipulate reals

C.5. Bit Manipulation Functions
•

Inquiry function

•

Elementalfunctions

•

Elemental subroutine

C.6. Vector and Matrix Multiplication Functions
C.7. Array Reduction Functions
•

Optional argument DIM

•

Optional argument MASK

C.8. Array Inquiry Functions
C.9. Array Construction and Manipulation Functions
C.10 Inquiry Functions for Any Type
C.11. Elemental Logical Function
C.12. Functions Relating to Kind
C.13. Transfer Function
C.14. Non-elemental Intrinsic Subroutines
•

Random numbers

•

Real-time clock

Intrinsic Procedures
It is helpful to categorize intrinsic procedures as follows, although the descriptions below are
grouped somewhat differently, for convenience of reference:
•

•
•
•

Elemental procedures may be appliedto scalars or arrays. When applied toarrays,the operation
isperformed on each elementofthe array. Arguments may berealor complex,unless otherwise
stated, or unless the context clearly requires otherwise. Arguments must generally be of the
same type.
Inquiry functions properties oftheir arguments.
Transformational functions usually have array argumentsand an arrayresultdependingin some
way on the elements ofthe arguments.
Non-elemental subroutines.

Descriptions below are given with dum my arguments,so that optional arguments(indicated [thus])
may be passed using the dummy argument names as keywords.
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Results are usually returned in the default kind, unless the KIND keyword is used (where
appropriate).
Trigonometricfunctions assume arguments are in radians,and return radians.
Almost all of the procedures are functions. To highlightthe few that are subroutines the keyword
CALL has been included in the description.

C.1. Elemental Numeric Functions
Note thatthe arguments may be real or complex scalars orarrays, unless otherwise stated.
ABS(A): absolute value ofinteger,real or complex A.
ACOS(X): inverse cosine (arc cosine).
AIMAG(Z): imaginary part.
AINT(A [,KIND]): largest whole real number not exceeding its argument, e.g. AINT(3.9)
returns 3.0.
ANINT(A [,KIND]): nearest whole realnumber, e.g. ANINT(3.0) returns 4.0.
ASIN(X): inverse sine (arc cosine).
ATAN(X): inverse tangent (arctangent),inthe range-π/2 to π/2.
ATAN2(Y, X): inverse tangent (arc tangent), as principal value of the argument of the complex
number (X, Y),inthe range -π to π.
CEILING(A): smallestinteger notlessthan A.
CMPLX(X [,Y] [,KIND]): converts X or (X, Y)to complex type.
CONJG(Z): conjugate of complex Z.
COS(X): cosine.
COSH(X): hyperbolic cosine.
DIM(X, Y): max(X-Y, 0).
EXP(X): exponentialfunction.
FLOOR(A): largestinteger not exceeding its argument, e.g. FLOOR(-3.9) returns -4.
INT(A [,KIND]): convertstointegertype,truncating towards zero.
LOG(X): LOG naturallogarithm; for complex X resultisthe principal value.
LOG10(X): com mon (base 10) logarithm.
MAX(A1, A2 [,A3,...]: maximum of arguments.
MIN(A1, A2 [,A3,...]: minimum of arguments.
MOD(A, P): remainder of A modulo P,i.e.A-INT(A/P)*P. E.g. MOD(2.2, 2.0) returns 0.2.
MODULO(A, P): A modulo P for A and P bothreal or bothinteger,i.e.A-FLOOR(A/P)*P inthe
real case, and A-FLOOR(A÷P)*P in the integer case, where ÷ represents mathematical division.
E.g. MODULO(-10, 3) returns 2, MODULO(-2.2, 2.0) returns 1.8.
NINT(A [,KIND]): nteger nearestto A.
REAL(A [,KIND]): function convertsto real.
SIGN(A, B): absolute value of A times sign of B.
SIN(A): sine.
SINH(A): hyperbolic sine.
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SQRT(A): square root.
TAN(A): tangent
TANH(A): hyperbolictangent.

C.2. Elemental Character-handling Functions
Compilers must support the ASCII collating sequence, but may also support other collating
sequences.
ACHAR(I): character with ASCII code I for I inthe range 0–127 (see Appendix D).
ADJUSTL(STRING): string of same length by changing leading blanks into trailing blanks (left
justify).
ADJUSTR(STRING): string of same length by changing trailing blanksinto leading blanks (right
justify).
CHAR(I [,KIND]): characterin position I ofthe system collating sequence with given kind.
IACHAR(C): ASCII code ofcharacter C (see Appendix D).
ICHAR(C): position of character C in the system collating sequence.
INDEX(STRING, SUBSTRING [BACK]): starting position of SUBSTRING as a substring of
STRING, or zeroifitdoes notoccur. The position ofthefirstorlastsubstringisreturned according
as BACK is absent/FALSE or TRUE.
LEN_TRIM(STRING): length of STRING withouttrailing blanks.
LGE(STRING_A, STRING_B): TRUE if STRING_A follows STRING_B inthe ASCIIsequence
or is equaltoit(i.e.is "lexically" greaterthan or equaltoit), FALSE otherwise.
LGT(STRING_A, STRING_B): TRUE if STRING_A follows STRING_B in the ASCII
sequence, FALSE otherwise.
LLE(STRING_A, STRING_B):,TRUE if STRING_A precedes STRING_B in the ASCII
sequence orisequaltoit, FALSE otherwise.
LLT(STRING_A, STRING_B): TRUE if STRING_A precedes STRING_B in the ASCII
sequence, FALSE otherwise.
SCAN(STRING, SET [,BACK]): position of a character of STRING thatoccursin SET, or zero
ifno such character. The position oftheleft-most orright-mostsuch characterisreturned according
as BACK is absent/FALSE or TRUE.
VERIFY(STRING, SET [,BACK]): zero if each character of STRING appearsin SET, or the
position of a character of STRING thatis not in SET. The position of the left-most orright-most
such characterisreturned according as BACK is absent/FALSE or TRUE.

C.3. Non-elemental Character-handling Functions
LEN(STRING): (inquiry function) number of charactersin STRING if scalar, orin an element of
STRING ifitis an array.
REPEAT(STRING, NCOPIES): concatenation of NCOPIES of STRING; both arguments scalar.
TRIM(STRING): STRING (scalar) with trailing blanks removed.

C.4. Functions Relating to Numeric Representation
These functions relate to the models used to represent integers and reals internally. The
parameters of the models may vary from processor to processor.
An example of a model for the set of integers i represented is:
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q

i = ± ∑ w k × 2 k −1
k =1

where wk is 0 or 1.

An example of the representation of reals x is:

p


x = 0 or ± 2 1 / 2 + ∑ f k × 2 − k 
k =2

 where −126 ≤ e ≤ 127, for example, and f k is 0 or
e

1.
Values for p and q could be 24 and 31, for example. A base other than 2 might also be
used.

Numeric inquiry functions
Arguments may be scalars orarrays. The value ofthe argument need notbe defined.
DIGITS(X): number of significant digitsin the model for real orinteger X, i.e. p or q.
EPSILON(X): numberthatisalmost negligible compared with 1 inthe modelthatincludesreal X,
i.e. 2

1− p

.

(1 − 2 )2
−p

HUGE(X): largest value inthe modelthatincludes real orinteger X,i.e.

127

for reals.

MAXEXPONENT(X): maximum exponent (integer)inthe modelthatincludes real X,i.e.127.
MINEXPONENT(X): minimum exponent (integer)inthe modelthatincludes real X,i.e.–126.
PRECISION(X): decimal precision (number of decimal places)for realor complex X.
RADIX(X): RA DIX base (integer)inthe modelthatincludes real orinteger X,i.e. 2.
RANGE(X): decimal exponent range in the modelthatincludes integer,real or complex X.
TINY(X): smallest positive number inthe modelthatincludes real X,i.e. 2

−127

.

Elemental functions to manipulate reals
EXPONENT(X): EXPONENT exponent (integer) part e ofthe model forX.
FRACTION(X): FRACTION fractional part ofthe model for X,i.e. X 2

−e

.

NEAREST(X, S): NEAREST nearest different machine numberin direction given by sign of real
S.
RRSPACING(X): RRSPACING reciprocal of relative spacing of model numbers near X, i.e.

X 2 −e 2 p

.
I

SCALE(X, I): SCALE X 2 (real).
SET_EXPONENT(X, I):, real whose sign and fractionalpartarethose of X and whose exponent
partisI,i.e. X 2

I −e

.

SPACING(X): absolute spacing of modelnumbers nearX, i.e 2
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e− p

.

C.5. Bit Manipulation Functions
These are based on an integer model like the one in Section C.4.

Inquiry function
BIT_SIZE(I):, maximum number of bitsthat may be held in the modelfor I.

Elemental functions
BTEST(I, POS): TRUE ifbit POS ofinteger I has value 1.
IAND(I, J): logical AND on all corresponding bits of I and J.
IBCLR(I, POS): value ofI with bit POS cleared to zero.
IBITS(I, POS, LEN): value equalto LEN bits of I starting at bit POS.
IBSET(I, POS): value ofI with bit POS setto 1.
IEOR(I, J): logical exclusive OR on allcorresponding bits of I and J.
IOR(I, J): logicalinclusive OR on all corresponding bits of I and J.
ISHFT(I, SHIFT): value of I with bits shifted SHIFT places to left (right if negative) and
zerosshiftedin from otherend. Since shifting allthe bitsof aninteger one positiontotheleft(right)
multiplies(divides)itby 2 this provides a much faster means of multiplying (dividing) by powers of
2. E.g. ISHFT( 2, 4 ) returns 16, and ISHFT( 2, -1 ) returns 1.
ISHFTC(I, SHIFT [,SIZE]): value of I with SIZE right-most bits shifted circularly
SHIFT places toleft(rightifnegative);if SIZE is absentall bits are shifted.
NOT(I): logical complement of all bitsin I, i.e. allthe bits of I are flipped.

Elemental subroutine
CALL MVBITS(FROM, FROMPOS, LEN, TO, TOPOS): copies the sequence of bits in
FROM that start at position FROMPOS and haslength LEN,to TO, starting at position TOPOS.

C.6. Vector and Matrix Multiplication Functions
DOT_PRODUCT(VECTOR_A, VECTOR_B):, scalar(dot) productforrealand integerarguments.
Both arguments must be rank-one and the same size.Ifthe arguments are logical, ANY(VECTOR_A
.AND. VECTOR_B) isreturned.
MATMUL(MATRIX_A, MATRIX_B): matrix product. For numeric arguments, there are three
possible cases (arguments have been shortened to A and B):
•

A is(n,m), B is (m,k),resultis(n,k);

•

A is(m), B is(m,k),resultis(k);

•

A is(n,m), B is (m),resultis(n).

E.g.inthe first case, element (I,J) ofthe resultis
SUM(MATRIX_A(I,:) * MATRIX_B(:,J))
Ifthe arguments arelogical,SUM and * are replaced by ANY and .AND..

C.7. Array Reduction Functions
The following seven functions all have array arguments. MASK is a logical array, e.g. an array
expression.
ALL(MASK): TRUE if all elements of MASK are true, otherwise FALSE.
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ANY(MASK): TRUE if any elements of MASK are true.
COUNT(MASK): number oftrue elements of MASK.
MAXVAL(ARRAY): element with maximum value in real or integer ARRAY. If ARRAY has zero
size,largest negative value on system is returned.
MINVAL(ARRAY): element with minimum value in real or integer ARRAY. If ARRAY has size
zero,largest positive value on system isreturned.
PRODUCT(ARRAY): productof elements ofinteger,real or complex array, or 1 if ARRAY has size
zero.
SUM(ARRAY): sum of elements ofinteger,real or complex array, or

Optional argument DIM
Allthesefunctionstake an optionalsecond argument DIM. Ifitis present,the operationis performed
on allrank-one sections spanning through dimension DIM, and returns an array of rank reduced by
1. E.g.
INTEGER :: A(2,3) = RESHAPE( (/ 1,2,3,4,5,6 /), (/2,3/) )
PRINT*, SUM(A,2)
produces the output 9 12.

Optional argument MASK
MAXVAL, MINVAL, PRODUCT and SUM take MASK as a third optional argument. The operation is
then appliedto elements of ARRAY corresponding totrue elements of MASK (which must obviously
have the same shape).

C.8. Array Inquiry Functions
ALLOCATED(ARRAY): TRUE if ARRAY is currently allocated.
LBOUND(ARRAY [,DIM]): rank-one array holding lower bounds if DIM is absent; otherwise
lower bound in dimension DIM.
SHAPE(SOURCE): rank-one array holding shape of SOURCE.If SOURCE is scalar,result has size
zero.
SIZE(ARRAY [,DIM]): (scalar) size of ARRAY if DIM is absent; otherwise extent along
dimension DIM.
UBOUND(ARRAY [,DIM]): similarto LBOUND exceptthatitreturns upper bounds.

C.9. Array Construction and Manipulation Functions
Note that array elements are manipulated in array element order.
CSHIFT(ARRAY, SHIFT [,DIM]): returns an array of the same shape and type as ARRAY
with every rank-one section that extends across dimension DIM shifted circularly SHIFT times.If
DIM is omitted it has the value 1. If SHIFT is an array it must have the shape of ARRAY with
dimension DIM omitted,and suppliesa separate valueforeach shift.Some experiments should make
this clear!
EOSHIFT(ARRAY, SHIFT [,BOUNDARY] [,DIM]): identical to CSHIFT except that
values are shifted off at the end (end-off shift) and boundary values inserted into the vacated
positions.If ARRAY has an intrinsictype, BOUNDARY may be omitted; values of zero, FALSE, or
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blank are shifted in as the case may be.If BOUNDARY is present and scalar,itsupplies all needed
values;ifitis an array,it musthavethe shape of ARRAY with dimension DIM omitted,and supplies
a separate value for each shift.
MAXLOC(ARRAY [,MASK]): returns the subscripts ofthe largest element of ARRAY in a rankone array of size equaltotherank of ARRAY. The operation isrestrictedto elements corresponding
to true elements of MASK if it is present. If there is more than one maximum, the first in array
element orderistaken.
MERGE(TSOURCE, FSOURCE, MASK): (elemental function) returns TSOURCE if MASK is
TRUE, FSOURCE otherwise. E.g. if the three arguments are conformable arrays,the firsttwo are
merged underthe control of MASK.
MINLOC(ARRAY [,MASK]): similar to MAXLOC except that the subscripts of the smallest
element are returned.
PACK(ARRAY, MASK [,VECTOR]): rank-one array of elements of ARRAY according to true
elements of MASK,if VECTOR is absent. Otherwiseresulthassize equalto size n of VECTOR, which
must have sizeatleastequaltothe number ofselected elements t;if t < n, elements i ofthe resultfor
i > t arethe corresponding elements of VECTOR.
RESHAPE(SOURCE, SHAPE [,PAD] [,ORDER]): array with shape given by rank-one
integerarray SHAPE andtype of SOURCE. The size of SHAPE must be constant.If PAD and ORDER
are absent,the elements oftheresultarethe elements of SOURCE (in array element order).If PAD is
present,it mustbe an array ofthe same type as SOURCE; copies of PAD areinsertedinto the result
after SOURCE. ORDER must be an integer array withthe same shape as SHAPE.Its value must be a
permutation of (1, 2,..., n).Itappearsto controlthe way in which SOURCE and PAD are combined.
SPREAD(SOURCE, DIM, NCOPIES): makes NCOPIES duplicates of SOURCE by increasing
itsrank by 1. DIM isthe dimension oftheresultalong which duplicationtakes place. See Chapter 15
for a program which generates examples.
TRANSPOSE(MATRIX): transpose of rank-two array MATRIX.
UNPACK(VECTOR, MASK, FIELD): array of type of VECTOR and shape of MASK. VECTOR
must be rank-one array of size atleastthe number of true elements of MASK. The element of the
result corresponding to the ith true element of MASK is the ith element of VECTOR; all others are
equalto corresponding elements of FIELD ifitis an array (with the same shape as MASK), or to
FIELD ifitisa scalar.

C.10. Inquiry Functions for Any Type
ASSOCIATED(POINTER [,TARGET]): If TARGET is absent,result is TRUE if POINTER is
associated with a target, FALSE otherwise. The status of POINTER must not be undefined. If
TARGET is present,resultis TRUE if POINTER is associated withit.If TARGET itselfis a pointer,
itstargetis compared with the target of POINTER, and FALSE is returned if either POINTER or
TARGET is disassociated.
PRESENT(A): TRUE ifthe actualargument corresponding tothe dummy argument A is presentin
the current callto a subprogram.
ASSOCIATED(POINTER [,TARGET]): If TARGET is absent,result is TRUE if POINTER is
associated with a target, FALSE otherwise. The status of POINTER must not be undefined. If
TARGET is present,resultis TRUE if POINTER is associated withit.If TARGET itselfis a pointer,
itstargetis compared with the target of POINTER, and FALSE is returned if either POINTER or
TARGET is disassociated.
PRESENT(A): TRUE ifthe actualargument corresponding tothe dummy argument A is presentin
the current callto a subprogram.

C.11. Elemental Logical Function
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LOGICAL(L [,KIND]): function converts between kinds oflogical value. Returnsthe value of
logical L (with a kind parameter value of KIND, ifitis present).If KIND is present, it must be a
scalarinitialization expression.

C.12. Functions Relating to Kind
KIND(X): kind parameter value of X.
SELECTED_INT_KIND(R): kind parameter value for an integer datatype able to represent all
integer values n in the range
such kind is available.

−10

R

< n < 10

R

, where R is a scalarinteger.–1 isreturnedif no

SELECTED_REAL_KIND([P] [,R]): kind parameter for a real data type with decimal
precision at least P, and decimal exponent range at least R (as returned by PRECISION and
RANGE). Atleastone ofthe scalarintegers P and R must be present.–1isreturnedifthe precisionis
unavailable, –ifthe range is unavailable, and –if neither are available.

C.13. Transfer Function
TRANSFER(SOURCE, MOLD [,SIZE]: same physicalrepresentation as SOURCE, but type of
MOLD. Scalarif MOLD isscalar,otherwise ofrank one and sizejustsufficientto hold allof SOURCE.
If SIZE is present,resultis ofrank one and size SIZE.

C.14. Non-elemental Intrinsic Subroutines
See Random numbers and Real-time clock.

Random numbers
Pseudo-random numbers are generated from a seed held as a rank-one integer array.
RANDOM_NUMBER returns the random numbers, and RANDOM_SEED allows inquiries about the
seed array, and the seed to be reset.
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(HARVEST): random number x uniformly distributed in the range

0 ≤ x < 1, or an array ofsuch numbers,in HARVEST, which has intent OUT and must be real.

CALL RANDOM_SEED([SIZE] [,PUT] [,GET]) :
•

SIZE (scalarinteger) hasintent OUT and isset by the system to the size N ofthe seed array;

•

PUT (rank-one integer array size N) has intent IN and is used by the system to resetthe seed;

•

GET (rank-oneinteger array size N) hasintent OUT and is set by the system tothe current value
of the seed.

Not more than one argument may be specified; if none is specified, the seed is set to a systemdependent value. See Chapter14 for examples.

Real-time clock
CALL DATE_AND_TIME([DATE] [,TIME] [,ZONE] [,VALUES]): returns (values are
blank or -HUGE(0) ifthere is no clock)
•

DATE (character) as ccyymmdd (century —day);

•

TIME (character) as hhmmss.sss (hours— milliseconds);

•

ZONE (character) as Shhmm (difference between local and Co-ordinated Universal Time —
UTC — S isthe sign);

•

VALUES (rank-oneinteger array) holdingthe year, month,day,time differencein minutes with
respectto UTC,hour, minutes,seconds, and milliseconds.
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CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK([COUNT] [,COUNT_RATE] [,COUNT_MAX]): returns
•

COUNT (integer) holding current value of system clock;

•

COUNT_RATE (integer) holding number of clock counts per second;

•

COUNT_MAX (integer) holding maximum value /COUNT/ may take.

Appendix D ASCII Character Codes
The ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) collating sequence is as
follows:
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Appendix E Solutions to Selected Exercises
Solutions to the exercises are listed in each Chapter topic.

Chapter 1
1.1

1.2

PROGRAM Arith
REAL A, B
PRINT*, "Enter A and B:"
READ*, A, B
PRINT*, "Sum:
", A
PRINT*, "Difference:", A
PRINT*, "Product:
", A
PRINT*, "Quotient: ", A
END PROGRAM Arith

+
*
/

B
B
B
B

PROGRAM Energy
REAL C, E, V
READ*, C, V
E = C * V ** 2 / 2
PRINT*, "Stored energy:", E
END PROGRAM Energy

Chapter 2
2.2 (a) comma should be replaced by decimal point
(e) asterisk should be omitted
(f) exponent must be integer
(h) comma should be replaced by decimal point
2.3 (b) decimal point not allowed
(c) first character must be aletter
(d) apostrophes not allowed
(f) first character must be aletter
(h) blanks not allowed
(i) decimal points not allowed
(k) asterisk not allowed
(l) allowed but notrecommended!
2.4

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2.5 (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
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REAL, PARAMETER :: Pi = 3.1415927
PRINT*, 2 ** (0.5)
PRINT*, (5. + 3) / (5 * 3)
! real division
PRINT*, (2.3 * 4.5) ** (1.0/3) ! real division in exponent
PRINT*, (2 * Pi) ** 2
PRINT*, 2 * Pi ** 2
PRINT*, 1000 * (1 + 0.15/12) ** 60
P + W / U
P + W / (U + V)
(P + W / (U + V)) / (P + W / (U - V))
X ** (1 / 2.0)
Y ** (Y + Z)
X ** Y ** Z
(X ** Y) ** Z
! ** goes from right to left by default

(h) X - X ** 3 / (2.*3) + X ** 5 / (2.*3*4*5)
2.6

I = 2 ** 30 - 1 + 2 ** 30

2.7

REAL A, B, C, X
READ*, A, B, C
X = (-B + (B ** 2 - 4 * A * C) ** (0.5)) / (2.0 * A)
PRINT*, X
END

2.8

REAL G, P, L
PRINT*, "Enter gallons and pints:"
READ*, G, P
P = 8 * G + P
L = P / 1.76
PRINT*, L, "litres"
END

2.9

IMPLICIT NONE
REAL Km, L, Km_L, L_100Km
Km = 528
L = 46.23
Km_L = Km / L
L_100Km = L / (Km / 100)
PRINT*, " Distance", " Litres used", " Km/L", " L/100Km"
PRINT*
PRINT*, Km, L, Km_l, L_100Km
END

2.10

T = A
A = B
B = T

2.11

A = A - B
B = B + A
A = B - A

2.13

REAL L, P, R
INTEGER N
L = 50000
PRINT*, "Enter N
READ*, N, R
P = R * L * (1 +
P = P / 12 / ((1
PRINT*, "Monthly
END

and R (as a decimal):"
R/12) ** (12*N)
+ R/12) ** (12*N) - 1)
payment:", P

2.14

REAL L, N, R, P
PRINT*, "Capital amount, monthly payment, interest rate"
READ*, L, P, R
N = LOG( P / (P - R*L/12) )
N = N / 12 / LOG( 1 + R/12 )
PRINT*, "Repayment period in years/months:", N, 12 * N
END

2.15

REAL, PARAMETER :: Pi =
REAL C, E, I, I1, L, R,
R = 5; C = 10; L = 4; E
I1 = 2 * Pi * Omega * L
I = E / (R ** 2 + I1 **
PRINT*, "Current:", I
END

3.1415927
Omega
= 2; Omega = 2
- 1 / (2 * Pi * Omega * C)
2) ** 0.5
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Chapter 3
3.1 (a) I = I + 1
(b) I = I ** 3 + J
(c) IF (E > F) THEN
G = E
ELSE
G = F
END IF
(d) IF (D > 0) X = -B
(e) X = (A + B) / (C * D)
3.2

REAL F
INTEGER C
DO C = 20, 30
F = 9 * C / 5 + 32
PRINT*, C, F
END DO

3.3

INTEGER I
DO I = 10, 20
PRINT*, I, SQRT(1. * I)
! SQRT may not have an integer argument
END DO

3.5

INTEGER I, SUM
SUM = 0
DO I = 1, 100
SUM = SUM + 2 * I
END DO

3.7

INTEGER I, N, NumPass
REAL Avg, Mark
NumPass = 0
Avg = 0
N = 10
OPEN( 1, FILE = "Marks" )
DO I = 1, N
READ (1, *) Mark
Avg = Avg + Mark
IF (Mark >= 5) NumPass = NumPass + 1
END DO
Avg = Avg / N
PRINT*, "Average:", Avg
PRINT*, NumPass, "passed"

3.9,

A = 4, X = 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4.

3.10

X = 0
DO K = 1, 4
X = X + 1 / K
END DO

3.11

The limit is pi.

3.13

REAL Bal, Dep, Intr, Rate
INTEGER Mon
Bal = 0
Dep = 50
Rate = 0.01
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PRINT*, "Month", "
Balance"
DO Mon = 1, 12
Bal = Bal + Dep
Intr = Rate * Bal
Bal = Bal + Intr
PRINT*, Mon, "
", Bal
END DO
END
3.16

REAL A, B, K, P
INTEGER T
K = 197273000
A = 0.03134
B = 1913.25
PRINT "(A5, A20)", "Year", "USA Population"
DO T = 1790, 2000, 10
P = K / (1 + EXP( -A * (T - B) ))
PRINT "(I5, F20.0)", T, P
END DO
END

3.18

INTEGER Feet, Yards
REAL Inches, Metres
READ*, Metres
Inches = 39.37 * Metres
Yards = Inches / 36
Inches = MOD( Inches, 36.0 )
! inches left
Feet = Inches / 12
Inches = MOD( Inches, 12.0 )
PRINT*, "Imperial:", Yards, Feet, Inches

3.19 (a) C = SQRT(A * A + B * B)
! * is quicker than **
(b) Theta = Theta * Pi / 180
! convert to radians
C = SQRT(A * A + B * B - 2 * A * B * Cos(Theta))
3.20 (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Y = LOG(X + X * X + A * A)
Y = (EXP(3 * T) + T * T * SIN(4 * T)) * COS(3 * T) ** 2
Pi = 4 * ATAN(1.0)
Y = 1 / COS(X) ** 2 + 1 / TAN(Y)
Y = ATAN( ABS(A/X) )

Chapter 4
4.1 You should get a picture of tangentsto a curve.
4.2 (a), 4,,(b),2
(c) The algorithm (attributed to Euclid) finds the HCF (Highest Com mon Factor) of two
numbers by usingthefactthatthe HCF divides exactlyinto the difference betweenthetwo numbers,
and thatifthe numbers are equal,they are equaltotheir HCF.
4.3

REAL C, F
READ*, F
C = (F - 32) * 5.0 / 9
PRINT*, "Celsius:", C

4.5

REAL A, B
READ*, A, B
IF (A > B) THEN
PRINT*, A, "is greater"
ELSE
PRINT*, B, "is greater"
END IF
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4.6

REAL X, MaxX
INTEGER I, MaxPos
OPEN( 1, FILE = "MARKS" )
MAxX = -HUGE(0)
! smallest (most negative) number
DO I = 1, 10
READ (1, *) X
IF (X > MaxX) THEN
! X is biggest so far
MaxX = X
MaxPos = I
! record position
END IF
END DO
PRINT*, MaxX, "in position", MaxPos

4.7

REAL :: Sum = 0
! initialization
INTEGER N
DO N = 1, 100
Sum = Sum + 1.0 / N ! remember integer division
IF (MOD( N, 10 ) == 0) PRINT*, Sum
END DO

4.8

INTEGER Secs, Mins, Hours
READ*, Secs
Hours = Secs / 3600
Secs = MOD( Secs, 3600 )
! number of seconds over
Mins = Secs / 60
Secs = MOD( Secs, 60 )
PRINT*, Hours, ":", Mins, ":", Secs

Chapter 5
5.1

REAL A, B
READ*, A, B
IF (A > B) THEN
PRINT*, A, "is larger"
ELSE IF (B > A) THEN
PRINT*, B, "is larger"
ELSE
PRINT*, "number are equal"
END IF

5.2
1. Repeat

10
Read
If

number
<
increase
negative
otherwise
if
number
increase
zero
otherwise
increase positive counter
2. Print counters.
INTEGER I, Num, NPos, NZer, NNeg
NPos = 0; NZer = 0; NNeg = 0;
DO I = 1, 10
READ*, Num
SELECT CASE (Num)
CASE (:-1)
NNeg = NNeg + 1
CASE (0)
NZer = NZer + 1
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0
=

0

times:
number
then
counter
then
counter

CASE DEFAULT
NPos = NPos + 1
END SELECT
END DO
PRINT*, NNeg, NZer, NPos
5.5
1. Read a, b, c, d, e, f
2. u = ae - db,: v = ec - bf
3. If
u
Lines
Otherwise
if
Lines
Otherwise
x
=
Print x, y
4. Stop.

=
u

0
=

v

and
0

=
v

and

0
≠

0

are
v/u,

:

y

=

then
coincide
then
parallel
(af-dc)/u

REAL A, B, C, D, E, F, U, V, X, Y
READ*, A, B, C, D, E, F
U = A * E - D * B
V = E * C - B * F
IF (U == 0 .AND. V == 0) THEN
PRINT*, "Lines coincide"
ELSE IF (U == 0 .AND. V /= 0) THEN
PRINT*, "Lines parallel"
ELSE
X = V / U
Y = (A * F - D * C) / U
PRINT*, "x, y:", X, Y
END IF

Chapter 6
6.2

INTEGER X
REAL Ang, Pi
Pi = 4 * ATAN(1.0)
DO X = 0, 90, 15
Ang = X * Pi / 180
! convert to radians
PRINT "(I3, 2F7.4)", X, SIN(Ang), COS(Ang)
END DO

6.3

REAL Bal, Rate
INTEGER Month, Year
Bal = 1000
Rate = 0.01
DO Year = 1, 10
DO Month = 1, 12
Bal = (1 + Rate) * Bal
END DO
PRINT*, Year, Bal
END DO

6.4 (a) REAL Pi
INTEGER K, N, Sign
Pi = 1
Sign = 1
PRINT*, "Number of terms?"
READ*, N
DO K = 1, N
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Sign = -Sign
Pi = Pi + Sign / (2 * K + 1.0)
! avoids integer division
END DO
Pi = 4 * Pi
6.4 (b) REAL :: Pi = 0
INTEGER K, N
PRINT*, "Number of terms?"
READ*, N
DO K = 1, N
Pi = Pi + 1.0 / (4 * K - 3) / (4 * K - 1)
! avoids integer division
END DO
Pi = 8 * Pi
6.7

REAL(2) E, X
! greatest precision
X = 0.1
DO I = 1, 20
E = 1.0 / (1 - X) ** (1/X)
PRINT*, X, E
X = X / 10
END DO

6.8

REAL, PARAMETER :: Pi = 3.1415927
REAL Fourier, T
INTEGER K, N
PRINT*, "N:"
READ*, N
T = 0
DO WHILE (T <= 1 + SPACING(T))
! make sure we hit 1.0
Fourier = 0
DO K = 0, N
Fourier = Fourier + SIN( (2*K+1) * Pi * T ) / (2*K+1)
END DO
Fourier = 4 * Fourier / Pi
PRINT*, T, Fourier
T = T + 0.1
END DO

6.10

INTEGER Ans, I, NumTerms, Sum
Sum = 0; I = 0;
DO
IF (Sum >= 100) EXIT
Ans = Sum
! since Sum will go over 100
NumTerms = I
I = I + 1
Sum = Sum + I
END DO
PRINT*, Ans, "after", NumTerms, "terms"

6.12

INTEGER M, N
READ*, M, N
DO WHILE (M /= N)
DO WHILE (M > N)
M = M - N
END DO
DO WHILE (N > M)
N = N - M
END DO
END DO
PRINT*, "HCF is", M
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6.14 The finalpaymentis $157.75 in the 54th month (don'tforgetthe interestinthe lastmonth).

Chapter 8
8.2

REAL X
READ*, X
PRINT*, X, Expo(X), EXP(X)
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Expo( X )
REAL Expo, Term
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
INTEGER K
Expo = 1
K = 1
Term = 1
DO WHILE (ABS(Term) >= 1e-6)
Term = Term * X / K
Expo = Expo + Term
K = K + 1
END DO
END FUNCTION Expo
END

8.5

FUNCTION Normal( X )
REAL Normal, R, T
REAL, INTENT(IN) :: X
REAL :: A = 0.4361836
REAL :: B = -0.1201676
REAL :: C = 0.937298
REAL :: Pi = 3.1415927
R = EXP( -X * X / 2 ) / SQRT(2 * PI)
T = 1 / (1 + 0.3326 * X)
Normal = 0.5 - R * (A * T + B * T * T + C * T ** 3)
END FUNCTION Normal

8.6

INTEGER N
DO N = 1, 20
PRINT "(I4, F9.1)", N, Fibo(N)
END DO
CONTAINS
RECURSIVE FUNCTION Fibo( N ) RESULT (F)
REAL F
INTEGER N
IF (N == 0 .OR. N == 1) THEN
F = 1
ELSE
F = Fibo(N-1) + Fibo(N-2)
END IF
END FUNCTION Fibo
END

Chapter 9
9.1

INTEGER, DIMENSION(100) :: Num
(a)
Num = (/ (I, I = 1, 100) /)
(b)
DO I = 1, 50
Num(I) = 2 * I
END DO
(c)
DO I = 1, 100
! or Num = (/ (I, I = 100, 1, -1) /)
Num(101-I) = I
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END DO
9.2

REAL F(100), F1, F2
READ*, F(1), F(2)
DO N = 3, 100
F(N) = F(N-1) + F(N-2)
END DO

9.3

REAL :: S(7) = (/ 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 35, 50 /)
INTEGER :: Emps(7) = (/ 3000, 2500, 1500, 1000, 400, &
100, 25 /)
INTEGER :: NumScales = 7
INTEGER I, Above, Below
REAL AvLevel, AvSal
Above = 0; Below = 0
AvLevel = SUM( S ) / NumScales
! intrinsic SUM
DO I = 1, NumScales
IF (S(I) < AvLevel) THEN
Below = Below + Emps(I)
ELSE
Above = Above + Emps(I)
END IF
END DO
AvSal = 1000 * SUM( S ) / SUM( Emps )
! intrinsic SUM

9.4

INTEGER X(10), Num, I
REAL Mean, Dist
READ*, X
Mean = SUM( X ) / 10
! intrinsic SUM
Dist = ABS(X(1) - Mean)
! it may be the first one
Num = X(1)
DO I = 2, 10
IF (ABS(X(I) - Mean) > Dist) THEN
Num = X(I)
! furthest number
Dist = ABS(X(I) - Mean)
! distance from mean
END IF
END DO

9.5
1. Initialize: N = 3,: P1 = 2, j = 1 (prime counter)
2. W hile
N
<
i
R

=

W hile

R
Increase

≠

0

R
Increase

Increase N by 2

Pj

's

Chapter 10
10.3
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and
i

P1 = N

3. Print allthe
4. Stop.

N,

M O D(

R
If
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CHARACTER (1) :: ch = ""
INTEGER :: NonBlank = 0

j

repeat:
1

=

=
≠
by

P1 )

P1 <
by
0

1

(that's

(remainder)

N

repeat:
1

M O D ( N , P1 )
then
another
prime)

INTEGER :: IOEnd = 0
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'TEST' )
DO WHILE (IOEnd /= -1)
! for EOF under FTN90
READ (1, "(A1)", IOSTAT = IOEnd, ADVANCE = "NO") ch
IF (ch /= ' ') NonBlank = NonBlank + 1
END DO
PRINT*, NonBlank
CLOSE (1)

Chapter 11
11.1

CHARACTER(80) Line
INTEGER :: Blanks = 0
INTEGER I
READ*, Line
! use quotes if text contains blanks
DO I = 1, LEN_TRIM( Line )
IF (Line(I:I) == " ") Blanks = Blanks + 1
END DO

11.2

INTEGER I, PosStop
CHARACTER(80) Sentence
READ*, Sentence ! enclose in quotes if blanks in text
PRINT*, Sentence
PosStop = INDEX( Sentence, "." )
PRINT*, PosStop
DO I = PosStop-1, 1, -1
WRITE (*, "(A1)", ADVANCE = "NO") Sentence( I:I )
END DO

11.3

PROGRAM Zeller
CHARACTER (9), DIMENSION(0:6) :: DayOfWeek = &
(/ "Sunday
", "Monday
", "Tuesday ", &
"Wednesday", "Thursday ", "Friday
", "Saturday " /)
INTEGER Centy, Day, Month, Year, F
PRINT*, "Enter day, month, year:"
READ*, Day, Month, Year
Month = Month - 2
IF (Month <= 0) Month = Month + 12
IF (Month >= 11) Year = Year - 1
Centy = Year / 100
Year = MOD( Year, 100 )
! year in century now
F = INT(2.6 * Month - 0.2) + Day + Year + Year / 4 &
+ Centy / 4 - 2 * Centy
F = MOD( F, 7 )
PRINT*, DayOfWeek(F)
END

11.4

PROGRAM BinToDec
CHARACTER(80) StrBin
! maximum length is 80
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE :: Bin(:)
INTEGER Dec, I, N
READ*, StrBin
N = LEN_TRIM( StrBin )
! number of binary digits
ALLOCATE( Bin(N) )
READ (StrBin, "(80I1)") Bin ! reads first N digits
Dec = 0
DO I = 1, N
Dec = Dec + Bin(I) * 2 ** (N-I)
END DO
PRINT*, Dec
END
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11.5

PROGRAM Upper
CHARACTER (1) :: ch
INTEGER :: IOEnd = 0
OPEN( 1, FILE = "TEXT" )
DO WHILE (IOEnd /= -1)
! for EOF under FTN90
READ (1, "(A1)", IOSTAT = IOEnd, ADVANCE = "NO") ch
IF (ch >= "a" .AND. ch <= "z") THEN
ch = ACHAR( IACHAR(ch) - 32 ) ! ASCII codes
END IF
WRITE (*, "(A1)", ADVANCE = "NO") ch
IF (IOEnd == -2) PRINT*
! for EOR under FTN90
END DO
CLOSE (1)
END

11.12

FUNCTION TIS()
REAL TIS
INTEGER TIMES(8)
CALL DATE_AND_TIME( VALUES = TIMES )
PRINT*, TIMES
TIS = TIMES(5) * 3600 + TIMES(6) * 60 + TIMES(7)&
+ TIMES(8) / 1000.0
END FUNCTION TIS

Chapter 13
13.1

INTEGER, POINTER :: P1, P2, Temp
INTEGER, TARGET :: I, J
I = 1; J = 2
P1 => I
P2 => J
PRINT*, P1, P2
Temp => P1
P1 => P2
P2 => Temp
PRINT*, P1, P2
! check where they point now

Chapter 14
14.1

PROGRAM Bingo
INTEGER Bing(99), I, Temp, Seed(1), Count, R
REAL Rnd
CALL SYSTEM_CLOCK( Count )
Seed = Count
CALL RANDOM_SEED( PUT = Seed )
Bing = (/ (I, I = 1, 99) /)
DO I = 1, 99
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(Rnd)
R = INT( 99 * Rnd + 1 )
Temp = Bing(R)
Bing(R) = Bing(I)
Bing(I) = Temp
END DO
PRINT "(10I3)", Bing
END

14.2

PROGRAM Walk
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Xmax = 20
INTEGER X, F(-Xmax:Xmax), I, N
REAL R
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X = 0
F = 0
READ*, N
DO I = 1, N
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(R)
IF (R < 0.5) THEN
X = X + 1
ELSE
X = X - 1
END IF
F(X) = F(X) + 1
! that's another one at X
END DO
DO X = -Xmax, Xmax
PRINT "(80A1)", ("*", I = 1, F(X))
END DO
END
14.3

PROGRAM MonteCarlo
REAL R, X, Y, Pi
INTEGER I, N
Pi = 0
READ*, N
DO I = 1, N
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(R)
X = -1 + 2 * R
Y = -1 + 2 * R
IF (X*X + Y*Y < 1) Pi = Pi + 1
END DO
Pi = 4 * Pi / N
PRINT*, "Pi is very roughly", Pi
END

! -1 to 1
! ditto

14.5 Theoretically(from the binomial distribution),the probability of a DFII crashing is 1/4, while
that of a DFIV crashing is 5/16; more can go wrong with itsince it has more engines!
14.6 On average, A wins 12 ofthe possible 32 plays ofthe game, while B wins 20, as can be seen
from drawing the game tree. Your simulation should come up with these proportions.(However,it
can be shown from the tree that B can always force a win,if she plays intelligently.)

Chapter 15
15.1

SUBROUTINE MyTrans( A )
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:) :: A
INTEGER J, K
REAL Temp
DO J = 1, SIZE(A,1)
DO K = J, SIZE(A,1) ! start at J to avoid swopping back
Temp = A(J,K)
A(J,K) = A(K,J)
A(K,J) = Temp
END DO
END DO
END SUBROUTINE MyTrans

Chapter 16
16.1
(a) The realroots are 1.856 and –.697,the complex roots are 0.0791±1.780i.
(b) 0.589, 3.096, 6.285,...(roots get closerto multiples of π).
(c) 1, 2, 5.
(d) 1.303(e) Real roots at 1.768 and 2.241.
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16.2 Successive bisections are: 1.5, 1.25, 1.375, 1.4375 and 1.40625. The exact answer is
1.414214...,so the last bisection is within the required error.
16.3 22 (exact answer is 21.3333).
rt

16.4 After 30 yearsthe exact answer is 2117 (1000e ) .
16.5 The differential equations to be solved are

dS / dt = − r1 S
dY / dt = r1 S − r2 Y The exact solution after 8 hoursis S = 6.450 × 1025 and Y = 2.312 × 1026
16.6

PROGRAM IMPALA
INTEGER I, N
REAL A, B, H, R, T, X
PRINT*, "Enter R, B, A, X(0), H:"
READ*, R, B, A, X, H
N = INT( 24/H + SPACING(H) ) + 1
! trip count
T = 0
DO I = 1, N
IF (MOD(I-1, INT(1/H + SPACING(H))) == 0) THEN ! output
! every month starting with initial value
PRINT "(2F8.2)", T, X
END IF
T = T + H
X = X + H * (R - B * X * SIN(A * T)) * X
END DO
END

16.7 With 10 intervals (n = 5), the luminous efficiency is 14.512725%. With 20 intervals it is
14.512667%. These resultsjustifythe use of 10 intervalsin any further computationsinvolving this
problem. This isa standard way oftestingthe accuracy of a numerical method: halvethe step-length
and see how much the solution changes.
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